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ABSTRACT 

This thesis describes the visual inspection techniques developed in a research 

project initiated by British Airways in conjunction with the School of Engineering 

and Applied Science at Durham University. The aim of the project has been to 

automate certain aspects of the catering operation at Heathrow airport. The first 

vision task is a purely inspection one in which a vision system is used to determine 

whether an in-flight meal tray has been correctly loaded by a robot. The second and 

main task, from a vision perspective, has been to develop a working approach to 
the identification and orientation of randomly arranged recyclable items on a tray 

returning from use on an airliner. The eventual objective of this task is to use this 
information to guide a robot to unload the tray automatically. 

The brief for the vision system has been to produce a versatile low-cost 
industrial vision system, capable of performing the required inspection tasks, within 
a limited processing time, and requiring no specialized image processing hardware. 

The first section of the thesis describes vision systems in general, the chosen 
system hardware, and the simple template matching based software developed for 

the first task. 

The second and main section of the thesis details the development of soft- 

ware techniques to find a working approach to the second task which approximately 
falls into the robot vision catagory of a bin-picking operation. This software includes 

a new approach to industrial image processing, involving the use of cluster analysis 
techniques to provide an unsupervised object-learning and high speed recognition 
capability on standard microprocessor hardware. The approach is based around 
deriving object information from artificially generated shadows and includes high- 

speed edge and feature extraction algorithms and cluster analysis based techniques 
for object prototype determination and recognition. The section finishes with an 
assessment of the performance of the complete system and suggestions for consider- 
ation in further work. 
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CHAPTER 1 

AUTOMATED VISUAL INSPECTION 

1.1 Introduction. 

This thesis describes the visual inspection techniques developed in a research 
project initiated by British Airways in conjunction with the School of Engineering 

and Applied Science at Durham University. The objective of the whole project has 
been to develop a working approach to the automation of certain aspects of the 
British Airways catering operation at Heathrow Airport. The processes considered 
for automation are the loading of in-flight meal trays with food and utensils, and 
the stripping of the meal trays on their subsequent return from use on an airliner. 

The brief for the vision system has been to produce a versatile, low cost 
industrial vision system capable of performing the required inspection tasks within 
a limited processing time, and requiring no specialized image processing hardware. 

The thesis begins with a section which contains a definition of some visual 
inspection terms and discusses the potential value of automated visual inspection to 
industry in general. A range of particularly advantageous applications is given with 
a description of the limitations of currently available commercial vision systems. 

The thesis is then divided into two main sections. The first smaller section 
describes the first vision project, - that of developing an inspection technique to 
determine whether a robot loaded tray has been correctly loaded. The approach 
taken to the problem is described. This is followed by a description of the vision 
system hardware, which is used throughout the research work, and the software 
developed for this first project. The section ends with a results and conclusions 
chapter which contains an assessment of the performance of the vision system as a 
whole. 

The second section and main part of the thesis relates to the second project. 
This was the development of a working approach for the vision guidance of a robot 
to remove the recyclable items from a meal tray returning from use on an airliner. 
Essentially the same hardware was used in this second project as was used in the 
first project. For this reason this section of the thesis is mainly concerned with the 
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software developed for the system. This software includes a new approach to indus- 

trial image processing, involving the use of cluster analysis techniques to provide 

an unsupervised object-learning and high-speed image- processing capability. With- 

out the use of specialized hardware the software based system capitalizes on the 

significant improvements that have been made in microprocessor performance and 
the decreasing cost of standard microprocessor hardware. These factors permit the 

real-time application of techniques from the fields of computer science and statistics. 
This section concludes with an evaluation of the system. The appendix section at 
the end of the thesis contains a more detailed software description in conjunction 
with program listings of the software developed. Following this there is a reference 
section which lists papers and books referenced in the thesis, a bibliography, and a 
section containing all the figures referred to in the text. 

1.2 An Overview of Machine Vision Systems: 

Their Advanta-, -es and Limitations. 0 
The inspection techniques developed in this thesis, for the British Airways 

project, are techniques suitable for a variety of automated vision applications. In 

this chapter the potential advantages offered to industry by such techniques are 
described in general terms. This is followed by an indication of the limitations of 

presently available commercial systems. 

Before these descriptions there is a definition of some generally accepted 
terminology used here in this chapter and throughout the thesis. 

1.2.1 A definition of terminology. 

Automated visual inspection refers to the automatic inspection of a pro- 

cess, item, or range of items by some visual, non-contact means. Although the 

approaches and requirements of systems to perform the inspection may vary greatly 
they all involve as a first stage the conversion of an optical image into a series of 

electrical signals. The optical image provided can range from that created by a 
focused lazer light on a photodiode array to a standard vidicon close-circuit televi- 

sion camera image of a randomly, diffusely illuminated scene. The remaining stages 
in the computer vision system are the electronic hiii-dware to convert the electrical 

signals created by the sensors into a form suitable for computer processing, and the 0 
computer hardware and software which take the image and perform the necessary 
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identification, orientation or gauging tasks upon it. 

Automated visual inspection encompasses a range of terms. These include 

machine visual inspection, computer vision, machine vision, and robot vision. It 

is fair to say that machine vision and computer vision are equivalent terms. The 

way in which the results from the process are used is basic in deciding whether 

a system is thought of as an inspection system or as a robotic system [1]. In an 
inspection system a part is assessed for its conformance to some a-priori criterion. 
This applies to process control as well as discrete part inspection. In computer 

vision applied to robotics the part quality is assumed to be acceptable or the deg-ree 

of non-conformance known. Here the priority is the iddntification of individual parts 
in the field of view and how they are orientated. Further requirements may be to 
find a particular feature, for example a gripping point or a path of safest approach. 

1.2.2 The potential value of machine vision to industry. 

The advantages machine vision systems offer to industry are listed beloiv: - 

1/ Direct cost and labour savings. 
2/ Improved product quality and consistency. 

3/ Increased speed of manufacture and throughput. 

4/ Versatility of vision systems increases the number of tasks 

suitable for vision processing. 

5/ Improved dimensional accuracy. 

6/ The vision system information is provided in a convenient 
digital form. 

The application considered for the vision system will dictate which of the 

above advantages are being capitalised upon, but any single advantage may make 0 
the implementation of a vision system worthwhile [2][3]. A description of these 

advantages is given in the following discussion. 

Direct cost and labour savings can be made by replacing human opera- 
tors and sophisticated, supervised and automatic, contact gauging systems, with 
automatic visual inspection systems. Inspection is of considerable importance in 

manufacturing plants, where it has been estimated that on average nearly 10% of 
people and 5% of machines are involved in such tasks [4][5]. In the case of replacing 
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human operators it has been found that the average totally automatic final inspec- 

tion machine justifies its capital outlay in approximately 1.5 years on a two shift 
basis (US figures#)This includes direct inspection labour costs and savings made 

on reduced warranty repairs. 
The second point is that automated inspection offers improvements both 

in quality and in consistency. Electro-optical inspection means that each part is 

checked in a consistent manner and the inspection of a set of particular measure- 

ments is 100% true. Neither of these is possible with subjective human inspectors 

given to the normal human weaknesses of people required to do monotonous repet- 
itive tasks. 

The rate at which certain vision systems can process parts offers the poten- 
tial for a great increase in productivity - for example Diffracto Limited - Canada 

have installed a system for in-line inspection of engine valves with 12 cameras [4]. 

They inspect all the pertinent dimensions of the valves at a rate of 4200/hour also 

providing information on valve surface defects. Purchase of this system was justi- 

fied over a conventional approach principally because of high part rate and virtual 
lack of maintenance compared with the complex setup procedure and maintenance 

required with contact gauges. 

A further instance where vision techniques can give increases in productiv- 
ity is when parts are identified visually before sorting, thus reducing the level of 

complexity of mechanical sorting devices and increasing throughput. 

Machine vision techniques offer advantages where human operator inspection 

or contact sensing is not practical. This situation may arise in the following cases :- 

1/ Where the object to be inspected is too large. 

2/ The complexity of the object is such that contact sensing or 
human visual inspection becomes impractical, as illustrated 

by the increasing use of computer vision inspection techniques 

for P. C. B. inspection [6][7]. 

3/ The measurement to be made is an awkward interior measurement. 
Such an ability to 'see' in small restricted areas where either 
there is difficulty for a human to see clearly or it is 

impractical to build a mechanical contact gauging system to 

perform the task, can offer considerable advantages. An example 
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of this is in robot welding applications [8]. 

4/ Where the measurement to be made is in an environment hostile to 

the presence of human operators - for instance in the presence 

of toxic chemicals or radioactive elements, or in situations of 

extreme heat, noise, or mechanical vibration, for example in 

turbine blade inspection [8][9]. 

The dimensional resolution required of a machine vision system depends 

largely on the particular application. For instance in a robot guidance application 

a standard vidicon T. V. camera can usually provide sufficient resolution, whereas 
if the task involves replacing existing contact gauges for all accurate dimensional 

measurement or if the system is to be used for surface flaw detection, an optically 

and electronically magnified photodiode system can be used. One such system for 

the inspection of pump vanes has been installed by Diffracto which offers a resolution 

of 4 millionths of an inch (0.1 microns) with a dimensional range of +/-10000 [41- 
0 

A further advantage of machine vision systems is that the information pro- 

vided is in a digital form that can be fed back directly to control an NC machine 

or used to guide equipment such as a robot. It has been suggested that in order to 

allow flexible manufacturing systems to realize their full potential it is essential that 

an effective machine vision system be developed. Present day FMS systems are lim- 
ited in their ability to sense the position, orientation, shape and surface composition 
or other characteristics of workpieces. Such information could to a large extent be 

provided by a machine vision system. Examples of applications in this area have 

already included; - 

1/ Robot welding - where the edge to be welded is tracked visually 
either before or during the welding operation [5]. 

2/ Robot paint spraying operations - where a vision system 
processes an image of a car on a production line, identifies 
the car from a known group and tells the robot down the line 

which paint program to call up [10]. 

3/ The SCAMP system which is used in the British Robotic Systems 
Ltd. computer-aided-manufacturing project to orientate 
work-pieces on lathes [111. 
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4/ In the automotive industry vision guided robots are used to 

stack crankshafts [12], to ipsert glass windscreens [13], and 
in general assembly roles [14][15]. 

1.2.3 Limitations of present commercial vision systems. 

Having detailed the positive aspects favouring the introduction of machine 

vision systems here is a list of limitations of present day vision systems which are 

summarized in a report from the Tran Tech Corporation in America [16]. 

1/ They offer limited 3-D interpretation. 

2/ They offer limited interpretation of surfaces. 

3/ There is often the need for a structured environment. 

4/ A lengthy processing time is often involved. 

5/ The high cost of vision systems. 

6/ The systems lack flexibility and require skilled operator intervention. 

Just as each particular application has its own particular requirements, so it 

may also involve any of the above limitations. A more detailed description of these 
limitations is given in the following section. 

With regard to 3-D image interpretation as yet few stereoscopic multi- 

camera vision systems have progressed beyond the development stage [17]. Cer- 

tain systems with a single camera are commercially available for 3-D gauging tasks 

which involve the use of motorized inspection beds (18]. It is also possible to de- 

rive 3-D information from a single camera by applying a transform function to the 

image based on reflected light intensity [19][20]. Again these programs have been 
0 

developed in an academic environment and the resulting systems do not offer the 

robustness required for a system to operate in an industrial application. There has 

however been a large amount of research into application algorithms to work on 

pseudo 2.5-D images created by the application of structured light to 3-D images 

which has found successful industrial application [21][22][23]. 

In connection with the interpretation of surfaces there has been a great deal 

of effort expended in developing programming techniques in fields such as the au- 
tomatic interpretion of aerial photographs [24][25](26], to reveal information about 
surfaces. Examples of these techniques include the deduction of texture and curva- 
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ture information from variations in reflected light intensity [19][27]. As yet little of 
this development has been applied to industrial applications, where there are obvi- 

ous application opportunities for this technology. An example of this would be in 

surface flaw detection in polished surfaces by using textural analysis. It seems that 

large processing time overheads with current hardware and software have limited 

development for the industrial user. *The need for a structured environment has 

been found to be a major limitation in machine vision systems. In order to get a 

clear image of the object, or objects, under inspection a specific lighting require- 0 
ment is often imposed on the scene, for example strongly directional light, diffuse 

multi- directional light, or backlighting. The setting up of the inspection ria within 

a factory whose light is unstructured and variable can be an involved task. To a 

certain extent grey level processing can reduce the need for specific illumination 

conditions by using local intensity operators rather than global ones. This however, 

often incurs a significant processing time penalty. Large amounts of information 

and information manipulation are involved in image processing. When standard 

microprocessor hardware is used for this task processing time is often prohibitively 
long and precludes an industrial implementation. The required processing time sav- 
ings which may run into orders of magnitude, can be made in a number of ways 
including; more efficient algorithms, more efficient assembly language coding of such 

algorithms, and dedicated hardware for example facilitating parallel processing op- 

erations on the image. 

Currently available commercial vision systems represent a large capital out- 
lay when compared with a possible human alternative. A vision system operating 

on a suitably constrained image with appropriate lighting can be expected to cost 
between X8000 and X40000 depending on the sophistication of the system required 
[28]. Hidden costs can also be incurred as a result of the lack of hardware or soft- 

ware robustness. If for instance an error is made in a robot vision task this could 
be translated into errors in physical manipulations. Manipulators parts and fixtures 

could be damaged or destroyed. Other hidden costs can be in engineering the vision 
site for example for structured lighting conditions and in more elaborate fixturing 

of the part under inspection. 

In the current climate of the micro-electronics revolution, rapidly decreasing 0 
costs and increases in the performance of individual integrated circuits will inevitably 
lead to dropping hardware costs and savings in processing time. From both the 
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software and hardware standpoints, as more companies enter such a potentially 
lucrative market, competition amongst them will lead to cheaper and more versatile 

vision systems [29][2][3]. 

The existing 'second generation' vision systems in industry lack flexibility in 

the sense that often skilled operators are required to set up and maintain a system 

which has no inherent learning capability. Situations like this may arise for example 

when the set of objects to be recognised is changed or expanded. A main focus of 

attention in the second part of the thesis is software development to remove this 
limitation. 

In the majority of applications, vision systems will replace human operators. 
At present human vision out-performs machine vision in applications where work- 

pieces are examined at random, where a qualitative inspection is required, or where 

a small number of objects or scenes is to be interpreted. The most suitable applica- 
tions for machine vision systems are in high volume manufacturing where a variety 

of parts is produced, each with readily distinguishable features and in which parts 

are presented for examination with a degree of 'structure'. This means they are not 

randomly placed but are presented, for example, in some sort of jig or fixture. 

Having discussed vision system capabilities and limitations in general, in the 

following chapter we consider which of these factors are relevant to the particular 

applications. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE FIRST PROJECT 

PROJECT OBJECTIVES AND METHOD OF APPROACH 

In this chapter the overall objectives of the first project tiec described. The 
factors relevant to the implementation of vision systems are discussed in the context 

of the previous chapter. The approach adopted to overcome the problems presented 
by the first project is detailed. This is followed by a general discussion of the 

alternative vision system approaches that were considered. 

2.1 The Project Objectives. 

The vision work in this thesis can be considered as two distinct tasks, each 
with its own requirements. The first part of the thesis is concerned with the first 

task and also serves to introduce the hardware used throughout the research work. 
The second and main part of the thesis describes the more involved second task and 
is detailed in the second half of the thesis. A description of the first task follows. 

In the first stage of the overall British Airways project it is intended that a 
series of robot cells will replace human operators in the preparation of meal trays 
for use on airliners. The prepacked items will be presented to a robot by a range 
of mechanical handling devices which then loads them into the trays. The vision 
system will be used to provide automatic quality control to ensure that the trays 
have been correctly packed in what can be considered a wholly inspection task. 

The developed project sequence is as follows; the robot loads an empty 
tray with a cup containing a milk- carton. The robot then loads a plastic bowl 

with a transparent plastic cover containing a variety of food, a sealed polythene 
bag containing cutlery and salt sachets etc. and a plastic sideplate containing a 
bread bun and a butter pack. After being loaded with afurther open bowl the tray 
is released to travel down a roller conveyor which transfers it into the inspection 
station. An inspection is then performed and an indication made as to whether the 
tray has been correctly loaded. If it has not been correctly loaded the vision system 
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must give some indication of the particular loading error. 

2.2 Justification of the System. 

In the context of the previous chapter the justification for a vision system in 

this first application revolves around the need for high speed, non-contact, inspection 

capability. The only alternative to this approach is the use of human operators and 
hence the assessment of the viability of such a system must be made in comparison 
with this alternative. This means that many of the advantages offered by machine 

vision systems in general, for instance the ability to do high resolution gauging tasks 

and ability to function in awkward environments, are not relevant and the viability 

of the system must be assessed in terms of product throughput, consistency, and 
cost. 

The rate of throughput in the first task is limited by the speed at which 
the robot can load the trays when working on a single vision system per cell basis, 

although the possibilty of linking a number of robots cells to a single inspection 

station was considered. In the single cell- per-inspection station case the processing 
time objective was 5 seconds for a complete inspection. This is in accordance with 
the minimum anticipated loading time of a tray by a single robot and compatible 

with that of the current human operators. 

For the first task, in view of the simplicity of the task involved, it is not 

unreasonable to expect a high degree of consistency of inspection with a failure 

rate considerably lower than that anticipated for a human inspector performing 
the same task over long periods of time. The final, and probably most important 

criterion in these applications is the economic viability of the system. This must 
be assessed on the cost of the research and development undertaken and the cost of 
factory implementation against a significant reduction in labour costs. At present 
increasing labour costs and decreasing system costs indicate are that the application 
is becoming increasingly viable. 
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2.3 General Description of the Project System. 

The hardware system chosen was a single camera, binary imaging system 

using strongly directional structured fight. The light source was a standard visible 

spectrum spotlamp which was used in conjunction with a standard black and white 

vidicon close-circuit television camera. The camera was coupled to an Apple 8-bit 

microcomputer system which was in turn coupled to a dedicated Motorola M68020 

microprocessor based system built 'in house' at the Durham University Micropro- 

cessor Centre. A detailed description of the actual hardware used is contained in 
Chapter 3. 

2.4 Discussion of the Choice of Approach. 

The following factors were considered when deciding upon the particular 
hardware and software for the first project. 

1/ The system must be capable of verifying items, such as a bowl, 

containing a changing range of contents, standing on a tray 

surface. This task is complicated by the fact that the items, 

and in the worst case, their contents, are the same colour 

as the background tray. In addition they are of different 

surface finish and hence surface reflectivity to the tray. 

2/ The inspection operation must be accomplished within a 

comparitively small time to make the application feasible. 

3/ The objectives of the project must be achieved within a 
limited research budget. 

It was clear that a colour vision system in all but the worst case - of empty 
items on a background tray of the same colour, would offer extra relevant infor- 

mation. When the additional cost involved with colour systems was considered 
however, the potential advantages were outweighed by economic considerations and 
a black and white approach favoured. This limited choice to vision systems de- 

pendant on reflected or transmitted light intensity. Practically this 'light' could 
be either ultraviolet, infrared, laser, white, or coloured visible light. Laser sys- 
tems have their usual applications in high resolution gauging, ranging and welding 
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operations, and involve considerable capital outlay. For these reasons they were con- 

sidered unsuitable for the application. Although less prone to noise in the intended 

factory environment, the fact that the inspection station could be easily installed 

in a light-tight box meant that the additional cost and inconvenience of ultra-violet 

and infra-red sources and cameras outweighed the advantages, and a less expensive 

standard visible light system was used. (For completeness there is a brief description 

of alternative image gathering system hardware at the end of this chapter). 

The items on the tray that must be verified are of the same colour and 
material as the base tray. This means that there is little noticeable variation in 

reflected light intensity in diffuse lighting conditions. For this reason structured 
lighting was investigated. It was found to be necessary to use some method of 
increasing the contrast around items on the tray to make it possible to verify their 

presence. The two approaches considered were backlighting the tray, and applying 
strong directional sidelight to the tray. 

In the case of backlighting, the tray would need to be supported at points 0 
along the edge, and a strong directional light applied up or down through the tray 

opposite a light sensor. Thus for a British Airways tray of approximately uniform 
thickness the image would appear darker in areas corresponding to the places where 
items were on the tray surface. This approach has the following disadvantages: - 0 

1/ There would be complications in jigging the inspection station with 
the tray on roller conveyors involving either feeding the tray onto a 
tight table/ translucent conveyor or using some improvised side support 
for the sides of the tray on the conveyor, for example specially shortened 
side rollers. 

2/ The tray was made of 3mm. thick-, opaque cream plastic which 
meant that to get a satisfactory contrast on the resulting image an 
intense light source would be required. This would increase problems of 
scattered light around the tray which would possibly necessitate some 
form of extra cooling, within the light box. 

3/ There would be little or no indication in the image of multiple 
stacking of items due to the much reduced intensity of the transmitted 
light and the, use of a binary threshold. 

4/ The approach has less appeal in computer vision terms due to 
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its lack of similarity to human vision processing which most general 

vision system research is targetted towards. This may be a disadvantage 

when trying to reference relevant research material. 

The chosen alternative structured light approach was to shine a spotlamp 

across the surface of the tray from one side. This had the effect of producing artifi- 

cial shadows of items standing above the surface. This approach has the following 
disadvantages: - 

1/ It is possible that exceptionally darkly coloured items placed 

on the tray would have the same light levels as the artificial shadows. 
2/ Shadows of items placed close together or stacked could become 

linked together to produce complex compound shape outlines from which 
it would be difficult to deduce the component shadows. 

3/ Only a single edge or two edges of a shape are available for 

its identification or location instead of a complete object outline. 

This approach does however have the followfing advantages: - 0 

1/ It provides a clear contrast between items of the same colour 
and was largely independent of surface reflectivity. 

2/ It offers definition between stacked items provided the shadows 
do not overlap. 

In the case of the latter approach it was assumed that the shortcomings 
could be minimised by more sophisticated software and the system was adopted in 

preference to the backlighting approach. 

A further consideration was the type of light system to be used. The two 0 
alternatives were a binary light level system or a grey level system. 

The processing flexibility offered by a grey level system has attractions espe- 
cially in the case of a scene that is not evenly illuminated or has a variety of colours 
and surface types,. or one in which surface orientation or shape information is to be 
derived from intensity profiles. This means that when a scene is coded with typically 
16 or 256 grey levels, the integrity of edges represented by local maxima of rates 
of change of intensity is preserved. The price of this extra information is in more 
sophisticated and costly hardware, the need for a greater memory capacity, and in 
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order to make full use of this facility, more sophisticated software which increases 

processing time. The binary alternative chosen was modestly priced and performed 

adequately in the simplified, high contrast lightbox environment. As it is possible to 

adjust *the capture threshold under computer control in the chosen system it would 
be possible generate a pseudo grey scale system by taking a series of images at dif- 

ferent thresholds and merging them together. This could however only have been 

done at a processing time penalty and the possibility was not investigated. 

Although the chosen system had the capability to switch between four cam- 
eras the possibility of stereo imaging was not considered. This could have been done 
by using two overhead cameras in a known physical arrangement with respect to 

the tray and by matching up identical points in the two 2-D imaes specific area 

and point coordinates could be calculated [17]. Another two camera method is to 
have one camera overhead and another at right angles looking across the scene [23]. 

These combine to give a restricted 3-D image. If applied to the project task this 

side camera would not have been able to provide much extra information due to the 
low profile of the project tray. 

This multicamera approach was not investigated further, on the grounds 
that for the given application it would have introduced unnecessary complications 
into the resulting system. 

2.5 Alternative Image Gathering Systems. 

For completeness there follows a brief description of alternative image gath- 
ering system hardwares, and the reasons why they were not preferred. These systems 
include: - 

1/ Laser scanning systems. 
2/ Linear photodiode array systems. 
3/ Solid state camera based systems. 

Laser scanning systems are found more commonly in high resolution gauging 
applications. Due to the very large bandwidth (up to S5 Nlhz) and low level of noise 
offercd by photomultiplier tubes used as light transducers the resolution possible 
through a mixturc of optical and electronic magnification has reached 0.1 microns. 
This is far higher than is required in our inspection or robotics application. These 
factors in addition to the high cost of the complex mechanism required to rotate the 
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polygonal mirror in order to deflect the light beam to scan the scene, and the cost of 
the lasers themselves, meant that such laser systems were not thought appropriate 
for the project application. 

Linear photodiode arrays offer a number of advantages in common with 0 
RAM cameras over the chosen vidicon camera. These advantages include mechan- 
ical robustness, a significant size reduction, a potentially higher resolution with a 
bandwidth up to 35 Mhz, and the information in a form more readily processible 
by digital computers. They are significantly less expensive than vidicon and RAM 

cameras but unlike RAM cameras they cannot capture a complete image at one 
time. For this reason it is necessary to either move structured light with respect 
to an object or move the object with respect to structured light in order to build 

up a complete image of the object [21][22]. This introduces further unnecessary 
complexity and expense into the system and as a consequence such a system was 
ruled out. 

Solid-state camera systems based on optic RAM chips have many of the 

advantages listed above in common with photodiode arrays in addition to the ad- 

vantages that standard lenses can be used and a complete image gathered at one 
time. Modern high resolution RAM cameras have light sensitive two-dimensional 

arrays with element spacings of less than 5 microns which offer image resolutions of 
better than 512x5l2 pixels. The costs of such cameras has dropped dramatically 

in the last three or four years especially when compared with earlier image sensing 

chips such as the CCD. They are still however two or three times more expensive 
than the vidicon alternative. For this reason they were discounted as a hardware 

option. 

(For a more comprehensive assessment of the characteristics of alternative 
image gathering systems see reference [30]). 
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CHAPTER 3 

VISION SYSTEM HARDWARE 

The hardware used in the first and second vision projects is shown in figures 

Ma and 3.1b respectively. The working system can be considered to consist of four 

separate parts. These are :- 

1/ The lightbox/conveyor arrangement. 

2/ The camera/digitizer/Apple microcomputer combination. 

3/ The dedicated Durham University M68020 based system. 

4/ The Cambridge Microsystems Codata M68000 based development 

system. 

The photographic plate preceding the figures at the end of the thesis shows 
the combined microcomputer vision workstation built up for the projects. 

3.1 The Lightbox. 

The lightbox consisted of a wooden box which was light-tight except for the 

narrow roller conveyor entrance and exit (figure 3.2). The box prevented external 
fight sources and changing ambient light changing the tray illumination conditions. 
This was especially important with the system set to operate in binary mode with 

a fixed fight intensity threshold. The interior of the box was painted black in order 
to reduce the amount of scattered light from the bulb off the walls, as this causes a 
degradation in the quality of item shadow edges. 

The light source was a standard 60 Watt internal reflector bulb which was 
mounted and angled to give clear shadow definition on the tray and an even tray 
illumination. The bulb height was chosen to reduce the difference in shadow width 
across the tray between those items casting shadows at the closest end of the tray 
to the light source and those furthest away from the light source. The angle was 
kept low enough however, to produce shadows of a distinct width (figure 3-3). For 

the first project the light source arrangement in figures 3.2 and 3.3 was satisfactory. 
For the second vision project it was found that in order to use the same convenient 
light source the spotlamp bulb had to be placed at a height of 8 feet above the rig 
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to provide a sufficiently parallel beam of light. - 

The overhead mounting of the camera was necessary in order to minimize 
the proportion of dark vertical interior sides of items and to control the amount of 

shadow visible to the camera. 
In the first project the trays to be inspected were made of comparatively 

rigid moulded cream plastic, roughly rectangular in shape, about 40.5cm. x 27.5cm. 

x 1.7cm. in size and 3mm. thick (figure 3.4). Their surfaces had a number of 
indentations which acted as locating wells for items placed on the trays in order to 

prevent the items becoming disarranged in transit. In the second project a flat tray 

of the same size and colour was used. 
In the first project the tray rolled into the light box on the roller conveyor. 

It settled against a stop and triggered a microswitch which in turn triggered the 
digitizer to grab a frame of the image. The test rig was arranged so that if the tray 

was rejected it was allowed to continue on down the conveyor. Otherwise it was 

pushed sideways by a pneumatic piston into a meal trolley stationed at the correct 
height alongside. In the trolley there were 11 shelves of 3 trays. The trolley was 

mounted on a hydraulic lift which started loading at the top of its travel and indexed 

down on filling each shelf. This process continued until the trolley was completely 
full when it was removed and replaced by another empty one. 

In the second project, just prior to entering the light box, the returning tray 

passed through an air-jet station. At this point high pressure air was blasted across 
the surface of the tray to remove light-weight debris, for example napkins and paper 
sachets. Once the inspection had been made in the light box the tray was released 
to travel down a shallowly inclined conveyor to a robot unloading station. It was 
assumed that by avoiding rapidly decelerating the tray the items on it would not be 
disturbed in transit between these two points. 

A further modification made to the standard light box shown in figure 3.2 
in the learning stage of the second project was the use of a stepper motor driven 

rotary table in the light box. This table comprised a flat tray with a large circular 
disc cut out of the centre. The disk cut-out was then attached to a stepper motor 
at its centre and remounted, free to rotate, in its original hole (figure 3.2a). The 

control/drive signals for the motor came from a stepper driver card. This in turn 

received its control signals from the pulsed TTL output from the parallel interface 
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adaptor on a purpose-built parallel interface card within the Apple microcomputer. 

This table allowed an item to be rotationally indexed under computer control 

whilst at the inspection station in the item learning stage of the second project. The 

table was removed when the light box was to be used for tray inspection. 

3.2 Camera/ Digitizer/ Apple Microcomputer Combination. 

The camera/digitizer/Apple combination was the image grabbing 'front end' 
to the vision system. The camera was an inexpensive National Panasonic WV 

1500/B externally synchronisable black and white vidicon closed-circuit T. V. cam- 

era. The various forms of distortion that such cameras suffer from, for example 

astigmatism, and geomeric distortion due to a non-linear scan, were not significant 
in the low level resolution project tasks. No problems have been experienced with 
the camera either due to its vertical mounting, or the high temperature of its working 
environment. 

The camera was used in conjunction with a Fujinon H6 x 12.51) zoom lens. 

This lens allowed a tolerance in the physical camera/workpiece arrangement, so that 

within given bounds the image could be zoomed to fill the camera's entire field of 

view. The lens has a, manual iris which was set empirically to a small opening of 
F11, so as to give a large depth of field, and then kept constant throughout the 

sampling. 

The link between the camera and the Apple microcomputer was provided 
by a Computech video digitizer unit. This unit converts the analogue camera video 

output signal into a digital form in the microcomputer memory. Once triggered the 
digitizer places a digital one in graphics memory corresponding to areas of the scene 
brighter than the set threshold and a logical zero where less bright. 

The digitizer electronics are mounted on a card which fits into one of the 

auxiliary input/output slots of the Apple 2E microcomputer. There are two con- 

nections from the card to the camera: a composite frame and line synchronisation 
signal output line, and a black and white video signal input line. The video signal is 

converted at a rate of 25 frames per second and stored in one of the high resolution 
graphics screen memory areas of the Apple. The digitizer card operates by digitizing 

in a binary mode. This means that at regular intervals of the camera line scan the 

video line voltage is compared with a reference threshold voltage generated on the 
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card. If the differential comparator output is high that is the signal voltage is above 
the reference, then a digital 'one' is stored in a shift register and if not a 'zero' is 

stored in the register. The contents of this register are then made available to the 
Apple data bus at the correct time with respect to the Apple video circuitry reads 

and writes to graphics memory. The reference threshold voltage on the card can 
be set directly under program control or indirectly using the Apple game paddle 

potentiometers. The digitizer can be triggered either under program control or by 

external hard wiring for example by a microswitch. 
In order to establish the range of brightness that the digitizer intensity scale 

of 0-255 corresponded to, it was first necessary to set two calibration potentiometers 

on the digitizer card. The first lower level potentiometer was set so that the image 

was completely dark when the camera was pointed at the darkest anticipated object 
and the second one was set when the image was just light when the camera was 
pointed at the brightest anticipated image. Once calibrated it was not necessary to 

make any further physical adjustments to the card. 
In operation the digitizer was configured to capture images in its 'white' 

mode. In this mode only the light above a single lower threshold is set to logical'one' 
bits. In addition, application software, provided on an Apple 5.1 inch disc with the 4 

card, allowed automatic logical operations between digital pages. These operations 
included logical ANDing or logical EORing of graphics pages under keyboard control. 
The software also provided for disc and printer operations. 

When the digitizer is being operated modes and thresholds can be set and 
trigger signals provided under software control within the Apple, by either a BASIC 

or assembly language program. 
The Apple 2E microcomputer system comprised a standard Apple 6502 pro- 

cessor board with on-board RAM and ROM, a video display interface and monitor, 
an attached keyboard, a disc interface with dual disc drives, and a series of interface 

slots for interface cards. In one of these slots was the video digitizer, in another the 
disc interface, and in another a purpose-built parallel interface card, replacing an 
earlier RS232 serial interface card. 

The disc facility with its small access time offered convenient storage and 
recall of programs. The Apple video display system supported 80 column text 

presentation which although not essential in the project allowed a clear presentation 
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of the high resolution image provided by camera and digitizer. 

The parallel interface was constructed in order to allow the rapid transfer of 
the captured image to the main processing facility -a dedicated Durham University 

Microprocessor Centre M68020 based system. This system was necessary because it 

was clear from an early stage that the program size and processing speed required 

was considerably beyond the scope of the limited 8 bit, 2MHz, 128k Apple. Orig- 

inally the transfer to this system was via an RS232 serial link. This link was also 

used in the transfer of experimental images onto the host development system. For 

real time applications the maximum bit rate (no parity one stop bit) was only 9600 
baud which without a handshaking protocol would still take: - 

8192 x (8 +1+ 1)/9600 r-j 8.5 seconds. 

- to effect an 81(byte image transfer. In practice with handshaking it was 
found to take much longer - in the region of 20 seconds. As the amount of time 

available for completing the whole of either task was estimated at 5 seconds a more 

rapid transfer method was required. The parallel transfer card contained a simply 
buffered parallel interface adaptor connected to the Apple data and address buses 

with the Apple providing the necessary address decoding. 

This parallel transfer with hardware handshaking has a theoretical maximum 
speed that is limited only by the 6502 processor speed in performing the necessary 
operations to transfer data from the correct part of graphics memory to the PIA on 
the interface card. For a software description refer to section 4.4.2.2. 

An approximation of this transfer time is: - 
Address setting instructions. -4 instructions per access 
Data transfer instructions. 
Test of transfer success. 

-2 instructions per byte 

-3 instructions per byte 

Therefore number of instructions per byte transferred =9 

Number of bytes = 8192 
Number of machine cycles per instruction =3 
Machine clock frequency 

Time for one instruction 
Total theoretical transfer time for one image 

2 NlHz. 

1.5 pscconds. 

= 1.5 x9x 8192pseconds. 
P%A 

, 110 mseconds. 
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This theoretical value illustrates the greatly reduced transfer time possible 
by using parallel transfer techniques. In practice the transfer time was found to be 

around 0.3 seconds. The discrepancy can be accounted for by the the computing 
time overhead of a Basic language call to the subroutine and by the transmitted data 

not being promptly accepted by the M68020 system. In this case the handshake fine 

would prevent the transfer success flags being set in the Apple output PIA and 
hence the loop to test transfer success would be repeated until the transfer had been 

achieved. 

3.3 The DUMC M68020 Unit. 

The dedicated unit was designed and built 'in house' at the Durham Uni- 

versity Microprocessor Centre. The unit is based around the Motorola M68020 

microprocessor chip running at 12Mhz. It contains a directly addressible random- 
access-memory of 1 megabyte in addition to a dedicated operating system RAM 

of 32Kbytes, and an operating system/monitor read- only- memory of 64Kbytes con- 
taining the monitor code and library subroutines. There is also provision for a user 
program ROM of 64Kbytes. In addition the unit has a single parallel and four serial 
interface lines. The parallel line was used for high speed image data input from 

the Apple. One serial line was connected to the host Codata development system 
and was used to download programs. Another serial line was connected to a QUME 

terminal which emulates a standardTVI920 terminal. This permitted keyboard com- 
munication with the unit itself and a monitor software facility also permits the direct 

communication of the terminal with the development system through the unit. The 

other serial lines were connected to a DUET-16 microcomputer with a high resolu- 
tion graphics screen for a graphic representation of the results and an Epson FX100 
dot-matrix printer which gave dot-matrix plots of images and a hardcopy of pro- 
cessing results. The 68020 unit also has dual 720 kilobyte disk drives for data and 
program storage. 

3.4 The Cambridge Microsystems Codata Development System. 

This is a multiuser system based around the Motorola M68000 microproces- 
sor. In addition to 750k of RAM there is an 80 Mbyte Winchester hard disc storage 
unit with cartridge tape backup. The system runs the Unix look-alike Xenix op- 
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erating system with standard Unix facilities. In addition to an M68000 assembler 
there are compilers available for the 'C', Fortran, and Pascal computing languages. 

This system allowed the writing, development and debugging of the image process- 
ing programs in the user-friendly Unix environment, before downloading them onto 
the DUMC M68020 unit. The facilities provided included 'C' debugging aids and 
printing facilities. 

For smaller programs it was possible to run the whole program in simulation 
on the system, with routines acting on test images downloaded from the Apple. In 

the later stages of the program development, especially for the second project, the 
limited amount of RAM on the system precluded this and only smaller program 
sections could be run at one time. 
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CHAPTER 4 

VISION SYSTEM SOFTWARE. 

4.1 Choice of the 'C' Programming Language. 

The choice of 'C' as the main programming language was based on the 

combination of the facilities it provides. These include a clear control structure, a 
rich range of operators, and economy of expression [31]. The advantages are briefly 
described in the following section. 

1/ 'C' has a range of control flow constructions -statement grouping, decision 

making, looping with loop termination at the top or bottom of the loop. It also has 

the ability to select one of a set of cases which provide the programmer with all 
the facilities to produce well structured programs and allow a modular nature to be 

maintained. This is particularly important in larger programs, of the size involved 

here and where the level of control within the program can often change. 

2/ 'C' has a rich range of operators, including bitwise operators, which 

act on the same objects that computers do, specifically characters, numbers (of 

varying byte sizes) and addresses (through the use of pointers). This allows the 

array processing algorithms necessary for pattern recognition to be economically 
expressed and efficiently implimented at the compilation stage. The extensive use 
of pointers in 'C' is of great assistance in the production of fast/efficient M68020 

machine code. When making the many array accesses, necessary in image processing, 
the base addresses of arrays are stored in one of the seven address registers provided 
by the M68020 architecture. In the 'C' implementation offsets are economically 
applied to these to make array element accesses. 

The efficiency of compilation of 'C' has meant that the need to write sections 
of the program in assembly language has been avoided to a large extent. The only 
place it was considered a worthwhile return on the effort expended was in the time 

consuming thinning/outline extraction sub-function where a significant processing 
time saving of 20% was made as a result of optimizing thc code in a highly repetitive 
task. 
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4.2 Choice of Compiler. 

At the time of programming there was no compiler available on the system 
to produce code to take advantage of the extended instruction set of the Motorola 

68020 processor on the dedicated processor unit. For this reason the existing code- 

compatible Motorola M68000 compilers were considered. There were two suitable 
'C'compilers available on the M68000 UNIX Cambridge Microcomputers Codata de- 

velopment system. One was the host system's compiler and the other was a compiler 
from Whitesmiths Ltd. The latter was chosen because there was no documentation 

available on the host system compiler and its source code. This would have made 
it difficult to modify the interface subroutine calls for use on the dedicated DUMC 

68020 board. 

Because of the conciseness of 'C' the resultant code showed only small dif- 
ferences when programs were compiled using each of the compilers. This was seen 

when the two compatible compilations were stopped at the 'dot S' stage to show the 

resolved assembly language equivalent. 0 

4.3 Programming Technique in General. 

To make the introduction of visions system worthwhile in both project ap- 
plications the main criterion of the software was speed of execution. Other consider- 
ations such as program compactness were of comparatively minor importance. For 

this reason care was taken to speed up the program wherever possible. Unnecessar- 
ily time consuming algorithms were avoided and substituted by faster, but possibly 
less elegant algorithms. 

The general axioms adopted to achieve this high speed of operation are as 
follows :- 

1/ The programs do not use a variable in a repetitive role that is of larger 

size than is necessary, for example using an unsigned character for a positive number 
not exceeding eight bits, an unsigned short word for a positive number not exceeding 
16 bits. 

2/ Variables are made unsigned when they were known to remain positive. 
This avoids the compiler having to include unnecessary sign-extend operations in 
the resultant code. 
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3/ The most commonly accessed variables in a function are made 'register 

variables'. These variables remain resident in one of the 68020 registers throughout 

the life of a function. They thus reduce the overhead of an access to a variable on the 

stack to that of a much quicker register reference. Due to the Whitesmiths' compiler 

restriction on'the maximum of register variables to three, with no distinction being 

made as to whether they were normal variables (maintained in the data re risters) 

or pointer variables (maintained in the address registers), it was found necessary 
in some circumstances to assist the compiler in producin r fast code. The INIotorola 
MGS020 has seven usable data registers and six usable address registers which are 
completely independant of each other making this restriction unreasonable especially 
in the case of smaller programs. This limitation was bypassed by stopping the 

compilation at the assembly language stage (dot S stage), getting a listing and 
modifying the register allocation by hand. 

4/ Avoiding the use of multi- dimensional arrays except in the most seldomly 
accessed arrays. This avoids the high multiplication computing overhead of accessing 
second and hi,, her dimensional indices. C) 

4.4 Software Developed for Project 1. 

As stated earlier the two distinct project objectives mean that the software 
developed must perform two different tasks. This section contains a description of 
the overall program strategy to achieve the first of these project objectives. There is 

a description of the software development program including the development tools 

used in producing the final working version of the program. This is followed by a 
brief description of a proposed working version for industrial implementation. 

4.4.1 The difference from ideal approacli. 

The straight-forward nature of the first project task meant that it was de- 

cided to use a variant of a 'template matching' technique. This approach is common 
in industrial image processing and involves the superposing of two images. One of 
these is the image under test and the other a pre-arranged image of an object in its 
ideal condition and/or its ideal configuration. In the project such images correspond 
to the tray under test and anideally' loaded tray. This ideally loaded tray would 

0 

normally have all the particular items loaded centrally within their given locating 

wells. 
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For this type of processing it is essential that the two images are accurately 

registered with respect to the camera so that when the two images are overlayed 0 
descrepancies in the image are due to differences in the loaded items and not differ- 

ences in the tray's physical position. This registration was, for project development 

purposes, provided by retracting pneumatic endstops on the roller conveyor. 

The comparison of two such tray images is done either by logical ANDing 

or logical EORing (exclusive ORing) of the images. This involves microprocessor 

operations between equivalent areas of microcomputer memory storing the visual 
image to produce a third resultant image (figure 4.1). The ANDing process produces 

an image which hifrhlights those point picture elements (pixels) in the computer 

graphics memory that the two images have in common, whereas the EORing process 

produces an image in which the differences in the images are highlighted. The former 

process was used in providing a noise reduced image of the ideal tray and the latter 

in the comparison of this image with the image of the tray under test. In deciding 

the suitability of a method it was necessary to consider the way the tray loading 

conditions are anticipated to be in error when a loading error does occur. These 

are: - 

1/ In the loading process the robot would attempt to pick up a tray item 
from an empty orabsent cartridge. 

2/ The particular item picked could be lost by the robot gripper in transit 

or dropped prematurely on the wrong part of the tray. 

3/ Limitations in the robot's repeatability would mean that over a period 
of operation there would be a drift in the positional accuracy with which the robot 
both picked and placed items. This drift may lead to the robot placing items on 
the tray with a positional accuracy lower than an acceptable tolerance limit for the 
tray to be considered correctly loaded. 

Because of the nature of the loading operation it was considered that the 
likelihood of multiple loadings or stack-ingas in the same place, or items being loaded 
in the precise position intended for another, was very small. Hence it was not 
considered necessary to test for these conditions in the inspection process. 

With the requirement that checking is only to be for the above three errors 
it was decided that the 'ideal' tray image should be that of a completely empty tray. 
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The only features appearing on such a tray were shadows caused by tray indentations 

used to prevent tray items becoming disarranged in transit. In the case of EORing 

such an 'ideal' with a test tray image anything that is loaded replacing original 

shadow areas with light areas or obscuring originally light areas with new shadows 

will become highlighted. 

In order to find where on the tray this difference was occuring, it was nec- 

essary to perform a count of pixels within certain regions of the resultant EORed 

image. The count for each of these regions was then compared with that obtained 
for a correctly loaded tray. If there was a discrepancy outside a given tolerance 

range then an indication was given on the DUMC unit monitor screen that there 

was an error in loading the particular item intended for that area. The computing 0 
method by which this pre-processing and counting was effected is given in detail in 
the program description. 

4.4.2 Development program description. 

Figure 4.2 is a flow diagram of the development program. This sequence 
comprises the following main program parts: - 

1/ Picture acquisition software. 

2/ An Apple image setup phase (including some image preprocessing. ) 

3/ Apple test image sampling and preprocessing. 

4/ Apple / Microprocessor centre unit transmit and receive software. 

5/ D. U. Microprocessor Centre unit image processing software. 

The following sections describe each of these parts. 

4.4-2.1 Apple microcomputer software. 

4.4.2.1.1 Image acquisition software. (appendix AP1.2.1.1) 

This is the software which 'grabs' the digital image by triggering the video 
digitizer within the Apple. In the program development stage the software allowed 
this triggering to be initiated by the user by pressing a game paddle button. The 

captured image was then stored in a section of the Appl e high resolution memory. 
These routines were called in both the set-up phase of program operation 

and at each individual inspection. 
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Although proprietory software was available to drive the digitizer directly 

this was written for keyboard operation only. No listing of this assembly language 

program was available to indicate either entry points into the subroutines or where 
the software itself loaded. As it was considered that it would take too long to 
disassemble this machine code new image acquisition routines were written. 

The main Apple coordinating program, including the setting up and reading 
of the digitizer command and status registers, did not have to be performed at high 0 
speed, and a standard interpreted Apple Basic program was sufficiently fast for the 

purpose. 

The program first set up the digitizer to operate in binary mode. The 

program then entered a main loop polling both the game paddle and button. The 

game paddle value was read in the range 0-255 and the value written to the registers 
controlling the digitizer threshold level. 

The game paddle button was used to simulate the triggering of a microswitch 
on a tray's arrival at the inspection station. In the application the microswitch 

attached to the conveyor would trigger a softswitch within the Apple. When the 
button was pressed the digitizer was triggered and a single image frame stored. The 

user was then asked if the image was to be transferred to the M68020 system. 

4.4.2.1.2 Set-up software. (appendix AP1.2.1.1). 

The set-up phase produced the ideal image described in the introduction 
to superimpose on the test image. The Basic print statements instructed the user 
to place the empty tray on the inspection station. Two images were captured by 

calling the sampling routine described earlier. 
On capturing each image the user was given the choice of retaking the image 

if it was not satisfactory. At this stage the binary threshold was set, to give best 

contrast between bright back-ground and shadow by adjusting the game paddle. 
Once set on the first image the same threshold was kept throughout the sampling 
sequence. 

The two images taken were then ANDed together by calling an assembly 
language subroutine (AP1.2.1.2). This works by accessing memory elements corre- 
sponding to equivalent points in the two images, test and 'ideal', and performing 
the logical 'AND' operation on them. This was done so that points on the shadow 
boundaries which were around the binary threshold and as a result appeared 'on' on 
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some images and 'off' on others, were significantly reduced in the resultant image 
(results Chapter 5.1). This image was then stored as the 'ideal' image and control 
was then passed to the sampling stage of the program. 

The set-up phase needed only to be run once per series of a given tray to be 

inspected. In the development phase this occured each time a series of results was to 
be taken - with the camera set-up and digitizer thresholds being investigated. In the 0 
application program both these variables would be fixed and the set-up phase run 
only once for a given tray image at the start of the inspection run. Then, provided 
the set-up or tray arrangement does not change, the resultant 'ideal' tray image 

could be retained in computer memory. 

4.4.2.1.3 Sampling and preprocessing software. (appendix AP1.2.1.1) 

In the development stage the software allowed the user the option of retaking 0 
the test image before submitting it for processing. If the sample was satisfactory 0 
the 'EOR with ideal' assembly language subroutine was called (AP1.2.1.2). This 

worked in a similar way to the 'ANDing' subroutine. The resultant image was then 

offered for transmission to the DUMC M68020 system. 

4.4.2.2 Apple/DUMC Unit interface software. (appendix AP1.2.1.3) 

The parallel transfer link between the two systems incorp'Orates full hardware 
handshaking. This means that the data transfer is 100% reliable and that no data is 
lost or corrupted. This considerably reduces the need for a more complex software 
transfer protocol. First a start of transmission databyte was sent. followed by the 
fixed SKbyte image data block serially in rows starting at the top left corner of 00 
the image. Because of the memory mapping of the screen image in the Apple's high 
resolution memory most of the Apple assembly language routine was concerned with 00 
setting up the correct addresses from which to access the screen image. Once this 
had been achieved the data to be transferred was placed in the parallel transfer 
card's PIA(parallel interface adapter) TDR(transmit data register) and the status 
word polled to check whether the data had been sent. If it had, the address for 
the next data word was set up and the process repeated until all the data had been 
transmitted. 

The image receiving function aquipwo (appendix API. 2-2.4), in the DUNIC 

unit, was called by the main coordinating function. It made repeated calls to the 
library routine getparo to provide it with a series of characters from the parallel 
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interface port. The function first tested each character to determine whether it was 
a particular start character. If it was, the subsequent 7680 characters were read in 

from the port and placed in a linear array. 

4.4.2.3 DUMC Unit software. (appendix AP1.2.2) 

The unit is set-up by down-loading the compiled 'C' language MGSOOO code 
from the Codata development system in Motorola S2 format. The M68020 registers 
are set using the unit monitor program and the program instructed to run at, a 00 
specified start address by setting the program counter. 

The development software consisted of a main coordinating function which 0 
first declared and initialized the external variables used to pass parameters between 

the functions. It then called a series of central image processing functions and some 
optional functions selectable by the user for development and set-up purposes. These 
functions were: - 

1/ A user print option and parameter modifying function. 

2/ A greeting presentation function. 

3/ The Apple interface function. 

4/ An image array expansion algorithm. 

5/ An optional image printing algorithm. 

6/ One of three selectable area counting algorithms. 

7/ A decision making function. 

Refer to figure 4.3 for a flow diagram of the program. The first function called 
was amodithro (appendix AP1.2.2.2) which allowed the user to select image printing 
options and area counting options for later in the program. After an introductory 0 
banner has been output on the monitor screen by the function greeto (appendix 
AP1.2.2.3), the interface routine aquipo (appendix AP1.2.2.4) already described 

was called. 

In order to simplify later programming the 8Kbyte image storage array was 
next expanded into a 54Kbyte image array (seven significant bits) by calling the 
function bitmatpwo (appendix AP1.2.2.5). After this a single character of eight bits 

represented what was formerly a single bit. This meant that what Nvere formerly 
bits could now be accessed and operated on as characters and not more awkwardly 
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through bitwise operations. Both the increased processing time cost and the in- 

creased memory storage requirement in doing this were considered acceptable. The 

next function to be called was the optional image printing routine pripwbo (ap- 

pendix AP1.4.1.3). If called this function took the image as stored in the expanded 

array and performed the necessary manipulations on the data to produce a series of 
image bytes suitable for the vertically orientated dot-matrix printer head. The bytes 

were then output to one of the DUMC unit's serial ports connected to an Epson 

FX100 dot-matrix printer via calls to the hwriteo library subroutine. 

Depending on the option set in the modify function one of three area count- 
ing functions was called next. The functions were similar, differing in the amount 

of information displayed on the VDU and hence in processing speed as the output 

of characters to the screen is a comparatively slow process. 

) (appendix AP1.2.2.6) allowed the user to input the num- The function ufcf( 
ber of search windows and their coordinates from the keyboard to replace the default 

values used by the other count functions ufcoupwo and ufcwo. These windows de- 

fincd the position and size of areas to be examined by the counting routine. Because 

of the comparatively regular rectangular shape of the shadows a series of rectangu- 
lar windows were used. The windows were defined by cartesian coordinates of the 

upper left and lower right window corners with the x coordinate increasing from 
left to right and the y coordinate increasing from top to bottom. The way the user 
chooses these areas is described later. 

All the counting functions took the specified coordinates of the count win- 
dows and calculated the corresponding areas to be checked in the image array. The 
function then preceeded to count the 'on' pixels in these areas and the resulting 
counts were stored in a form accessible to the subsequent decision function. 

In the decision function decpwo (appendix AP1.2.2.7) the window counts 
deduced above were compared to the respective thresholds set for each area. If the 

count was below the threshold in a particular area of the tray the count was 'more 
like' the bright back-ground tray and hence the tray was deemed to be incorrectly 
loaded. The tray was then rejected and a message displayed on the VDU screen to 
indicate in which particular aspect the tray had failed. ' 
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4.4.2.4 A typical operating sequence. 

A typical development program sequence to inspect a tray is as follows :- 

The Apple is set up by running the program and following the prompts 

appearing on the monitor screen. The program first produces the required ideal 

empty tray image by the logical 'ANDing' of two empty tray images. A tray loaded 

with the required number of empty items -a cup, two bowls, a plate, and a cutlery 
pack is then substituted at the inspection station. 

The DUMC unit is loaded with the required software from the host devel- 

opment system and set running. The print option is set at the modify stage and the 0 
other parameters left at their default values. 

The Apple then takes an image of the loaded tray, exclusive-ORs this Nvith 0 
the ideal tray and transfers the resultant image to the DUMC unit. This image is 

then expanded as described and printed out on the dot-matrix printer. This print 
out is then examined and the count window corner coordinates of the shadows of 
interest checked against the default values. If they are different a note is made of the 

revised top left and lower right revised window corner coordinates from the printout. 
A number of runs is then made with the test tray disturbed each time and the correct 

windows set. The counts for each window noted and the average of each of these 
is then compared with the default threshold values. If, after subtractinn. about ten 

percent of the counts as tolerance, they are significantly different to the default 

the program is re-run with these new thresholds (less a given tolerance value). If 

the windows have been modified, the light source moved or the capture thresholds 

changed it is quite likely this will be necessary. 
Another few runs of the system inspecting trays in different states of loading 

is used to confirm these thresholds which are modified again as required. 
Once set up in this way the program then loops performing the required 

inspection on the various test images provided by the Apple with the state of loading 
being displayed on the DUMC unit VDU screen. 
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4.4.3 The Software Proposed for an Industrial Application. 

This section contains a brief description of the way the software developed 
in the project would be applied in an industrial situation. The proposed software 
operation is as follows: - 

1/ The Apple image grabbing 'front end' captures images whenever a tray 

arrives and tries to transmit these images to the DUMC system. 
2/ The DUMC system cycles through its program sequence and accepts 

images when it has finished its last task and an image is made available by the 
Apple system. 

The Apple system software would be quite similar to the development soft- 

ware producing images using preset ideal images and thresholds established during 

an initial set-up phase. 

The DUMC unit software could dispense with much of the software in the 

above development stage after performing an initial setup stage which would estab- 
lish the counting windows and their thresholds for the particular arrangement of 
test cell and object under test. The resulting program would then be blown onto 
eprom with these values preset as defaults. The operational program would only 

need to contain the following functions: - 

1/ An interface function. 

2/ An expand function. 

3/ An area count function with no VDU output. 
4/ A decision making function with a rejection indication. 

The image print option would not be required and neither would any VDU 

screen indication at any stage. All that would be required would be some indication 
that the program was running for example by an LED on the unit, and some distinct, 

external indication that a loading error had taken place in order to draw a supervi- 
sor's attention to the problem. This could be, for example, a flashing warning light 

or an audible alarm. The system would also need to provide a reset 'warm start' 
facility to restart the program operation after the correction of the problem. 
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CHAPTER5 

RESULTS FOR THE FIRST PROJECT. 

This chapter contains the results obtained from the different stages of the 
development program. It is divided into the following sections: - 

1/ The production of an 'ideal' image in the set-up phase. 

2/ The Apple preprocessing stage. 

3/ Establishing the DUMC Unit counting areas. 

4/ A complete printout of an example DUMC Unit run. 

5/ The results produced by full process test runs to establish 

count thresholds. 

6/ A discussion of the results and an evaluation of the system 
performance. 

The image representational figures were produced on a dot-matrix printer 

with a single dot per picture element (pixel), and with binary. 'one' points being 

represented by a black dot. Note that the 'y' coordinates referred to increase down 

the image. 

5.1 Producing an Ideal Image. 

The set-up section of the Apple program produces the 'ideal' image. This 
is illustrated by taking the two separate typical images of the 'ideal' empty tray in 

figures 5.1 and 5.2 and logically 'ANDing' them together. This produces the 'ideal' 
image in figure 5.3. By comparison of the black areas highlighted in the figures it can 
be seen where the spurious boundary points, near the binary threshold, have been 

removed. This reduces digitzation errors in area counts in subsequent processing. 
This can be seen more clearly in figure 5.4 which is the result of 'EORing' the two 
images. 
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5.2 The Apple Pre-processing Stage. 

Figure 5.5 shows an image of a typical correctly loaded tray and figure 5.6 

shows the the resulting image when this is 'EORed' with the ideal image previously 0 
produced in the set-up phase. This image is now ready for transmission to the 

DUMC unit, with the differences in the two images highlighted. 0 

5.3 The Setting of the Counting Area Limits. 

Using the above printout in figure 5.6, produced on a printer connected to 

the DUMC Unit the count area divisions were taken as illustrated in figure 5.7. 

The important count area coordinates, -that is the coordinates of the top left and 
bottom right corners are then entered as defaults in the program. These are: - 

TABLE 5.1. 

Area no. corresponding item top left coords. bottom right coords. 

1 bowl 55,0 71,78 

2 bowl 125,0 156,78 

3 cup 233,0 268,48 

4 plate 81,87 110,182 

5 cultlery 253,62 2791 168 

5.4 A Complete DUMC Unit Run. 

Figure 5.8 shows an example printout of the VDU output of one of the 
three count option variants of complete runs through of the dcvelopment program, 

produced by connecting the VDU serial output line to the Epsom FX100 printer 

used to produce the dot-matrix images. 

The different program stages are as follows :- 

1/ Setting of the image print option. 
2/ Setting of the count display option. 

3/ Threshold modifying option. 
4/ Count window modifying option. 
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5/ Greetings banner. 

6/ Image expansion. 
7/ Image printing. 

S/ The selected count option display. 

1/ The processed count. 

2/ The processed count and area coordinates. (On printout). 
3/ The invitation to modify count areas. 

9/ The presence or absence of item indication. 

The run time of the above program, with the given count windows, without 
the time consuming screen out ut routin'es, was in the region of 1 second. p0 

5.5 Establishing the Count Thresholds. 

The following table illustrates area counts produced by typical loaded tray 

images similar to those in figure 5.5. The first tray image is of an empty tray and 
the remainder are different images of correctly loaded trays. 

TABLE 5.2. 

Run number figure number Area number count 

1 21 3 4 5 

1 (empty) 5.9 0 9 14 0 7 

2 5.10 392 587 1040 326 1700 

3 5.11 466 589 
11025 

288 
1 
1721 

4 5.12 413 586 990 324 2037 

5 5.13 421 588 1016 318 1626 

6 5.14 4 511 994 302 1979 

7 5.15 405 5801 1013 302 

From the minimums of these and subsequently measured values 10% was 
subtracted and the 'correctly loaded' thresholds indicated in table 5.3 were set. 
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TABLE 5.3. 

Area number 

1 2 3 4 5 

Minimums 364 559 990 295 1024 

Thresholdsused 328 15031 891 1266 922 

5.6 Thenesults of Illustrative Pull Test Runs. 

The f9llowing table was produced by a series of test images, each of a tray 

incorrectlY loaded in some aspect. 

TABLE 5.4. 

Item absent figure number Area counts 

1 21 3 4 5 

1 5.16 0 570 1 1029 303 1441 

2 5.17 418 61 1 1019 325 139S 

3 5.18 413 586 13 1 295 1427, 

4 5.19 364 587 10301 0 1412 

5 5.20 421 582 1020 1338 4 

1@2 5.21 0 62 1020 352 1665 

1235 5.22 0 15 1 11 349 

Only items 1 and 2 were tested with. both items absent together as these 

were the only items producing shadows that could possibly influence each other. 
Despite their closeness, however, it can be seen that the shadows have no effect on 

each other and that the difference falls well within the alloted. 10% tolerance for 

them. 

The terminal screen attached to the unit displayed in each case a message 
indicating the tray was incorrectly loaded and an indication of the area or areas in 

which the tray loading was in error. 
The following table shows illustrative results produced by having the trays 0 
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under test with the particular loaded items badly misalligned within, or near to, 
their locating wells. 

TABLE 5.5. 

Items misaligned figure number Area counts 

1 2 31 4 5 

1 5.23a 298 611 1009 341 1024 1 
1 5.23b 411 1 592 1023 338 1034 

2 5.24a 434 845 1008 345 1034 

2 5.24b 434 1042 1023 345 1020 

3 5.25a 384, 583 507 1 348 1032 

3 5.25b 378 578 1126 345 1022, 

4 5.26a 442 587 1035 52 1296 

4 5.26b 451 
1 

577 1003, 274 1305 

5 5.27a 400 559 964 299 2252 

5 5.27b 400 559 907 300 2345 

5.7 The Results Produced When Simulating Item Contents. 

A further series of results were produced with the tray items being loaded 

with simulated contents for the projected application. These were strips of cream 
and pale pink card for the bowls and the plate, and the cream coloured milk carton 
for the cup. The results were as follows: - 

TABLE 5.6. 

Run number figure number Area number count 
1 2 3 4 5 

1 5.28 578 574 697 606 11196 

2 5.29 400 572 966 650 1121 

3 5.30 1 635, 570 1 799 1 625 1 1138, 
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5.8 Discussion of the Results. 

Timings made on test runs show that the described algorithms produce the 

required window area counts in less than 1 second. This is an acceptible processing- 
time overhead and indicates the high level of computing efficiency achieved in the 

program. 

The results of test runs in section 5.6 Table 5.4 show a large difference in 
the area counts for items present in their locating wells in comparison with when 
they are absent. The highest count of any area in which an item is absent can 
be seen to be less than 20% of the chosen minimum threshold for that area when 

correctly loaded. This count could be due to a number of factors including spurious 
lighting changes and digitization error. The low count in the case of items being 

absent suggests that the detection of the anticipated error condition of items not 
being loaded at all should be 100%. 

If for some reason an item is missing and another placed exactly in its 

position to coincidentally produce a satisfactory count for that area, the fact that 

some other item would be missing from its locating well would still produce an error 

condition. 
The results for misaligned items near to their respective locating wells in 

Table 5.5 show that the system cannot give a reliable indication of loading and 
loading error. In some cases the misalignment count falls below the error tolerance 

adjusted count and in other cases it is much higher. By considering the figures 
for misaligned items and the way the shadows of the misaligned items have moved 
it seems that by a finer tuning of the count areas and thresholds, detection of this 

misalignment could be accomplished. This may be necessary if the particular loading 

robot being used has poor repeatability or if the gripper is not releasing cleanly. 
As mentioned in Chapter 4.4.1 the possibility of two items swapping place, or 

of spurious items being loaded onto the tray, or of items being stacked is considered 
negligibly low and is hence not tested for. 

The results obtained in section 5.7, in which the item contents represent the 
prospective loadings in the given application, show that in most cases the count is 

significantly increased in comparison with the count for empty items. This demon- 

strates that the conditions in which the system has just been calibrated is the 'worst 

caset situation for detecting loading errors and that anything additional placed in 
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the tray items only makes the task easier. The only discrepancy to arise is in the 

unique case of the cup where the shadow count is made over the interior of the 

cup and in this case sections of the inner shadow are removed by the pale cream 

milk carton. In this specific case the window could be modified and the threshold 

adjusted correspondingly lower to allow for this. ' 

5.9 Concluding Comments on the First Project. 

The results have shown that the 'shadow EOR' method, devised to test 
for the range of anticipated robot loading errors in the proposed application, can 
be expected to produce reliable results for tray inspection. This is also achieved 
well within the limited image processing time available and suggests a hardware ar- 
rangement where a number of robot loading stations feed a single inspection station. 
More complex item shadows can be tested and verified by finer adjustment of search 
windows to include only those areas where shadows are cast and by making up com- 
pound windows out of a number of rectangular search areas. Because the technique 
is not specific to tray inspection it could be expected to work equally well in other 
applications where comparatively flat base objects are to be loaded in specific areas 
with opaque 3-D items of the same colour which stand above the surface. 
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CHAPTER 6 

SECOND PROJECT 

PROJECT OBJECTIVES AND METHOD OF APPROACH 

6.1 Statement of Objective. 

The eventual objective of the second project, which constitutes the major 

part of the work presented'here, was to use a vision guided robot to automatically 
unload the recyclable items from a meal tray, on its return from use on an airliner. 
The contents of this tray are anticipated to be randomly arranged cups, bowls, and 
plates, containing discarded food and wrappers from prepack-aged items, for example 
butter cartons, and salt, sugar, and pepper sachets. 

The returning tray is subn-ýtte'd for inspection at an inspection station sim- 
ilar to the one in the first project. The four physical components of the robot cell 
system are: - 

1/ A tray input roller-conveyor upon which the trays enter the cell and 
feed through it. 

2/ An air jet station bridging the conveyor which blasts high pressure 
air across the incoming tray surface to remove light-weight debris. 

3/ A visual inspection station bridging the conveyor which comprises a 
lightbox, camera and rotary table. 

4/ A robot unloading section which comprises a tray locating section on 
the conveyor, a robot, and the bins into which the items to be recycled 

are placed by the robot. 

This vision task can be considered a wholly 'robot vision' problem. The re- 
cyclable items of interest are the bowls, plates, cups, and cutlery. The vision system 
is used to provide identification and pick-up point information of these recyclable 
items on the tray to the robot further down the roller conveyor, The information 
is obtained by processing the tray image captured at the inspection station. The 

objective of the processing is to isolate significant areas of the image corresponding 00 
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to the recyclable items from a variety of remaining debris discarded in the eating 
process. The pick-up point coordinates would then be transformed into robot tool 

space coordinates. These and object identification information would be communi- 
cated to the robot, simultaneously with the tray being released to continue down 

the conveyor to the unloading station. It is assumed that with a sufficiently shallow 

conveyor gradient and gradual braking at the station that the items would not be 

disturbed in transit between these two points. 
In the context of Chapter 1 in which the advantages of vision systems in 

general are discussed, to determine the feasability of implementing such a system in 

this second project, it is necessary to consider the way the task is performed at the 

moment. 
At present the task of unloading the tray is split into a series of separate 

operations. For this reason it is not possible to make a direct comparison with this 

system. With the project in the development stage it is hard to see a low-cost vision- 

system-guided robot being able to match the performance of a practised human 

operator. The discrepancy in absolute speed of operation could be counteracted by 

the robot's continuous operation - with no necessity for meal breaks, or response 
to distractions. The vision system would require virtually no maintenance and the 

robot only service breaks at most every 300 hours of operation. As in the first project 
it was anticipated that the robot manipulation time would make up the bulk of the 

operating time so a processing time target of five seconds was taken. 

In common with the first project the most important criterion for implemen- 

tation of the system in an industrial environment would be its economic viability. 
This must again be assessed on the cost of the research and development undertaken 
and the cost of factory implementation as against potentially significant reductions 
in labour costs. As at present ther e are increasing labour costs and decreasing 

system costs this application seems to be becoming increasingly viable. 

6.2 The Nature of the Problem. 

This overall problem falls into the vision category of a bin-pick-ing operation 
[32][33]. This is because the items being observed are not in fixed positions and 
may overlap and touch. It differs from the 'classical' bin-picking vision operation 
however, in that the items are not randomly orientated but instead are limited 
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in their 3-D orientations by their stable resting positions. Another dissirrilarity is 

that unlike normal bin-picking operations in which a given item, for instance a 

particular casting, may only be obscured by similar items, the tray to be inspected 

contains a number of very different objects which may overlap. These items may 

also be obscured by additional random debris. When all these factors are considered 
together the problem becomes a complex one. 

Because of this complexity it was recognised that a simplified system was 

needed to determine a working approach to the problem before a more generalized 
industrially implementable system could be developed. This system had to be able 
to operate on a subset of the overall problem. The simplified task chosen was the 
identification and orientation of the recyclable plates, cups and bowls but not cutlery, 

on a flat base tray. The items are clean and empty and in random orientations the 

correct way up, but not in close proximity to, or in physical contact with, other 
items on the tray. 

To solve this simplified task the system had to be able to automatically 
differentiate tray items from a background of the same colour, irrespective of the 
item's orientation. In addition it also had to be able to determine the pick-up 

points of items within a given processing time of 5 seconds, and within a limited 

research budget, in order to make the system consistent with a low cost industrial 

application. It was also recognised from the outset that if the system were to be 

capable of some degree of intelligent unsupervised learning, its flexibility would be 

greatly increased. A further requirement was that it should be possible to extend 
the approach in future, to work on the problem of items such as a bowl or cup with 
contents, items in close proximity to other items, and items partially obscured by a 
variety of randomly orientated debris. 

As in the first project, the most important requirement to dictate the choice 
of approach, was the need for the system to be able to differentiate a tray item from a 
background of the same colour. This 'worst case' situation arises when the recyclable 
items on a returning tray contain few or no identifiable contents and the number of 
features available to identify an item is severely limited. It is in consideration of the 

solution of this 'worst case' situation that the choice of approach to the simplified 
problem was made. 
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6.3 The Chosen Approach. 

The approach adopted to the project task is represented schematically in 

figure 6.1. 

Following the techniques developed in the first project, a shadow processing 0 
method was adopted for the second task. The image capture hardware was the same 

as in the first stage project, with additional attention being paid to the lighting ar- 

rangement of the tray. The software was developed as three separate programs. The 

image capture and transfer software was much the same as in the first project with 

a simplified Apple preprocessing stage. The DUMC M68020 system software was 
the same up to and including the image array expansion stage. The second project 

was mainly concerned with the development of suitable processing techniques to be 

applied to the expanded image to extract the required identification and orientation 
information. 

In the following chapters the word 'item' is used to refer to a particular type 

of thing, being inspected, for example a bowl, plate or cup. An 'object' or 'object 

class' is defined to be a subset of an item class for which the item is in a limited 

range of its possible orientations for which the measured characteristics have similar 

values. As a result of this definition a given item class, for all but the geometrically 

simplest of items, is made up of a number of object classes. 

The approaches considered that could be used to determine the object classes 
of objects in the tray images fall roughly into the following catealories: - C, 

1/ The Roster (or List) Method which involves a comparison of the 

the test image with a list of all possible image patterns. 

2/ The Common Property Method which involves a comparison of 

ranges of properties derived from items within the image with known 

object properties. 

3/ Clustering Methodswhich involve using properties represented 
by real-valued features as coordinate components in an N-dimensional 

feature space. The objects can then bc classified according to their 

geometrical relationships in this space. 
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The first project exemplifies the first of these categories. This approach can 
be used because a comparison can be made between the idealized template image 

and the test image as a whole. It is the presence of the discrepancy between thesc 
two images that is significant in determining the loading error and not the nature 
of the discrepancy. 

The second and third techniques offer much greater versatility than this first 

method as they allow for variations in object properties within the image and can 
take into account the nature of the variations. The third approach which is essen- 
tially an extension of the second, allows established statistical techniques to be used 
in the recognition process. For these reasons it was decided to investigate automatic 
recognition techniques based on the last two of these approaches. It should be men- 
tioned that industrial applications of cluster-based recognition techniques are rare 
and that for practical applications of such methods one has to look as far afield as 
biomedical and meteological applications [34][35]. 

Because of the great potential advantages offered by a fully automatic ob- 
ject learning, recognising and orientating system, approaches to automatic pattern 
recognition were considered. According to Tou and Gonzalez [36] these approaches 
fall into the following categories: - 

1/ Heuristic Methods - based on human intuition and experience. 
These involve using a set of ad-hoc procedures for specifying tasks 

and their success depends largely on the knowledge and experience 
of the system designer. 

2/ Mathematical Methods - based on classification rules formulated in 

a mathematical framework. These include common property and 
clustering concepts. There are two main divisions in this group the 
'Deterministic' approach which is based upon iterative learning and the 
'Statistical' approach which looks for optimal classification using 
statistical methods. 

3/ Linguistic Methods - which are based on pattern classification by the 

use of primitive sub-patterns. 

In the project research it was decided to investigate techniques based on the 

second of these approaches - the deterministic mathematical. 
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The subsequent chapters in the thesis describe the development steps to 

produce a working system based around this approach with chapters concerned 
with the separate processing steps applied to the image. 

In Chapter 12 the performance of the developed routines is evaluated, first 

with images containing standard idealized shadows of items and then with mixed 

scenes of a variety of randomly arranged items. The chapter concludes with a 

resume of the objectives achieved with pointers suggesting the directions the work 
could explore in future developments. 
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CHAPTER 7 

THE BEHAVIOUR OF SHADOWS 

UNDER PROJECT LIGHTING CONDITIONS 

This chapter describes the way shadows behave with respect to the illumi- 

nation conditions and how they relate to the particular items casting them. An 

appreciation of this shadow behaviour is essential in understanding the methods 

used to deduce the object information from them. 

7.1 The Lightbox Arrangement. 

The inspection cell arrangement was similar to that used in the first project 
(figure 3.2), with the roller conveyor support for the tray under inspection as the 

tray passes through the cell. When the automated learning stage was introduced 

this roller conveyor support was replaced by a fixed tray with a stepper-motor driven 

circular centre section, at the normal tray inspection position. This rotary table is 

illustrated in figure 3.2a. 

Shadows were again used in this second project to give a contrast between, 

and hence allow differentiation of, the cream coloured items on the tray from the 

cream coloured tray background. This means that the arrangement of the light 

source with respect to the tray was important when compared with the the light 

arrangement in the first project. A number of methods were investigated to produce 
a source of even, parallel light including using projector bulbs with lenses, drink- 
ing straws with standard bulbs to collimate the light and multiple light sources of 
variable intensities. Eventually it was found empirically that the original spot-lamp 
bulb at a sufficiently distant point, 8 feet above the rig, produced the most even, 
parallel illumination, despite the lower levels of light intensity, and hence shadow 
contrast at this distance. 

The light source has three degrees of freedom with respect to the tray. These 

are the distance from the tray, the angle of elevation with respect to the tray, and 
the angle with respect to the line-of-centres in the plane of the tray. With the light 

source confined to move in a vertical plane its height dictates the shadow width 
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parallel to the incident light direction, the range of shadow width, and the amount 
of light shinning around the corners of the item. The height was chosen so that the 
fight falls on the tray at a comparatively steep angle. This reduces the amount of 
corner contribution to the shadow, and produces a narrow, clearly defined shadow 
which decreases the likelihood of shadow regions overlapping or disturbing each 

other. The height chosen also had the effect of minimizing the amount of shadow 
width variation across the tray as a result of the increasing distance of items from 

the light source when moving from left to right across the tray. 

The choice of light source was not crucial, and it was found that the 60 Watt 

reflector bulb used in the first project provided an adequate light intensity contrast 
for the digitizer between the shadow area and the cream tray surface even at a 
distance of 8 feet. In future developments with a less restricted tray arrangement, 
there may be dark items on the tray. In this case it may necessary to increase the 
light source intensity to give a better contrast between such dark items and the 

shadows cast by all items standing above the surface. 
Another consideration with the light source was that the tray was evenly 

illuminated across its surface in order to use a fixed binary threshold. Using the 

spotlight the illumination across the central bright area created by the bulb was not 
of uniform brightness but contained brighter'regions at its centre where there is a 
filament image. In order to produce the most even illumination of the tray the bulb 

was carefully directed at its centre. This helped to ensure that the edge of the tray 

nearest the light source and the edge furthest away are lit with the. same brightness. 
With the spotlamp mounted in the overhead position the range of this brightness 

was small compared to that around shadows and hence caused few problems in 

setting the binary threshold. 

A further consideration with respect to the lightbox arrangement was the 

apparent width of the shadows normal to the incident light direction as seen by the 

camera. If one considers the arrangement in figure 7.1 one can see that the amount 
of shadow visible to the camera depends on the x lateral position of the particular 
item on the tray. 
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The geometry of the arrangement gives: - 

tan A= 
CH 

= 
IH 

XD Extwid 

Therefore Extwid = 
(XD x IH) 

CH 
Where CH = Camera height. 

XD =x displacement of item from camera. 
IH = Item height. 

Extwid = Change in apparent shadow width. 

As the height of the item and the camera are constant it can be seen that the 
width of the shadow, and hence its area, is linearly dependent on its x displacement 
from the centre of the tray. This means that the measured width and area can be 

readily corrected when a true vertical overhead viewed value is required. This is 

necessary in the identification stage when an item anywhere on the tray must be 

compared to an item learnt whilst placed at the centre of the tray. 

7.2 Considerations in Shadow Interpretation. 

When considering techniques for shape interpretation, some of the qualities 
of the outlines of the shadows become significant. One such quality is that some 
outlines have re-entrant features. This is when a radius from a point on the interior, 
has a multiple crossing of the boundary. This is illustrated in figure 7.2. This quality 
is important in that it precludes some shape analysis techniques, for instance some 
Fourier transform techniques. These can be applied to line segment lengths, drawn 

at regular angular intervals, from some point in the interior to the perimeter. As 
this method relies on the function of radius length against angular displacement 
being continuous, if a radius has a multiple crossing of the perimeter the function is 

not continuous and consequently this method cannot be used. 
The shadows produced by the plate, bowl, and cup have inner edges (that 

is the edges nearest the light source) that are more accurate representations of the 

shape of the item causing them than the outer edge. This inner edge is a region 
of higher contrast between the illumiated cream item and the dark shadow cast, 
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and is a region of almost step change in intensity. The rear edge of the shadow 
(furthest from the light source) is a more diffuse edge with a more gradual intensity 

gradient. This edge is 'More likely to be affected by scattered light and the shadows 
of other nearby items. For this reason a lower level of confidence should be placed 
in information derived from a rear shadow edge than that from a front edge. 

7.3 Shadow Types. 

A shadow type or object class contains a group of shadows, caused by a 

given tray item, in a range of orientations for which the chosen project identification 

features have similar values. This means that in the subsequent reco .. nition process 0 
when a shadow is resolved into a given object class it has been interpreted as being 

of a certain orientation dependant shadow type. 

These object classes can be illustrated by considering the case of the plate 

and bowl lying flat on the base tray the normal way up. Under these circumstances, 
by observing the shadows, one might intuitively make the assumption that there are 
three distinct shadow 'types'. These are cast by items in the following orientations: - 

1/ The item's short or long axis aligned along the line of centres from the 
light source to the item centre. Refer to figures 7.3 and Ma for 

predictive scale drawings of this shadow and figure 12.7b for an actual 
bowl outline plot. 

2/ One of the item's short corner pair of edge axes, nearly or fully 

-aligned along the line of centres from the light source to the item. 
Refer to figures 7.4,7.4a and 12.10b. 

3/ Any other axial alignment of the item with respect to the light source. 
Refer to figure 12.8b. 

The first case is anticipated to result in an inner edge of length equal- to a 
single side length and two short corner lengths. 

The second case is anticipated to result in two. total side lengths, a short 
corner section between them with a negligible length contribution from another short 
corner side. 
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The third and most conu-non class of shadows is a combination of one of each 

main side lengths, a short connecting corner length and some significant portion of 

a single short corner length at one end. 

The cup illustrates the degree of complexity in the shape of shadows formed 

by a more irregular object. For cups lying flat on the tray the handle orientation 

causes large variations in shadow appearance and this appearance is greatly affected 
by the angle of the incident light source. For the angle of light source used in the 

project, if the handle is within 600 of the line of centres - light source to cup centre, 

on the light side, the handle makes no contribution to the main area of cup shadow. 
The shadow for these orientations is virtually rotationally invariant - compare the 

shadow outlines of cups in figures 12.23b to figure 12.26b, which are at 36* rotation 
intervals. If the cup handle is in angles from slightly before 1001 to about 30' to 

the line of centres from light source to cup, on the side away from the light source, 

above and below the line, the handle makes a single contribution at one end of the 

shadow, for example figure 12.17b and 12.18b. Below about 300 to this line the 

handle causes the shadow to be split into two sections, significantly affecting the 

shadow appearance - figures 12.19b and 12.20b. 

The examples given here of different object classes have been intuitively 

reasoned by observing a series of images containing the items over a range of antic- 

pated orientations. The way such decisions are made in an automatic, unsupervised 

recognition system depends on the nature of that system, for instance whether the 

system is a heuristic, 2nd generation system, or a cluster based, adaptive learning, 

3rd generation system. The final approach was the one developed in the second vi- 

sion project. The resulting object classes produced by this approach are illustrated 

in later chapters and make for interesting comparison with the anticipated object 

classes proposed here. 

In the long term project objective, beyond the simplified task, a more in- 

volved problem arises when shadows of nearby shapes combine to produce complex 

compound shadows. The use of multiple light sources switched on in sequence, with 
different images taken at each switching, would perhaps offer a possible solution to 

such problems. For the simplified application however, the processing time penalty 

was considered prohibitive because of the multiplication of images to be processed. 
In the long term it is intended that these compound shadow problems will be solved 
at the software level. This may well involve making greater usc of shadow properties 
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like the property that any inner shadow edge produced by an anticipated item has 

only one single concave region and that any shadow edge containing more than this 

one region represents a compound shadow and should be segmented at the ends of 
the concave regions. 

In the simplified problem it is anticipated that features derived from the 

inside edge, outside edge or other boundary information will be sufficiently distinct to 

allow the tray items to be distinguished and orientated. The necessary information 
is certainly all available in the shadow outlines. Hence the feasibility of the project, 
in terms of accomplishing the project objectives, is dependent on the amount of 
computing effort, and hence processing time, that is required to extract and process 
this information. 
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CHAPTER8 

PRELIMINARY IMAGE PROCESSING. 

This chapter contains a description of the primary processing operations that 

were applied to the tray image to facilitate the subsequent extraction of features. 
They are mainly concerned with image thinning/edge-extraction and outline track- 
ing. Following these descriptions there is a discussion of the alternative techniques 
that were considered, and the reasons for the preferred choice of approach. 

8.1 The Image Capture and Transfer Software. 

The Apple image-capture software was the same as described in the first 

section of the thesis (section 4.4.2.1). Subsequent Apple processing differed in that 

instead of the image being exclusive-ORed with another image the raw binary image 

was transferred across to the DUMC unit by the high speed parallel link. 

The DUMC M68020 unit image reception software and the subequent image 0 
expansion software, in which an image array is expanded in to an array in which one 
byte corresponds to one pixel was the same as in the first project (sections 4.4.2.2 

and 4.4.2.3). 

8.2 The Image Thinning/Edge Extraction Algorithms. 

In order to simplify the subsequent tracking routine and retain the modular 

structure of the program the next level of processing applied to the expanded binary 
image was a combined thinning/edge extraction algorithm. This produced a binary 

skeleton image in which the edges of shadows in the original image were set to a 
digital 'one', and the remainder of the image set to digital zero. The requirements 
of this process are that the resulting edge image information remains faithful to the 

original shadow image information and the operation is performed rapidly in real 
time. The requirement that the edge remains faithful means that connected edge 
points in the original image remain connected in the skeleton intage, and that there 

must be no significant loss or corruption of image information. 
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In the standaid approach to edge detection the image is regarded as ideally 

composed of 'constant' regions separated by step edges [37][38]. Under normal cir- 

cumstances in a more typical vision scene, for example in an image of a house, this 

assumption is an over simplification. In this case a more generalized approach is 

needed which detects intensity edges resulting from different kinds of scene discon- 

tinuity, including shadow edges, slope edges, range edges, and texture edges. 
Much of the information required for this more generalized approach is un- 

available from a binary system and can only be, provided by a grey level system 
[39][40]. As however, the particular image being worked on was a very limited vari- 

ant of the general scene case, in which the edges around shadows can be considered 
as step edges, the process of edge extraction was considerably simplified. 

The three algorithms developed had the effect of generating an 'edge' either 
around the outside or inside of a given shadow. The 'edge' generated by these 

algorithms is in accordance with the 'border' as defined by Rozenfeld [41]. He 

places the 'edge' in a binary image half way between the bright and dark pixels on 
the border. As the anticipated resolution required of the image system was as low 

as 10mm. the .1-1 mm. difference this distinction makes was not seen as significant 2 

and in this thesis the word 'edge' is used synonymously with the word 'border'. All 
three algorithms operate on the four-connected immediate neighbours of a point and 
are based on similar principles but differ significantly in detail. 0 

In the following description a pixel in condition digital one, representing a 
bright area of the image, is described as being 'on', and a pixel in condition digital 

zero, representing a dark area in the image, is described as being'off'. Refer to figure 
8.1 for a schematic diagram illustrating the behaviour of the following algorithms. 

The first algorithm developed (appendix AP1.3.2.1.6) involved scanning the 
image to find 'on' points with at least one of the surrounding four-connected points 
(off'. Only these 'on' points were allowed to stay 'on' in the final image, with all 
the other points originally 'on' being changed to 'off' points. This alg9rithm was 
implemented in 'C' and found to provide good continuous outlines in most discrete 

shadow conditions. These outlines were found to be satisfactory in the case of the 

restricted development project objective in which only separate tray objects were 
considered (results Chapter 12.2.1). Looking ahcad however, to the to the extended 
problem of nearby or overlapping objects, the approach has the disadvantage that, 
in the case of two distinct but nearby shadows a shadow skeleton could be produced 
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that would lead to the linking of the two shadows at the subsequent tracking stage. 
This is illustrated in figure 8.1 by the common outline points on the two shadows. 
To combat this problem another algorithm was developed. 

First it was decided to simply build up a shadow outline around the inside 

of the shadow by'a similar method to the one above. This was accomplished by 

scanning the image array until an 'off' point was found. The four-connected neigh- 
bours of this point were then scanned and if at least one found to be 'on' the central 
'off' point was switched on in the final image. The final image was made up of only 
these points set 'on' (figure 8.1). 

Although this algorithm had the effect of maintaining separate shadows it 

produced frequent single-point-width shadow outline sections which acted as 'blind 

alleys' to the tracking routines subsequently applied to the image (results 12.2.1). 
These tracking routines will not 'back-track' along their original path and hence the 

resulting outlines produced in such cases were disjointed and complicated further 

processing. For this reason a more involved edge extraction algorithm was developed 
(appendix AP1.3.2.1.6). 

In this alternative algorithm the image is scanned until an 'off' point is 
found. The four-connected points are scanned in sequence and noted. A set of 
logical conditions is then applied to these: - 

1/ If all four are off, the centre point stays off. 

2/ If all four are on, the centre point stays off. 

3/ If two opposing points are on (and two off), the point stays off. 
4/ If just one point is on, or just one point off, the centre point is switched 

on. 

This choice of rules had the effect of maintaining separate shadows whilst 
removing the narrow outline sections of single pixel width. Although this removal 
contravenes the initial premise of preserving the connectivity of points in the re- 
sultant image, it was confirmed in test image processing that only insignificant line 

sections are removed (figure 8.1). It was also shown that with the subsequent. appli- 
cation of the particular tracking algorithm to th e edge-extracted image continuous 
outlines were re-established (results Chapter 12.2.1). 

The second and third algorithms apply processing to 'off' points. Because 
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there are far fewer 'off' than 'on' points in the original image, in addition to the 

programming of these algorithms in assembly language, a significant processing time 

saving was made in comparison with the first method. 
All the above algorithms are essentially parallel operations. The result of an 

operation on one pixel has no effect on the neighbouring pixels unlike, for instance, 

in 'blob growing techniques' [421. For this reason the technique lends itself to a 
hardware implementation which would offer significant savings in processing time. 
Because of this parallel nature all three approaches involve a process equivalent to 
keeping a second modified image array along side the original. This was achieved in 

the software by labelling points as numbers other than logical one in the expanded 
image array as illustrated in the program section of the appendix (AP1.3.2.1.6). 

The approach described yielded the desired continuous outlines in a simple 
way that is economical in its use of computing time. For comparison there is a 
description of more sophisticated techniques involving averaging and thinning op- 

erations in the discussion at the end of this chapter. In the context of the given 

application however, they were considered unnecessarily involved and suffer from an 

excessive processing time cost when implemented on conventional sequential hard- 

ware. 

8.3 The Tracking Technique. 

The stage of processing directly following the above thinning operation was 
a tracking algorithm. This broke down the edge-extracted image into a series of 
chain-coded fines suitable for further processing. The tracking technique applied 
to the edge extracted image was a standard Freeman chain coding technique [43]. 
The simplicity of this implementation is due to already having extracted the shadow 
outline at the previous stage. If this were not the case and the raw binary image 

was being processed, significantly more processing, involving considering the state 
and relationship of a much larger number of neighbouring pixels, would have been 

necessary. The algorithm works as follows: - 
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Each absolute direction about a point is given a label as indicated: - 

812 

7P3 

654 

The direction of track is initialized to 5. The image is then scanned from 

the top left corner until a digital 'one' point is reached. This point is labelled and 

stored in an array, and the corresponding pixel labelled 2 in the image array so as 
to prevent its retracking. This point is then taken as the starting point of a line 

segment and stored in a start point array. A series of points is then built up by 

searching in as near the original direction as possible to find the next point. This is 

accomplished by looking in the search direction taken to find the current point and 
then if no point is found in this direction 450 either side and so on at 45* intervals 

up to 135' . Each time a point is found it is stored in the point array and labelled 

to remove it from the image array. If no further continuation point is found the 

tracking procedure terminates; an end character is put into the point array and the 
final point is put into an endpoint array. The image is then scanned, from the point 
after the previous line starting point, for the next non-tracked image point. The 

procedure is repeated until the whole array has been processed and all the image 
broken down 'into a series of lines of connected points (appendix AP1.3.2.1.7). 

8.4 Alternative Averaging and Edge Extraction Algorithms. 

Often in image processing the preprocessing operation includes an initial 

averaging or smoothing stage in order to homogenize the outlines. This involves 

bridging gaps, eliminating voids and removing spurious noise, before the edge ex- 
traction algorithm is applied. In the image being worked on, because of the high 

contrast between shadow and bright back-ground resulting from the application of 

structured lighting, there were very few spurious irregularities in the shadow outlines 

or other spurious points in the scene. As a consequence no averaging operation was 

considered necessary. The potential averaging techniques considered were similar in 

approach to those first described by Dineen [44]. He proposed the use of different 

sized windows about a central pixel, typically 7x7 pixels, and depending whether 
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the count of 'on' pixels in this window is above an arbitrary threshold the central 

pixel is switched on or off. If this threshold is low a thickening of an image takes 

place and if high a thinning takes place. Under normal circumstances of an image 
in which features are made logical one, low thresholds smooth out irregularities and 
high thresholds emphasize them. 

Alternative methods are proposed by C. Archelli et al. (45], and Unger [46] 

for averaging using 3x3 elements. The methods use the logical relationships of 
points within the chosen window. 

With regard to binary edging operations Dineen, in early image processing, 0 
proposed an edging technique which effectively involved preserving the centres of 

asymmetry. It works by operating on windows of seven units by seven. The method 
first finds a pixel which is 'on' and places the 7x7 cell about this point. The elements 
about it are then scanned until another 'on' point is found. The three diagonally 

opposite pixels are considered and if they are all zero the count is increased by one. 
The process is repeated until no further 'on' points are found. If the total count is 

greater than a given threshold then the centre pixel remains on. The threshold can 
be set automatically to take into account the local light intensity by counting up 
the total number of window pixels 'on' and taking some proportion of this as the 

threshold. In the case of both the smoothing algorithm and the alternative edge- 
detection algorithm, even operating on smaller windows of 5x5 or 3X3 pixels, 
the marginal improvement in algorithm performance anticipated would have been 

offset by an unacceptible increase in computing time overhead. For this reason the 

algorithms were not considered viable alternatives to the ones adopted in section 
8.2. 
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CHAPTER9 

IMAGE FEATURE EXTRACTION 

As described in Chapter 6 the approach chosen for image object recognition 
is based upon making a comparison of the properties of objects in the test image 

with the properties of objects already known to the system. In order to relate the 
'bottom-up' image information to the. 'top-down' prior knowledge it is necessary to 
have a common way of expressing these properties. This is achieved by representing 
them by a range of image features. This chapter contains a discussion of the nature 
of these features and the factors involved in choosing satisfactory ones for general 
applications. This is followed by a description of the features chosen for the given 
application and the way they are derived. Next the factors which control the stage at 
which such features are extracted within a recognition process are briefly discussed 

and the chapter concludes with a description of the feature extraction structure 
adopted for the project. 

9.1 The Nature of Features. 

The stages following the image preprocessing in the recognition process in- 

volve the extraction of features from significant chain-coded tracked outlines and 

using these to resolve outlines into the particular object classes giving rise to them. 

In generalized feature-based pattern recognition significant points along the 

outlines or general properties of the outline are taken and real-valued features such 
as area, or corner frequency characteristics are derived from them. The result of 
this resolution of an outline into features is to produce a vector representation of an 

object in an N-dimensional feature space. For example a feature vector definin, an 

object in feature space can take the form of the following column vector: - 

X, ) 
X2 

Xn 
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Where x, .... x,, correspond to different features. The treatment of these 

vectors to produce object classes and achieve object recognition is described in 

Chapter 10 on object recognition and discrimination. 

9.2 The Criteria for the Choice of Features. 

In order to reduce the complexity of the functions needed to determine fea- 
tures and the complexity of a subsequent decision function, a number of conditions 

are usually applied to the choice of features for pattern recognition. These are as 
follows in approximate order of importance: - 

1/ Orientation invariance. 

2/ Scale invariance. 

3/ Uniqueness. 

4/ Ease of feature extraction. 

5/ Ease of physical interpretation. 

9.2.1 Orientation invariance. 

Few image features are orientation invariant in three dimensions. These 
include colour and selected dimensions of a limited subset of solid shapes such as 
spheres. In the majority of current vision system applications, images are simpli- 
fied to be two dimensional, for example in the automatic interpretation of aerial 
photographs. The possible three-dimensional orientations of a number of objects 
is limited by the restricted number of stable resting positions for these objects. If 

each of these stable resting positions is considered to produce a different object in 
the image the identification problem is reduced to a two dimensional one in which 
one can make use of an object's rotationally invariant features. This approach is 

adopted in the identification of grounded aircraft in aerial photographs [47][25]. In 
developing the technique for this project, similar assumptions were made with re- 
spect to the number of stable resting positions of the particular items on the tray. 
This considerably reduces the number of possible shadow outlines to be identified. 

Typical rotationally invariant features of an object are line lengths of certain 
significant lines, for example maximum radius from centroid, its perimeter length, 
its area, and its colour. Angles of particular features, for example internal holes 
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or specific corners, can be considered invariant when taken with respect to a fixed 

internal feature such as the maximum radius from centroid to the perimeter and not 

with respeýt to the image axis. 

9.2.2 Scale invariance. 

Scale invariance is the requirement that a feature is object size independant. 

This means it does not change with the size of the object or with the camera-object 
distance. This is important when observing a generalized scene where the camera- 

object distance is not known or where an auto-zoorriing technique is used with the 

zoom adjustment not known. 

Typical features in this category are angles between two distinct lines, and 
the number of corners of a shape. Often shapes are made artificially scale invariant 

by normalizing them with respect to some unique dimension, such as the length of 

a unique maximum radius from the centroid. 

In the particular application there were a limited number of reliable features 

available to distinguish between shadows of different object classes. For this reason, 
with a fixed camera-object distance, measured dimensions were used as identification 
features in their own right. 

9.2.3 Uniqueness. 

For the'purposes of identification, in an ideal situation, the derived features 

should facilitate differentiation between any two object classes. If for instance, the 
feature control structure is based on a decision tree which distinguishes items into 

object classes, the more unique a feature is to one class the more quickly the tree 
diverges and an identification made. 

9.2.4 Ease of feature extraction. 

The degree of programming complexity required to calculate a feature is 

another important factor in determining the processing time cost of object iden- 

tification. If, a number of features must be calculated for each shape in a scene 

containing many separate objects, the processing time can be significant. For ex- 

ample with a Freeman chain-coded line, it is a comparatively easy task to calculate 

perimeter length and shape area for a closed outline. In contrast the calculation 
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of higher moments of inertia [47] is a computationally involved process, and the 

computation time penalty in deriving these must be considered in relation to the 

value of the information obtained. 
In this particular application the chain-coding technique does not necessarily 

provide a closed shadow outline. If the outline is to be used to provide certain 
features accurately, for example shadow area, it is essential that it is closed. The 

computational penalty of closing the line artificially must be taken into account 
when considering the overall computational cost of the feature. 

9.2.5 Ease of physical interpretation. 

In assessing which features are to be chosen for identification it is easier, 
though not essential, for the programmer if the features can be easily physically 
interpreted. Examples of this are the length of max imum radius from a centroid or 
the area enclosed by an outline. If a quantity such as the Fourier series coefficients 

of the function of radius lengths from centroid to perimeter are used, the program- 
mer has more difficulty in visualizing the solution, which makes it more difficult to 
program intuitively. 

9.3 The Features Chosen for the Project. 

Having considered the above criteria, combinations of a set of relatively sim- 
ple features were chosen' to make up the feature vectors in the particular application. 
These were: - 

1/ The heuristic compaction factor, based on the enclosed shadow area and 
the closed shadow perimeter length. 

2,3,4/ Three inside shadow edge lengths between conditionally defined 

points on the first concave region of the shadow. 
(The inside edge of the shadow is defined to be the long 

edge nearest the light source). These are: - 
the minpoint-to-maxpoint distance (d(min-max)), 
the minpoint-to-midpoint distance (d(min-mid)), 

and the n-ýdpoint-to-rnaxpoint distance (d(mid-max)). 
These points are defined in section 9.4.2. 
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In addition, for the system to be able to determine pick-up points as well as 

recognise an object autornati'Cally, three pseudo features were derived in the object 
learning stage. These were distance measurements made between the three condi- 
tionally defined points mentioned in 2,3, and 4 above, and the centre of a matt 
black circular pick-up marker placed on an item in the position where it was to be 

pick-ed-up (figure 9.1). Although these features were not used in object recognition, 
they were used as one factor in the control of the automatic generation of object 

classes using the other features. A set of these pseudo features was then associated 

with each resultant object class for pick-up purposes. 

As mentioned in Chapter 7 the chosen features are not continuous functions 

of an item's angle of rotation. The function of feature size against item rotation con- 
tains discontinuities at certain angles for different features for some items. These 
discontinuities result from the combined effects of item edge alignment with the in- 

cident light direction, digitization effects due to the digitized image resolution and 
failinas in the tracking algorithm to produce continuous, closed outlines. These ef- 
fects can be illustrated by considering the plots of theoretical feature values, derived 

from geometric functions, and actual measured feature values, against angles of ro- 
tation item rotation, for rectangular box shapes with the same dimensions as the 
bowls within the project. Theoretical plots for perimeter and area can be seen in 

figures 9.2 and 9.3 respectively, with comparitive plots of actual measured features 
in figures 9.4 and 9.5 respectively., 

The computer program written to generate these features theoretically is 

described in appendix AP1.4.3.1. It works by considering an ideal parallel plane light 

source to be incident at an angle to the horizontal on an opaque item. Each point 
on the top edge of the item is considered to produce a shadow edge point a distance 
from the base of the item determined by the height of the item and the elevation 
of the light source (figure 9.6). In addition the program has a function which tests 
to see how closely aligned an item's edge is with the incident light direction. When 

this angle was below a certain limit the function tried to approximate digitization 

error due to the finite image pixel size. 
For the relatively simple shape of the bowl and plate items it is possible to 

predict the shadow behaviour approximately using projection geometry as above. 
This was not seen as a satisfactory way of predicting the shadow properties of more 
complex shapes. If the cup, which is still a comparitively regular shape, had to 
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be modelled the function to do so would be considerably more involved than the 

simple function generated for the bowl. This approach would have also required a 

computer-aided-design (CAD) type interface and a skilled operator to input each 

particular new item into the system. For this reason it was decided to use features 
'learned' from actual items in their various orientations in an object 'learning' stage. 

9.4 The Feature'Extraction Software. 

Three different methods were used to obtain the four identification and three 

pick-up features chosen in the project. The heuristic compaction factor derived from 

the division of the squared, closed perimeter length by the shadow area (p21A) was 
provided by a variant of a standard chain-coded line processing technique [48]. The 

three features based on three specific conditionally defined points on the outline 
were found by a different method in which conditions were applied to points along 
the inside edge of the chain-coded outlines. The three pick-up features made use 
of these three points and in addition the software determined the centre of a black 

pick-up point marker and calculated distances to this. 

9.4.1 Chain-coded feature derivation. 

Refer to figure 9.7. 

In order to calculate the compaction factor it was first necessary to determine 

independantly the shadow perimeter length and the enclosed shadow area. 
The perimeter length was only calculated if the boundary represented by 

the coded line was found to be closed. Only in this case was the feature meaningful. 
In order to determine whether a line was closed a small function filosedo 

(appendix AP1.3.2.1.8) was run which tested whether the final point on the line 

was within a certain x and y displacement of the first point. If it was the function 

set a global marker to indicate this for the given line. The perimeter routine fperiO 
(appendix AP1.3.2.1.11) first checked this marker. If it was set the routine proceeded 
to use the information in the direction coded line elements. As the point directions 

are labelled from 1 to 8 in a clockwise direction from the vertical at 45* intervals, 

any odd elements are considered to contribute a single unit to the len"th and any 
even elements square-root of 2 units to the length (figure 9.7). 
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ro perimeter length = (Even xv 2) + (Odd) 

In the function the number of odd and even elements Nras first summed, the 

contribution of each determined, and the total length calculated by summing these. 

The resultant length was then stored as with the number of boundary points in a 

globally accessible line number indexed array. 
A standard chain-coded technique was also used to determine the shadow 

area. For the area to be a meaningful feature it is also necessary that the line be 

closed. In addition to this requirement however, in order to calculate an accurate 

value of a shadow's area more stringent conditions must be applied to the start and 
end point of the line. 

The function to determine shadow area (fareaO AP1.3.2.1.10) worked by 

calculating vertical area sections between the horizontal axis and each given point 
following the outline around the shape (figure 9.7). The sections are arbitrarily 

chosen to make positive contributions to the area when x is increasing and negative 

contributions when x is decreasing. No area contribution is made when the line 

moves in a vertical direction. The modulus of the resultant area calculated in this 

way was then taken as the shadow area. 

It can be seen that if the line does not start and finish with the same x 
coordinate the resultant calculated area could be significantly wrong by a number 
of columns. For instance if the shadow starting point is one third of the way down 

the image and the start and finish points differ by three x points the error is given 
by: - 192 

X3= 192 pixels. 3 

In a typical area of 1000 pixels this represents a possible 20% error. For this 

reason in addition to the closed test another function xendo (appendix AP1.3.2.1.9) 

was used which equalises the start and end point x-coordinates. This was accom- 
plished by taking the end with the smallest x-coordinate and following it back, along 
the line until a point was reached which had the same x-coordinate as the other 
end. This provided a new alternative start or finish to the line. In doing so it was 
assumed that because of the narrowing nature of the end or the shadow outline only 
a minimal amount of enclosed area was lost. 
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Having developed this end equalization function the area function produced 

considerably more consistent results using these modified endpoints. The areas were 

stored in globally accessible line number indexed arrays. 
The function compacto (appendix AP1.3.2.1.12) produced the compaction 

factor directly by squaring the global perimeter array element and dividing the result 
by the equivalent global area array element for each outline section above a threshold 
length. The result was also stored in a globally accessible array. 

Compaction factor C= p2 /A 

Of the four identification features used this feature was the only one to give 
height information about an object. This is due to the shadow area and to a lesser 

extent the shadow perimeter being related to an object's height. This makes this 
feature important in distinguishing certain classes of objects, for example upright 

cylinders from disks. 

The compaction factor feature is dependent on the width of the shadow cast 
in the same direction as the line of centres - light source to tray. Because of this, 
the feature is sensitive to the angle of elevation of the light source, and its distance 
from the tray and can vary across the tray surface. It was found that with a well 
adjusted light- source- tray arrangement the effect of shadow width variation could 
be minimized. 

9.4.2 The alternative feature derivations. 

The three alternative features used have the advantage that they can be 

calculated for non-closed outlines. It is anticipated that in extending the technique 
to operate on overlapping or touching shapes, this method would be more likely to 

extract meaningful features than the standard chain coding feature methods. 
The features are based on distances between three conditional points along 

the edge of the shadow - the 'minpoint', the 'midpoint', and the 'maxpoint' defined 

as follows: - 

Refer to figure 9.8. 

The minpoint, is a point on the inside edge that has the lowcst y 
coordinate(y increasing downwards) along the line with both the x 
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and y coordinates of the subsequent point being greater than at the 

given point and with the five subsequent points to this having both 

x and y coordinates greater than or equal to the preceeding point. 
The midpoint is the point on the inside edge of the first concave 
region, between the minpoint and maxpoint, which has the maximum x 

coordinate with a point following with greater or equal x 
coordinate and a point following that with a point with a greater 
or equal x coordinate than the preceeding point, and the lowest y 
coordinate value for that minpoint x. 
The maxpoint is the point at the bottom of the first concave 
region on the inside edge with the greatest y coordinate that is 

preceded by four points with greater or equal x coordinates and 
less than or equal y coordinates and followed by a point whose x 
coordinate is less than the x-coordinate of the chosen point, with 
the point after this having an x coordinate less than or equal to 
that at the maxpoint. 

The sequence to calculate these points was as follows. The outline was first 

checked to see if it was closed. Then based on the definitions of the three points 
minpoint, midpoint, and maxpoint, the function shadwo (appendix AP1.3-2.1-13) 
determined the coordinates of the three points for each fine section above the thresh- 

old length and stored them in a globally accessible point array. At the program 
development stage these points were used to provide a whole series of features in 
the function w1cimpo (appendix AP1.3-2.1.14), for example a series of differences 
in x and y coordinates between them. A printing subroutine printableo (appendix 
AP1.4.1.4) was written which gave the user the option of printing out the complete 
range of features for any lines in an image in a tabular form. This made it consid- 
erably more easy to compare features and decide on the features most satisfactory 
for distinguishing between objects. 

As described earlier the three features that were found to be most valuable 
were the diagonal distance between the minpoint and maxpoint, the distance from 
the minpoint, to midpoint and the distance from the midpoint to maxpoint (figure 
9.8). The first of these features was found to be highly reliable and consistent in 
discriminating between objects. The other two were important in providing orien- 
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tation information about objects in a scene. For example to provide an indication 

of whether a bowl was in a rotation angle between 00 and 900 or 90' and 1800 - The 

importance of these features can be seen in figure 9.9 and figure 9.10 which are 

plots of these features actually measured for a bowl. Whereas the compaction and 

minmax: distance features would be expected to be symmetrical for a bowl above 

and below 90* it is clear that these features are asymmetrical. 
The limit of four chosen features was imposed by the large memory and 

high speed requirements of later recognition processing, despite the fact that more 
features would have inevitably improved recognition reliability. The choice of which 
features to use was made intuitively. This would perhaps offer an interesting appli- 

cation for covariance analysis to make the optimum choice of features to give the 
best object discrimination although this is complicated by not knowing the object 
classes in advance. 

9.4.3 Pick-up point feature derivation. 

These pick-up point pseudo features were measurements made on items in 

a learning stage only (figure 9.1). In this stage a circular matt black pick-up point 

marker was placed on an item where it was to be picked up. The circle was tangential 
to the line from the camera to the tray surface to ensure that the circle retained its 

circular appearance and could be identified as such by the vision system. The black 

marker was treated the same as a shadow by the thinning and tracking algorithms. 
Once the three endpoints of the true item shadow were located as described above, 
the routine ccircleo (AP1.3.2.1.15) finds the associated pick-up point marker and 
calculates its centre. The three distance features DtoMin, DtoMid, and DtoMax, 
the distances of the centre of the circle'from the three points was then calculated 
in the function dcentreo (AP1.3.2.1.16). These features were also stored in a line 
indexed array. 

9.5 The Feature Extraction Control Structure. 

In addition to the factors that need to be considered when choosing features 
for an application another important consideration is the control structure of the 
program. This determines the order in which and the stage at which f tures are ea 
extracted to facilitate test object identification [49](50][51]. 
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The problem of choosing a control structure for feature analysis has attracted 

a considerable amount of attention in image processing work. Some general factors 

to be considered when deciding on a suitable one for a specific application are: - 

1/ The complexity of the the scene to be analysed. 

2/ The type of feature approach adopted. 

3/ The accessibility of features within the scene. 

4/ Access to dedicated specialized hardware. 

5/ The computing time available to accomplish the given task. 

6/ Any financial limitations placed on the project. 

9.5.1 Scene complexity. 

This is highly dependant on the task being undertaken. In generalized scene 

analysis, which falls under our definition of computer vision, the requirement is for a 

system more analagous to the human vision system. The control system development 

in such cases has consequently been complex and involved an investigation of the 

relationship between information gathered 'bottom-up' and 'top-down'. 'Bottom-up' 

is that information derived wholly from the scene; for example shape, texture, and 

colour boundaries and their properties. 'Top-down' information'is that information 

due to prior contextual knowledge of the anticipated scene [52][53][54][26][55]. The 

problem is related to incorporating syntactic and contextual information into natural 
language processing. 

Some vision control structures, based around natural language processing, 
have been developed specifically for robotics applications [56]. Most of the control 
structures devised around this combined approach have been in art ficial ia i ntelliClence 
fields. This is an inevitable consequence of the relative importance we as humans 

place on such vision skills. The foundation for these studies is knowledge based 

interpretation and understanding [24][49][50)[51][571. 

In the majority of industrial vision applications a scene is severely restricted 
or confined to vary only in certain known respects. For these applications a much 
simpler control structure can be used in which a heavy dependence is placed on 
the 'top down' approach. Features in these cases are selected to verify or conform 
to 'top down' knowledge rather than being looked at in order to contribute to an 
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overall interpretation of the scene. 

9.5.2 Accessibility of features / Type of feature approach adopted. 

In an image where a large number of global features, for example object area 

or moment of inertia, are readily available, which provide the information necessary 
to discriminate an object, the feature control structure can be made comparatively 

simple. In some cases however, the global feature information is insufficient to make 
this discrimination. This can be the case when the features are unavailable, for 

instance when objects overlap or touch, or if only a partial view of an object is 

available. Under these circumstances one is restricted to operating on extended 

or local features. Typical extended features include large segments of an object's 
boundary, and textural information whereas typical local features are small holes 

and corners. Often more involved control structures are needed for approaches based 

on these two different types of features. 

Approaches based on extended features depend on the quality of the features. 

This is in terms of accuracy, consistancy, reliability of extraction and uniqueness. If 

the features are unique enough in themselves - as is the case with some of the shadow 
inner edge line segments in the project, they can provide sufficient information to 

give the required object discrimination. Often however, additional processing is 

needed to link these together to form global features. An instance of this is when 
separate fine segments are combined sequentially to produce continuous 'closed' 

object outlines. 

Local feature methods are often employed in 2D cases of images containing 
overlapping or touching objects in which only a small set of an object's features 

are available. In the Local Feature Focus method [58] the control system locates 

and extracts a number of local features. One of these features, which is known 

to be reliable, is taken as a focus. The object is hypothesized around this and its 

neighbouring features using a maximal clique technique [59]. This determines the 

object orientation that is most consistant with the arrangement of the neighbouring 
features. The hypothesised object is then verified by reference to more remote local 
features. The identity of this method can be attributed entirely to the feature 

processing control structure as the method has no dependence on the nature of the 
local features or the way in which the features are derived. Similar approaches to 
the interpretation of 3D images have been made by Goad in [601 and Bolles in [321. 
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9.5.3 Access to specialized hardware / Time and financial limitations. 

These factors are inevitably interelated. If a complex task must be accom- 

plished in a relatively short period of time it may well be that the only way to do 

so is by using special purpose hardware, for example parallel processors, systolic 
'bit sliced' processors [61], and purpose designed graphics processors like the Texas 

instruments TMS34010 [62]. This specialized hardware is often too expensive for 

a small research project working within a modest budget, or cannot be financially 
justified in a small scale industrial application. 

If special purpose hardware is unavailable the time factor on a conventional 
serial hardware system is often a prime consideration. This has already been em- 

phasised in the section describing the priorities involved in extracting individual 
features. In addition however to the value of individual features it is the control 
system which determines when features arc deduced and in which order. The or- 
ganisation of this structure can have a significant effect on the total image processing 
time. 

9.5.4 Types of feature extraction control structures. 

There are large differences in approach to feature extraction control struc- 
tures, both in complexity and scope of application. In some cases, because sufficient 
time is available, a simple control structure can be implemented. In this case the 

values of all the possible chosen features are calculated at a feature extraction stage 
and any redundancy in the feature information in a subsequent recognition stage 
is ignored. Alternatively the control system can include 'data-driven elements' in 

which a small number of initial features are calculated first using a-priori informa- 

tion about the scene. These are then used to direct subsequent feature extraction 
through a series of similar steps until the required object identification and orien- 
tation can be made. This method has the advantage of only finding those features 

required for the identification. In applications where a varied range of objects is 

under inspection this could offer major time savings. This would be especially so 
in a case where some of the objects are easily discernible with a minimum number 
of features and others require the derivation of a large number of computationally 
complex features before an identification can be made. The penalty incurred by this 
type of control system is in the complexity of programming. It can often involve 
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the passing of control between many different levels within the processing program, 

and possibly includes recursion. This makes the tracking and debugging of such a 

program a difficult task [511. 

9.5.5 The particular application in this project. 

With regard to scene complexity the eventual objective of the second project 

falls roughly into the category of a 'bin picking' operation. This is in the sense that 

items to be picked up may overlap and touch. It differs however, from the classical 
'bin picking' vision operation in that the objects are not randon-dy orientated but 

instead are limited in their 3-D orientations by their stable resting positions. They 

are also of differing types and have random debris associated with them. To achieve 

this long term project objective, working with a complex scene, a more versatile 

control structure would be required. In the case however of a scene restricted to a 
limited set of separate recyclable items, flat on the base tray, the problem is of a 

more simple industrial inspection type. The items within the scene are inspected 

with respect to simple 'top down' models and a much less involved control structure 

can be used to accomplish this task. 

The possibility of having a data-driven hierarchical feature control structure 

was considered. This approach would have used a priority based feature selection 

structure to extract features as required, to achieve object identification. The ap- 

proach would also have possibly involved additional functions to resegment line 

objects so that new features could be derived from these new line objects. More 

use of overall knowledge about the scene was also considered. For instance if it is 

known that only a single cup will be present, after positively identifying and locat- 

ing a cup the subsequent processing would no longer need to include a search for a 

cup. These alternative approaches were not pursued however, due to the fact that 

they were viewed as unnecessarily involved and potentially time consuming for the 

comparatively simple feature extraction task. 

The recognition method developed uses only the global and extended fea- 

tures chosen to identify objects. The lack of well defined local features, (no holes and 

poorly defined ýorners), precluded the use of a local feature focus method [58]. With 

the speed of the DUMC M68020 unit and the programming efficiency achieved in 

the earlier program stages, for example in the thinning/outline extraction and track- 
ing algorithms, and with the clear shape distinctions possible by using well chosen 
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features, there was sufficient processing time available for a more simple feature 

processing control structure. For this reason, in the mathematical deterministic 

approach adopted, the four selected features were calculated at the outset of the 

learning and recognition programs for each object which was represented by a line 

section of length greater than a minimum threshold. This feature information was 
then passed to subsequent cluster-based obj ect-class- determination and recognition 

and orientation stages which are described in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER10 

OBJECT RECOGNITION AND DISCRIMINATION 

After the mechanisms to produce image features have been developed, two 

stages of processing are necessary to recognise the objects within an image. The 

first stage involves building up a 'library' of objects to be identified in terms of the 
features. The second stage is in the image inspection program when a set of features 
derived from an outline in an image must be associated with the corresponding 
library object. 

The way the library of object classes is built up and how test features are 
referred to it depends on the recognition approach adopted. As stated in Chapter 6, 

the approach taken in the project is based on mathematical determinist concepts, 

and is intended to produce a system requiring a minimum of skilled operator su- 

pervision. It uses statistical mathematical principles to divide up the chosen four 

dimensional feature space into object clusters according to the similarity of feature 

vectors within that space [63][36]. Related techniques are then used in image testing 

to allocate a test feature vector to its associated object cluster. 

The deterministic approach developed represents a new industrial applica- 
tion of pattern recognition techniques previously confined to the fields of mathe- 

matical statistical analysis and theoretical computer science. To produce a flexible 

'third generation' vision system, for the given application the system must have the 

following characteristics: - 

1/ On being presented with a range of items in different orientations, the 

system must be able to determine automatically the number of object classes repre- 
sented and the feature characteristics and associated orientation properties of these 

object classes, to facilitate robot manipulation. 
2/ The system must be able to generate automatically a series of decision 

functions which partition the feature space into the above object classes to facilitate 

automatic object class identification within the available processing time. It must 
also be possible to easily extend the decision functions to recognise additional object 
classes. 
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3/ For each object class identified the system must be able to reference 
the associated orientation and pick-up point information and determine the object 
pick-up point or other important spacial coordinates. 

To meet all the above requirements a hyperspace clustering technique was 

adopted. Techniques in this field come under the definitions of prototype determi- 

nation and cluster seeking. Cluster seeking is an area, it is conceded by Tou and 
Gonzalez [36], that is 'very much an experimental art in the sense that the perfor- 
mance of a given algorithm is not only dependant on the type of data being analysed, 
but is also strongly influenced by the chosen measure of pattern sin-fflarity and the 

method used for identifying clusters in the data'. It is also recognised that these 

concepts provide the foundations for unsupervised pattern recognition systems. To 

give a background to the clustering approach there follows a resume of the reason 
for this choice of approach and a brief description of cluster analysis in general. 

A 'case' in the following descriptions is an individual set of features of an 
item in an image and constitutes a point in the 4 dimensional feature space. 

10.1 The Use of a Cluster Analysis Technique. 

For this project, one of the most important requirements of the vision system 
was the need for it to operate in real time. For this application a processing time 
target of five seconds per complete image was taken. This meant fine tuning the 

system software for rrfaximum speed. The preprocessing algorithms were coded for 

maximum efficiency but because of the parallel and repetitive nature of many of these 

operations, for example the thinning and edge extraction operation, much of this 

processing would be best implemented on specialized hardware. The recognition 
stages however, offered the opportunity for considerable processing time savings 
through the use of well designed and efficient software. 

In order to recognise an object from its features, a comparison must be made 
with a-priori known sets of feature information. In the project task there are usually 
either two or four hundred separate sets of feature information (cases) for each item 
to be recognised. This arises from taking sample images in the learning stage at 0.90 
intervals when the item is rotated through 1800 or 360" . There is also no specific 
Emit on the number of items to be recognised. A way the comparison with a-priori 
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known sets of feature data might be made is to first normalize the input test features 

from the feature extraction stage and then calculate the Euclidean distance to each 

a-priori known case. The nearest feature set would then be taken as matching the 

object under test. 

This approach has two main drawbacks. The first is that it would introduce 

inaccuracies of identification due to using a 'most-like' criterion rather than an 
tactually-exists' criterion for object identification. Figure 10.1 is a two dimensional 

representation of the feature space. A number of learned cases are shown in the 
form of blue crosses. These comprise two distinct object classes indicated by the red 
rectangles. If the above 'most-like' identification method were used the cases marked 

with yellow crosses -which are nearer to the centres of the object classes than are 

some cases actually in the object class, would be identified as being members of 
these object classes. This would be an erroneous classification as it is known from 

the object learning stage that no objects to be recognised occupy these regions of 
feature space. Hence in these situations it should be concluded that the cases have 

resulted from random debris or unresolvable overlapping or interfering shadows. 
The use of a fixed distance threshold to reduce this effect also causes prob- 

lems in the situation of diffuse clusters. This problem is indicated by red crosses 
in figure 10.1 which show where cases that should actually be classified as cluster 
members are actually outside the threshold represented by the yellow circles and 
hence would not be identified as being members of clusters. 

The second drawback is that this approach would require many processing 
operations to calculate the distance to each case, especially if a large number of 
items was to be recognised. This would introduce a large processing time overhead 
with a processing time dependent on the number of items to be recognised. 

The alternative method used in the project uses cluster analysis techniques 
to group sets of features with similar properties to reduce the number of case compar- 
isons necessary. These techniques also determine where in the feature space points 
'actually exist. The clustering program runs off-line and provides information on 
the ranges of features in clusters, the component members of clusters, and pick-up 
point information about clusters for each item to be recognised. This information 
is built up into a library of items and used in an image testing program to generate 
a large identification look-up table in microcomputer memory. A set of test feature 
data is then scaled and mapped into this table in a simple operation. Identifica- 
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tion times are hence considerably smaller than would be achieved by the alternative 

method described. The processing time for this method is also independant of the 

number of items to be recognised. 
The three programs that go to make up the complete vision system; the 

Learning Program, the Cluster Program, and the Identification Program, are de- 

scribed in the following sections. 

10.2 The Learning Stage. 

This is the stage at which the a-priori information about items is deduced. 

As described earlier the mathematical prediction of the behaviour of features was 

considered impractical due to the complexity of the projection geometry and digiti- 

zation error functions. Instead a learning-by- teaching approach was adopted which 
involved presenting the vision system with the items it will need to recognise at a 

subsequent testing stage, in all their anticipated orientations. Theoretically these 

orientations should include all an item's stable 3-dimensional resting positions. In 

the project, for development purposes, these were limited to the rotational variations 

of upright items, on a flat surface. 
The image capture part of the learning stage is fully automated. The item 

to be identified was placed on the Apple microcomputer controlled rotary table. 
The program within the Apple controlled the indexing operation. Figure 10.2 is 

a flow diagram of this program and the actual program is described in appendix 
API. 3.1.1. The program allowed the user to specify the rotation parameters which 
involved indexing the item through up to 360', depending on the number of axes 
of symmetry the item had, in 0.9' steps. At each 0.9* rotation step an image was 
captured and transferred to the DUMC M68020 unit. Figure 10.3 is a flow diagram 

of the main coordinating program running on this system (appendix AP1.3.2.1-1). 
The image was read in using the same transfer routine as in the first project (ap- 

pendix AP1.2.2.4) and preprocessed by making sequential calls to the preprocessing 
routines described in Chapter 8. The feature extraction routines -shadwo, frerio, 
freareaO, pactiono, ccircleo, and dcentreo, described in the previous chapter then 

extracted the identfication and pick-up point feature information. Printouts, plots 
and tables of derived features were produced on a printer and stored on DUNIC unit 
disc by the function toffileo (appendix AP1.3.2.1.18) and on DUET-16 disc by the 
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function todueto (appendix AP1.3.2.1.20). The results of this process are illustrated 
in section 12.3 of results Chapter 12. 

The nature of the chosen features leads to the categorization of items in 

continuous ranges of angular rotation into the same object classes. This is because 

they occupy the same region of the chosen four dimensional feature space. An 

example of this from past experience is of a plate with its major axis between about 
10" to the line-of-centres from the item to the light source to the same axis being at 
80* to this line. The behaviour of the shadows and the features derived from them, 

when the item is rotated cannot be relied upon to give continuous mathematical 
functions except for the most simple of items. Refer to figures 10.4 to 10.11 for plots 
of the features of a bowl and cup as functions of the item's angular rotation. In 

the bowl plots the bowl starts with its long axis at right angle to the incident light 
direction and the in the cup plots the cup starts with the axis through the centre of 
the cup and handle at right angles to the incident light direction. 

The figures illustrate the erratic peaks and troughs in the functions and the 

profiles indicate the rates of change of features at different angles of object rotation. 
It can be seen that sometimes these changes are very abrupt and have resulted in 

near spike-like behaviour. As anticipated this effect is most pronounced when an 
object edge is becoming aligned with with the incident light direction - refer to 

section 9.3. 

(A detailed investigation and explanation of the shadow behaviour in these 

plots is given in results section 12.3. ) 

The irregular behaviour of these measured features makes it clear that the 
identification features could not be modelled or predicted without difficulty. Al- 
though it is possible for the experienced system programmer to make the object 
class divisions intuitively, the use of cluster analysis techniques meant that a versa- 
tile vision system could be produced requiring a minimum of skilled supervision. 

In the project the learning stage item feature data was made available to 

a separate clustering program which contained suitable clustering algorithms to 

perform the following functions: - 

1/ They divided up the feature ranges so that they corresponded to 

previously undefined groups of cases. 
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2/ They took into account the ranges of relative pick-up point 

coordinates of objects in the clusters so that the cluster divisions 

gave the required accuracy in robot pick-up point location. 

3/ They provided cluster information in a form suitable for use by 

identification and orientation routines in a subsequent image 

testing phase. 

The next section briefly describes the general principles of cluster analysis. 
This is followed by a description of the particular method adopted. 

10.3 Cluster analysis. 

Clustering can be defined as the classification of variables or cases specified 
by a number of variables, into groups with similar properties. When processing 

visual images these variables correspond to a series of image features. From experi- 

ence it is assumed that by grouping similar ranges of features, derived from sample 
test images in a learning phase, a small number of clusters corresponding to object 

classes will emerge. 

Essentially all clustering approaches are concerned with the rninimization 
of some inter-cluster criterion and the maximization of an intra-cluster criterion. 
According to Hartigan (1975)[64] in his definitive book on cluster analysis there are 
six main approaches to forming clusters: - 

1/ Sorting. - use an important variable to give an initial class division 

and then make subsequent divisions using less important variable 
in turn. 

2/ Switching. - make an initial partition and then move objects around 
according to some criterion to get optimal clusters. 

3/ Joining. - start with clusters containing a single case and join the 0 
the closest pair, continuing until you get a single cluster 
containing all objects. 

4/ Splitting. - partition objects into several clusters and then partition 
further. 

5/ Adding. - start with a cluster structure and add each object in turn to 
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the nearest cluster. 
6/ Searching. - in some cases particular mathematical criteria can rule out 

clusters. In this case the remaining cluster possibilities can be searched 
for an optimum classification. 

In order to decide which of the techniques listed was suitable for the indus- 
trial imaging application the following factors were considered: - 

1/ Does the method generate the clusters required to distinguish the 

anticipated tray items and their orientations 

2/ Does the algorithm provide classification into the relevant object classes 

so that sufficiently accurate pick-up point calculating algorithms can 
be applied to the objects identified? 

3/ The processing involved in determining the clusters is 'off-line' which 

means that computing time involved at this stage is not a major 

consideration. The method must however, produce clusters that can be 

discriminated at high speed in the testing stage. 

4/ The algorithms must be able to operate within the limitations of the 
hardware available; for example memory storage. 

5/ Ideally the method must permit easy augmenting of the learnt object 
classes to include new objects. 

To investigate which of the possible clustering methods was most suitable 
it was decided to apply some standard mainframe statistical analysis programs to 

sample image feature data. The particular packages chosen were within BNIDP 
(Biomedical Data Processing) [65] -a suite of programs on the Newcastle NITS 

system which offers a number of different multivariate and cluster analysis programs. 

The cluster analysis options fell within two main categories, single-linkagc 
and K-mean cluster analysis. Within these programs there were options to specify 
the i nter- case/ cluster distance measure and standardization functions between data. 

These allow features of different magnitudes and ranges to be normalized and to be. 

given a weight corresponding to their relative importance. The standardization 
method used in both of these programs and in the programs written to run on the 
dedicated M68020 system was to divide each of the equally weighted recognition 
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features by its standard deviation. This meant that data which varied more was 

effectively scaled down in significance. 
The image feature data to be processed was generated on the vision system, 

stored on a DUET-16 microcomputer disc and from this system transferred to the 

mainframe. 

10.3.1 Single linkage clustering. 

This technique falls under the category definition of a 'joining' algorithm. 
Each case, specified by four standardized coordinates in a 4-D hyperspace, is initially 

given its own cluster. After this allocation the two nearest clusters are combined to 

give a single cluster. This process continues until all clusters are contained within 
one large cluster. 

The options possible when running this program include the way of defining 

the proximity of one cluster to another. This depends on whether a cluster is still 

considered a collection of cases (to any one of which a distance measure can be 

made), or whether a cluster is defined by a centroid point and distance measures 
between clusters made with respect to these. 

For near-homogeneously distributed points this choice may well have a sig- 
nificant effect on the order in which points are assimilated into larger clusters. Also 
if 'case-to-case' distances are used the single linkage method can produce strung 0 
out clusters with far off points and clusters connected by a string of nearby points. 
This is only satisfactory if the clusters are anticipated to have sausage shapes. The 
ccase-to-case' option also depends strongly on the measurements of small intercase 
distances which can lead to unstable clusters if they are not accurately measured. 
Overall 'average joining' can be considered to produce more stable compact fea- 
tures. The sequential linking of clusters can readily be represented as a diagramatic 
tree structure which offers an easy visual interpretation of the cluster structures. 
With either approach however there is the problem in deciding on how real any of 
the clusters represented are. This involves selecting just a few significant clusters 0 
from the many produced and ensuring that they are not, for instance, a result of 
multivariate normal distributions. 

Suggested ways of achieving the above selection are described in Hartigan 
[64]. They have included the 'moat diameter' approach [66] as a measure of inter- 
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cluster isolation, and minimum spanning trees which if chosen at a mode point 
the inter-point gaps steadily increase as objects are successively added from regions 
where the point density distribution is decreasing. The measure of cluster size 
then comes from an investigation of the monotonicity of the gap sequence (consider 

section 10.4.2. /l). 

Other approaches to finding clusters from the single linkage tree involve the 

cutting of links of length greater than G (a chosen threshold), or take the singly- 
linked large cluster and remove succesively the largest links. 

10.3.2 K-mean clustering. 

In this approach one starts with an initial partition of the feature hyperspace 
into a number (K) of clusters and then one proceeds to search through the set of 
partitions moving a case from a given partition to that partition in its neighbourhood 
for which some error function is minimized. The search stops when the error function 

e[P(M, K)] is not reduced by movement of its neighbourhood. The partition is in 
this case locally optimum. 

For given standardized and weighted variables and a given inter- case/ cluster 
measure the options with the K-mean algorithm are: - 

1/ The number of starting clusters. 
2/ The case movement rule. 
3/ The cluster updating rule. 

The criteria for evaluating the performance of the algorithm are in the ex- 
pected time of calculation (which is of minor importance in the project case) and the 
difference between the local and global optima. It is also desirable that the clusters 
be independent of the order of input of cases. To achieve this it may be necessary 
to re-order cases initially. 

Starting options. 

I/ Choose starting clusters at random. 
2/ Choose a single variable and divide it into K intervals of equal 

length. (This 'variable' might be the average of all variables 
or the weighted combination that maximizes variance). 
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3/ Let the starting clusters for K be the final clusters for K-1 with 
that case furthest from its 'cluster mean' split off to form a new 

cluster. 

Movement options. 

1/ Run through the cases in order assigning each case according to the 
'cluster mean' it is closest to. 

2/ Find the case whose re-assignment most decreases the 'within cluster' 
sum-of-squares aný re-assign it. 

3/ For each cluster, begin with zero cases and assign every case to the 

cluster at each step, finding the case whose assignment to the cluster 

most decreases (or least increases) the 'within cluster' sum-of-squares. 
Then take the cluster to consist of those cases at the step at which 
the criterion is a minimum. This makes it possible to move from a 
partition which is locally optimal under the movement of single cases. 

Updating options. 

1/ Recompute the cluster means after no further assignment of cases 
decreases the assignment error. 

2/ Recompute the mean after each assignment. 

The computational steps in the mainframe program are given in Appendix 2. 

10.4 Mainframe Results. 

The two algorithms were applied to the actual bowl feature data in figure 0 
10.12. The form of this illustrative feature data file is described in detail in section 
12.3. The file contains data for images taken at 1.8 degree rotation steps to reduce 
the number of data sets in the printouts. In practice for cluster determination in 

the learning stage 0.9 degree steps were used. 

Printouts of the results from the two approaches can be seen in figures 10-13 

and 10.14. The K-mean clustering results in figure 10.14 are included to allow both 

a comparison between the single linkage results and to cvaluate the performance of 
the K-mean program written for the dedicated system. 

The option of single linkage joining for the single linkage clustering was used 
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as the clusters were anticipated to have extended shapes. For the K-mean clustering 
start option 3 was chosen, and all points were assumed to belong to a single cluster 
initially. This structure was broken down using movement option 1 and updating 
option 1 until the specified number of clusters was reached. 

10.4.1 Single linkage results. 

In the single linkage program printout (figure 10.13) the output stages are: - 

1/ A listing showing the control and data parameters used in the program. 

2/ This is a tree diagram (dendogram) of the clusters. The labels of the 

cases are printed to the left of the diagram. Cases are sorted to 

permit a tree to be drawn. Across the top of the tree the amalgamation 
distance increases from left to right. Each small line at 600 from left 

to right (/) in the tree corresponds to a cluster formed in the 

amalgamation process. The clusters formed by grouping cases can be 

seen by following the broken sloping lines made by these sloping line 

sections. 
3/ The initial distances between each pair of cases are ordered according to 

the tree diagram and printed in a shaded form as indicated. 

10.4.2 K-mean clustering results. 

In the K-mean program printout (figure 10.14) the output stages are: - 

1/ A listing showing the control and data parameters used in the program. 
2/ Two histograms displaying the distance from cluster centre to each case, 

a) for cases in the cluster, b) for cases not in the cluster. 
3/ The cases in the clusters are listed with thcir weight and distance from 

the centre of the cluster. 
4/ The three univariate statistics are computed from the standardized data 

for the cases in the cluster. 
5/ Cluster means and within cluster standard deviations are computed from 

data in the original scale. 
6/ Analysis of variance of each variable, comparing the between-cluster mean 

square to the within-cluster mean square. ' F-ratios can be used to 
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describe differences between variables. 

7/ Cluster profile plots - for each cluster the mean is marked by a numeral 

and a± standard deviation by a dashed line. The vertical line 

connecting the asterisks above and below each cluster show the position 

of the grand mean. 

S/ Pooled within-cluster covariances and correlation matrices. 

If a sequential maximum link length cutting method is used in the single 
linkage approach to produce clusters as indicated by cluster numbers C1 to CS on 
figure 10.13, and the resulting cluster case divisions compared with the equivalent 
X-mean cluster numbers in figure 10.14 the comparison suggests that for the given 

data the divisions are, essentially, independent of which of the clustering techniques 

is used. As more step-by-step control over the clustering process was provided by 

the K-means algorithm, with the ability to take into account other factors during 

the clustering, and to split existing clusters easily this, approach was chosen for the 

project. 

10.5 The Cluster Approach Chosen. 

The main external factor to be taken into account during the production of 

clusters for the project was the accuracY required in the pick-up point coordinates. 

The pick-up point coordinates are defined by three radius arcs from the three 

unique, conditionally defined points on the inner edge of the shadow outline (figure 

9.1). The intersection of these arcs gives the point where the object is to be picked 

up. Once the cases in a cluster have been determined the radius distances to the 

three points are obtained by bisecting the mimimurn and maximum distance to the 

pick-up point for each radius. Hence the additional clustering criteria for objects in 

a cluster was that the range of variation of any one of these radii could not be more 
than twice the required accuracy in pick-up point determination. 

For a simple item, for example a cube, the variation in these radii may 
be small despite large ranges in the identification features. In this case cluster 
divisions based only on pick-up features would lead to unnecessarily large clusters, 

containing cases with widely different characteristics, because of the rectangular 
nature of feature clusters in the recognition stage. Figure 10.15 is a schematic two 
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dimensional representation of this situation. In figure 10.15a there is a hypothetical 

representation of the variation of a cube's shadow area with angle of rotation. Figure 

10.15b illustrates schematically the anticipated small variation of the 'distance-to- 

midpoint' feature over the same rotation angle. It can be seen in figure 10.15c that if 

cluster distinctions were based only on the basis of the variation of this pick-up point 
feature the result would be the production of a small number of unwieldy clusters 

with large ranges of area or other identification features. These would occupy large 

areas of feature space on account of the feature ranges for the cluster being taken 
from the ma)dma and minima over all cases in that cluster. Hence for this reason 
it was necessary to first make a division into clusters using a normal inter-cluster 

distance measure before applying the distance clustering criteria. 

10.5.1 Cluster program software. 

Figure 10.16 is flow diagram of the resulting K-mean algorithm implemented 

on the dedicated system and figure 10.17 is a printout of the VDU screen output 
for a program run on the same data as was used for the above mainframe program 

runs. Figure 10.17 is included so that the results of the dedicated K-cluster program 

can be compared with those of the mainframe program. 

The main coordinating function first calls cacheo(appendix AP1.4.1.1) and 
initduo (appendix AP1.4.1.2) to initialize the hardware. After a greeting presen- 
tation has been produced on the VDU screen by the function greeto (appendix 
AP1.3.2.2.2) the routine cluscTito (appendix AP1.3.2.2.3) is called which allows the 

user to input the external clustering criteria for the clustering process. fromfileo (ap- 

pendix AP1.3.2.2.4) reads in the specified feature data file by means of function calls 
to the disk system interface subroutines and the input feature data is standardized in 
the function standardize2o (appendix AP 1.3.2.2.5), as in the mainframe program by 
dividing each of the variables by its standard deviation. The program loops checking 
the first clustering criteria in the function c7*10 (appendix AP1.3.2.2.6) which is a 
test of whether the required initial number of clusters has been reached. Within the 
loop the standard deviation and mean of each cluster generated are calculated in the 
function meansdnp2o (appendix AP1.3.2.2-7). varmaxilo (appendix AP1.3-2.2-8) 
determines the cluster with the feature with the maximum variance and clusplito 
(appendix AP1.3.2-2.9) splits this cluster. After the first clustering criteria has been 

met the routine move2o (appendix AP1.3.2.2.11) moves cases into the cluster whose 
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centre is nearest. 

The second program loop is now entered in which the second clustering 

criteria is tested by crit2o (appendix AP1.3.2.2.12). This determines the ranges of 

pick-up point radius for each cluster and tests whether the range for any cluster is 

greater than an acceptable limit. The loop is similar to the previous one except the 

function varmaxt2o (appendix AP1.3.2.2.13) takes the cluster with the largest range 

of pick-up feature and finds the identification feature with the maximum variance. 
The function clusplito then splits this cluster. When the second criterion is met 
the routine move2o is called again. As this routine can affect the composition of 

clusters it can also change the ranges of pick-up point features in the clusters. For 

this reason the pick-up point feature loop is repeated and empirically it is found that 

there is seldom any further movement of cases at this stage. The routine detinfoo 

(appendix AP1.3.2-2-14) determines the cluster and pick-up point information to be 

stored on disc so that the clusters can be reconstructed in the image testing program. 
The routine storefileo (appendix AP1.3.2.2.15) then generates a cluster data library 

file on the DUMC M68020 unit disc operating system to store this information. 

The cluster information is in the form of the maxima and minima of each 
feature for each cluster. Theoretically the correct form to store this information 

would allow the complete 4-D convex hull of the cluster to be reconstructed. The 

chosen storage method simplifies and rectangularizes; the clusters, considerably re- 
ducing the amount of information needed to be stored to reconstruct the cluster. 
This rectangularization procedure is a potential source overlap of clusters due to the 

overlap of the corners of clusters determined by spherical distance measures. It is 

expected that clusters that would overlap in this way would probably come from the 

same item with similar values for pick-up point radii. In practice it was found that 

a number of cluster collisions did occur but these were mainly due to quantization 
effects in the look-up table (refer to section 12.5). 

It should be noted in this software that the second cluster splitting operation 
only uses the pick-up point features to determine which clusters are to be split. 
It plays no part as a clustering variable. If these features were to be treated as 
clustering variables in the same way as the identification features, cluster divisions 

would be made which depended on the measurement of information not available in 

the image testing phase when the pick-up points would not be marked. This could 
well introduce ambiguity and error in identification into the recognition system. 0 
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10.5.2 Cluster program performance. 

The printout of the program run in figure 10.17 shows the results the clus- 

tering program produces from the given set of bowl data. It can be seen at point X 

that the sets of feature data have initially been partitioned into 8 clusters. These 

are indicated by coloured line sections on figures 10.4 and 10.5. If these clusters 

are compared with those clusters produced from the same data by the K-means 

mainframe program in figure 10.14, for example if 1, (2 and 7), and 3, are compared 

with mainframe clusters 4,5, and 2 respectively, it can be seen that there is a strong 

correspondence between the results from the two clustering programs. 

In the dedicated program the subsequent operations have split these clusters 
further to provide the required pick-up point accuracy. It can be seen that, compared 

with clustering operations based on the original criteria, the cluster distinctions 

are slightly different frorn'those that would be produced by the normal splitting 

operation alone. This is exemplified by figures 10.17 and 10.18 which contain the 

resulting clusters for the bowl. Figure 10.18 has an initial cluster requirement of 14 

clusters with effectively no pick-up point accuracy requirement. Figure 10.17 has an 
initial requirement of 8 clusters with a required accuracy of pick-up point location of 
7mm. to also'give fourteen clusters. The difference is demonstrated by considering 
final cluster 3 in figure 10.18. It contains only five cases, 45,46,54,55, and 56, with 

a range of pick-up point to maxpoint feature from 33 to 46 pixels. In the run where 

a 7mm (12 pixel) accuracy has been specified (figure 10.17) cluster 3 has been split 
to form new cluster three with cases 45 and 46, and cluster 10 with cases 54,55, 

and 56. The maximum range of any pick-up point feature in either of these clusters 
is 4 pixels or 2.5mm. 

10.6 The Object Inspection Program. 

After building up a library of cluster data files, one for each item to be recog- 

nised, the system is ready to sample test images. The Apple program in appendix 
AP1.3.1.2 controls the Apple to provide raw binary images of the inspection table on 
the high speed parallel link to the M68020 unit. Figure 10.19 is a flow diagram of the 
Apple image capture and transmit program. Figure 10.20 is a flow diagram of the 

complete testing sequence on the DUNIC N168020 system. The maino coordinating 
function (appendix AP1.3.2.3.1) acts in the same way as the coordinating function 
in the learning program, both to declare and initialize the external variables and 
then to call the functions in sequence. 
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First in a parameter setting function changepo (appendix AP1.3.2.3.2) the 

user sets program options including printout and other input/output options, includ- 

ing the input image source, either from the Apple or from internal disc storage. A 

look-up table coordinating function lookupo (appendix AP1.3.2.3.3) is then called 

which calls rdbkdatao (appendix AP1.3.2.3.4) to read in specified library cluster 
data files of items to be recognised and mapo (appendix AP1.3.2.3.6) the look-up 

table creating function. In addition a number of optional utility functions can be 

called at this stage to present the cluster information and test the look-up table. 

The function mapo takes the maximum and minimum of each feature over 

all item clusters to be recognised and calculates their ranges. A scaling factor is 

generated for each feature so that a measured feature for an item to be recognised 
is scaled to be between 0 and 15 inclusive for the minmid and midmax features, 

and 0 and 31 inclusive for the minmax and compaction features. A look-up table 
is then generated by mapping the cluster feature ranges into a 25OKx2 byte array 
(4 features (2x5 bits + 2X4 bits) of address) of all the known clusters into the 

microcomputer memory. This mapping ensures that the features are orthogonal. 
Each memory location accessed has a value placed in it signifying the item file and 
cluster number for that item file. If two different clusters map to the same location 
due to a cluster collision as described previously, a collision index pointer is placed 
in the location which points to a list of the colliding object classes for that location. 

Control of the program after the lookup table generation stage returns to 
the main function which enters the image testing sequence. Images are read in from 
the specified source and the necessary processing operations performed on these to 

extract the features of the shadow outlines as in the learning program (appendix 
AP1.3.2.3.8). Next an area correction routine arcorrecto (appendix AP1.3.2.3.9) 
is called to correct for the geometric distortion of shadow areas due to the over- 
head position of the camera (see Chapter 7.1). The function identifyO (appendix 
AP1.3.2-3-10) is then called which takes the features of significant image outlines 
and scales them by the above scaling factor. An address into the look-up table is 

then, generated by a hash type function and the object identified directly by the 
look-up table entry at the accessed address. The entry also indexes into an array 
containing further identification and orientation information which allows the cal- 
culation of the identified item's relative and absolute pick-up point by a method of 
intersecting arcs. This operation is described in the following chapter on pick-up 
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point determination. 

This look-up table approach has an identification- time independant of the 

number of items to be identified for a given screen resolution. This is in contrast 
to the inter-feature set distance measure method described previously and is unlike 
a decision tree approach whose complexity and required computing time increases 
dramatically with the number of clusters to be identified. In addition the mapping 
of known objects into the look-up table means that the system is able to make 
a definite negative identification when an object does not match a known object 
instead of producing a 'best match'. Under certain circumstances in a more general 
industrial application this may be equally as important as a positive identification, 
for example where guiding a robot to attempt to pick up an unforseen object may 
damage the robot or object, or where due to an incorrect identification a robot 
may pick up an object insecurely and hence represent a hazard to nearby human 

operators. 
The chosen approach capitalizes on the decreasing cost of micrcomputer 

static RAM now standing at about X5 for 32 kilobytes. If a known variety of 
objects were to be identified, at the cost of a temporary loss in system flexibility, 
the approach would readily allow for the substitution of the dynami c- random-access 
memory (RAM) elements by eraseable programmable read-only-memory (EPROXI) 

elements in the look-up table. The cost of these EPROMs has fallen as low as X5 per 
512 kilobit chip. With essentially no restrictions on M68020 microprocessor address 
space this system has the potential for the production of systems with extremely 
large memories -for example of greater than 40 megabytes for less than X30 00, which 
would be capable of recognising a large range of varied objects, with a recognition 
time independant of the number of objects to be recognised. An extention of this 
increased look-up table memory size would be to use one of the new, comparitively 
extremely low-priced Winchester hard disc drives in the place of the RAM look-up 
table. Whilst preserving the system flexibility with modifiable memory elements 
this would allow 100 Mbyte memories to be used at a token cost of an extra C1000. 
The increase in on-line processing time would be minimal if only a few accesses 
were to be-made for identification purposes as Winchester access times are of the 

order of milliseconds. The addition of such a unit to the existing system offers 
the potential to produce an extremely powerful system using more features with 
increased resolution for more reliable object identification and orientation. 
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CHAPTER11 

ITEM PICK-UP POINT DETERMINATION 

A pick-up point as defined for the project task is the point on an object 

which it would be gripped by if it were to be picked up from above. In the case of 
the particular project items it is the point where a vacuum chuck would be guided 
to in order to pick-up the items. 

This chapter describes the way these points are calculated for identified 

items. These calculations are at the end of the image processing sequence and are 
only applied to recognised objects. As the routines are only likely to be called 
upon to find item pick-up points a maximum of ten times the time penalty for the 

slow floating point operations necessary to give the required geometrical accuracy 
in pick-up point calculation is small. 

The software has been designed so that the tray items can be picked up 
at a single point. This would be the case for example if one was picking up the 

items using a vacuum chuck from above. The software for pick-up point learning 

and calculation could readily be modified however, to cater for. the use of multiple 

contact grippers using the same basic routines and a variety of differentiable pick-up 
point markers. 

The way the pick-up point. features are calculated in the learning stage is 

described in Chapter 9.4.3. These features are essentially radius arc measurements 
from the centre of a pick-up point marking circle placed on the items at an intended 

pick-up point, to the three conditionally defined points on the inside edge of the 

shadow, the minpointj the midpoint, and the maxpoint (figure 9.1). The clustering 
algorithm described in Chapter 10.5.1 takes the ranges of these measurements into 

account when producing clusters, to ensure that no cluster contains a group of cases 
for which the range in the maximum to minimum pick-up radius is greater than 
twice the required accuracy in pick-up point location. The bisector of this range for 

each feature is taken as the feature radius for all cases in that cluster. Although 
the use of the median would offer greater accuracy in most cases this would not 
guarentee the required accuracy for all cases in a given cluster. 
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11.1 The Pick-up Point Software. 

The software comprises two main functions called at the end of the test im- 

age processing sequence. After the routine identifyo has been called and objects 
identified the library item file and cluster number are passed to the routine cir- 

cepto (appendix AP1.3.2.3.11). For each identified object the routine accesses the 

associated pick-up point radius and conditional point coordinate information. It 

then calculates the coordinates of the three arc intersection points. Figure 11.1 is 

a schematic diagram illustrating the pick-up point finding geometry. The figures in 

results Chapter 12.4, figures 12.41 to 12.50 are plots of the actual arcs calculated in 
determining the pick-up points of a bowl and a cup. The calculation involves the 

solution of the simultaneous equations for the circles with centres at the conditional 
points. 

Referring to figure 11.1 

The equations for the circles are: - 
R21 = (x - Xi)2 + (y 

- 1'1)2 

=(X -X)2+(y_y 
R'2 

2 
)2 

2 

2 
=(X -X)2+(y_y 

R3 
3)2 3 

Solving the first two equations simultaneously for x gives: - 

2(1 2) X2 + y2 2 
x+B- x(2X, + 2BY, + 2BA) +1 11 +A- 2YjA - 

R21 =0 

Where: 

A= 
(RI - R2)(Ri + R2) + (XI + X2)(Xl 

- X2) + (Y1 + Y2)(YI - Y2) 

2(YI - 
Y2) 

And, 

B= 
(X2 

- 
XI) 

(YI 
- Y2) 

In the solution of the quadratic equation in x above the case of V< 4ac in the 

standard form of the quadratic ax' + bx +c=0, gives an unsolvable negative square 
root solution. In the routine circepto this is considered to be due to inaccuracy in 

measurement of the positions of the endpoints and in this case the single root solution 
to V= 4ac is taken corresponding to a single point of contact for the two circles. 
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If the two roots to the equation do exist, that is b2> 4ac, then the two 

intersection point coordinates are calculated, one for the positive and the other for 

the negative square root solution. This can hence lead to a maximum of six possible 

arc intersection points. 
The next function to be called -cockhato (appendix AP1.3.2.3.12) takes 

the leftmost midpoint arc intersect with each of the two other circles as the true 
intersection coordinate solutions. The intersection point of the other two circles that 
is nearest to the midpoint of the line joining these two points is taken as the third 
true intersection point. In the absence of any reliability factor being considered 
for any of these points according for instance to the variance of the pick-up point 
feature for that cluster these points must be considered to have equal weight. The 

three points are considered to define a triangle and in an operation analagous to 
the cock-hat operation in navigation, the position of the pick-up point is found by 
determining the centre-of-gravity of the triangle. From geometry this is known to be 

one third of the way along a line from a vertex to the bisecting point of the opposite 
side (figure 11.1). 

It is known that if there is an equal probabity of the arc direction being in 

error in the clockwise direction as in the anticlockwise direction then the probability 
of the true point actually occuring in this area is (3)', or -. 1. As this area represents 2 

the greatest probability per unit area that the centre occurs here then this is assumed 
to be the best point one can achieve. 

The routine goes on to calculate the coordinates of the points of a cross 
with its centre at the pick-up point for each identified object. The optional out- 
putting routine shipceno (appendix AP1.4.1.6) can then be called to output the x 
and y coordinates of these crosses to the screen plotting routine on the DUET-16 

microcomputer. If this is done in conjunction with calling the optional line section 
plotting routine shipcornpwo (AP1.4.1.5) which outputs the tracked line section 
plots of the image, the resulting plot gives an indication of the accuracy of pick-up 
point location. This is made more obvious when the learning stage pick-up point 
markers are left on the items in the testing stage (Refer to figure 12.36 to figure 
12.50 in results Chapter 12). 
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11.1 Potential Pick-up Point Error. 

The possibility of a pick-up point error greater than the specified accuracy 
in the clustering program for a correctly identified object could be anticipated to 

arise when, if one of the special points on the inside edge of the shadow is slightly 
in error, (for example the midpoint on vertical section lines can often 'wander' to 

a value different from in the learning program), and push the triangle out of shape 
to the extent that it is out of the accuracy range for the other two pick-up radii. 
This effect of the special points being in error should however, be self correcting 
to a large extent. This is due to the change this will cause to the measured inside 

edge alternative features and hence to the object class identification. The change 

will cause the object to be associated with a different Icarnt object class with the 

appropriate pick-up point radii. 
The performance of the system in terms of how accurately the pick-up point 

is calculated can be seen in Chapter 12 section 12.4. 
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CHAPTER12 

SECOND PROJECT RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter illustrates the results obtained at different stages of program 
development. The vision system software comprises three main programs - the 

learning program, the clustering program and the identification program. The first 
0 

section of the results is concerned with establishing the methodologies and param- 0 
eters which have a bearing on all the rograms. In the following two sections the p0 
results produced by the individual learning and recognition programs is presented. 
Following this there is a discussion of the results and a conclusions section in which 
the overall performance of the system is considered. 

The performance of the clustering program is fully investigated in Chapter 

10. 

12.1 Presentation of the Results. 

The printouts of program runs were produced on an Epson FXIOO dot-matrix 

printer by redirecting the serial print output stream from the terminal to the printer. 
The original binary and thinned binary image printouts were also produced on the 
Epson printer. The routine pripwbo (AP1.4.1.3) controls the printer to operate in 

bit-image mode. In these printouts one black dot corresponds to a single positive 

pixel in the image. 

The routine printableo (AP1.4.1.4) produces a results table on the printer 
in which the features for each outline above the length threshold is tabulated. The 
first nine columns contain the i, j, and point identifier number (the number of the 

particular point along the tracked outline) for the minpoint, midpoint and maxpoint 
respectively, along the line. (Note that the i-coordinate increases from left to right 
over the range 0-279 and the j-coordinate from top to bottom in a range from 0-191). 
The next four columns show the chain-coded features - the number of points on the 

outline, its perimeter length, the enclosed shadow area, and the heuristic compaction 
factor (perimeter2 /area). The alternative features follow in the remaining columns: 
the minpoint-maxpoint distance, the minpoint-n-ýdpoint distance and the midpoint- 
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maxpoint, distance. The 'total' feature is the sum of the last two of these features. 

Some of these tables also contain a number of other interpoint distances. 

When referring to a features table for a given image, to find boundaries 

of significant objects it is usually only necessary to scan the horizontal rows for 

complete sets of features. These are rows for which none of the features is zero. One 

can then refer back to the minpoint i and j coordinates and match these with the 

approximate coordinates of the minpoint of the object of interest in the image. 

The coloured line section plots were produced on a Hewlett-Packard graphics 

plotter. The routine shipcornpwo (AP1.4.1.5) outputs those points which are a 

change in tracking direction in the chain-coding stage, of line sections above the 

chosen threshold length, to a DUET-16 microcomputer which is running the 'Read- 

in-and-store' program (AP1.4.2.1). The data disc is then transferred to a DUET 

connected to a plotter at a different site and the 'Disc- read- and-plo V program run. 
This routine produces a plot between these points. The changes in line colour serve 

to indicate distinctly where nearby line sections start and finish. 

12.2 Investigating General Progam Parameters. 

12.2.1 The effect of different thinning algorithms. 

This section shows the effect of applying different edge extraction routines 
to the original image. By considering the printouts and plots of the resulting edge 

extracted image the section illustrates the factors affecting the eventual choice of a 

working algorithm. 
The results are produced by applying the three developed alternative thin- 

ning/ edge-extraction algorithms to images of items in a range of orientations. The 

first algorithm produces an edge around the positive pixels outside the dark shadow 

region, the second produces an edge within the dark region of the shadow. The third 

algorithm is a modified version of the second. In it additional criteria are applied to 

each individual interior shadow point before it is switched on in the resultant image 

(refer to Chapter 8.2). 

Figures 12.1 and 12.2 are dot matrix, one point per pixel, printouts of test 

images containing a single cup, bowl, and plate. These original images are limited 

to having the items in them not in close proximity to, or in contact with, the other 
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items. In the first test image, figure 12.1, the items have a skew axis orientation and 
in figure 12.2 the items are almost, but not quite aligned with an axis near to the 

fine from the item to the light source. This results in the shadows having narrow tail 

sections. The resulting images generated by applying the three thinning algorithms 
to these original images are given in dot-matrix form in figures 12.1a, 12.1b, 12.1c 

and 12.2a, 12.2b, 12.2c respectively, with their associated feature tables. The line 

section plot forms of the resulting tracked outlines are in figures 12.1al, 12.1bl, 

12.1cl, and 12.2al, 12.2bl, 11.2cl. 

In the case of the second thinning algorithm, the chain-coded outline pro- 
duced from the thinned image outline is considerably more fragmented than that 

produced by either of the two other algorithms. This can be seen by comparing figure 

12.1bl with 12.1al or 12.1cl. The application of the algorithm around individual 

shadows has in every case resulted in an outline of two or more separate bound- 

ary line sections, usually with one section representing the rear edge of the shadow 

and another the front. This is as a result of the production of single-point-width 
line sections as anticipated in chapter 8.2, which act as 'dead-ends' to the tracking 

algorithm subsequently applied. In the case of these split boundaries, unless an 

additional more complex resegmentation procedure is applied to the boundary, to 

recombine outlines, the derivation and subsequent use of the standard chain-coded 
features, such as area, perimeter, and compaction factor is precluded. In this split 
boundary case the reliability and confidence in the subsequent outline identification 
is reduced, with only length based features available to make the identification. In 

such instances there is usually a small compensation. When an outline is split there 

are usually two separate outlines, one for the front and one for the rear edge of the 

shadow. As it is possible to perform a test to determine whether a line is a rear edge 
or not, the reliability of identification of an item is potentially increased by having 

two lines providing features to identify a given item. 

It can be seen that the outlines produced by the first and third algorithms, in 
dot matrix prints, figures 12.1a and 12.1c, result in similar tracked outline sections 
in the line section plots in figures 12.1al and 12.1cl, and that for the most part 
the tracked sections are virtually equivalent. The closed shadow sections retain 
their continuous outlines in the final tracked image. Differences do occur when the 

algorithms are applied to images which contain narrow shadow tails. For example, 

compare figures 12.2a and 12.2c. and their line section plot forms figures 12.2al 
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and 12.2cl. In these cases the first algorithm produces more clearly defined outlines 

on these narrow sections. The image detail of these thin trailing sections of the 

shadows is retained. In the particular problem however, it is questionable whether 
this retention of detail is necessary as in some cases it down-grades the edges of 

shadows and complicates, rather than assists, item identification. 

If the first and third thinning algorithms are applied to the same test image 

and the chosen features compared the line based features are seen to be almost 
identical in size. Compare figures 12.1a and 12.1c, and 12.2a and 12.2c. There is 
however a small difference in the perimeter size and, as anticipated, a considerably 
greater difference, of the order of 25%, in the area magnitudes. This suggests that 
the two thinning algorithms cannot satisfactorily be used interchangeably in the 
identification program. 

In another test of the performance of the thinning algorithms the first and 
third algorithms were applied to an image more representative of the proposed long 

term application. This image in figure 12.3 has items randomly arranged and in 

close proximity to other items. Figures 12.3al and 12.3cl show plots of the resulting 
thinned and tracked outlines. It is clear that with the given resolution of the image 

the first algorithm produces outlines which run into each other - for instance the 

outline of the cup on the left with the plate below it, and the outline of the bowl 

on the right with the cup below it. This clearly makes the task of identifying an 
individual object from such an outline considerably more involved, requiring the 

use of further, more complex, segmentation procedures. In the case of the third 

algorithm the shadow outlines have been retained as distinct, separate entities. In 

the case of the plate where the shadow is extremely narrow the third algorithm 
has had the effect of further narrowing the shadow until the tracking algorithm has 

crossed from the rear ed ge of the plate shadow to the front edge and back again. This 
inevitably confuses the subsequent feature derivation and hence item identification. 

In this situation, where the items are inclose proximity to other items on the 
tray, the third algorithm would appear to give more easily interpretable and reliable 
results for the given image resolution. Despite this long term project objective 
advantage, because of the marginally better performance of the first algorithm on 
the restricted project problem of separate items, in terms of preserving image detail, 

this algorithm was chosen for use in the subsequent program development. 
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12.2.2 The effect of changing line threshold length. 

This section of results illustrates the effect of varying the 'number of line 

points' threshold below which a line section in the edge extracted image is ignored 

for subsequent feature processing purposes. 
The printouts in figures 12.4a, 12.4b and 12.4c, show the tabulated feature 

printouts of typical program runs on the test image in figure 12.1 with the line 

thresholds set at 0,12, and 50 points respectively, having used the first of the 

thinning algorithms from the section above. 
The feature table generated for a boundary threshold of 0 in which all line 

sections are plotted, shows the large majority (36 out of 59) of line sections fall 

below 5 points in length. The table indicates the feature. processing as applied to 

every line. For very short line sections it can be seen that the attempt to derive 
features has been unsuccessful: a large amount of unnecessary and time consuming 
feature deduction has been attempted on many insignificantly small line segments, 

often only a few points in length. For object identification purposes there is no 
image information lost by ignoring such short fine sections, when no subsequent 

resegmentation procedure is to be applied. This tactic of ignoring short line sections 
is in accordance with the gesthalt approach proposed by Pun and Coulon in their 

work on visual prothesis [67]. 

With the 12 point minimum length (figure 12.4b) it can be seen that the 

majority of small line 5ections are removed but that some unnecessary processing is 

still being applied to insignificant line sections. 
The design of the thinning algorithm means that the thinned shadow outlines 

of significant tray items produced from the initial clean image, give continuous 
longer line sections at the tracking stage. In the third case with the line point 
length threshold set at 50 it can be seen in figure 12.4c that the significant lines 

are still processed, whilst avoiding the unnecessary processing of the shorter line 

sections. The number of lines being processed in this case drops from 59 to 16. 

It is estimated that the shortest line to produce an identification feature for the 

items to be recognised is of the inside edge of the shadow of a cup. In this case the 
lower limit line length was estimated at 65 points. This is a little longer than the 

chosen threshold, but the line-length distribution shows that no significant reduction 
in the number of fines processed would have resulted from using this value and in 

0 
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subsequent processing stages the threshold value of 50 points was used. 

12.3 The Learning Program. 

Refer to figures 10.2 and 10.3 for flow diagrams of the Apple and DUMC 

unit programs. Figure 12.5 is a printout of the DUMC unit screen output of this 

program. By comparing these figures it can be seen where each particular function 
is called. 

In the learning program the standard unit of angular rotation specified by 

the user in the Apple program is 0.9" . In figure 12.6 there is a superimposed 

plot of four bowl outlines at two step intervals, that is 1.8' , between 00 and 7.2' . 
The closeness of each successive overlaid plot indicates how small an angle of 0.90 

represents. 

In figures 12.7(a and b) to 12.28(a and b) there is a sample series of printouts 

and plots for bowls and cups used in establishing the cluster boundaries for these 

items. For the bowls the images shown are of items at 18* rotation intervals with 
the item in orientation from 0' to 1801 . An overlay of four such bowl files at 45' 

rotation intervals can be seen in figure 12.27. For the cups the angle of rotation 
interval is 360 and the range in orientation from 0* to 3600 . An overlay of five cup 
files at 720 rotation intervals can be seen in figure 12.28. For both of these images 

the colour plotting order was blue, red, green, and then yellow. For each of the 

other images there is a printout of the thinned image, a tabulated printout of the 
identification features, and a plot of the tracked outlines. 

It is possible to see from these printouts and plots how shadows changc 

under rotation of the item causing them and that this behaviour is not always that 

which would be expected by an untrained observer. In the bowl figures the bowl 
0 

starts with its major axis at right angles to the incident light direction. As it turns 

the top short edge makes an increasing contribution to the shadow. There is then a 
fairly continuous stable shadow contribution by. both the long and short edge until 
the long edge gradually dissappears to give a shadow cast only by the short edge. 
An equivalent process is repeated as the bowl rotates between 900 and 1SO' - 

In the cup figures the handle significantly effects the shape of the shadow. 
As the cup rotates the illuminated top of the handle disturbs the dark shadow and 

causes it to be split into two sections. The shadow comes together again as the 
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rotation angle approaches 180" . Above this angle the handle contribution declines 

and its shadow becomes separated from the main cup shadow. Over the remaining 

angles, up to about 330' , the handle makes no contribution and the shadow shape 
is comparitively constant. Above this angle, up to 360* , the handle's shadow again 
becomes relinked to the main shadow. 

The values of all the features at 0.9' intervals over the required rotation 
range are stored in a feature-data file which has the form of figure 10.12. This is 

an example bowl feature data file with a 1.8' rotation step. The columns going 
across the file represent the following features: 1/ The angle index (units of 0.9' or 
1.8" ), 2/ Perimeter length, 3/ Area, 4/ Compaction factor, 5/ Minmax feature, 6/ 
Endmid feature, 7/ Minmid feature, 8/ Midmax feature, 9/ Distance- to-minpoint 
feature, 10/ Distance-to-n-ýidpoint feature, and 11/ Distance-to-maxpoint feature. 
These files were first produced on the DUET by the DUMC unit function todueto 
(API. 3.2.1.20) working in conjunction with the 'Feature-read-and-store' program 
(AP1.4.2.3). From the DUET it was then possible to transfer the feature data to 
the NUMAC MTS mainframe facility. The purpose written plotting program in 
(AP1.4.3.2) then allowed the plotting of specified features from this file on the laser 

printer. Example plots of both identification and orientation features as a function 

of the item's angular rotation for the file in figure 10.12 can be seen in figures 10.4 
to 10.7 and 12.29 to 12.31 for a bowl over a range of 180* and for an equivalent cup 
file over a range of 360' , in figures 10.8 to 10.11 and 12.32 to 12.34. 

The way the feature extraction algorithms are called is that if a single iden- 
tification feature is not available for an outline, for example if the tracking algorithm 
has failed to produce a continuous closed outline, then the derivation of subsequent 
features is stopped and a dummy set of zero features stored in the feature file for 
the given particular angle entry. In the plots these dummy sets of data are obvious 
by the dip of the function to zero. 

In figure 10.4 the plot of the bowl compaction factor (P'/A) demonstrates 
the opposing effects of a slightly increasing shadow perimeter length with a decreas- 
ing shadow area, as seen in figures 9.3 and 9.4, between rotation angles 30 and 40 

units (54' to 720 ). The plot then drops to a minimum as the long sides of the shape 
become aligned with the incident light direction and the bowl shadow takes up its 

most 'compact' shape. Small dips in the function are also visible where small corner 
edge alignment with incident light direction occurs and hence reduces the perimeter 
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length. When figure 1ý0.4 and 10.8 are considered together it can be seen that, as 

anticipated the compaction factor is approximately symmetrical about 900 and 270* 

, although due to edge and tracking effects the plots can hardly be considered mirror 
images. The 'minmax' feature is also a feature which it would be expected is sym- 

metrical and plots 10.5 and 10.8 show the effect more reliably than the compaction 
factor. As described in Chapter 9, because of the symmetry of these functions, the 

'minmid' and 'midmax' features shown in figures 10.6 and 10.7 for the bowl and 
10.10 and 10.11 for the cup are needed for object orientation purposes. It can be 

seen from the bowl plots in figures 10.6 and 10.7 that, around the angle of rotation 

of 40-60 units (720 to 1080 ), valuable orientation information would be lost as edge 

alignment occurs if just one of these orientation features were to be used. Because 

of the sections of constant low values about 90' this could possibly lead to an am- 
biguous object orientation determination. The same features for the cup in figures 

10.10 and 10.11 exhibit even stranger asymetrical effects between 0 and 110 units 
due to the effect the cup handle has on the shadow cast by the cup. 

The plots of the bowl pick-up point features in figures 12.29,12.30, and 
12-31 are best explained by cross reference to the plots in figures 12.7b to 12.16b. 
By considering the distance of the 'n-ýnpoint' to the pick-up point centre, marked by 

the concentric circles, for instance, it can be seen how the feature first dips around 8 

rotation units to a value equal to half the major axis. It then returns to a value equal 
to half the length of a diagonal up to just over 90* , where it drops to a minimum 
value equal to half the width of the minor axis. As would be expected the maxpoint 
to pick-up point feature roughly mirrors this behaviour. The midpoint to pick-up 
point distance, as would be expected, maintains a roughly constant value at around 
half a diagonal length. 

To understand the plots of the cup pick-up point features in figures 12.32, 

12.33, and 12.34, one must cross refer to plots in figures 12.17b to 12.26b. It becomes 

apparent from these that appart from at occasional angular orientations where the 

cup handle plays a part, for example at around 50 units for the midpoint to Pick-uP 
point feature, the values of these features are roughly constant at the radius of the 

circular part of the cup. 
The erratic and irregular behaviour of the features in all of these plots, even 

for comparitively standard shapes, adds further justification for the use of learned 

object information in preference to the generation of object features by CAD based 
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object modelling systems. 

The total run time of a program to rotate the table, and capture and transmit 

an image over a rotation angle of 360" in 0.9* steps is about 15 minutes or about 2.5 

seconds per image. 

12.4 The Identification and Orientation Program. 

Refer to figure 10.20 for a flow diagram of the DUMC unit program. Figure 

12.35a is printout of the DUMC unit screen output of this program. By comparing 
these figures it can be seen where each function is called. Figure 12.35b is the 

associated line section plot for the program run. The run-time for the analysis of 
the image processed in figure 12.35b without print and plot outputs is about 3.5 

seconds. 

In the testing sequence the Apple unit program merely provides a raw binary 

test image of the tray (refer to flow diagram 10.19 and appendix AP1.3.1.2). It is 

also possible, as in the learning stage, to input images that have been prestored on 
DUMC unit disc. 

The next section describes what is happening in the DUMC unit program 
with reference to the printout in 12.35. 

In figure 12.35a in the set-up phase first a tolerance of one unit is specified 

on each of the lower and upper values of each of the feature ranges to allow for small 
differences in the measured features of objects as compared with the learning stage. 
Next a number of miscellaneous program options are set including the specfication 
of the DUMC unit internal disc is as the source of test images. Then the bit-image, 
feature table and results printout and DUET line section plot options are specified. 

In the look-up table generation program the system is set up to identify 

and orientate the cup, bowl, and plate by specifying the input into the system of 
the cluster data library files, 'cdl', 'bdl', 'pd1' respectively, created by the cluster 
program. The files are read in and the clusters mapped into the look-up table. 

An indication is given in the printout at this stage of the cluster collisions 
that are occuring. This is when two or more different clusters are mapping to the 
same location. 

The next stage is the disc image input-parameters stage. This routine allows 
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one to specify disk files or sequences of disk files for input into the program. In figure 

12.35a the base name of the file specified is test- and the base index is 7. Thus a 

filename test-7 is generated and the file read in for processing. 
First the raw binary image is printed out as specified in the set-up phase. 

After the edge has been extracted the edge extracted image is then output. Next the 

feature extraction stages are called and then the identification routine. The printout 

of this stage shows attempts to resolve significant outlines above the threshold length 

into their respective object classes. 

It can be seen that data set 3 is recognised as a plate, set 4 as a bowl, set 6 

as a cup, 26 as a bowl, and 27 as a cup. The system is unable to identify data set 
30. 

In the next processing, stage the intercept points of the radius arcs from the 

three endpoints are found and then the centre of gravity of the triangle defined by 

the three genuine intersection points is found. This correponds to the required item 

pick-up point. A line-section plot of the image is then produced on the DUET-16 

micro with the pick-up points marked as a cross (figure 12.35b). The circular item 

pick-up point markers used in the learning stage were left in place in this testing 

stage to allow one to see the accuracy of the calculated pick-up points. 
A printout of tabulated features was produced next which allowed one to 

verify the identifications made on the data sets of outlines, in the identification 

section. 

A series of runs was then made on test images as above with separate jumbled 
items. Printouts of the results of these runs can be seen in figures 12.36a to 12.40a, 

with their associated plots in figures 12.36b to 12.40b. 

The orientation algorithm performance is demonstrated for bowls in plots 
in figures 12.41 to 12.44. The arcs for the pick-up points are marked for the bowl 

as it is rotated by 45* in each subsequent image. There are equivalent orientation 
plots for cups rotated through angles of 54* in figures 12.45 to 12.50. 

The next set of figures demonstrates the performance of the identification 

routine on tray images which had items in close proximity to each other. Figures 
12.51 to 12-54 are plots of runs with two items -a bowl and a cup, on the tray. 

The objects are rotated through 45 degrees on the rotary table between each image. 

Figures 12.55 to 12.62 are equivalent plots of runs with four items - two cups and 
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two bowls, in contact and rotated through angles of 45" - The performance of the 

recognition algorithm in these cases can be judged by if and where the system has 

placed a pick-up point marking cross on each identified object in the plot of the 

image. In these examples the rotation of the items on the rotary table has the same 

effect as altering the incident light direction and suitably modifying the software to 

accomodate this. 

12.5 Discussion of Results. 

When the results of using the different thinning algorithms are considered, 
in the approach chosen to use a single thinning algorithm to recognise separate 

recyclable items, the choice of the first algorithm seems to offer the most reliable 

results. This algorithm produces the edges in the positive pixels around the outside 
of the shadow and preserves object detail. Of the other two algorithms, which both 

produce edges around the inside of the shadow, the second one often causes the 

tracking algorithm to fail in producing continuous outlines around each separate 

shadow. The third one does produce promising results in terms of providing con- 
tinuous outlines in cases of some nearby objects, but as described earlier in section 
12.2.1, does suffer from a loss of image detail. 

A possible solution to make use of the best properties of the first and third 

algorithms would be to use both algorithms separately on the original binary image, 

and duplicate the feature processing on the on the edge extracted image. A combined 
approach like this could well significantly reduce problems due to the failure of the 
tracking algorithm in the most economical way, despite the almost factor-of-two 
increase in image processing-time overhead. 

The decision to discard the smaller tracked line-sections rather than pro- 
duce objects defined by a number of line sections, or attempt the computationally 
expensive operation of fine-segment recombination, considerably simplifies the soft- 
ware required for image analysis. The possibility of resegmenting smaller incomplete 
line-sections to ensure that continuous outlines were established, and the use of prior 
knowledge about objects to segment shadow outhnes produced by overlapping ob- 
jects was considered. Both of these techniques were however decided against on the 
grounds of algorithm simplicity and speed of operation. 

The learning program software seems to perform iroll in terms of automating 
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the capture of images and deriving the features -from them. The plots of the features 

derived as functions of an item's angular rotation show both small perturbations and 
large scale failures of the algorithms at specific angles. The pertubations are seen 

when the theoretical plot for bowl area in figure 9.3 are compared with the actual 
bowl area plots in figure 9.5. It can be seen that overall the two results are similar 
but that small, spikey, ups and downs occur on what should be smooth sections 

of the actual plot. These are mainly due to digitization effects as a result of low 

image resolution. When the theoretical bowl perimeter outline plot in figure 9.2, 
is compared with the actual perimeter plot in figure 9.4 it has the similar basic 

shape but is not accurate in detail as edge alignment with incident light direction 

occurs. This difference is mainly due to the simplicity of the theoretical model and 
the difficulties in easily modelling the digitization effects. 

The large perturbations in the actual plots of features, where the values drop 
to zero, are due to the failure of the tracking algorithm to trace all the way around 
the outlines of individual shadows. The solutions to this already discussed have 

included the use of a combination of different thinning algorithms and improved 

tracking algorithms including the resegmentation of broken outlines. In addition 
to these methods other ways might be to improve the original image by logically 

ANDing two or more raw binary images together in the Apple before transmitting 

them. This would help by reducing the spurious points in the image, that are near 
the binary threshold and hence 'on' in some images and 'off' in others, as it is often 

points like these that divert the tracking algorithm. This ANDing operation would 
take only a small portion of a second and be done concurrently in the Apple with 
the processing of the last transmitted image. This would hence result in no net 
increase in the overall image processing time for a sequence of test images. 

Another way to reduce the problems of the tracking algorithm would be tO' 

increase the resolution of the system to perhaps a 512 x 300 pixel system. This 

would give an increase in observable image detail and reduce digitization effects. 
With the given processing power this increase in image resolution would however 

represent an approximate four-fold increase in processing time. 

Additional improvements that could be made to the learning program could 
include the capturing of two item images at each learning rotation, or using smaller 

angles of rotation. If two images were captured at each step this would help to take 
into account the behaviour of points on thin edge sections, which are 'on' in some 
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images and 'off' in others -at the same object position. The overlay of five images 

of items at 1.8* angles of rotation in figure 12.6 demonstrates how small an angle 

of 0.9' is. For the given stepper motor used in the project this angle could not be 

reduced without the use of a gearbox. It is assumed that the way the clusters are 

produced in the clustering program, as being defined by ranges of features, means 

that the intermediate rotation angles between each step are automatically taken 

care of. The only way a smaller rotation angle could improve this is at the angles 

where the rate of change of features is greatest - that is where large edge alignment 

occurs, or at orientations where the tracking algorithm fails. 

Another improvement that could be made is to attempt to compensate for 

the distortion of the chosen features when they are placed in different positions on the 

tray. This could be achieved by having an additional stage in the learning program 
in which an item is placed in one or more angular orientations at each of the four 

corners and centre of the tray in the camera's field of view. By interpolating between 

the feature values at these positions a position- dependant modifying function could 
be generated for each feature. From experience it was found that the only chosen 
feature to be significantly affected by an item's position on the tray was the shadow 

area. The variation of this feature laterally in the x direction is corrected by a linear 

x displacement dependant function in the recognition stage. The coefficients of this 
function have been determined empirically by placing a given item at different x 

positions on the tray and noting the area variation. The function is set up to give 

a zero area correction with the item at the learning position. 
Other alternatives to making geometric corrections to the given features 

would be to use more parallel light light sources, possibly with some form of light 

collimation, and to use features which are not significantly affected by an object's 
position. The features could'include for example the number of corners above a 

certain angle around an outline, or a direction vector frequency distribution. 

With regard to the treatment of features, despite the perturbations in the 

measurement of feature's the system is 'measurement tolerant'. This is to the extent 
that if a measurement is made on an item in the learning program, with the item in 

a particular orientation, and for instance the tracking or feature deriving algorithm 
behaves strangely, then as exactly the same algorithms are used to derive the features 

in the recognition program the same behaviour would be repeated for an item in the 
image in the same orientation and the object would hence be correctly associated 
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with the learnt object at that orientation. 
In the identification program run the printout in figure 12.35a shows the 

system being set up to recognise the cup, bowl, and plate, by reading in their 

associated cluster-data library files. The first thing to notice in the printout is 

the number of cluster collisions which are occuring. These occur in the following 

situations: - 

1/ Where clusters of different items have overlapping features. 

2/ Where clusters of the same item have overlapping features due to the 

'rectangularization' of cluster features. 

3/ Where tolerances are included on the end of cluster feature ranges. 

4/ Where feature overlap occurs due to the lack of resolution in lookup 

table entries. 

In the section of the printout indicating cluster collisions, the clusters are 

coded with an eight bit hexadecimal number. The three most significant bits of 
this number indicate the number in the order that the library file is read in. In the 

case of this run the cup file is read in first and is represented by a one, followed 

by the bowl and plate files as two and three respectively. In. the printout these 

appear as 2,4, and 6 in the left hand column of the printed cluster code. The five 
least significant bits of this code correspond to the actual cluster number within the 
library cluster-data file. Hence for a typical code printout of Hx4e this corresponds 
to cluster data file 2, -a bowl file, cluster number 14. 

It can be seen that cluster collisions of the various types described are oc- 
curing in the collision listing. The main factor that has a bearing on most of the 

collisons is the fourth one listed. 

As described in, the lookup table production section - Chapter 10.6, the 

ranges of features over all clusters are scaled to lie in a range of either four or five 

bits. For example in the sample program run in figure 12.35a the compaction factor 

ranges from 29 to 196. This range of 167 units is scaled into a five bit (32 valued) 
address space. Hence in this case each memory address corresponds to a5 unit 
feature range. At the top and bottom ends of the ranges this resolution effect may 
have the effect of increasing the feature range for a given cluster. For example with 
the above compaction range consider a cluster in which the compaction range is 47 
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to 52 units. The mapping of the given six point feature range into this space is as 
follows: - 

29 39 44 49 54 59 196 

47 52 

This means that the range of 47 to 52 has mapped to an expanded range 

equivalent to 44 to 54 or 11 points. It is this expanded range that causes the 

overlap of clusters that with a higher resolution would remain separate. The use 

of tolerances on cluster feature ranges also has the effect of increasing this affect 
by unpredictably taking ranges over address boundaries. For example a specified 

one unit of tolerance on the minmid feature above would either cause no effective 
increase in feature range or three units increase in feature range. Hence the tolerance 

values on features should be used carefully to avoid unnecessary collisions. 

Another related factor to be considered on these lines is that if this system 
is to be used in a general industrial application where for example a range of parts 
is presented on a conveyor belt, and there is a wide but not well distributed range 
of sizes in these parts, then the linear range scaling effect could drastically lower 

object feature resolution. An possible solution to this'would -be to have a non- 
linear scaling of features into the lookup space, depending on the cluster feature 

distribution. For example if a number of items had features of approximately the 

same size, with only one or two items with features of significantly different sizes, it 

would be advantageous to expand the amount of memory used in the lookup table 
for the features of objects of similar size, in order to improve the resolution of these 

objects. In common with the cluster generation program this processing would, be 

off-line and would not result in an increase in image processing time. 

As the lookup quantization effect described is probably the dominant factor 
in causing the cluster collisions between clusters of the same item in the printout, 
then the rectangularization-of-clusters effect must to a large extcnt be swamped out. 
In the case of overlapping clusters of different items this must play a part but there 
is also evidence for overlap due to similarities in measured identification features of 

clusters of objects to be recognised. For instance all three items are roughly the 

same size and in the case of the bowl and plate, the long edge of the bowl is of 
comparable size to the short edge of the plate. Hence for separation of two such 
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clusters the height difference, and hence shadow area, has to be relied upon. As 

one might expect this is not always sufficient. This is indicated for example by the 

overlap of bowl cluster 3 with plate cluster 4 in the cluster collision list of figure 

12.35a. 

As suggested in Chapter 10 there are a number of ways of changing the 

system programs to improve the performance of the system as a whole. These could 
include deriving an extended range of features in a learning stage including for 

example more geometric measurements, the number of corners, higher moments of 
inertia, and direction vector frequencies, and then using a form of covariance analysis 
on these in the clustering program to determine the best features to differentiate 

clusters. There could also be associated penalty functions in this selection for ease 
of extraction and computing time cost. This task, could be performed on a 'per 
item' basis or on an 'over all items' basis, although the task is complicated by not 
knowing the object classes in advance. The feature choice information could then 
be passed on disk into the identification program which would then derive only the 
features necessary to identify the specified objects. 

When the results in figures 12.35a to 12.40a and their corresponding line 

section plots in figures 12.35b to 12.40b are considered, it can be seen that the 
identification program performs well. In figure 12.35a and 12.35b all items have 
been correctly and uniquely identified. In figures 12.36a to 12.40a it can be seen 
that a range of identification errors has occured. 

In figures 12.40 it can be seen that the result in the case of sample number 
5, corresponding to the cup in the top right corner, the values of the features have 
lead to the access of a lookup table address containing no cluster index marker. This 
hence means the system is unable to make any identification of the object. Other 

misidentifications of objects occur when an object maps to a location with a cluster 
collision marker in. This indicates an ambiguity of identification and can be seen in 
figures 12.36,12.37,12.38,12.39 and 12.40. As an example in figure 12.36 the cup 
in the centre of the tray has been ambiguously classified as a cup and a bowl and in 
figure 12.38 the bowl in the top left hand corner has been ambiguously classified as 
a bowl and a plate. Using the chosen identification features these ambiguities are 
unresolvable at this stage. 

The only case where an actual wrong cluster identification has occured in 
in figure 12.37 where a bowl has been misidentified as a plate - in the bottom left 
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hand corner of the image. 

All of the above identification errors can be accounted for by: - 

1/ Cluster collisions as a explained above. 

2/ Changes in rig conditions since the learning operation, for example 
tray illumination, binary capture threshold, and changes in 

camera-object distance or zoom setting. 

3/ Geometric distortion of features depending on the position of the 

object on the tray. 

Solutions to all of these particular problems have already been discussed. 

Figures 12.35,12-37,12.38 and 12.39 demonstrate the ability of the algo- 

rithms to identify objects below other objects in circumstances where their shadows 
do not interfere. In these figures it can be seen where the cup has been placed upon 
the plate and both items have been identified. 

In all these plots in figures 12.36 to 12.40 in the case of ambiguous iden- 

tification the orientation algorithm uses the pick-up point radii for the first of the 

corresponding cluster data files entered. This allows an ad-hoc ambiguity resolution 
to be used in that the item cluster-data library files are input in order of decreasing 

probability of finding an item on the tray. For example the plate library file is input 

last because there is only ever one plate to be found on the tray whereas there are 
two bowls. 

The plots in figures 12.41 to 12.50 show the performance of the orientation 
algorithm on images of bowls rotated through angles of 45' and cups through 54* . 
It can be seen how the pick-up point radius arcs are associated with each identified 

object. The centre-of-gravity routine then determines the centre of the correct three 
intersect arcs to give the pick-up point which is then identified in the plot by a cross. 
The performance of the pick-up point finding algorithm on sample images can be 

seen by observing the crosses in figures 12.35b to 12.40b. To have an indication of 
the accuracy of this routine the pick-up point markers used in the learning stage 
have been left on the items. The radius of the large outer circle is 14 mm. and of 
the inner circle is 4 mm. ' 

The pick-up point finding routine in these examples is working from cluster- 
data fibrary files for which an accuracy of 7mm. was specified in pick'-up point 
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location for cluster generation. It is clear from the plots that the algorithm using 
three arcs finds such points well within this accuracy, often with an accuracy of 
4nim. or less. 

The final sets of images looked at are worst case situations for the algorithm 

working on debris-free items on the flat tray. These plots demonstrate the perfor- 

mance of the identification algorithms on items in close proximity. An indication of 
an object identification is given by the presence of a pick-up point marker cross in 

these plots. For figures 12.51 to 12.54, with just a single bowl and cup being rotated 
together at angles of 45' on the rotary table it can be seen that the objects are 

each correctly identified and have their pick-up points calculated in two of the four 

images. The way the shadow of the item not identified is affected, for example in 
figure 12.52, suggests many possible sources of failure of the identification routine. 
These may be anticipated to include a non-identification or mis-identification due 

to disturbed shadows. The chosen cluster mapping method in the latter case offers 
the advantage being more likely to make a rejection of such an object than would 

a Euclidean feature distance cluster matching method which would in such a case 

attempt a probably erroneous best fit. If a robot were being used to manipulate the 

objects so identified then the wrong identification could easily translate into unsafe 
handling and damage to robot or item. 

Further examples of items in close proximity can be seen in plot figures 12-55 

to 12.62 in which the images contain four items - two bowls and two cups, with each 
item surrounded by three others and the whole group rotated through 45' steps on 
the rotary table. 

It can be seen that the cups and bowls are correctly identified in various 
images, but for the most part the tracking algorithm has severe difficulty in ex- 
tracting outlines corresponding to single items. With three surrounding items the 

effect that items in close proximity have on neighbouring item's shadows is far more 
pronounced. 

The reason for rotating the items is to demonstrate the effect of changing 
the incident I. ight direction on a fixed tray. With two or more fight sources switched 
on in sequence and images captured at each switching, with a minor modification to 
the software, the image could be processed to give a much improved identification 

performance. The easiest way to effect the change in the existing software used 
to identify objects to process images illuminated from a different direction would 
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be to perform a rotation operation on the input image array. For example for a 

1800 change in incident light direction the only changes necessary would be to first 

perform a mirror operation on the initial image and then, at the pick-up point 

calculation stage, mirror the pick-up point coordinates back to get the coordinates 

in the image frame. 

Although it appears that a multiplication in the number incident light di- 

rections potentially increases the ability of the system to recognise items that are in 

close proximity to other items it can be seen by considering the eight figures from 

12.55 to 12.62 that an identification of one item per scene cannot be guarenteed. 

Although over these eight figures all the items have been correctly identified in at 

least one image the identification rate is well below an average of even two items 

per scene over eight images. If random debris were included this figure could be 

expected to drop further. In addition the correct identifications are accompanied by 

numerous rnisidentifications, - due to overlapping and disturbed shadows. 

If all these factors are considered together it must be concluded that in this 

near worst-case, overlap situation the recognition program does not perform well. 

The main computing overhead of a system using many incident light direc- 

tions is in the multiplication of images to be processed. For images similar to the 

ones in the test images this is about 3.5 seconds per image. There would also be 

some additional software required to arbitrate between identifications and pick-up 
poipt locations arizing from different images of the same tray. 

With the existing binary vision system, despite the above- limitations this 

approach seems to offer the best potential for the long term objective of the reco rni- 
tion of overlapping items and items near to other items, which may be obscured by 

random debris, as well as considerably enhancing the performance of the system on 
the restricted development project problem. The processing time of 3.5 seconds for 

the single image system developed is well wItWin the target time of 5 seconds and 
around the maximum anticipated robot operating speed in performing the unload- 
ing operation on a single vision system per robot cell. The viability of the system 
operating on multiple images would depend on the amount of extra time available 
and/or the additional cost of increasing the performance'of processing hardware for 

example by duplicating the central processor unit or including dedicated special- 
purpose hardware to perform the simple tasks like the thinning and edge extraction 
operation. 
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12.6 Second Project Conclusions. 

The results show that when the system is set up to operate on the devel- 

opment problem of learning, recognising, and finding the pick-up points of the cup, 
bowl and plate arranged separately in any rotational orientation, upright and flat 

on a base tray, requiring no skilled external supervision, the system performs the 

task well. The image testing program provides a reliable identification and pick- 

up point location well within the target processing time of five seconds, and to an 

accuracy often greater than an estimated required accuracy of 7mm. Errors that 
do occur in the performance of the program are largely as a result of correctable 

changes in rig environment between learning and recognition stages. These often 
involve changes in the illumination conditions, and compensatable-for distortions 

of features across the tray due to the illumination geometry. Other errors are due 

to the lack of memory available for the lookup table and the physical similarity of 
object classes of different items as described by the chosen features. The system 

could hence be expected to perform even more reliably with small numbers of more 
dissimilar items. 

The performance of the system working on a single image of items in close 

proximity shows that it could not be depended on to make reliable identfications 

in this situation. The possibility of using multiple light sources switched on in se- 

quence offers promising possibilities for object identifications in more general scenes 

- although at a significant processing-time penalty. 

The approach adopted, using conventional hardware, to an*extent relies on 
'brute force' to achieve its high speed of object identification. This is in the sense 
that it capitalizes on the low cost of conventional microprocessor memory to make 
the look-up table in the identification stage, with most of the work required for 

recognition being performed off-line in the learning and clustering stages. 
As the system stands, the only restriction on what can be recognised in 0 

the given time is the amount of memory available to it for the look-up table. This 

means that instead of merely increasing on-board system memory by adding a few 

megabytes of RAM chips the potential offered to the system by the use of a relatively 
cheap 10OMbyte hard disc would allow the use of five fe atures with a resolution of 
five bits. If this system were coupled to an intelligent feature selection stage, perhaps 
using multivariate analysis, then the potential is for a low-cost extremely versatile 
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self teaching vision system. It would in principle be possible to produce such a 

system suitable for a wide range of industrial robotics and sorting applications by 

attaching a low cost binary image capture front end to a standard 'off-the-shelf' 

microprocessor with hard disk at a total hardware cost of less than X2000. 

Suggestions for the extension of the work done in this project include the 

use of increased hard disc memory, the development of intelligent feature selection 
techniques as described above, and the use of more elaborate non-linear cluster 

mapping techniques. In addition an investigation into the use of more suitable yet 
low cost graphics processors like the Texas Instruments TMS34010 in the place 

of the existing processor, and the use of low cost dedicated hardware to perform 

simple repetitive operations such as smoothing and thinning on the image, could be 

expected to greatly enhance the performance of the system. In order to realize the 

enormous potential of such a system all that would remain to be done would be to 

survey the wide range of potentially suitable industrial applications and tailor the 

system to meet their requirements. 
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APPENDIX 1 

THE COMPUTER PROGRAMS 

AP1.1 Introduction. 

The Apple Microcomputer software is written in a mixture of Applesoft 

Basic and Motorola M6502 assembly language. The slower running supervisory 
Basic programs make calls to the assembly language routines at known addresses. 

The DUMC unit software is written in the 'C' programming language. It 

is structured in a modular form so that the subfunctions performing different oper- 

ations on the image can be called independantly by a main co? )rdinating function. 

This means that functions can be substituted or removed completely without af- 
fecting the flow of the program. The only departures from this structure are the 

inclusion of calls to the library input/output utility functions which are necessary 
to output characters via the serial ports to the VDU screen, the dot- matrix printer, 

and the DUET-16 microcomputer. 

In the DUMC unit program passing! parameters between functions is done 

through the use of external variables. This is because of the large number of common 

variables needed in the program and also the pass by argument nature of 'C'. This 

means that parameters are passed between functions as copies of the original and 
that sub-functions are unable to modify the original variables. This can be achieved 
by using a more involved process of pointer passing but for the ntimber of variables 
required this would have unnecessarily complicated the program. 

AP1.2 Programs for Project One. 

The follouing sequences represent a typical program run on the Apple and 
DUMC unit systems. 

I/ The Apple Supervisor Program. 

LI/ - Takes an ideal image. 
1.2/ - Takes another ideal image. 
1.3/ - Calls the 'AND' subroutine. 
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1.4/ - Takes a test image. 
1.5/ - CaUs 'EOR' subroutine. 
1.6/ - CaRs transmit subroutine. 

2/ The DUMC Unit Supervisor Program (maino). 

2-1/ -. Calls option modification routine - modithro. 
2.2/ - greetings routine - greeto. 
2.3/ - image reception routine - aquipo. 
2.4/ - image expansion routine - bitmaipwo. 
2.5/ - optional image printing routine - p7ipwbo. 
2.6/ - chosen pixel counting routine - ufcfo. 

- UfCOUPWO. 

- UfCW0. 
2.7/ - decision making routine - decpwo. 

The implementation of each of these functions is explained in more detail in 

the following descriptions. 

AP1.2.1 Apple Unit Programs. 

API. 2.1.1 Apple supervisor program. 

Refer to figure AAL 

This program first sets up the digitizer and other input/output devices by 0 
6 

writing to their various command registers. An ideal image is then produced by 

calling the image capture routine twice and 'ANDing' the two images together with 0 
the 'AND' assembly language subroutine called at 24630 (HA036). A test image is 

then taken, the image 'EORed' with the ideal, by calling the subroutine at location 

24576 (Hx6000). The resulting image transmitted by the transmission subroutine 

at 720 (Hx2dO). The use of these assembly language routines effects a much more 

rapid processing than. could be achieved by using the Apple Basic language. 

AP1.2.1.2 'AND' and the TOR' subroutines. 

Refer to figure AA2. 

These routines both work by applying the relevant microprocessor instruc- 

tion to coincident points in the areas of Apple graphics memory corresponding to 

the images. For the high resolution pages used these start at Hx2000 and Hx4000 
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and extend for Hx2000 bytes. The routines are mainly concerned with the setting 

up of the correct addresses of the relative coincident bytes of the graphics memory 
to logically operate on. 

API. 2.1.3 The transmission routine. 

Refer to figure AA3. 

This routine is also concerned with setting up the correct addresses of the 
bytes of screen memory to be accessed for transmission. In order to reduce the 

program complexity of the image reception routine in the DUMC unit the screen 

memory is read out in a raster fashion starting at the top left corner. Because of 
the irregular mapping of the Apple high resolution graphics memory the addresses 
are part loaded from a look-up table at locations Hx03aO and Hx03cO. The data is 

read out by writing it to the data output register on the parallel interface card. 

API. 2.2 DUMC Unit Programs. 

AP1.2.2.1 maino 

Refer to figure AD1. 

This is the main coordinating function of the program which calls the sub- 
functions in series. The function first declares and initializes all the external vari- 
ables. Inside the function itself a number of local variables for controlling the looping 

of the main program are declared as are the functions returning variables. The sub- 
functions are then called in the following sequence at the end of which the user is 

given the option of re-running the whole sequence. 0 

AP1.2.2.2 amodithro 

Refer to figure AD2. ý 

This function allows the user to select options to print the image subse- 

quently received from the Apple, choose the particular area counting routine to be 

used, and modiýy the identification thresholds and count windows. 

API. 2-2-3 grcelo 

Rcfcr to figure AD3. 

This function makes repeated calls to the library formatted print statement 
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to output an introductory banner onto the console VDU. 

AP1.2.2.4 aquipwapo 

Refer to figure AD4. 

This function first initailizes the parallel interface by calling the iparo library 

routine. It tests for an 'X' start character in the input stream and then makes further 

repeated calls to the library parallel interface read function getparo, to read in an 8K 

byte binary image from the parallel port. These bytes are stored in the continuous 
arra ts reeal. 

AP1.2.2.5 bitmatpwo 

Refer to figurý AD5. 

This function converts the 8K byte binary image in the array 'screen' into 

the expanded 54K one bit per byte array 'mpixel'. This is achieved by bitwise 

masking of the original array elements by a rotating bitmask. 

AP1.2.2.6 ufcfo 

Refer to figure AD6. 

This is one of the three similar, selectable counting routines. It counts the 

number of 'on' pixels within the chosen counting windows and outputs the counts 
for each on the VDU screen. The two other routines ufcoupwo and ufcwo are 

essentially the same but display more information on the screen. 

AP1.2.2.7 decptco 

Refer to figure AD7. 

This function takes the counts in the windows from the previous stage and 

compares them with their respective thresholds. If the counts are below the thresh- 

olds an indication of an item's absence is printed on the VDU screen else the item 

is given as being present. 
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AP1.3 Programs for Project Two. 

API. 3.1 Apple Unit Programs. 

There were two Apple programs developed for the second project. The first 

one described is the one used in conjunction with the DUMC unit item learning 

program and is described in the flow diagram figure 10.2. The second Apple program 
described is the single image capture and transmit routine used with the image 

testing routine -flow diagram figure 10.19. 

AP1.3.1.1 The Apple item learning program. 

Refer to figure AA5- 

In this program the section - lines 100-330 initializes the hardware and 
introduces the program. If the set-up phase is required a jump is made to the set- 

up routine at line 1000 and the user prompted to adjust the rotary table position 

and the binary capture threshold. After this the rotation parameters are input 

between lines 350 and 500. At this point the main sampling loop is entered in which 
the stepper motor is rotated, the images are captured, and the raw binary image 

transferred. The transfer routine called at Hx0720 is described in the first project 
description AP1.2.1.3. 

API. 3.1.2 The test image capture program. 

Refer to figure AA4. 

This Apple supervisor program acts in a similar way to the supervisor pro- 

gram in the first project described in AP1.2.1.1. It differs in that,. instead of calling 
the AND and EOR subroutines to act on a captured image, it transmits the raw 
captured binary image as above. 

AP1.3.2 DUNIC Unit Programs. 

The complete vision system comprises three separate DUMC unit programs: 
the item learning program, the cluster-data library file creating program, and the 
image testing program. Figures 10.3,10.16, and 10.20 respectively are flow diagrams 00 
of these programs. 
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AP1.3.2.1 The item learning program. 

AP1.3.2.1.1 maino 

Refer to figure AD8. 

The main function in this program acts like the maino function in the first 
0 

project. It first declares and initializes all the external variables and data structures 

required in the program. Within the function maino the program makes calls to 

the hardware initialization routines cacheo (appendix AP1.4.1.1) and initduo (ap- 

pendix AP1.4.1.2). It next calls the greeting routine greeto (AP1.3.2.1.4) and then 

the general program parameter setting routines which prompt th 
'e 

user to specify 

program options. These routines are changepo (AP1.3.2.1.2) and depending on 

whether the image source is specified as being from internal disk or Apple, fileparo 

or aparo (AP1.3.2.1.3) respectively. It then enters the maln program loop. First it 

reinitializes those external variables re-used in processing each image and then calls 
the foHowing subroutines in sequence: 

1/ a) aquipwdo 
b) aquipwapo 

2/ bitmatpwo 
3/ kono 
4/ selshado 
5/ fclosedo 
6/ xendo 
7/ fperio 
8/ fareqo 
9/ compacto 
10/ shadwo 
ll/ cimpo 
12/ ccircleo 
13/ dcentreo 
14/ timpo 
15/ toffileo 

The following optional utility routines can be called: 
16/ ptipwbo 
17/ printableo 
18/ shipcornpwo 
19/ todueto 
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AP1.3.2.1.2 changepo 

Refer to figure AD9. 

This function simply gives the operator the option of modifying the general 

program parameters. These are self explanatory in AD9. 

AP1.3.2.1.3 fileparo and aparo 

Refer to figure AD10 and AD11. 

fileparo is the routine which prompts the user to input the parameters of 
disc image storage files to be read in in sequence. aparo prompts the user to specify 
the number of Apple images to be sampled. 

AP1.3.2.1.4 greeto/ aquipwapo/ bitmatpwo 

These are the same or similar to functions in the first project (AP1.2.2-3), 

(AP1.2.2.4), and (AP1.2.2.5) respectively. 

AP1.3.2.1.5 aquipwdo 

Refer to figure AD12. 

This function first generates a filename from the specified base filename by 
incrementing a number at the end of the filename string. The image file with this 

name is then read-into the array 'screen'. 

AP1.3.2.1.6 k. ono 

, r) - Refer to figures AD13a and AD13b. 

These functions produce the thinned, edge extracted outlines from the ex- 
panded binary image. Three alternative functions were developed. The one finally 

adopted and the first one described here is written in 'C', and produces a shadow 
outline around the outside of the shape (figure AD13a). 

If points in the image are found to be 'on' with at least one of their four- 

connected neighbours 'off', that is digital zero, the point is allowed to remain 'on' - 
unless none of the surrounding points is 'on'. If this is the case the point is labelled 
2 in the array, so as not to affect subsequent processing of the same array. The final 

stage converts these digital 2 elements to zeroes. 
In processing the image first the four corners are tested then the top and 
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bottom rows, the left and right columns and then the central block of the image. 

The second algorithm, described here for competeness, produces an outline 

around the 'inside' of a shadow of pixels that were originally digital zero (figure 

AD13b) and is written in M68000 assembly language. The algorithm given is the 0 
third one described in Chapter 8. As in the algorithm just described first the four 

corners axe tested, the top and bottom rows and the first and last columns. Finally 

the central image block is tested. At each stage the logical conditions described in 

chapter 8 are applied to pixels surrounding the point under test. 

AP1.3.2.1.7 selshado 

Refer to figure AD 14. 

This function scans the edge extracted image from left to right down the 
image. The scan starts from point after the last line starting point scanned or the 
top left corner when the scanning is first started and looks for a digital 'one' point. 
Once one has been found a jump is made to a track section of the program which 
then follows a chain of 'one' points labelling each tracked point with a distinct line 

code number. The tracking continues until no further points can be found. The 
tracking then stops and the user is returned to the main function with an indication 

of whether the full image has been scanned. If it has not the function is immediately 

recalled. This process is repeated until the whole image has been scanned. 
Labelling each point as it is found removes it from the array and prevents its 

subsequent re-tracking on the same line. This would happen for example, if the line 

were in a loop. The line extracted is coded into a continuous array containing all the 
coded lines in order to save space and for processing speed. Separate line-number- 
indexed pointer arrays are used to point to the starts and ends of these linesi and a 
unique end character marks the ends of each of these lines in the line array. 

In the line array points are stored sequentially with their i and i coordinates, 
followed by their direction coding. Then follows a point's sharpness coefficient which 
indicates the degree of change in tracking direction at a point. The order in which 
the lines are found determines the line number index for subsequent line feature 
arrays. 
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AP1.3.2.1.8 fclosedo 

Refer to figure AD 15. 

This function determines whether a shadow outline is closed. This is achieved 
by first testing the x proximity and then the y proximity of the start and end points 

and deciding whether they are below a defined threshold. If an outline is found to 

be closed it is labelled as such within the line indexed array 't)-pe. 

AP1.3.2.1.9 xendo 

Refer to figure AD16. 

This function provides the artificial ends of lines used to ensure that the 
features derived from subsequent chain coded lines are accurate. The function first 

tests whether the line is completely closed with adjacent start and end points. If it is 

not, whichever end has the lowest x-coordinate is followed back- along the line until 
it has the same x-coordinate as the other end. This provides the new alternative 
starts and finishes to the line in two arrays which are then used in subequent chain 
code processing of the lines. 

AP1.3.2.1.10 fareao 

Refer to figure AD17. 

This function calculates the area of the shadow region within the closed 
outline. The modified start and endpoints are used in order to ensure the accuracy 
of the area calctilated by the function. 

In order to avoid the addition of halves and the need for their subsequent 
computationally expensive floating point multiplication the column area elements 
are first doubled, by a computationally economical bitwise left shift, before adding 
to the running area total. Finally this total is divided by two by a rightwise bit shift 
to give the true area which is stored in a line indexed area array. 

API-3-2.1.11 fperio 

. rwfer to figure AD 18. 

This function calculates the perimeter lengths of lines by adding up sepa- 
rately all a line's even and odd direction vectors and doing a single final multipli- 
cation, addition and division. This way costly computing operations such as any 
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floating point operations, multiplications, and especially divisions are minimized. 

The resulting perimeter length is stored in a line indexed perimeter array. 

AP1.3.2.1.12 compacto 

Refer to figure AD 19. 

This function provides the compaction factor C= p2/A by indexing the area 
and perimeter arrays produced by previous functions and performing the necessary 

multiplications and divisions on them. The sequential indexing operation is per- 
formed efficiently using pointers. The resulting compaction feature is again stored 
in a line indexed array. 

AP1.3.2.1.13 shadwo 

Refer to figure AD20. 

This function produces the three significant points on the inside of the edge. 
First there is a test to see if the shadow corresponds to a shadow cast inside the 
particular tray item. If it is the. processing is terminated. If not the program 
continues with a test to determine whether the inside edge of the shadow is tracked 
first or whether the tracking first goes down the edge furthest from the light source. If 
this is the case the program jumps to suitable processing which deduces the points 
from the line working in reverse and starting with the last point. In both cases 
conditions are applied to points on the fine to find the three required points. All of 
this processing is performed efficiently using pointers, and the resulting coordinates 
are stored in a line number indexed array. 

API. 3.2.1.14 w1cimpo 

Reefer to figure AD21. 

This function takes the three points calculated by the shadwo function and 
calculates a series of features which it stores in the array 'cimpoint'. These features 

are mainly a range of interpoint distances. 

API. 3.2.1.15 ccircleo 

I'llefer to figure AD22. 

This routine finds the pick-up point circle by considering an outline's bound- 
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ary length and area. Jt then finds the minimum and maximum x and y points on 
the perimeter of the circle and finds the circle centre. 

AP1.3.2.1.16 dcentreo 

Refer to figure AD23. 

This routine finds the distance of the pick-up point from the minpoint, mid- 
point and maxpoint of what is the only significant outline in the image in the learning 

stage. The routine works by finding the outline, and then taking the circle centre. 0- 
found after this to calculate the required distances. 

AP1.3.2.1.17 timpo 

Refer to figure AD24. 

This routine takes the sets of image features from each program run and 
stores them in an image indexed array 'timpoint'. 

AP1.3.2.1.18 toffileo 

Refer to figure AD25. 

This routine prompts the user to specify a name for the feature data storage 
file. The feature data for all the images processed is output by calls to the disk- 

operating system. 

AP1.3.2.1.19 pripwbo, printableo and'shipcornpwo 

These functions are described in the utility subroutine section AP1.4 in 
sections AP1.4.1.3, AP1.4.1.4, and AP1.4.1.5, respectively. 

API-3-2.1.20 toducto 

1"I'der to figure AD26. 

This function is similar to toffilc() except that the feature data is written out 
on one of the serial lines to be stored on disc file in the DUET-16 microcomputer. 
This enabled the data to be subsequently transferred to a mainframe facility for 
further processing. 
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API. 3.2.2 The item cluster-data file generation progr. -ani. 

AP1.3.2.2.1 maino 

Refer to figure AD27. 

This acts as the main supervisor program calling the following functions first 

in the sequence: - 

1/ cacheo 
2/ initduo 
3/ greeto 
4/ clusc7ito 
5/ fromfileo 
6/ standardize2o 
7/ critlo 
8/ meansdnp2o 
9/ varmaxtlo 
lo/ clusplito 
ll/ clusprinto 
12/ move2o 
13/ crit2o 
14/ varmaxt2o 
15/ detinfoo 
16/ storfileo 

AP1.3.2.2.2 cache 0, initduo, and greeto. 

These functions are similar to or the same as AP1.4.1.1, AP1.4.1.2 and 
AP1.2-2.3 resp6dively. 

API-3.2.2.3 cluscrito 

lRefer to figure AD28. 

This routine prompts the user to enter the external criteria for cluster pro- 
duction. 

AP1.3.2.2.4 fromfileo 

Mer to figure AD29. 

This routine prompts the user to specify the feature data file to be read in. It 
then reads in the file stored in a special format by the routine toffileo (AP1.3.2.1.18) 
by calls to the disc interface routine systemOs with different parameters. The data 
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is stored in the clusinfo type structure 'cl' in the array 'featvars'. 

AP1.3.2.2.5 standardizeo 

Refer to figure AD30. 

This function takes aU the read in feature data in the array 'cl. featvars' 

and calculates the totals of each feature, the mean of each feature, the sum of the 

squaxes of the distance from the mean of each feature and the standard deviation of 

each feature. Each original feature measurement then has the mean of that feature 

subtracted from it and the result divided by the standard deviation. The resulting 

standardized feature data is then stored in the array 'cl. sfeatvars. 

AP1.3.2.2.6 critlo 

Refer to figure AD31. 

This function tests the current number of clusters against the initial require- 

ment for the number of clusters and returns a value indicating whether the required 
number has been reached. 

AP1.3.2.2.7 meansdnp2o 

Refer to figure AD32. 

This function calculates the mean and variance of each cluster. 

API-3.2.2.8 varmaxtlo 

Refer to figure AD33. 

This function indexes through all clusters and all four identification features 
to find the cluster and feature with the maximum variance. 

AP1.3.2.2.9 clusplito 

Refer to figure AD34. 

This routine takes the cluster with the feature with the largest variance - 
whose cluster index is passed into the function in the variable 'invarmax' and whose 
feature index in the variable 'fvarmax', and finds the maximum and minimum of 
this feature for this cluster. It then splits the cases in this cluster into two clusters 
by testing to see which of these extremes the cases are nearest to for this feature. If 
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it is nearer the minimum value the case is assigned to a new cluster. If not it is left 

in the original cluster. 

AP1.3.2.2.10 clusprinto 

Refer to figure AD35. 

This is a VDU outputting utility subroutine to print out the members of all 

of the existing clusters. 

API. 3.2.2.11 move2o 

Refer to figure AD36. 

This routine moves cases to the cluster whose centre is nearest. The routine 
first calculates the feature means of all clusters and then for each case calculates the 
distance to each cluster centre. The minimum cluster centre distance. for each case 
is determined and if the distance is not a minimum for the cluster the case already 
belongs to it is moved to the nearest. 

API. 3.2.2.12 ci*20 

Refer to figure AD37. 

In this function the second clustering criteria is tested. The maximum and 
minimum of each pick-up point distance is found for each of the clusters. The cluster 
with the maximum range of pick-up point feature is then found and this maximum 
compared with 

* an allowed possible maximum in the variable 'mnrange' set by the 
user in cluscrito (AP1.3.2.2.3). A value is returned indicating whether or not this 
is greater than the required range. 

AP1.3.2.2.13 varmaxt2o 

Refer to figure AD38. 

This function takes the cluster index of the cluster with the maximum pick- 
up point range calculated in crit2o above, and first tests the total variance in the 
given cluster. If this total is zero this means that the routine to find the variance 
may have done so inaccurately and in this case the feature with the maximum range 
is labelled for splitting. Otherwise the feature with the maximum variance for the 
given cluster is labelled for splitting. 
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API. 3.2.2.14 detinfoo 

Refer to figure AD39. 

This routine determines the following parameters for each cluster: - 

1/ The bisector of each pick-up point range. 

2/ The case labels in each cluster. 

3/ The maximum and minimum of each identification feature in each cluster. 

AP1.3.2.2.15 storfileo 

Refer to figure AD40. 

This routine allows the user to specify a cluster data disk storage file in which 
to store the above data. At the start of the routine library header file information 

about the file is entered. By a sequence of system calls to the disk system interface 
this header information and the above cluster data is written out to disk. 

API. 3.2.3 The image testing program. 

API. 3.2.3.1 maino 

Refer to figure AD41. 

The function maino acts in the same way as the maino in the other DUMC 

unit programs. It first declares and initializes the external variables and data struc- 
tures for use in the program. Within the function the variables needed on each 
image processing run are reinitialized and calls are made to subroutines for the first 
time in the following order: - 

1/ cacheo 
2/ initduo 
3/ greeto 
4/ changepo 
5/ lookupo 

1/ rdbkdatao 
2/ c1screeno 
3/ mapo 
4/ maptesto 

6/ a) fileparo 
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b) aparo 
7/ a) aquipwdo 

b) aquipwapo 
8/ bitmatpwo 
9/ kono 

10/ selshado 
ll/ fclosedo 

12/ xendo 
13/ shadwo 
14/ cimpo 
15/ fpe7io 
16/ fareao 

17/ arcorrecto 
18/ compacto 
19/ identifyo 
20/ circepto 
21/ cockhato 

With optional output utility routines: 
1/ printableo 
2/ shipcompwo 
3/ shipceno 

AP1.3.2.3.2 cache O, initdu O, greeto, changepo. 

These functions are the same as or similar to those in the item learning 
I 

program AP1.4.1.1, AP1.4.1.2, AP1.2.2.3, and AP1.3.2.1.2. 

API. 3.2.3.3 lookupo 

T) - Ilder to figure AD42. 

This function is the coordinating subfunction which sequentially calls the 
functions necessary to generate the look-up table. 

AP1.3.2.3.4 rdbkdatao 

Refer to figure AD43. 

In this function one is prompted to specify the cluster data-files correspond- 
ing to items to be recognised in the testing sequence. The files are read in and first 
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their header information, for example item type, is printed out on the VDU scrcen. 
This is followed by a printout of the actual cluster data. 

AP1.3.2.3.5 c1screeno 

. P. -fer to figure AD44. 

This is a utility function which takes each read-in cluster and for each vari- 

able produces a horizontal bar graph showing where the cluster feature ranges come. 
This allows one to see where possible cluster collisions might occur. 

AP1.3.2.3.6 mapo 

Refer to figure AD45. 

This routine produces the cluster look-up table from the read-in cluster data. 
In order to do this first the maximum and minimum of each feature is found over 
all the clusters read in. The range is then taken and the scaling factors calculated 
to make this range between 0-31 for the features compaction and minmax, and 0-15 
for the features minmid and midTax. These factors are stored in the array 'div'. 
The minimum of each feature is then taken as an offset. 

For each item file, for each cluster, for each identification feature, the mem- 
ory in array 'map' is mapped out with the continuous ranges of cluster variables. 
The integer address offset into the array is made up with the five least significant bits 

corresponding to the scaled compaction feature, the next five least significant bits 

corresponding to the scaled minmax feature, the next four least significant bits the 

scaled minmid feature, and the next four least significant bits the rnidmax feature. 
This gives a maximum possible address offset from the base of 211 or 250 K short 
words. The array 'map' is an array of short words, two bytes long. The lower byte 
is used to characterize the the cluster being mapped. The five least significant bits 

of this byte denote the cluster number and the most significant three bits the file 

number. A unique code of Hxf f is inserted into this byte if in the mapping sequence 
it is found that the location has already been accessed. In this case the upper byte 
is used to give an index into a cluster collision axray in which the colliding clusters 
are stored in byte form as above. Before a cluster collision array entry is formed 
from the colliding clusters, a test is made to see if this particular cluster combination 
exists. If it does the index of the existing cluster is stored in the map instead. 
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AP1.3.2.3.7 maptesto 

Refer to figure AD46. 

This is a utility routine to test the look-up table. The user enters a set of 
identification features for an object from the keyboard and is able to see whether a 

correct identification is made. 
In the function the features are scaled and manipulated so that they generate 

an index into the look-up table in exactly the same way as features derived from an 

object in the test image would. 

AP1.3.2.3.8 fileparo, aparo, aquipwdo, bitmatpwo, kono, selshadpwo, 
fclosedo, xendo, shadwo, cimpo, farcao, fpcHo, compacto 

These functions are the same as those descibed in the item learning program 
AP1.3.2.1.3 through to AP1.3.2.1.14. 

AP1.3.2.3.9 arcorrecto 

Refer to figure AD47. 

This routine is implemented in the testing program to apply a linear x 

position dependant correction to the measured shadow area. The x position of the 

shadow is approximated by taking the x coordinate of the minpoint. The scaling 
factor applied to this has been found empirically by area measurements on the 

shadow of an item in the same orientation but in different x positions across the 

tray. The correction is adjusted to be zero when the object has an x coordinate of 
145 - the position of the item when it is learnt in the learning stage. 

AP1.3.2.3.10 identifyo 

Refer to figure AD48. 

This routine takes each outline with a set of features and first tests the range 
of each feature to ensure that it is not outside the permitted range for objects to 
be identified. The function then constructs the index of an address offset into the 
look-up table from the features in the same way as the addresses are generated in 
the mapo (API. 3.2.3-6) and maptesto (AP1.3-2-3.7) routines. The bitwise rotations 
ensure that the address generated keeps the features orthogonal to each other. The 

particular location pointed to by this address is accessed and the contents tested. 
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As described in the mapping function if the value of the contents is zcro the objcct 
is not recognisible. If there is a value in the lower byte of the word not equal to 

collision index the item file and cluster number are reconstructed from the value 

and these used to access other item cluster information, including the cases in the 

cluster and their ranges of angular orientation. 

If the lower byte of the addressed element is equal to the collision marker the 

upper byte is used as the access into the collision array. The details of the colliding 
clusters are then output. 

AP1.3.2.3.11 circepto 

Refer to figure AD49. 

This routine takes the three radius arcs and the three conditional points - 
the minpoint, rnidpoint and maxpoint, for each identified object and calculates the 

position of the six intersections for the three cicles with these radii and these centres. 
The corners of crosses centred on these intersection points are then calculated and 
stored in the axray 'cross'. 

AP1.3.2.3.12 cockhato 

Refer to figure AD50. 

This routine takes the sets of six intersections to find the true intersecting 

centre. For both the midpoint-minpoint and the midpoint-maxpoint radius intersec- 
tions the true intersection points are taken to be the ones for which the x coordinate 
is smallest. This comes from the negative square-root solution of the quadratic in 

circepto. The bisector of the line joining both these two negative solutions and the 
nearest minpoint-maxpoint arc intersection point is found. These two points - the 
bisector and the nearest rninpoint-maxpoint intersect are taken as the end points of 
a line from the bisector of the side of a triangle to the vertex of a triangle defined 
by the three true intersection points. The centre of gravity of this triangle is then 
calculated as being two thirds of the way along this line from the vertex. This point 
represents the best available approximation of the true pick-up point. 
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AP1.4 Utility Programs and Subroutines. 

AP1.4.1 DUMC Unit utilities. 

The routines cacheo and initduo are hardware initialization routines for the 

DUMC unit. The other routines were developed to facilitate program development. 

None qf them is necessary for the flow of the main program but they were often 

Nrital in determining program parameters and essential in debugging operations. 

AP1.4.1.1 cacheo 

Refer to figure AD51. 

This is an assembly language routine which starts the cache running on the 
DUMC unit Motorola 68020 processor. The instruction to start the cache was not 

available on the M68000 assembler used and so the op-code was entered as data 

in the routine which would be treated as an instruction when encoutered by the 

processor. 

AP1.4.1.2 initduo 

Refer to figure AD52. 

This function contains a number of serial interface routines to initialize and 
output characters from two of the DUMC unit serial interface ports. 

API. 4.1.3 pripwbo 

Refer to figure AD53. 

This is an optional routine which if called takes the image as stored in the 

expanded image array 'mpixel', and performs the necessary manipulations on the 
data to produce a series of image bytes suitable for the vertically orientated dot- 

matrix printer head. These bytes are then output to one of the DUMC unit's serial 

printer ports, via calls to the hwrite2o library subroutine. The port is connected to 

an Epsom FX100 dot-matrix printer. 

AP1.4.1.4 printableo 

in - Eder to figure AD54. 

This optional function provides a complete printout of the range of features 
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calculated for each line above the given threshold value on the dot-matrix printer. 
The first part of the function is concerned with setting up the printer with 

the correct control codes. This is accomplished by repeated calls to the serial out- 
put routine hwrite2o. Another library function decodeo was used to convert ýhe 

numerical variables into the character strings suitable for outputting. These strings 

are then output followed by the printer default reset codes using the serial character 
output routine. 

AP1.4.1.5 shipcornpwo 

Refer to figure AD55. 

This is 'an optional utility which outputs the coordinates of tracked line 

corners to the DUET-16 microcomputer for plotting. The DUET has equivalent 
reception software for plotting the line on the screen bctwecn the corners and storing 
it on disc. The corners are determined by points on a line which have a sharpness 
coefficient greater than zero corresponding to a change in tracking direction. The 
function sequences through all the lines. It starts by sending a predefined start 
character followed by the first point on the line. The x and y coordinates are sent as 
two consecutive shorts which, because hwrite3o expects a pointer to characters of 
eight bits, if told to output four characters with a pointer to the first of two shorts 
of 16 bits the two shorts are sent each in two separate parts most significant byte 
first. 

The furýction then goes through testing each successive point for a sharpness 
coefficient greater than zero. If one is found the coordinates are output as described 
before. 

The final character is sent irrespective of its sharpness , followed by the 

stop character. This stop character is chosen as 254. In order to prevent this 
being sent accidentally each coordinate value is tested before it is output. If a 
coordinate is found with this value its value is changed to 253 which makes negligible 
difference in the final plot. The use of this stop character removes the need for a more 
complex transfer protocol involving indicating the size of block to be transferred 
before coordinate transmission takes place. 
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AP1.4.1.6 shipceno 

Refer to figure AD56. 

This routine outputs on the serial line the coordinates of the corners of 

crosses centred on the derived identified object centTes to the DUET-16 microcom- 

puter for plotting in the same way as described in shipcomptco above. 

AP1.4.2 DUET utilities. 

A number of utilities were developed to run on the DUET-16 microcomputer. 

The DUET was used for its clear high resolution graphics presentation and plotter 
driver facility, and the ability to write data disks in a suitable form to allow transfer 

onto a mainframe facility., Because the plotting facilities were remote from the 
development station the plotable image was stored by the project DUET on disc and 
transfered to a remote DUET for plotting. The two Basic language routines written 
to do this are described in the following two sections. The routine developed to store 
the feature information provided ýy the output routine toducto (AP1.3.2.1.20) was 

written in 'C' and is the third program listed here. 

AP1.4.2.1 The Read-in-and-Store program. 

Refer to figure ADUL 

This program is used when the D. UET is connected by RS232 serial link to 

the DUMC unit. The DUMC unit routine shipcornpwo (AP1.4.1.5) or shipceno 
(API. 4.1.6) outputs a series of line section corners in coordinate form down this 

serial line. The DUET program first requires the user to specify a filename into 

which the corner coordinates are to be stored. The program after receiving a start 
character then proceeds to read in the corner coordinates of lines with each line 

separated by a stop character indicating the end of the line. The coordinate values 

axe read in as two separate 8 bit numbers, MSB first, and combined and stored in 

the chosen disc file. On each successive stop character a draw subroutine is called 
to draw the line section just stored by plotting between successive corners. The 

process is repeated until all the image has been transferred. 
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AP1.4.2.2 The Disc-Read-and-Plot program. 

Refer to figure ADU2. 

This program is run with the DUET-16 connected to a Hewlett-Packard 

graphics plotter by RS232 serial line. The program after first inviting the user to 

specify the file to be plotted, outputs the control characters required to draw a 

diagramatic framework for the plot. It then recovers the series of x and y corner 0 
coordinates from the file and outputs them in a form suitable for the plotter to plot 
between them. For clarity of presentation of the start of each line, plotting colours 

are changed in sequence with each separate line. The program also plots the line 

sections on the DUET monitor screen in the equivalent colour. 

AP1.4.2.3 The Feature-Read-and-Store program. 

Refer to figure ADU3. 

This routine is the feature data reception routine to run in conjunction 

with the feature data output routine toducto (AP1.3.2.1.20). It consists of a main 
function which makes calls to the Various serial input and interface library functions. 

The routine starts by including the particular libraries containing the necessary 
interface functions. In the main loop the user is prompted for a filename in which 
to store the feature data. The program tests for a start character and when this is 

found starts reading in the data. The first data following the start character tells 

the program how many feature data sets are to be read in. 

The program reads in the specified number of data sets and then outputs 
these onto disc for storage. A disc written on this system has an IBM compatible 
format and can readily be transferred to the mainframe using standard file transfer 
facilities. 

AP1.4.3 NUMAC mainframe programs. 

These programs were written in Fortran on the NUMAC MTS system at 
Durham to make use of the GHOST80 graphics interface and laser printer facility 

on this system. 
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APIA. 3.1 The Bowl Area and Perimeter predicting routine. 

Refer to figure MFl. 

In this routine one can optionally select one of two area or two perimeter 

predicting routines. Having made the selection one is invited to input the required 

number of side lengths, the angles of the corner sections as required, and the height 

of the particular item. One is then invited to enter title strings for the plot and its 

position. The required area or perimeter calculations are then made and the data 

output via the graphics interface to the plot generator. 

AP 1.4.3.2 The feature-data file plotting routine. 

Refer to figure MF2. 

Before running this program feature data files for the bowl, cup and plate 
items are copied into the files NB1, NC1, and NP1, respectively. When the program 
is run one enters an option for the type of item whose features are to be plotted. The 

corresponding file is then read in. One thcn enters the options for the particular 
features to be cross-plotted. Option 1 at this stage corresponds to the angular 

rotation index in units of 0.90 or 1.80. After this one is invited to input a heading 

and scales for the plot. The plot is then generated by calls to the graphics library 
interface routines. 
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APPENDIX 2 

THE COMPUTATIONAL STEPS OF THE MAINFRAME 

BMDP K-MEANS CLUSTERING PROGRAM 

These steps constitute a resum6 of the steps in the BMDP mainframe clus- 
tering program as described at the back of the BMDP manual. For a more com- 

prehensive description of this program and its use refer to the manual - reference 
[65]. 

1/ Standardize the data by the overaU variance or covariance if so requested. 
2/ Classify cases into clusters based on the SEED or CENTRE parameters, 

if they have been stated. 
3/ If the desired number of clusters have been defined, then go to step 5 

otherwise, split a cluster into two clusters via the following procedure: - 

a) for each variable i, in each cluster c, the variance, Vari,, is estimated. 
b) the indices i* and c* are found, such that Var!, * = max(Vari, ) S 
c) cluster c* is split into two clusters, based on the value of variable i*, 

at the midpoint of the range of variable i* in cluster c*. 
I 

4/ If the number of clusters is less than desired, repeat step 3. 

5/ Standardize the data by the within clusters variance or covariance matrix, 
if so requested, using a computation similar to that of step 1. 

6/ Move each case to the cluster whose centre is closest to the case. 
7/ Recompute centres of clusters (means) and repeat step 6 if any case was 

moved in step 6. 

8/ Repeat from step 5 if any case was moved since the last standardization. 
9/ Report clusters for the current number of clusters. 
10/ If a larger number of clusters has been requested, repeat from step 3. 

11/ Produce final report and save data, if requested. 
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TRAY INSPECTION SEQUENCE FOR PROJECT ONE. 

Set-up Phase. 

Take a frame of the "ideal" empty 
tray and store in memory. 

s the frame satisfact 

Yes 

Take another frame of an "ideal" 
empty troy. 

I 

s this frame satisfact 

Yes 

Logically AND the above two frames. 
Store the result in memory. 

, "rake a frame of a loaded troy and 
EOR with the above resultant frame. 

Make a count of pixels in areas of the 
image corresponding to tray items. 

Make a written note of these counts. 

Dislodge the items on the tray in 
their respective locating wells. 

ave ten frames been test 

Fiqure 4.2. 

No 

No 

No 

Yes 



Fiqure 4.2 continued. 
Troy Testinq Phase. 

Take two frames and AND them together 
in the APPLE. 

Store the resulting frame in memory. 

Take a frame of the tray under test. 

Exclusive-OR this frame with the 
empty "ideal" troy. 

Make a count of pixels in areas of the 
image corresponding to tray items. 

Compare the counts with the minimum 
area counts from before. 

If any area counts are below the thresholds 
print the relevant tray error message. 

Give appropriate signals to accept 
or reject the tray. 

No 

Have all the required images 
--, _ 

been processed! __---- 
Yes 

STOP 



Flow Diaqram of the First Project DUMC Unit 
Development Software. 

Figure 4.3 

Set options for: - 
Dot-motrix image printout 
Area count routine option. 

Optional modifications to: - 

Number of count areas. 
Count thresholds. 
Count windows. 

VDU Greetings presentation. 

Image expansion stage. 

s image printing set? -:: ý YES 

NO I/ Print image. 

I Selected area count option. I 

Decision making stage. 
(comparison of count 

with window threshold). 



Figuie 5.1 

Figure 5.2 

Figure 5.3 



Figure 5.4 
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Fiqure 5.7 
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Print of current image being worked on. 
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551 1251 233 1 



FIGURE . 5.8 

68000 INSPECTION SOFTWARE 

For DURHAM UNIVERSITY ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT 

BRITISH AIRWAYS PROJECT 

Created September 1984 

transfer into bits complete 

Print of current image being worked on. 

Counting in 5 areas. 
Your two upper left oint co-ords are: 55 0 
Your two bottom rig4 co-ords are: 71 78 
Your 
Y 

two 
t 

upper left ýoint co-ords b t are: '15 1,16 0 
our wo o tom righ co-ords are: 1 56 7B 

Your 
Y 

two 
t 

up er left oint co-ords bN 4 are: 233 0 
our wo tom rig co-ords are: 268 48 

Your 
Y 

two 
t 

up er left oint co-ords b 
M 4 are: 81 87 

our wo o m rig co-ords are: 110 IE32 
Your 
Y 

two 
t 

upper left ýoint co-ords 
b are: '153 'L 62 

our wo ottom righ co-ords are: 279 168 
Areas corres onding are 488 
Areas corresponding are 570 
Areas corresponding are 1150 
Areas corresponding are : 335 
Areas corresponding are 1752 

Item 1 is present and located. 
Item 2 is present and located. 
Item 3 is present and located. 
Item 4 is present and located. 
Item 5 is present and located. 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Press "a" key to run program again. 
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Schematic 
_Representation 

of the Approach 
to the Second Vision Proiect. 

Problem Specification. 
The Problem. 

Adopted 

Figure 
- 
6.1 

To identify and pick-up a previously unknown, opaque 
item in random orientation on a flat surface. 

Learning 
___Sequence. 

Generate a series of image files of an item, 
in all its anticipated stable 3D orientations. 

, -, -'Have image files---..., 
of all objects to be processed 
I. -- been created? 

Yes 

Generate a feature-data file for each Item. 

Generate a cluster-data file for each item. 

lmoqe Testinq Phase. 

Image Testing Sequence. 

No 

1/ Set image processing options. 
2/ Set process input and output options. 
3/ Build an identification look-up table from the 

cluster-data files corresponding to the items io 
be identified and orientated. 

4/ Place the sample at the inspection. station. 
5/ Take an image and process to extract features. 
6/ Use features to generate a look-up table address. 
7/ Object identification effected by reference to 

look-up table entry. 
B/ Identified item pick-up points calculated. 
9/ Pick-up coordinates supplied to external device. 



Diaqram 
_ 
Illustratinq the Chanqe in Apparent 

Shadow Width as the Item Moves Away rom 
the Centre of the 

Figure 7.1 

Camera mounted vertically over 
the centre of the troy. 

Parallel incident 
light. 

Camera height. 
(CH) 

Item in centre of 
tray at the 
learning position. 

Item displaced from 
the centre of troy. 

A 

L 

Item height (IH). 
-Olj La- 
e shadow width. Reduction in apparent 

shadow width (Extwid). 

--Omi L-W-- 
True shadow width. 

X-displacement of the --jwJ item (XD). 

-J 



Schematic Diagram Illustratinq a Multiple Cros 
of a Shadow Outline. 

Figure 7.2 

Thinned nutline of n ! Rhndnw- 

Point in sý 

Multiple ci 
shadow 

/ 
Line from a point in the shadow interior. 



Schematic Diagram Illustratinq the Shadow 
Cast by a Plate with an Alig ned Axis. 

Fiqure 7.3 
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Schematic Din IIIII. 

"a 255 405 

(All dimensions in millimeters. ) 

the Shadow 
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Light source. 
Figure 7.4- 



EXDanded Vi of Faure 7.4 

Figure 7.4a 



Schematic Diagram Illustrating the Effect 
of Different Thinning Algorithms. 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

Figure 8 1 xx x xxxx 
. x 00000000 xxxx 

xx 0000 xxx 
Bright area in original xxxxxx 0000 xxx 

xx 000 xxx xxxxx 
image. X xx 0000 xx 

XXXX, 00XXX xx 
xxxxxxxx 00 xxx 
xxxxxxx 000 xxx 
xxxxxx 0000 xxx 
xxxxxxxx 000 xx 
xxxxxxxx 000 xx 
xxxxxxxx 00OXXX 

Area of shadow in xxxxx 000OXXX 
original image. xxx 00 xxx 

xxxxx 00 xxx 
xxxxxxx 000 xxx 
xxxx 000 xxx 
xxx 000000 xxxx 
xxxx 00 xxxx 
xx x 00 xx 

Common boundary poin xxxxxx 0000 x 

for first algorithm. 
xxxxxxxx 0000 x 
xxxxxxxx 1100 x 
xxxxxx 000 

Shadow produced by xxxx 000 
xxxxxxxxx 0 xx 

a separate item. xxxxxxxxx xxx 

Key. 

Original shadow outline. 

xx Points originally digital one. 

000 Points originally digital zero. 

x Points remaining digital one after 

processing with the first algorithm. 

0 Points set to digital one by the second 

or third thinning algorithm. 

0 Points made digital one by the 

second thinning. algorithm only. 



Schematic Diaqram Illustratin q the 
Pick-up Point Features. 

Raure 9.1 
Minpoint. 

x xxxxxxxxx x x x xxxx 
xxx x x x xxxx 
xxxxx coo 00 0 0 xxxx 
xxxx x0 0 0 0 xxx 

Bright area in original xxxx xxxxx 0 0 0 0 xxx 
xx xxxxxx 0 0 0 xxx 

image. xxxxx xxxxx 0 0 0 0 xx 
xxxx xx xxx 0 0 xxx 
xx xxxx xxx 0 0 xxx Pick-up marker centre. 00 xx)ýýXx 0 0 0 xxx 
xx *-ýIx x0 0 0 0 xxx 
x 00 xxx 0 0 0 xx 
xx x xx 0 0 0 xx 

Area of shadow in xxxxxx xxxx 0 0 0 xx 
X)H xxx Q O Q OXXX 

original image. xxxx xx C O O xxx 
xxxxxx x 0 0 xxx 

xxxx x xx 0 0 0 xxx 
Midpoint. xx xxxx 0 0 0 xxx 

x XXXXX 'CloO0 0 0 XXXX 
xxxxxxxx 00 xxxx 

xxxxxxxxxx x 0 0 xx 
Maxpoint. xxxxxxxxxxxxx 0 0 00 x 

xxxxxxxxxxxxx 0 0 00 x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxx 0 00 x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxx x 0 000 
xxxxxxxxxxxxx x 0 00 
xxxxxxxxxxxxx x 0 xx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxx x xxx 

Key. 

A Distance to Minpoint feature. 

B Distance to Midpoint feature. 

C Distance to Maxpoint feature. 

Original shadow outline. 

xx Points originally digital one. 

0 Points orliginally digital zero. 

Points remaining digital one after processing 
with the first thinning algorithm. 
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Diagram Illustratiog Shadow-Area 
and Perimeter Calculation. 

Fiqure 9.7 
Coordinates. 

Thinned outline 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

xxxxx 
x00 IOD 0000 xxxx "0 0 C, 0 
xx 0 00 0 xxx 0') 0 

Shadow area xxxxxx 0000 xxx ') " C, xxxx xx 000 xxx 0 xxxx 0000 xx 11 0 ') xxxxxxxx 0 xxx xxxxxxxx 00 xxx xxxxxxx 000 xxx XX 0000 x X ýý C ) 0 xxx xxxxxx ,, xxxxxxll ,, , x: )<-X- Xxxx 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx +y 

Direction vector coding. 

81 
0,2 

7 3 

65 4 

Direction vector contributions. 

Perimeter Area 
Direction contribution contribution 

1 1 0 
2 12 (Y-, Q. i 
3 1 Y. 1 
4 V2 (Y+YQ -1 5 1 0 
6 V2 (Y4/ý. 
7 1 Y. (-l) 
8 V5 (Y-IQ 

- 

+X 



Diaqram Illustatinq Alternative Feature3. 

Figure 9.8 

Schematic shadowimage. 

Coordinates. 

Thinned outline 
+X 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

xxxxx 
xPoo, "o oooooo O'x xxxx 

Minpoint x 0 0 0 0 xxx x x 
xxx 0 0 0 0 xxx x x 
xxx 0 0 0 xxxx x 
xxx xx 0 0 0 0 xx 

Midpoint xxx 0 0 xx xx x 
xx x xx 0 0 xxxx x 

xxxxx xx 0 0 xxx 
xxxxx xx 0 0 xxx 
xxxxxx x O O IXXX 
xxxxxx 0 0 *1, XXX 

+y xxxxxx x 0 0 , xxx 
xxxxx 0 0 0 4-lxxx 

xx 0 0 0 ýXxx 
Maxpoint xxxxxx 11 

)OC IN 4de 
. 11. w fN 

ý 
x x xxx 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

Min-max = Distance minpoint to maxpoint. 
Min-mid. Distance minpoint to midpoint. 
Mid-max Distance midpoint to maxpoint. 

Key 

xx Points set at digital one in the original image. 

Points set at digital zero in the original image. 

Points remaining digital one in the image 
after the thinning operation. 
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APPLE- PROGRAM FOR UNSUPERVISED VISION SYSTEM. 

Set-up Phase. 

Initialize Hardware. 

Fi q ure 10.2 

1/ Enable Video Digitizer. 
2/ Initialize parallel image transfer interface. 
3/ Initialize stepper-motor interface. 

Enter image capture parameters. 

1/ Set rotatory table in correct starting position. 
2/ Adjust binary image capture threshold. 
3/ Enter the number of images to be captured. 
4/ Enter the number of 0.9 deg. steps of table 

rotation between each image captured. 

Somplinq Phase. 

Digitize an image into hi-res graphics page 1. 

Wait state entered. 

Transfer image via parallel interface 
to the DUMC 68020 unit. 

ove all specified images been 
captured? 

Yes 

No 

Rotate object 
on rotary table. 

END 



, 
DUMC UNIT OBJECT LEARNING PROGRAM. 

Set-up Phase. 
Initialize Hardware. 

1/ Initialize on-board 1/0. 
2/ Set 68020 cache running. 

Set Image Processing Parameters. 
Specify details of image files to be read in. 

Sampling Phase. 

Fiqure 10.3. 

Input test image from specified source (Apple or Disk). 

Image Preprocessing. 

1/ image expansion. 
2/ Optional raw binary image printing. 
3/ Thinning and edge extraction operation. 
4/ Optional thinned image printing. 
5/ Outline chain-coding operation. 
6/ "Closed" outline testing operation. 
7/ Artificial boundary-end generation. 

Feature Extraction. 

1/ Enclosed outline perimeter calculation. 
2/ Enclosed area calculation. 
3/ Compaction factor calculation. 
4/ "Alternative" feature calculation. 
5 Pick-up point feature calculation. 

Optional Output Device Routines. 

1/ Printout of derived feature table (EPSON). 
2/ Boundary outline corner plotting (DUET). , 

No 

ave all specified images been processed? 

Yes 
Store item feature-data in a specified disk feature file. 

END 
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54 200 599 66 78 65 11 35 43 35 46 46 55 205 599 70 82 66 12 36 46 34 46 45 56 214 615 74 87 79 13 39 48 35 47 45 57 236 635 87 96 73 14 47 49 34 46 46 55 238 641 88 95 74 15 51 44 35 46 46 59 257 65a 100 106 al 16 59 47 37 46 46 60 262 682 100 109 a3 17 Go 49 38 46 47 61 264 686 let 104 79 17 55 49 36 46 47 62 268 703 102 111 as Is 63 43 41 46 46 63 274 719 104 113 87 20 66 47 42 46 46 
64 274 725 103 115 87 20 66 49 42 46 46 65 278 739 104 116 89 21 68 48 43 46 47 
66 278 746 103 116 as 22 67 49 43 46 46 
67 276 749 101 113 as 22 65 48 42 46 47 
68 274 748 100 116 90 23 69 47 43 46 47 
69 271 766 95 116 91 23 70 46 44 46 47 7e 271 766 95 115 90 24 70 45 44 47 47 71 271 778 94 117 9: 25 72 45 45 46 47 72 264 770 99 114 98 24 67 47 45 46 47 73 265 775 90 116 9: 25 65 48 46 46 47 74 264 788 as 116 91 26 70 46 46 46 47 75 262 788 87 115 9: 26 66 49 46 45 47 76 260 801 84 114 91 26 68 46 47 45 47 
77 265 314 86 116 9: 28 68 48 47 45 47 
78 264 802 86 115 93 2a 66 49 47 44 47 79 264 IB03 B6 115 9: 29 67 48 47 44 47 
so 265 eel 87 113 91 29 6a 45 46 45 47 
al 279 ale ag 111 90 29 64 47 46 43 46 
82 276 822 92 116 93 30 70 46 48 44 46 a3 276 834 91 115 94 30 69 46 413 43 47 
84 282 832 95 117 94 31 71 46 48 43 47 85 282 837 95 11 7,94 33 73 44 48 44 46 56 284 a32 96 116 94 33 71 45 413 43 46 87 254 536 96 115 94 33 70 45 48 42 46 1513 253 IB30 96 115 94 33 72 43 48 43 46 89 283 827 96 Ils, 94 31 71 44 413 42 46 90 281 829 95 116 94 30 74 42 48 43 46 91 278 821 94 114 93 27 72 42 48 42 46 92 278 823 93 113 93 25 69 44 48 41 -46 93 280 804 97 115 93 25 74 41 48 43 46 94 090a000900a 
95 a0090000008 
96 00090090900 
97 228 767 67 94 33 13 73 21 4a 42 46 98 221 777 62 91 83 Is 64 27 49 37 48 99 217 770 61 91 83 9 52 39 49 33 48 lee 213 777 58 as ad a 35 53 47 33 48 

Figure 10.12 



BM0P2M - SINGLE LINKAGE CLUSTER ANALYSIS OF CASES 
BM0P STATISTICAL SOFTWARE. INC. 
1964 WESTWOOD BLVD. SUITE 202 
(213) 475-5700 
PROGRAM REVISED OCTOBER 1983 
MANUAL REVISED - 1983 
COPYRIGHT (C) 1983 REGENTS OF UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 

TO SEE REMARKS AND A SUMMARY OF NEW FEATURES FOR 
THIS PROGRAM, STATE NEWS. IN THE PRINT PARAGRAPH. 

DEC 14.1987 AT 15: 37: 42 

PROGRAM CONTROL INFORMATION 

PROBLEM TITLE IS 'S-LINKAGE CLUSTER ANALYSIS OF BOWL FEATURE DATA'. 

INPUT VARIABLES ARE 12. 
FORMAT IS FREE. 
UNIT=7. 

VARIABLE NAMES ARE ID. PERIMETER, AREA. COMPACTION. TOTAL. MINMAX. 
XENDMID. MINMID. MIDMAX. DtoMIN. DtoMID. DtoMAX. 
USE-COMPACTION. MINMID. MIDMAX. MINMAX. 
MINIMUM IS (4) 10. 
LABEL IS ID. 

PROCEDURE LINK IS SINGLE. 
PRINT HORIZ. 

NCUT=5. 
END 

PROBLEM TITLE IS 
S-LINKAGE CLUSTER ANALYSIS OF BOWL FEATURE DATA 

NUMBER OF VARIABLES TO READ IN ......... 12 
NUMBER OF VARIABLES ADDED BY TRANSFORMATIONS. 

.0 
TOTAL NUMBER OF VARIABLES ........... 12 
NUMBER OF CASES TO READ IN ........... TO END 
CASE LABELING VARIABLES ............ ID 
MISSING VALUES CHECKED BEFORE OR AFTER TRANS. . BEFORE 
BLANKS ARE ................... MISSING 
INPUT UNIT NUMBER ............. 

'. 
.7 

REWIND INPUT UNIT PRIOR TO READING. . DATA ... YES 
NUMBER OF WORDS OF DYNAMIC STORAGE ....... 14998 

VARIA13LES TO BE USED 
4 COMPACTI 8 MINMID 9 MIDMAX 6 MINMAX 

INPUT FORMAT IS 
FREE 

MAXIMUM LENGTH DATA RECORD IS 80 CHARACTERS. 

NUMBER OF CASES READ ....... *....... 96 
PRINT DISTANCE MATRIX ............. NO 
TYPE OF TREE PRINTED .............. HORIZONTAL 
CALCULATING PROCEDURE ............. SUM-SOR 
STANDARDIZATION OF INPUT DATA ......... YES 
AMALGAMATION RULE ............... SINGLE 
NUMBER OF NEIGHBORS USED FOR DISTANCE CALC ... I 

Figure 10.13 

0 



amDP. -m - SINCLE LINKACE CLUSTER ANALYSIS OF CASES CON71NUED Figure 10-13 Continued. 
CASE ORDER OF 

NO. LABEL AMALCAMATION 

II 
96 too 

------------------------------------------- 
77. / 

--------------------------------------------- 

66 
44 c4 79 --- : 55 73 

53 33 . 92 22 
46 47 

./ 93 -------------------------------------------- ---------- --------------------- 
43 49 56. -/ 
47 4" 3. / / IN 
51 52 c6 --- 52 53 74: /f f 
50 51 68 - 

A 

49 59 89: / 
43 43 90 -------------------------------------------- -- -------------------------- 
56 57 

7 8 
75. /j 
7B 5 5 ./ 55 56 c 82 
Be 53 54 

54 55 71 If f f 
45 46 76: - 
44 45 
58 59 

Be ./ 157. ------------------------- 
I I 

----------------------- 
590 58. / 
62 i63 64 ------- 65 66 
63 64 32. ///// 
64 65 
66 67 

35. //// 
41. /// 
62 67 

61 . // 65. / 
71 57 ---------------- Be al 47. // 
72 73 51. / 

48 75 4 75 
7 ------- 6 9 78 

76 77 6 
78 7 

16. 
ý/' 

2e 7 
75 76 46 l 
79 80 
73 74 

C 36:; / 
54 

83 84 . 5 
ea a9 9. --////// 
86 87 7. -////// 
as 86 1 ////// 1 
87 88 14 : ///// 
84 85 17. //" /j 
89 90 33. /" '. / 
90 91 38. // p 
9: 93 39. / 
81 $-. 49 * ----- // 
a -^ 83 27. // 
,319. 37. / 
70 71 43. --" 
69 70 . 3. -// 
68 69 69. // 
60 61 72. / 
41 41 84 ------------------------------------ 42 E3 66. / 
37 '37 ------------------------------- // 7G. 
38 38 

; ii 
31. 

39 39 44. " 
411 40 35 ý 
30 . 30 C 7: ----------------- ------- 31 31 28.1" 
3: 32 4".. // 
34 34 5".. / 
35 35 59. / 
36 36 

;; 22. 
33 33 63. / 
29 9 ; 61 ------------ -- 

4 24 6e. - ----- -- 7 
8a 55 ---- ------- 

27 27 15. ---// 
28 28 4. / / Nf 
26 26 2. -If I 
25 Is 24. // 
23 n 29. / 
19 ;9 26 -- --------- 14 14 

18 to 17 17 
15 15 hl 
20 20 19. / // /1-1, 
16 16 5--/ // // 

.* 13 13 13. / 
10 10 3. -//// 
99 3e. // 

12 12 34. / 
Y/ 

2' 22 I. 
2ý 21 40. // 
77 94. / 

95 99 91 -/ 
94 98 :: rS85 / 
93 97 



DISTANCES BETWEEN CASES REPRESENTED IN SHADED FORM. 
HEAVY SHADING INDICATES SMALL DISTANCES. 

CASE CASE 
No. LABEL 

11 
96 Is$ 
66 
44 
55 
33 
22 

46 47 
48 42 
47 45 
51 52 
52 53 
be 51 
49 58 
43 43 
56 57 
57 58 
55 56 
53 54 
54 55 
45 46 
44 45 
58 59 
59 60 
62 63 
65 66 
63 64 
64 65 
66 67 
67 68 
61 62 
71 72 
Be at 
72 73 
74 75 
78 79 
76 77 
77 75 
75 76 
79 Be 
73 74 
83 84 
88 89 
86 87 
85 86 
87 35 
84 85 
89 90 
90 91 
92 93 
at 82 
87,83 
91 92 
70 71 
69 70 
68 69 
6A 61 
41 41 
41.42 
37 37 
3B 38 
39 39 
40 46 
30 30 
31 31 
32 32 
34 34 
35 35 
36 36 
33 33 
29 29 
24 '24 
aa 

27 27 
28 a 
26 ii 
25 25 
23 23 
19 19 
14 14 
1z is 
17 17 
15 15 
20 
II 
16 16 
13 13 
to to 
99 

12 12 
22 22 
21 :1 
77 

95 99 
94 915 
93 97 

x xx 
++X 
++XX 
++XXX 
++XXXX 
++XXXXX 

x 
xx 
xxx 

+-+x 

. -..... +-+xx 
... XXX 
X++++XX 

.............. xx 

. -. . ....... 
xxx 

++..... +--++++XX+X 

-+..... +-++++++++XXX 
--. ... ++++++++++XXXX 

.... .......... XXXXX 

xxx 

.. xxxx 
... XXXXX 

.. +XXXXX 

... XXXXXXX 

.. +XXXXXXX 
+++..... XXXXXXXXX 
-++. -.. ++XXXXXXXX 

++. -.. ++XXXXXXXXX 
+++XXXXX+XXX 

.. ++++++XX+XXXX 

........ Y+XXXXX 
... +++++++Y+XXXXXX 

... +++++++X+XXXXXXX 
:: »--+++++++X+XXXXXXXX 

... ++++++xx+XXXXXXXXX 

... ++++++XX+XXXXXXXXXX 

. ++XXXXXX+XXXXXXXXXXX 

. ++XXXXXY+YXXXXXXXXXXX 
++XXXXXX+XX>XY. XXXXXXXx 

++XXXXXX+ XXXYXXXXXXXYXXI( 
+++X+ XXX+XXXXAXX X XXY (X) Xx 

.... x X>+ X XXYXY KXXXX xyy 0 xx 

. ++YX+YXY+X X XXXYXX XY X) xxxx Xx 

. ++XX+XXX+XXXXXXXXYXXXXXXXYX) 
++XXXX)tX+XXXXXXYXIK) jryxxyb XXX) :: '*+++X4XXX+Xxx)fxxxxyxxjrXXXX» 

XXX 
++XXXXYX+YXXXXXYjr. v xx) dxyxjtx)r) /x 
++XXYXXX+XXYJCYXp X) Je> 4)1>Yxyx>xgxx : -. 1++XXXYXXXxxxb Xxxxxxx bpx xxx fxit) 0 ox 

+ ++XXXYYYXKYXXXXXYXXX)XX$Xkp ex» Xxx 
. e. + -+XX ...... ) ++. 0, .4. 

...... .................................. XXX 
++ ------------- 

-- ----- ---- ------- IC4X 

.+--------------- -- --- ----- ------- tyxx 
---------------------- 

------ ----- *NXYXX 

Figure 10-13 Continued. 

......... --------- -- --------- XXX+X 
--------------- 

-- ------- X+XYX+YX 
-------------- 

-- -- -------- XXXXXXX 

...... ............... --------- ---- ------ X+XXXXXXXX 

... ++++++++++++++++---+-+------++--+++X+XXXXXXXXX 

....... ...... .................................. X+Xxxxxxxxxx 

.... .... .................................. X+Xxxxxxxxxxx 
. ..... 

.......................... 
.............. XXXXXXXX 

.... xx 

---- ------------------- ---------- -- -- -------- XXXX+++XXX 
--------- ------- ----------------- ----------- - --- -------- XXAX++XXXXX 

... xxxxx 
---------- ------ 

------------------ --- ------ ------------- XXXX++XXXXXXX 
....... ---- --- 

------------------ --- ------ ------------- xxxx++xxxxxxxx 
--------- -- --- ------------------- --- - ------ ------------ XXXX++XXXXXXXXX 

------------------------ ---- ------------- XXXX++XXXXXXXXXX 
------------------- ---------- - ---- ------- xxxx++XXXXXXXXXXX 

------------------- ---------- -- -- -------- XXXX++XXXXXXXXXXXX 
----------------------- ----- ------------- XXXX++XXXXXXXXXXXXX 

.... ------------------- --- - ------ - -- --------- xxxx++XXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

-------------------- -- ------- - -- --------- xxxx++XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

... ---------------------- --- --- ------------- XXXX+XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

... ------------------- --- - ------ -- -- -------- XXXX++XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXKX 

... ------------------- -- - ----- -- -- --------- XXXX++XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

.... -------------------- --------- -- -- -------- XXXX++XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

.... -------------------- -------- -- ---- ------- XXXX++XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
++ +++ +x xx x+ +X XXXXXXXXXX XX XXXXXX XX 

--------- -- --- ------------------------- --- ------------- xxxx++XXXXX xx xxxxx xx xxxxx x xx 
--+-+-. -- -- ---- 

------------------------ 
---- ------------ XX X X++ XX XXX XXXXXXXXXX XXX XXXXX 

........... .... . ....... ......................... ....... xxx .... xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

... ................. ------------------------ -- - +X 
. ............. ------------------------- +XX 

THE DISTANCES HAVE BEEN REMSENTED ABOVE IN SHADED 
FORM ACCORDING TO THE FOLLesmC SCHEME 

LESS THAN 1.022 
FROM TO 2.295 
FROM TO 2.661 

FROM 2.661 70 3.644 
GRZ-VER THAN 3.644 



BMDPKU -K MEANS CLUSTERING OF CASES 
BMDP STATISTICAL SOFTWARE. INC. Figure 10-14 
1964 WESTWOOD BLVD. SUITE 202 
(213) 475-5700 
COPYRIGHT (C) 1983 REGENTS OF UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 

DEC 14.1987 AT 15: 38: 47 in 
PROGRAM CONTROL INFORMATION 

PROBLEM TITLE IS 'K-CLUSTER ANALYSIS OF BOWL FEATURE DATA'. 

INPUT VARIABLES ARE 12. 
FORMAT IS FREE. 
UNIT-7. 

VARIABLE NAMES ARE ID. PERIMETER. AREA. COMPACTION. TOTAL. MINLiAX. 
XENDMID. MINMID. MIDMAX. DtoMin. DtoMid. DtoMax. 
LABEL IS ID. 
MINIMUM IS (4) 10. 
USE-COMPACTION. MINMID. MIDMAX. MINMAX. 

CLUSTER NUMBER IS 8. 
STANDARDIZE IS VAR. 

PRINT MEMB. 
PLOT SIZE IS 60.35. 

XVAR IS ID. 
YVAR IS MINMAX. 

END 

PROBLEM TITLE IS 
K-CLUSTER ANALYSIS bF BOWL FEATURE DATA 

NUMBER OF VARIABLES TO READ IN ......... 12 
NUMBER OF VARIABLES ADDED BY TRANSFORMATIONS. 

.0 
TOTAL NUMBER OF VARIABLES ........... 12 
NUMBER OF CASES TO READ IN ........... TO END 
CASE LABELING VARIABLES ........ ..... ID 
MISSING VALUES CHECKED BEFORE OR AFTER TRANS. . BEFORE 
BLANKS ARE ................... MISSING 
INPUT UNIT NUMBER ............... 7 
REWIND INPUT UNIT PRIOR TO READING. . DATA 

... YES 
NUMBER OF WORDS OF DYNAMIC STORAGE ....... 14998 

VARIABLES TO BE USED 
4 COMPACTI 6 MINMID 9 MIDMAX 6 MINMAX 

MAXIMUM LENGTH DATA RECORD IS 80 CHARACTERS. 

NUMBER(S) OF CLUSTER(S) TO REPORT ....... 8 
DISTANCES ARE STANDARDIZED BY ......... VAR 
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF MISSING VALUES PER CASE ... 2 
TOLERANCE ................... 0.001000 
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS .......... 30 
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF CASES THAT CAN BE PROCESSED 1169 

NUMBER OF CASES READ .............. 96 



BM0PKM -K MEANS CLUSTERING OF CASES CONTINUED 

REALLOCATION IS COMPLETE AFTER 6 ITERATIONS FOR 8 CLUSTERS 

CLUSTER I OF $CONTAINS 31 CASES 

ARE 

DISTANCE . ........ . ......... . ......... . ......... . ......... . ......... . ... . .... . ......... . ......... . ......... . 
FROM CENTER TO CASES IN THIS CLUSTER 3.0000 

Figure 10-14 Continued. 

6.0000 

883 
as$ 
583 

8588 
78 85888 
383833888 8444 

7777 33233323388 2 22 422644 64 6 666 66 
DISTANCE . ........ . ......... . ......... . ......... . ......... . ......... . ......... . ......... . ......... . ......... + 
FROM CENTER TO CASES IN OTHER CLUSTERS 3.0000 6.0000 

CASE WEIGMT DISTANCE I VARIABLE 

63 1.9890 9. a259 1 4 COMPACTI 
64 1.0080 e. aeia 1 8 MINUID 
65 1.9000 0.7107 1 9 MIOMAX 
66 i. eeee 0.7297 1 6 MINMAX 
67 1.0000 0.6575 1 
6a 1.0000 0.4284 1 
69 1.0000 0.1155 1 
70 1.0000 0.2040 1 
71 1.00ee 0.2055 1 
72 1.0000 e. 3282 1 
73 1.9000 0.2a63 1 
74 1.0008 0.3742 1 
75 1.90ee 0.5144 1 
76 1.0000 0.6215 1 
77 1.0000 0.5141 1 
78 1.0000 0.5840 1 
79 1.0000 0.5267 1 
80 1.0000 e. 4414 I 

ai 1.0000 e. 4811 1 
82 1.0000 0.1931 1 
83 i. eeee 0.3042 1 
84 I. eeee e. 2880 I 
a5 I. eeee 0.3871 1 
a6 1.00ee e. 3170 1 
87 Lease 0.2974 1 

as 1.8000 9.395a 1 
B9 1.0000 0.3373 1 
90 I. e0oo 0.4909 1 
91 I. e0ee 0.3585 1 
92 1.0000 0.2023 1 
93 I. eeoe e. 5245 I 

AVERAGE DISTANCE 0.4338 

MINIMUM CENTER MAXIMUM 
-------------------- 

5.2623 5.8767 6.5153 
4.1500 4.4784 4.7985 
2.7596 3. e939 3.2980 
9.0458 9.5254 9.7737 

ST. DEV. 
------------------------------ 

0.3567 
9.1690 
9.1469 
0.2273 

(9 

CLUSTER 2 OF 8 CONTAINS 7 CASES 
ýR; 

Q;;; 
77A 

2 
2222 

DISTANCE . ......... +.. *****"+*****"**+*'****** ........... . ......... . ......... . ......... . ....... 0........... . 
FROM CENTER TO CASES IN THIS CLUSTER 1.7500 3.5000 

a 
a 83 a 

83 33 8 es 
al 33 4 $88 
31511 3a 854 

7 7676 6113118 1811 881118 4 
6 7673 64 5646 1 131111141181188111111 4 

DISTANCE . ......... . ...... .......... ............ . ......... . ......... . ......... . ......... . ......... . ..... .... + 
FROM CENTE R TO CASES IN OTHER CLUSTERS 1.7500 3.5000 

CASE WEIGHT DISTANCE 
----- 

I VARIABLE 
--------I 

MINIMUM 
------- 

CENTER 
------ 

MAXIMUM ST. DEV. 
-------------- ------------ -------- 

43 
----- 
1.0000 

-- 
0.6522 14 COMPACTI 4.3853 4.9401 5.5129 

----- ------ 
0.5082 

45 1.0000 0.5727 1 13 MINMID 2.3344 2.7512 3.3071 0.3387 
46 1.13000 0.7069 19 MIDMAX 2.6250 3.0384 3.3654 0.2919 
55 1.0000 0.8036 16 MINMAX 6.8624 7.2634 7.6942 0.3365 
56 1.0000 0.4233 1 
57 1.0000 0.72227 1 
58 1.0000 0.9102 1 

AVERAGE DISTANCE 0.6545 

CLUSTER 3 OF 8 CONTAINS II CASES 
TR; 

I'Z;; 
-D; 

TA '; "-IS;;; W;; 
MPUT ROM STA TAT 

3 
33 3 

3333 33 3 
DISTANCE . ......... . ......... . ......... . ......... . ......... . ......... . ......... . ......... . ......... . ......... + 
FROM CENTER TO CASES IN THIS CLUSTER 3.0000 6. eeee 

8 
es 



as I 
as$ I 
sea 22 14 
Bea 21 11 1 
sea a771 1111111 11444 

a 87 1388 87 71111 11111II'll 11 2444 222 6556 
DISTANCE ...... . ...... ............ . ..... . ............ . ......... ...... . ...... . ......... . ......... . 
FROM CENTER TO CASES IN OTHER CLUSTERS 3.9008 

CASE WEIGHT DISTANCE I VARIABLE 

------- ------ ------- -- ------ 
34 1.0000 9.2325 1 4 COMPACTI 
37 1.0000 0.2468 1 8 MINMID 
38 1.0000 9.3038 1 9 MIDMAX 
39 1.0000 0.3783 1 6 MINMAX 
40 1.0009 0.5491 1 
35 i. eeee 0.1802 1 
36 1.0880 0.2875 1 
33 1.0080 0.3249 1 
32 1.0000 0.4848 1 
31 1.0000 0.5271 1 
41 1.0800 0.7109 1 

AVERAGE DISTANCE 0.3887 

Figure 10.14 Continued. 

6 
66 664 

6.0000 

MINIMUM CENTER MAXIMUM ST. DEV. 
-------------------------------------------------- 

6.0141 6.4868 7.0164 0.3861 
2.7883 2.9475 3.1774 9.1276 
4.1730 4.5839 4.7788 0.1577 
8.4229 8.9797 9.2538 0.2383 

CLUSTER 4 OF 8 CONTAINS 7 CASES 

-; 7: 
TIýTI;;;; 

E;;;; 
L;; 

ý; 7Wj; 
THE STA;;; 

4IZi;; ZTA 

4 
4 

44444 
DISTANCE +..................................... ................... .... ... ........ . 
FROM CENTER TO CASES IN THIS CLUSTER 2.5909 5.0009 

61 
331 

aa ass 3167 76 1 11 
as Mass 363311 17 51 1 11 16 

88 BIB 8 15888883 23532232632 22 11171161111111111611 5 
DISTANCE 
FROM CENTER TO CASES IN 07HER CLUSTERS 2.5000 5.9000 

CASE WEIGHT DISTANCE I VARIABLE MINIMUM CENTER MAXIMUM ST. DEV. 
---------------------------- I ------- ------------------------------------------- 
3 1.0000 8.4482 14 COMPACTI 3.6335 3. B572 4.4479 0.3045 
4 1.0000 e. 66 iiIa MINMID 1.1024 1.5655 2.2695 0.4276 
5 1.0000 9.3390 19 MIDMAX 3.5673 4.6346 5.1826 9.6307 
6 1.0080 0.6875 16 MINWAX 13.9419 9.1201 9.35721 0.1303 
lee 1.0000 1.31 e. - I 
1 1.0009 0.3736 1 
2 1.0009 0.66e6 I 

AVEPAGE DISUNCE 0.7115 

CLUSTER 5 OF B CONTAINS 3 CASES 
- 7; U: 

RDIZW;: TA 
j; TA 

DISTANCE . ......... . ......... . ......... ......... . ......... . ......... . ..... .... . ... . .... ......... . ......... . 
FROM CENTER TO CASES IN THIS CLUSTER 2.5080 5.0080 

1 
1 2 a ass 
1 2 a8 ass 

11 14 71 ass 838 3 
111 1 1112 27 14 68 883BB38 836 6 
111 1111111 112711 72 626 6 783113a63364434 344 

DISTANCE . ...... ............ . ..... . .......... . ......... . ......... . .... . ... . ... . ... ........... . ......... . 
FROM CENTER 70 CASES IN OTHER CLUSTERS 2.5000 5.0080 

CASE WEIG"T DISTANCE I VARIABLE MINIMUM 
---------- I ------- --- -- 

CENTER 
------ 

MAXILUM ST. DEV. 
---- m ---- - - 

97 1.0000 0.8736 14 COMPACTI 3.8214 3.9676 
------ --------- 

4.1973 0.2014 
--- 

go 1.0000 9.171: 18 MINMIO 3.3719 4.0852 4.7336 9.6332 
99 1.0000 0.9915 19 MIDMAX 1.4134 1.9519 2.6250 8.6169 

16 MINMAX 9.1493 9.1498 
------ 

9.1498 0.0000 
---- 

AVERAGE DISTANCE 0.67a3 

CLUSTER 6 OF 8 CONTAINS 8 CASES 
-m --m - 

STANDARDIZED DATA THE ZTl-S;;;; ýTW7;; 
ks 

6 
666 66 66 

DISTANCE ..... . ......... . ... 
FROM CENTER TO CASES IN THIS CLUSTER 3.0000 6. eeoe 

aa 
aa 
a as 

as 88388 1 
87 133388 1 
13 3313881 

7a 11 3113831 
45 771 Ilealmill 

222224 5 44 44 5437 1 Ilaillilill 
DISTANCE . ......... . ...... ............ .... . ......... . ......... ...... ...... . .... . ......... . ......... . 
FROM CENTER TO CASES IN OTHER CLUSTERS 3.0000 6.0eee 

CASE WEIGHT DISTANCE I VARIABLE MINIMUM CENTER MAXIMUM ST. DEV. 
--------------------------- I ---------------------------- --------------------- 



47 1.0000 0.7076 14 COMPACTI 2.9444 3.2420 4.1347 0.4095 
48 1.0000 i. 97as 18 MINMID 1.1672 2.0588 2.7aB3 0.6100 
49 1.0000 1.2926 19 MIDMAX 1.4134 2.4315 3.2980 0.7262 
50 1.0000 0.3262 16 MINMAX 6.3425 6.4594 6.7584 0.1410 
51 1.0000 0.5279 1 
52 1.0000 1.2553 1 
53 i. eeee 1.0820 1 
54 1.0000 1.0700 1 

---------- - - -- -! ------ ; ýE-R; ýi ; 
STANCE 0.9175 

CLUSTER 7 OF a CONTAINS 5 CASES 
' z '; 7 

TW 
;Z : 

TI-S;;; 
UE ;;:; 7 : 7; j; ýA TR; F 

E;; 
7TA 

7 
7 
777 

DISTANCE . ......... . ......... . ......... . ......... . ......... .. ........ . ..... .... . ......... . ......... . ......... . 
FROM CENTER TO CASES IN THIS CLUSTER 2.5000 

Figure 10.14 Continued. 

5.0000 

3 
32 a 

3 311 as 
3 11138 ease 
3 11133 ease 

1 212 3 11111 Bases a 6 
11 13 1 1111 111111118 888 8282 52 2 54 544 4 44 466 666 

DISTANCE . ......... . ......... . ....... ............ . ......... . ......... . ......... . ......... . ......... . ..... .... . FROM CENTER TO CASES IN OTHER CLUSTERS 2.500 0 5.0000 

CASE WEIGHT DISTANCE I VARIABLE 
------- I 

MINIMUM CENTER MAXIMUM ST. DEV. 
-------- 
42 

----- 
1.0000 

------- 
0.8973 

- 
14 COMPACTI 

------- 
6.2647 

------- 
6.3273 

-------- 
6.3900 

---------------------------- 
0.0626 

59 1.0800 0.2800 1 15 MINMID 3.9477 3.6832 4.0852 0.4008 
61 1.0080 8.2912 19 MIDMAX 3.1634 3.3923 3.9711 0.3284 
60 1.9000 0.2890 16 MINMAX a. 2140 8.4636 8.8379 0.2711 
62 1.0000 0.5760 1 

AVERAGE DISTANCE 0.4667 

CLUSTER 8 OF 8 CONTAINS 24 CASES 
m; 7 m-7; ý ; 

IZ;;; 
Z7A : 

Tj-s7j2;;; 
E;; 

M 
ýTý;; z j; 

W; l 

se DISTANCE . ......... . ......... . ......... . ......... . ......... . ......... . ......... . ......... . ......... . ......... . 
FROM CENTER TO CASES IN THIS CLUSTER 3.0000 6.0000 

4 
4 

71 
7 12 
4 114 

47171112 2 
141111111 1 

33 33 33 33 3334 711 lill II 11 1111112 1122 56 5666 66 66 
DISTANCE . ......... . ......... . ......... . ......... . ......... . ......... . ......... . ......... . ......... . ......... + 
FROm CENTER TO CASES IN OTHER CLUSTERS 3.0000 6.0000 

CASE WEIGHT DISTANCE I VARIABLE 

1.0000 0.2327 1 4 COMPACTI 
1,0000 0.1811 1 13 MINWID 

le 1.0000 0.1671 1 9 MIDUAX 
11 1.0e00 0.2888 1 6 )AINMAX 
12 1.0e00 9.3333 1 
13 1.0000 0.2679 1 
14 1.0000 0.2190 1 
15 1.8000 0.1966 1 
16 1.0000 0.2744 1 
17 1.0000 9.1867 1 
iß 1.0e00 0.1691 1 
20 1.0000 8.0910 1 
21 1.0009 e. 15es 1 
22 1.0009 9.1854 1 
23 1.0000 0.1169 1 
25 1.0800 8.14871 1 
26 1.0000 8.2399 1 
27 1.0000 8.239. ' 1 
28 1.0000 0.2655 1 
29 1.0000 0.3557 1 
30 1.0000 0.5501 1 
7 1.0000 0.4098 1 
24 1.0000 0.510: 1 
19 1.0000 0.2591 1 

AVERAGE DISTANCE 9. ̂ 25" 11 

MINIMUM CENTER MAXIMUM ST. DEV. 
------- 

5.1997 
------ 

5.6173 
------- 

5.9514 
------------ 

9. la35 
2.4641 2.7937 2.9a28 0.1146 
4.7115 4.9190 5.1153 e. eg2g 
9.2538 9.6177 9.7737 0.1622 

REPORT ON CASES WITH POSITINE WEIGHT 
-------------------------- --------- 

CLUSTER MEANS 
-------------- 

COMPACTI ummil) MIDMAX MINMAX 

1 93.8063 69-0644 45.9677 91.6128 
2 78.8511 42.41: 56 45.1428 69.8571 
3 103.5454 45.4545 68-0909 156.3636 



4 61.5714 24.1428 68.8571 87.7143 
5 63.3333 63.0000 29-0000 35-9009 
6 51.7398 31.7509 35.1250 62-1259 
7 101-0000 56.8000 50.4909 131.4000 
a 89.6666 43.9833 73.0832 92.4999 

GRAND MEAN 86.3643 59.7050 55.7705 85.2601 

CLUSTER STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
----------------------------- COMPACTI MINUID MIDMAX M INMAX 

1 5.6945 2.6969 2.1839 2.1869 
2 8.1123 5.2236 4.3370 3.2367 
3 4.8860 1.9679 2.3432 2.2923 
4 4.8609 6.5937 9.3787 1.2536 
5 3.2145 10.5357 9.1652 0.9 
6 6.5411 9.4074 10.7894 1.3462 
7 1.0900 6.1806 4.37a5 2.6077 
a 2.9291 1.7673 1.3805 1.5603 

MEAN SOUARES 
BETWEEN 3167.2192 3011.2617 2744.6985 1215.4453 
WITHIN ". 5.7912 19.6967 22.2669 4.1394 

D. F. -S 7. B8 7. as 7.88 7. 88 

F-RATIO 122.802 152.882 123.263 293.632 

P-VALUE 0.8 0.0 0.9 0.0 

CLUSTER PROFILES - VARIABLES ARE ORDERED BY F-RATIO SIZE 

Figure 10.14 Continued. 

900 
MINMAX -1- -2- -3- 4- 
MINUID 1- -2- -3 --4- 
MIDMAX -3- --4 6 
COMPACTI -3- -4- 

0600000 

EACH COLUMN DESCRI13ES A CLUSTER . THE CLUSTER NUMBER IS PRINTED AT THE MEAN OF EACH VARIABLE 
DASHES INDICATE ONE STANDARD DEVIATION ABOVE AND BELOW 

POOLED W17MIN CLUSTER COVARIANCES 
--------------------------------- 

COMPACTI MINMID MIDMAX MINMAX 
4 a, 96 

COMPACTI 4 25.79 
MINMID a 4.11 19.70 
MIDMAX 9 3.76 -16.65 22.27 
MINMAX 6 e. 69 22.36 1.16 4.14 

POOLED WITHIN CLUSTER CORRELATIONS 
------------------------- 

COMPACTI MINMID MIDMAX MINMAX 
4a96 

COMPACTI 4 1.0000 

MINMID a 0.1824 1.00tie 
MIDMAX 9 0.1569 -8,7950 1.0000 
MINMAX 6 0.13668 0.3163 0.1209 1.0000 

CPU TIME USED 0.757 SECONDS 

BMDPKM -K MEANS CLUSTERING OF CASES 
DEC 14.1987 AT 15: 38-. 56 
PROGRAM CONTROL INFORMATION 
NO MORE CONTROL LANGUAGE. 
PROGRAM TERMINATED 

--7- a- 
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CLUSTERING PROGRAM FOR DUMC 68020 UNIT9 

Set-up___phose. 
Fiqure 10.16 

Initialize Hardware. 

1/ Initialize on-board 1/0. 
2/ Set 68020 cache running. 

Input Clustering Criteria. 

1/ Enter the number of clusters into which 
the data is to be divided. 

2/ Enter the accuracy required in object 
pick-up point location. 

3/ Enter details of the feature data files 
to be processed. 

Data processing phase. 

Read in the specified item feature data file. 

Standardize the input features. 

Yes 

as the first cl I ustering criteria been me 

No' 

Calculate the mean and SID of each cluster. 
Find the cluster with the maximum variance. 
Split the cluster with the maximum variance. 

Goto criterion test. 



4 

Clusterinq Proqram Continued. 

Fiqure 10.16 Continued. 

Recalculate mean and SID for each cluster. 

Move feature-data sets to cluster whose centre is nearest. 

Yes 

E-s- the second clustering criterion been ni-e 

No 

Recalculate the mean and SID of each cluster. 

Split the cluster with the largest pick-up 
point - endpoint range. 

Goto criterion test. 

Move feature-data sets to cluster whose centre is nearest. 

as this point been reached beforie 

Yes 

Determine essential information about clusters formed. 

Store this information in a specified cluster-data file. 

No 

END 



ITEM CLUSIER DAIA FILE GENERAVICIN PROGRAM 

Figure 10.17 

The CILISterinq seqtAence will be sent to thou printer. 
How many ciusters do yoLt want to divide yoijr data into initially. 
Enter the accuracy required in the robot pick-up point in mm. 
The number of clusters the data is to be divided into initially in s-S. 
The accuracy of pick up point required is 7 min. which corresponds to LO pixels. 
Enter the name of the FEATURE data file to be read in. 
Enter the set index of the final feature data to be read in. 
Data sets with index up to 100 are to be read in from filT "fnbl", 
Drive I deselected. 
All specified data read in front disc. 

Averages of total% oF variables ares- 
The value of sigma For variable 4) is 
The value of siqm^ for varfohlo I is 
1he value at siama tar var'l. #bJ 0 '! is 
The value of sigma for varioble S I% 
The value of sigma for variable 4 is 
The value of sigma for variable 5 is 
The value of siqma for variable 6 is 
The value of sigma for variable 7 is 
The value of siqma for variahle 8 is 
The value of sigma for vartable 9 Is 
The value of siqma for vior i ah Ia to in 
The value of siqma for varitblv It is 
Standardization of dat. A completti. 

R6,86*51,36,233,757,49,106923- 
15.96 
9.61 
Jý. 44 
14.83 
: 32.96 
87.84 
2B. Z5 
15.20 
7.59 
3.64 

2.60 

. 3.3 B 

The mean And variAnce nf each cluster h-As novs hocii calculated. 
The maximum variance accurs w3th clustvr u. feature I. 
Test finish-2d to del-ormina clioster contaiiiirm Ilia feattire with thu man vdrialica. 
Cluster splittinq raiiHne *ýnlr-rvd. 
Cluster V has beeri %pLj I*. to Form clust. eir I 
Data sets %ssinned to view clissLur aro-: 

1,2,3,4. 'S. 6.7. S. 9. W. It. 12.1.3.14. M. 16.17. IR. 19,21: 1. 
21,22, *-139 -14,25, Z6, ; r: 7, ý: U, 29. 'Su. 31. 'S: e. . 33,34,35.36,37,3", 39.4o, 
41,42,59; 6m. 61. 
62.63.64.65. h. S. h7, AH, o-, 9.7ri. 71.72. ?% 74.79.76.77.7R, 79. SO. 81. 
82,83.84.135, Bh, 87, UH. 89. Yo. 91.92.93.97.98,99,1O. P. 

the cluster with thr- fr: p1tire %jilli the lo-it3usl veriAiicc- has elaw been split. 
1he mean and varianre of r-Ach clusfrr has note bven calculated. 
rho manimum vartance occur-% voil-li cliv--, Lc-r 1, featuru 2. 

lacit fiodshed to drfl. vroidiir- r-lit0vt coitt. -titeitici t1w Footurn with tlie maa vetridiica. 
I'liastvr splittioin rnislitio i-tift-if-d. 
Cluster I has been split. to Form clitrtrr Z 
Data sets Assiaiied to tirw c1tistet eiv-: - 

19. : 33. Z'S. 36.42.59, h"P. ftl. 62.6% ih4.671. Oe,. 4,7, -%a. e, 9,70.7J, 77.73.74,75.76, 
77,713,79.131). Ell, 82. US, U4.1319,86,87. HEI, 89,9v, 9t, 92.93,97,98,99, 

Vic clisester wi Uh t1so- fr, 4towo- wi III hl. - 1,4t -Ine-q, ... 'ri alocc- I-BAS tons-) 
the mean and variance of norti cltostvr hes noes buxoi calculatod. 
Ille ma. -timosm iwiaiorr ncroti a sit Ili riot-Lor it. ft-., Ioirr% 0. 

Ir2sl- finish-A to daPro, onitic clsister caiii virijoics I Ito, to. Al-ttra isitlo 
CIt tat or sp Is LU ncl roe OA see cost urvd. 
Cloister 0 has becii -, ptii to fnriii clsosl: ct .3 
Data sets assiqncd to eit-w closslar wvs- 

43,45,46.55,56,57. SS. 
The cluster w3th the feature with the-- I. Arnest variance has now 
The mean and variance of each cloiskor ties novs becii calculated. 
Tho ma: cimuns variance occurs i-sith cluster 1. feature 0. 
Test finished to determine cloister contaiiiinq the feature with 
Cluster splitting routitie vnicred. 
Cluster I has been split to form cluster 4 

Data sets assiqncd to novs cloister arf-s- 
7,13,91 10. It. 12,13,14,15,16,17, IS. 20,21, 

hom spliL. 

tho rila: - val-I. Aloca. 

boun split. 

tho ona-t varianco. 

22,23,25, ý'b. 27.28,29.30.31.32.34.37,3S, 39,40.41, 
rho cluster with the feAturo with the larni'st variant--a has now boon split. 
The mean stid variance, of eacle cluster h. 4s itow ljctn calculated. 
The maximum variance occurs witis clustvr 4j. featiora 3. 
Test finished to dol-ormine clissior cotil. a. 1iiiiin the feature with the max variance. 
Cluster splittino ratitine entered. 
Cluster 7) hts been wrl3t to In. -fit cloisfor 
Data sets assinnod to neu cli-ster ares- 

51,52,53.54. 
The cluster with the foatilre with tht- ]Arqust ~iartre lies noAj been split. 
The mean and variance o+ cach cliostor has note tiven calculated. 
The MaXiMUM vartaitca occoors with I.,. fc-_*i. *qr-f7 (i . 
lost finistind to dal-rileirI42 riffItil"r I: r)"l -alfti fill tho tif- 
CIti-itter splitision rnillitiv i-iiii-rt-d. 
Cluster 2 hac been dsplit to form c)iie; l-. ot 
Data sets asssqned to now cluster orel- 

19,33,35.36.42.559,60. Al. 62. foý-It. ^. i, Art. -SI3.69.71), 7t. 72. ',. So 

/4, /5.76. ; 1. Me fly. HO-14 81. Ult:. H$. H4. tit), tjb. d/. u8. Hy. Vu. ; 11. -1.. VJ9 



I he cI us ter with ýho fvAttiri- voi I it thn 
;. 

4rnvo31-. Atari wicn I iAs now been up I it. 
1he mcaii and varianco of Vach clustur has noo-s bverl calctilated. 
the maximum varianco occurs 4-oith cliistvr 2, I'vattira 2. 
test finished to dritc-t-mitin cloister contaiiiinq the feature with tile mgH variance. 
Lluster splittinq rntitiric entored. 
Cloist; r 2 has liven split 1-n Form c. loo-stur 7 
Data sets assiqned to now cloister Aroj- 

97,9S. 
Ilia cluster: voith the I'PiAlisro tAtIo thr, lawnt-A V-PP'lalica h-As itow been split. 

The initial number of clttstors has been reached. 
Members of cluster 0 are: - 
47,4B, 49,509 
Members of cluster I ares- Fimire 10.17 Continued. 1,2,3,4,5.6,24,100, %j - 
Members of cluster 2 are#- 
99, 
Members of cluster .3 ares- 
43,43,46,55,56,57.58, 
Members of cluster 4 are: - 
7,8,9,10,11,1,2.13,14.15,16.11. We 20,21,22.23,23,26,27, ý8. 29,30,31, : 32,34.37,38.39.40.41, 
Members of cluster 5 Aro: - 
51,52,53,54. 
Members of cloister 6 ; Are: - 
19,33,35,36.42.59,60. St. 62.63.64.65,66,67-r 68,69,70,71,12.73, 
74,73,76,77,78,79,809 81.82,83,84, HO, 86,87,88,89,90,91,92,93, 

Members of cluster 7 are: - 
97,98, 
About to cretar movemont stacin. 
Move routitie entered. 
Movement loop - 0. 
CloAstcr chanae for data rat 19 from cluster 6 In 4. 
Movement loop - 1. 
Clooster clianne for 41.4ýa sot.. !Af. r fife, rII 
Movement loop - 2. 
Clitster chanoe for d. 4ta sf? t 3,3 +r om c: Iust cr & to 4. 
Movement loop - S. 
Clotstor chanae for data %cc _"5 

from cl usiter a to 4. 
Movement loop - 4. 
Cluster chioine for data set . 36 from clusiter 6 to 4. 
Movement loop - 5. 
Cluster chanae for data set 421 froon ClUster 6 to 4. 
Movement loop - 6. 
Movement of poinis to renarest cletster coritre, completed. 
Members of Cluster 0 are: - 
di?. 4B, 49,5o. 
Members of cluster I aret- 
I. 2,3,4,5. bqI vei, 
Members of cluster 2 ares- 
99, 
Members of clutitter j "rot: - 
43,45,46,55.56. bi. 5U. 
Members of cluster 4 are: - 
7. B. 9,10.11.12. IZ, 14,15.1h. I JU. 19,2U. "1.22,23,24,25,26, 
27,28, -19, Zv. : 31,32.33.34.35,37. ý58. . 3,?, 4u. 41,42, 
Members Of Cluster 5 are-- 
51.52,53,54, 
Members of Cluster 6 areet- 
59,60,61,6-. 63,64,65,66.67, ciB, 69.7vj 71,7ý-, 73,74,75,76,77,7B, 
79, EY'll 131,8ý.. SZ, 84,85. Gh, 87, H13,89, -it), 91,9ý*, 9: 39 
Members of cluster 7 arn: - 
97,98, 
Printout OF initial clustne- qrottpinos compla-1-a. 
About to enter ranqu tusLinu loop +ot thus tAiSL 
For cluster 0. featura 0, r anqv JsI. ' 
For cluster 0. ieature 1, range is 1. 
For cluster 0. featurv 2. ranqe is 4. 
For cluster I. feature 0, ranqe is 4. 
For cluster I. feature 1, range is 11. 
For cluster I. feature 2, range is L. 
For cluster 2.4eature 0. ranne is 0. 
For cluster -2. feature 1, range is 0. 
For cluster Z. feature '211' ranne is I. ). 
For cluster Z. feature 0. ranqo is 12. 
For cluster 3. feature It range is 2. 
For cluster 3. feature 2, ranqe is 14. 
For cluster 4. feature 0. ranne is S. 
For cluster 4, feature 1, range is 4. 
For CI Lester 4. +eatL, ro 2. rarmo is 1 "'o 
For cluster 5. $eature 0. ranqo is 9. 
For cluster 5. feature 1. r*anqe is 3. 
For cluster 5. feettire 2. ranqe is 1. 
For cluster b. featura 0. ranne is 1ý"o 
For cluster a0eaLtAre 1, range is 6. 
For cluster ep. f "atilre 2. ranne- is I 
For cluster IP04ttlrn 1". r-. 011CIL. i -S I 
For cluster toatul -F- t. r L111(jr. J5 ti. 
For cluster f eature 2, rancle is 2. 
The max i mum ranae (10) occttrs for c1l'siPf" -3. +41aittren 2. ranqe=14. 
1he max i mum variance of cluster 3. is Q-_"216 elid occurs with feature 0. 
lest finished to Find cluster with iliagilijulj rajjqe in distance feature. 



Clustýr splittinq routine entore'd. 
Cluster 3 has been split Lo forni cluRter EI 
Data sets assigned to now cluster are: - 

43,57,58, 
The cluster with the lar! 30st rangct. has been 
The maximum range (10) ýccurs ior cluster (3, 
The maximum variance of cIttster R. in v. 0769 
test +ini shed to find cluster with mianimufoo r 
Cluster splittinq routine entered. 
Cluster 8 has been split to +orm clurtar 9 
Data sets assioned to nevs cliester arcs- 

- 
w, 58, 

Figure 10.17 Continued. 
split. 

feature 29, ranou-14. 
O"If OCC14rs with foattiro 2. 

-ne in distance feature. 

rhe cluster 'w1t11 the largest rango has been split. 
The maximum range (10) occurs for cluster 3, Foaturn 0, ranqe-12. 
The maximum variance of cluster 3. is O. O-S66 and occoirs with feature 3. 
Test finished to Find cluster with maximum ranqcl In distance feature. 
Cli. tster splitting rooltlne entered. 
Cluster 3 has been split to form cloister to 
Data sets assiqned to new cluster ares- 

55,56, 
1he cluster with tho larnest ranqe has bron spill-. 

The maximum range (10) occurs for cluster 4. feature 2. ranqe-i 
The maximum variance of cluster 4. is 0.21 8 and occurs. "ith fea 

"ýýUre 
0. 

test finished to find cluster Nith maninium r&nqe in distance feature. 
Cluster splittinq routine entered. 
Cluster 4 has been split to lorm cluster 11 
Data sets assigned to now c1tister are: - 

32,33,34,35,36,37.38,39.4t). 41.42. 
The cluster with the largest ranao has been split. 

rho maximum range (10) occurs for cluster 6, feature V, rmnqv-12. 
The maximum variance oF cluster 6. is 0.1517 and occiers with 4astura 1. 
Test finished to find clust-or with eiva. iimuin ranqo in Ilistanca #L, &Lur-o. 
Cluster splittinq rotAiiio miLer-od. 
Clustor 6 has heon split to Form cluster U" 
Data sets assiqnad to now cluskor arot- 

63,64,65,66,67,68,69.70,71.7ý-,. 73,74.75,76,77,78, 
79,80, St. 82.83. e4, en. B6.87. SH. BY. 90,91.92.93, 

rho ma), imuni r. 4nqo (10) occior-s for clessi-vt 1. feattorr.? 1. raiinn-11. 
The manimum varianco of cluster L. is f. 1-1,113 aeod occters with toature 3. 
Inct finiqhod to Find clusIvo mth noontommo ranuc, in di%tance foatitra. 

Cluster splittinq rotittlie orOvrod. 
Cluster I h. 4s been split* to lorm cluel#-r, 13 
Data set s assioned to now c1tostor area- 

2.3,4 , 5.6, 
fl-r- rlus ter with the larqust taivws loas beeis 

lhý maxi mum range (14)) occur n tor clusLor 5. 

Members of cluster f) ares- 
47,4B, 49,50. 
Mr, mbars of cluster I ore: - 
11 1004 
Morribers of clusLer ýI irr: - 
99, 
Members of cluster- 3 are: - 
45,46, 
Mumbers of cluster, 4 ar e: - 
7,8,9, 10.119 12,13,14, 15,16,17q III, 

27,28, 29,7). 31, 
Members of choster 5 Are: - 
51,52, 53,0%4. 
Members of cluster 6 are: - 
59,60, 61.67. 
Members of cluster 7 are3- 
97,98, 
Members of cluster a aral- 
43, 
Members of cluster 9 are: - 
57, ne, 
Members of cluster 10 ares- 
55,56, 
Members of cluster 11 arei- 
32,33, 34,35,36,37,38, 39,40,41,42, 
Members of cluster 12 ares- 
63,64, 65.66,67,68,69. 70,71.72.73. 
83,84, 85.869 87, Be, E399 909 91,92.93, 
Members of Cluster 13 arc: - 
2.3.4.5.6. 

spt i t-. 
Fi-aturo 0. r-ange-9. 

19.20,21,22, : e3,24,145. -ebo 

74.75.76.77,78,79, eu, 81,829 

Pýtntout of distance clustL-r arotipirms complul. n. 
Mo, /e roti tino entor-eld. 
Movems-r-st. loop -0, 
Cluster clianQo for data set . 31 train clLost, or 4 to 
Movement lavp -I" 
Cluster chanqo for data sut 54 from clit%tor 5 to jr). 
liovement loop -2 
cloosker chotonr fn; itvi 6'. frr. m floo*tr-I 1.! 1 Cb Is. 
llovoment IvLP too 3- 
Cluster chance -for data sot. 64 from cluster I.: to 6. 
movement loop - 'I. 
Cloister chArsoo for date or-11.65) from cloister 12 Lo 6. 
movement loop - 5- 
Cluster chanc3c, for data sut 66 traits rittstor t2L06. 
movement loop - 6. 
Clio%ter chAvine for dAta set 67 front Lltt%trr 12 Lo 6. 
movetrivnt loop a 7. 



Figure 10.17 Coifflnued. 
Memberw o+ cluster L) arns - 
47,48. 4c?. 50, 
Members of cluster I ares- 
1, too, 
Members of cluster 2 ares- 
99, 
Members of cluster 3 arei- 
45,46, 
Members of cluster 4 arms- 
71 8,9, 10, Its 12,15,14, 15.16, L7,18. 
27,28, 29, 30, 
Members of cluster 5 ares- 
51,52, 53, 
Members of cluster 6 ^res- 
59,60, 61, 62,63, 64,65, 66,67, 
Members of cluster 7 aret- 
97,98, 
Members of cluster 8 ares- 
43, 
Members of cluster 9 ares- 
57,58, 
Members of cluster 10 are: - 
54,55, 56, 
Members of cluster 11 aret- 
31,32, 33, 34.33. 36,37, 38,39,40,41, 
Members of clustvr 11' aret- 
68.69, 711. 71.72, ; 3.74, 7! '#. ; 6,77, )84 
as, 89, 90, 91.92, 93, 
Members of Ouster 1.3 arvs- 
2,3,4, 5, 6. 

19,20,21,22, "39 24,25,26, 

42, 

80. Fit, S2.83.84,85, [46. FJ7, 

About to enter ranqc? testiriq loop frjr thu second time. 
For cluster Lt, f oaturo 4.1, ronqo is I 
For cluster o. Foattit t, I. r 4mio I !% I 
For cluster tl, feahore 2. ranrie is -1. 
For cluster If OaLLIr 0 Q, ri4nqu C; 
For cluster I footur c I, ranq#ý % 
For cluster .1f cateire 2. ras mo s 
For cluster .,. +eature I), r wnw S q. v. 
For cluster 2. f eattor a J. rmiqo iS 0.1. 
For cluster 2. feature 2. ranqu is 0. 
For cluster 33 ,f eatur e 0. r-ýLowir- is it. 

For cluster 3. Feature 1. ronqu i 64 it. 
For cluster 3. f0atUr c 21 

. r ariqE? is I 

For cluster 4, Feature 'j, rant-ir 1 -5 3. 
For cluster 4. Featurr-, 1. rarme is 4. 
For cluster 4. feature 2, ranqu is 5. 
For cluster '.;. Feature Lt. ramju is 4. 
For cluster 5, feature t, ranqo is 3. 
For cluster 5. featitre 2, r&nqe is 1. 
For cluster 6. feature 4), ranim iq 7. 
For cluster 6. feature J, ranqc- i -, L). 
For cluster b. feature 2, range is 1. 
For cluster 7. featior- A. roritm is I. 
For cluster 7. Feature 1. rimqu is S. 
For cluster 7.4cature 2, rarme is 2. 
For cluster S, featurc 0, ranqo im 0. 
For cluster S. foaturr- 1. ranqo is 0. 
For cluster B. feature 2. range is 4). 
For cluster 9. feature 0. ranqe is I. 
For cluster 9. feature t. ranqe is 0. 
For cluster 9. feature 2. rarme is Q. 
For cluster 10. featitro 0, ranqu is 1. 
For cluster W. foature 1. ranne is 1. 
For cluster 10. feature 2, ranne is 1. 
For cluster It. Featurr. - 0. ranqn. is 2. 
For cluster ll, +eature 1. ranqr% I r. 1. 
For cluster II. featuro /. ramic Is 
f-or clusLot I-', fwal Ltl $-. v. I vollut.. ý 1. 
For cluster 1-4foature 1. raitnu J9 
For cluster 12. +eature 2, rannu is 1. 
For cluster 13. featura L), r anqu is 4. 
For cluster I '% feaf-urt. 1. ronw! J9 I 
For cluster I. I. featitre- -1. r a"4V is I 
The fflax i mum ranc3e (W) occurs for cluster 6. fooLure ou, range-7. 



Members of cluster 0 ares- Figure 10.17 Continued. 
47,48,49,50, 
Members of cluster 1 ares- 
1, too, 
Members of cluster 2 aret- 
99, 
Members of cluster 3 ares- 
45,46, 
Members of cluster 4 ares- 
7,13,9,10,11,12.13,14.15,16,17,189 19, -09 21 , 22,23,24,25 26 
27,28,299 309 , , 
Members of cluster 5 are: - 
51,52,53, 
Members of cluster 6 are: - 
59,60,61,62,63,64.65,66.67, 
Members of cluster 7 arat- 
97,98, 
Members of cluster a aret- 
43, 
Members of cluster 9 ares- 
57,58, 
Members of cluster 10 ares- 
54,53,56, 
Members of cluster 11 ares- 
31,32,33,34,35,36,37.38.39,40,4t, 42. 
Members of cluster 12 are: - 
6B, 69,74j, 71.72,73,74.7n, 76,77,789 79.80. Big 82,83,84,65, Bh, 87, 
Be, 89, go. 91 , 92.9: 3. 
Members of c) tister 13 are: 
2,3,4,5,6. 
Have routine entered. 
Movement loop - 0. 
Members of Cluster 0 are: - 
47,48,49,501 
Members of cluster I arE. -3- 
1, loo, 
Members of cluster 2 are: - 
99, 
Members of cluster 3 are: - 
45,46, 
Members of clitster 4 are: - 
7,8,9,10,11,12,11-1,14,15, lib, 1: 18,19,20,21.22, ý13,24 25 _269 27,28,29,3Q. , , 

Members of cluster b P-re: - 
51,52,53, 
Members of cluster 6 arv: - 
59,609 619 62.63,64,65.66,61, 
Members of cluster 7 . 4re: - 
97,98, 
Members of cluster a are: - 
43. 
Members Of Cluster 9 are: - 
57,589 
Members Of Cluster 10 are: - 
549 55,569 
Members of cluster 11 ares- 
31,32,33,34.35, . 36.37,38,39,40.41.42, 
Members of cluster 12 aret- 
68.69,70.71.72,7: 3.74.75,76.77,78.7Y. 80.81. 82. HS, H4. m. e6. w. 
be. HY, 94j, 91.9y. 93, 
Members of cluster 13 ares- 
2,3,4,5,6. 
Printout of final cluster qroupinqs complete. 
maxD- 46, minD- 45, cenD- 45. 

maxD- 45, mint)- 44, cenD= 44. 

maxD- 45, minD- 41, canD- 43. 
For cluster 1) number of points ist 3. 
Feature max and mins ares- 
55,47.63.61.43.29.35,21.1? 7,363.565,553. 50,47.6e, 64.14, B. 

The distances to the cantre ares- 45.4 4.4: 3. ' 

maxD- 48, minV- 47, conD- 47. 

maxD- 34, minV- 33, cenD- 33. 

maxD- 48, minD- 47, ci-nD- -17. 
For cluster I itumber of points is: 1. 
Feature ma-- and mins arms- 
59,58.87.86.35.31. MS. 53.218* 213.802,777. 100,1.89- 88- 9,8- 

The distances to the centro ares- 47.33.47. 
maxD- 49, minD- 49. cenD- 49. 

maxD- 33, minD- 33, cenD- 33. 
noaxD- 413, minD- 48, cuni)- 4H. 



Figure 10-11 Continued. 
For cluster 2 number of points is: 0. 
Feature max and ovoins ares- 
61,61.88. BE). 52,52.39.39. 217.217. 770,770.99,99.91,91.9,9. 

The distances to the contra are: - 49,33,48. 
maxD- 46, minD- 46. conD- 46. 
maxD- 45, minD- 45, cenD- 45. 
maxD- 34, mirtD- 33, canD- 33. 
For cluster 3 number of points Iss I. 
Feature max and mins are: - 
75,71.67,67.44,39.40,39. 212.206. 596,592.46,45.83,79.16,15. 

The distances to the contra aret- 46,45,33. 
maxD- 49, minD- 46, cenD- -17. 
maxD- 47, minD- 43, conD- 43. 
maxD- 47, minD- 42, cenD- 44. 
For cluster 4 number of points iss 23. 
Feature max and mins arc: - 
93,83.94.89.46,38.76.70. 284, '26o. 866,767.30,7.119,112.34,19. 

The distances to the contra are: - 47.45.44. 
maxD- 44, mioiD- 40. cvnD- 42. 
maxD- 47, minD- 44, ceiiD- 45. 
maxD- 46, minD- 45, cenD= 45. 
For cluster 5 number of points iss 2. 
Feature max and mins aras- 
54,47.62,61.26,18.49.39. 177.163. 577.554.53.51.71,65.10,9. 

The distances to the centra are: - 42,45.45. 
maxD- 43. minD- 36. cvnD- 39. 
maxD- 46, minD- 46, cenD- 46. 
maxD- 47. minD- 46, ccnD- 46. 
For ciuster 6 number of points ins 8o 
Feature max and mins arc: - 
104,100.89.79.6W. 5"'o. -19; 47.2/fi, ý5/. 74Y. 658.67,59.1169 104.22,16. 

The distaiices to the contra ; Are: - Z9.46.46. 
maxD- 49, minD- 48. conD- 4R. 
maý: D- 42, minD- 37, cenD- 39. 
maxD- 4e, minD- 46, conD- 47. 
For cluster 7 number of points iss 1. 
Feature man and mins arc: - 
67,62. es. ee. 73,64.27.21. WS. 221. 777.767.98,97.94,91.13,10. 

The distances to the corstre art---. - 48.39,47. 
mai: D- 46, minD- 46. ccril)- 46. 
ma,, D- 45. (ninD- 45, conD- 45. 
maxD= 32, minD- 32, conD- 32. 
For cluster 8 number of points is: 0. 
Feature man and mins arc: - 
87.87.7-2.12.41,41. F*"*). 5v. 23S, *Z355- 633,67-3.43.43.91.91.17.17. 

Ilia distinces to thu coill-tv -orut 4,1, -1). 32- 
mav. D- 35. minD- 34, conD- 1-4. 
maxD- 46, minD- 46, cenD- 46. 
ma,: D- 46, minD- 46, conD- 46. 
For cluster 9 number of points iss t. 
Feature ma:: and mins ares- 
89,87.74,73.5t, 47.49.4,1. . 1738.2,16. 641,635.58.57.96,93.13,14. 

The distances to the contra arc: - 3,1,46,46. 
maxD- 35, minD- 34, canD- 34. 
maxD- 47, minD- 46, conD- 46. 
ma;: D--46, minD- 45, conD- 45. 
For cluster tO number of potnLs is: L'. 
Feature max and mins arc: - 
74,66.70.65.39,35.48.43. 214. - 200. 615,599.56,54.87,78.13, It. 

The distances to the contra ares-. 34,46,45. 
maxD- 48, minD- 46, cvnD- 47. 
maxD- 47, minD- 46, cenD- 46. 
maxD- 42, minD- 35, cenD- 38. 
For cluster 11 number of points Iss 11. 
Feature max and mins arot- 
112,96.89.79.49,43.71,59. 279.260. 770,658.42,31.117.106.27,19. 

The distances to the contra ares- 47,46.3e. - 
mamD= 48, mint* 43, conDm 15, 
mauD- 47, minD- 41, conD- 44. 
maxD- 47, minD- 46. cenD- 46. 
For cluster 12 number of points iss 225. 
Feature man and mins ares- 
100,84.94.90.74,64.49.41. 284, L160. 837,748.93,68.117,111.33,23. 

1he distances to the centro ares- 45,44,46. 
makxD- 49, minD- 115, conD- 47. 
m*xD- 41. msnD- 43. ceriD- 43o. 
maxD- 48, mitiD= 47. canD- 47. 
For cluster 13 number of points iss 4. 
Feature man and mins ar-o: - 
71,58.90.87.25.17.77.72. V42.216. 822,798.6,2.99,92.17,11. 

The distances to tho centre arc: - 47.43,47. 
Information tort he plared Its ! ttnr"#1'7 III" It-Is h-1-no distur toil 11(7d. 
Enter the nAmo of the cluster doota stor. *cjo tile. 



ITEM CLUSTER DATA FILE SE14ERATION PROGRAM 

Figure 10.18 

Ihe clusterinq sequence will ho sont to the printo-? r. 
How many clissters do ynu want. tn divide volor dAta Intn Irlitially. 
Enter the accuracy roquired tri the robot picl: -up point in stim. 
The number of clusters the diRta Js to be divided into initially is 1-14. 
The accuracy of pick up point required iq 20 111m. which corresponds to 30 piitels. 
Enter the name of the FEArURE dAta file to be r-c-ad in. 
Enter the set index of tho firi. Al Fa4turo dat4 to be read in. 
Data sets with index up to 10. ) 4re to be read in from file "fnbl". 
Drive I deselected. 
All specified data read in from disc. 

Averages of totals 
The Val 1.10 oF sicIma 
The value of sigma 
The value of sigma 
The value of siama 
The value of siqmA 
Ihe value of sigma 
The valite of Si qfna 
The value of siama 
The value of siqma 
The value of sLoma 
The value of sinma 
7he value of sigma 
Standardi=ation of 

of veriablas arvi- 86.86. Nl. ý-)6,255,75-1,49,106,23. 
for var i Mil r- is is 15.9's 
for vnriab Irt is 9.61 
for variabLo 2 is 15.44 
for variable 3 is 14.85 
for variable -1 is :; 2.96 
for variable rl is 8,1. EJ4 
for vAri i4hlL-, 6 is 28. Z. 'N 
for variabir 7 is 1.5.20 
for variable 14 is 1.59 
for variahlo 9 is Z. 64 
for vari, %ble 10 is 2.6ts 
for var i ah I #ý IIi -S I. ', H 
data compluin. 

rhe mean and varience of f2ach cluster li-as now bevit caLr-uLated. 
The manimum variance occiArs with cltiqter 4j. Feattore I. 
Test finished to determine clust-er containinq the feature with the ma?: variAnce. 
Cluster splittinq routiiie eniered. 
Cluster 0 has been split to forin cluster I 
Data sets assianed to new cluster are: - 

1,2,3.4,5.6.7, B. 9. V. ). It. 12.17., 1-1.15., 16,17, IS, 19.20, 
21.2-2,23.24.25.26. : 17.28.29. : 3u. '; 1.32.33.34.7SIS, 36. *37. . 38.39.44), 
41,42,59,60. * 61. 
62,63.64,6S. 66.67.68.69,71. . '2.73,74.75,76.77, M, 79, So, at, 
82,839 94,85.86. W, 88.99,9Q. 91.02.935,97,98,99,100. 

1he cluster with the fL,, --ktttrc wilh fhe loraf-st -o-iAiice has now beeri split. 
1he oncAn and var3onre of each clusler lies noto hovii calcitlated. 
The mR-. imoom variance orctirs oil-li clii-, ter 1. '. e . 
Test finished to determine clttstcr contairsinq the feceture uith the ma: t varialice. 
Clitstor splittina ratilitic viOurf-d. 
Cluster 1 has been split to +arin cltisl-or 
Data sets assiqroad to now cluster . 4re. -- 

19.339 Z5, '16.42. t-59,6u. eL. h2,67.64,6ro, 66.67,68,69,21-1.71.7'-. 7Z, 74,75,76. 
77,78,799 81). St. 82.83.84,85. Bpý. 8. Ejfj. 89.911,91.92,9: 3.97,98,99, 

I he cI Lister wi fh the f oa turo i-ji IhtI ir- 1,41 QL. -s t var ipt ice Is as now been sp Iit. 
The mean and variance DF cach closster hAs now bu-n calculated. 
The me:: imijm variance occlors wit-Ii cliestri- (1. foatiorr- is 
Test finished to determ)iie cItAstc--r CC)FItaining the feature with the max variance. 
Cluster splittinq rotitine entered. 
Cluster 0 has been split to form cluster :3 
Data sets assiqned to now cluster are: - 

43,45,46,55.56.57.58, 
The cluster with the fvattire with the larqost variaiice has flow boon split. 
The mean and variance of each cluster has now been calculated. 
The maximum variance occurs wiýh cluster 1. Feattire 0. 

Test finished to determine cli. ister containinq the feature with the ma- variance. 

Cluster splittinQ routine entered. 

Llustor 1 has bouti spIAL to torite cleistor 4 

Data sets assinned to now clustrr are: - 
7,8,9,109 11.12,13,14,15,16,17,18,20.21. 

22,23,25,26.27,28.29.30.31.32.34.37,38,39,40.41, 
The cluster with the feattert? with the larnest variance has now been split. 

The mean and variance of each rluster has tiow ticen calctilatud. 

The maximum variance occurs wiLth cluster, 0. ioatttre 3. 

Temt finished to dr-terinji-se clusi-or contain3iiq the fuaLuro with the max variatico. 

Cluster splittina routine entered. 

Cluster 0 has becti split to forest c1l. fster Fj 

Data sets assigned to new cluster aret- 

51,52,53,54. 

The cluster with the feature with the larqust varia"co has now been split. 

The mean and variance of each cluster has now beeit C-Alculated. 
The maximum vari.! knc*f, orctir-i wiýl# cift--tc. -r 71. fElýtsof-" 6. 

Test finished to deter sits ite cc)"1-411121,44 th-. - ff? okilrt. - taiLle tho it-all 
Cluster splittino routiiiu eni-erod. 
Cluster 2 has beeii split to form clustot 6 

Data sets assinned to stow alu-ster are: - 

19,33,35,36.42.39,6j). Ail. 62.63.64,65.66,67,68.69,70,71,729 739 

74,75,76,77,78.79. ev, 81.82.83.84,85,86.87,98.89,90,91,92,939 



The cluster with the foattire wath the largent voriancu has now bean split. 
The moan and vartance of VACAI clustern- 110", flow been calculated. 
The maximurn variance occurs with cloister 2, featurn "2 . 
Test fInished to detormirie, clLister containinq the feature with the max variance. 
Cluster amplittInQ routine entf-red. 
Cluster 2 has been a%plit to 4nrm cluster I 
Data sets assigned Lo now cletstor &rL-: FiLrilre 10.18 Continued. 

97,913, 
The cluster wJth the feature with the larqest variatico has now been split. 
The mean anj variance of eaclo cluster h-4s now booll calCUlatod. 
Me maximoom variance occiors wtýh clionler 1. Faittoore, 

.3. 
Test finished to determine cluster containinq #,. he Feature with tho man variance. 
Cluster splitting routAtee co-olet-rd. 
Cluster I has been split to form cloister 8 
Data sets assigned to new cluster are: - 

2,3,4,51 6,24, 
The cluster with the feature with the larqest variance has now boan split. 
The mean and variance of each cluster has now been calculated. 
The maximum variance occttrs with cloister S. feature 0. 
Test finished to determine cloister containinq the feature with the max variance. 
Cluster splitting routine ve-ett-red. 
Cluster 8 has been split. to Form cluster 9 
Data sets assigned to new clttster ares- 

6,24, 
The cluster with the feature with the larqLst vmriance has now been split. 
The mean and variance of each cluster has nopt been calculated. 
The maximum variance occurs voith cluster 9. foature 2. 
Test finished to determine cluster containinq the feature with the man variance. 
Cluster splitting routine entered. 
Cluster 9 has been split to form cluster lu 
Data sets assigned to new cloister arei- 

24, 
The cluster wilh ýhv? fr--ot. otrr. ý witlo III$- J,. rno.,. l foreva fou-11 
The mcan and variance o+ r-14cl, rluster leas riot# hernoi calculated. 
The maximum variance occiArs wiPlo cleteter 6. foaftire -1 . 
lost finished to determine cloister contairiinci I-lie Feal; ttro with the mat. variairleg. 
Cloister splittitiq raol; iiia vntr-rc-d. 
Cluster 6 has been split to form cloisýor 11 
Data sets assiqncd to oiow cloister art-: - 

62,63,64. a5.66.67,6F3.69,71: 1. . 41, %'. 71, 
74,75,76,77,78,79,81. ). St. 132. (35,84,9b, 86,87,88.89,91). 91,92.93, 

Ihe cluster with the Foattiru 44it-h file. - I-arqresl veirt. Ancij- hAs now been split. 
The mean and'variance of each clustvr hos oicow br--on CAICUlated. 
The manimmm .. Af i. 0114-0 occter's to! Ho cite0ve a. fw-l lei L. - 3. 

Ipst finished to determine clitater coWaiiiinci the Feattire with Use m a: 1 variance. 
Cluster splittinq rnijUne L-rit-ored. 
Cluster 6 has been eeýplit to I-orm clustrr 12 
Data sets assiqncd to new cluster arvi- 

19,33,35,36. 
the clu%ter wit. 1i ýha +r-eilitiv isith tllL' l-. AF'U(25t %zoriaricu lids now boon split. 
The filean and v. 4rial-ire OF coch cluster has now boots calculated. 
The manimitin variance occurs with clust-r-l- 3. foal-tire 0. 
Test finished to determine cluster contaiiiinq the fcature with the Iiiev: variLAnco. 
Clustur splittina roijtiiie rnivred. 
Cluster 3 has been split* to forin c1tister I. S 
DAta sets assigned to new CILIStL-r- Arc: - 

43,57,58, 
The cluster with the featsirv siith thli lerqc-0 variarica has now bco? n -BP)3t. 
The initial niomber OF clust4ir% h-4s tiveii ro,. 4r. hod. 
Members of cluster 0 arus- 
47,48,49,50, 
Members of clustur 1 ar vs - 
1,100, 
Members of clustor 2 ar*03- 
99, 
Members of clitster 3 ar a: - 
45,46,55,56. 
Members of r1tister 4 arL.: - 
7.8,9,14). 11,12,13,14,15,16,17.18.21,22,23.25.26. 27.28, 

30,31,32.34,37,38.39,40,41. 29 , 
Members of cluster 5 arc: - 
51,52,53,54. 
Members OF cluster 6 arc-. - 
421,59,64), 61, 
Members Of CILtStvr 7 aret 
97,98, 
Members of cluster 8 itre: - 

4,5. 
Members of cluster 9 arc: - 
6, 
Members of chister 10 are: - 
24, 
Members of clttqter II arm: - 
62.63,64.65.66.67,68. h9.1)- 12- IS. 74,75.76,77,78, 79, 

83,84,85.86,87. EIH% BY% 91), 1 9t, 92,9;. 82 , 
Members of cluster 1-2 are: - 
19,33,35,36. 
Members of cluster 13 are: - 
43,57,589 



"bout to enter HiOVVM4-. -Ilt Sti-nO. 
Movo routine -entc-rvcf. 
Movement loop - 0. Figure 10.18 Continued. 

U- Cluster chi4iiile for ditii sill I floon tlitstur 4 I: cj Itj 
Movement loop w 1. 
Cluster change for data set 8 from Cluster- 4 to 10. 
Movement loop - 2. 
Clustor chanqe for di4to SOL 18 front clil%ler, 4 1.0 11.1. 
Movement loop loss 3. 
Cluster chaiige for data set L4 from c1tister 4 to III. 
Movement loop loss 4. 
Cluster change for data set 9 from cluster 4 to 10. 
Movement loop - 5. 
Cluster change for data set. 10 front cloister 4 to l(i. 
Movement loop - 6. 
Cluster change for data sot 11 from cluster 4 to lrj. 
Movement loop - 7. 
Cluster chanqe for data sot 12 front cluster 4 to li). 
Movement loop - B. 
Cloister chanqe for data S(-t 13 Frnm r1ussOrr 4 I-rj I Co. 
Movement Loop loss 9. 
Cluster chanqe for data set 15 from cluster 4 to lu. 
Movement loop - 10. 
Cluster change for data set 16 from cluster- 4 to 10. 
movement loop - 11. 
Cloister change for data set. 17 from clitstor 4 to 10. 
Movement loop - 12. - 
Cluster channe for data set 19 from cloister 12 4-. o 10. 
Movement loop - 13. 
Cluster change for data sot 20 from cluster 4 to 10. 
Movement loop - 14. 
Cluster change for data sot 21 from c) sist. ni, 4 to 10. 
Movement loop - 15. 
Cluster change for, data Sol 2" -From cluster 4 to 10. 
Movement loop - 16. 
Cluster chanqe for data sot 23 f rom Cluster 4 to 10. 
Movement loop - 17. 
Cluster chanc)e for data Set 25,, from cluster 4 to to. 
Movement loop - 18. 
Clitster choeinan for data Svt 2h fr Oslo clitster 4 to I (I. 
Movement loop - 19. 
Cluster chAnqe for data set 27 from cluster 4 to 1 v. 
Movement looo - 20. 
Cluster channe for data V%ot 28 from rlitster 4 10 1 (a. 
Movement loop - --I. 
Cluster chanoo for data -; Dl 29 +roon Clt. 1%ter 4 to I I. ). 
Movement loop - 22. 
Clotso; tnr channe for data sot : X) from cI Lost or 4 1.0 1 
Movement lonp No 23. 
Clojmtýer channn fnr dr4t A sf-I %I f-r Oslo rI list (-, r if In I_ 
Movement loop - ý. A. 

Clitrztrr rhmviqu for d, 41.4 sel. ..;. e 1- r r-m rI it-I fir .1 In 1. ý. 
Movemr-rit loop - 25). 
Cluster chatine +or dAl'a -, Vt. . 14 4 rom cI its tur 4t01;. 1. 
MmvpIllent loop - 26. 
Cluster chaime fnr daLP 9vt. 54+r oin clot-ker 5 to 3. 
Movement loop - 27. 
Cluster channu For d. 4ta S va t 62 +rrini cluster 11 to 6. 
Movement loop - 2B. 
Cluster char-ow for data set 42 +r out cluster 6 Lu 41. 
Movement loop - 29. 
Cluster channe for data Set 63 f rom CILMter 11 10 6. 
Movement of points to nearest cluster centre completed. 
Members of cluster 0 are: - 
47,48,49.50. 
Members of cluster 1, arez- 
1, too, 
Members of cluster 2 ares- 
99, 
Members of clitster 3 are: - 
45,46,54,55,56, 
Members of cluster 4 ares- 
37,38,39,40.41,42, 
Members of cluster 5 ares- 
51,52,53, 
Membr-rs of cloister 6 ares- 
5q, 60,61,62.63, 
Members of cloister 7 wres- 
97, ? B, 
Members of cluster 8 are. - 
2,3,41 5. 
Members of cluster 9 ares- 
6, 
Mo-mbers of clti-Ier 14*1 ; lrts 

7, B. 9,11. ). 11, ý11, 
27,2B. 29. 
Ploinbers aFcI is 31 up I1 -11 U9 
64,65,66.67. tB. L, 9.21.1o It. 7::. 71.74.75. JP6,77, 
84, E15,86,87.88,89.911). 9L. 92,93. 
Members of cloister 1,! ar vs - 
3o, 3L, 32,33.34, : 351,36, 
Mr-mbers of cluster 13 are: - 
43,157,58, 
Printotil of 1111liAl -1111FIt'll" c1101111i'lQ1, 

; IV, V.. S. ý'4. : Z'o, 'he 

78,74?. fil), 81.82.1339 



About to enter ratwo testioicl loop For tho +Irs 
For duster 0, feat urr! (). r anfle in 1. 
For cluster 0, feature 1, raoiqv is 1. 
For cluster Co, featurv 2, ramse is 4. 
For Cluster I, feature 0. r ariq a i -1 1. 
For cluster 1, featitra 1. renric, is I. 
For cluster I, foaturo 2. ratoclu is I. 
For cl ustrr. 2. fnaturn to, r; 4nne j -t It. 
For cluster 2. feattiro 1, ranqa is (). 
For cluster 2, feal. ure 2. rAn#je* is Co. 
For cluster 3, feature 01 raisqe is 12. 
For cluster 3. featurc- 1. ranqe is 2. 
For cluster 3, feature 2. ranqvt is 13. 
For cluster 4, feature 17j, ranqe is t. 
For cluster 4, feature 1, ranqa is 0. 
For cluster 4. feature 2. rantle is 4. 
For cluster 3. featurm- 0. ranqa is 4. 
For cluster 5. f eatur 0 1. ranqc is 3. 
For cluster 5. featurv 2. raimv in 1. 
For cluster 6. foature 0. ranqe is 6. 
For cluster &, feature 1. rarlqe is ILI. 
For cluster 6. ofeattoire 2, rAnne 1 45 1. 
For cluster 7, featuro 0. ranoo is 1. 
For cluster 7, feature 1, rariQe is 
For cluster 7, feature 2. ranae is 2. 
For cluster B. featttre 0, ranqe is 2. 
For cluster B, feature 1, ranqo is 1. 
For cluster B. featurc 2. ratiqe ig 1. 
For cluster 9, feature 0, ranqo is 0. 
For cluster ?. feat, or - 1. renriv is 1). 
For cluster 9, featloto 2. rxfvrl" &. % it. 
For cI ustr-r 11), f rattwo I'D r #41 It. ) Cb 19 

. 
's 

. 

For cluster 10, Featurr- I r. 4nqo is 4. 
For cluster 14: 19 Feattwe 2, r-ancir iS 4. 
For cluster 1 I. feahtrc 0. ranue is 6. 
For cluster I I. featurv I, ranqo iS 6. 
For cluste-r 11. Feat ttrr% 2. ronqo- 1 -3 1 
For clitster 12. feat-I fro 0. ramli, 3 ot I 
For cluster I L, f ea ttor n- t. r d(Ig4t., I's I 
For cl itster 12, Feat oore rýoorjc- i V. -'. 
For cluster 

. 
13. Featiorc rqriqr, Is I 

For cluster 1-%. fcdttter*c* 1. r anqL- is 

For cluster 13.40at. Lor-r. - 2. r anrit, I% 

i mo. 

Figure 10.18 Continued. 

me ma:, imiim ranclo , ýIJP accoirs for r-li-istur 1: 7. +VaiLirc 22. ranne-14. 
Members Of CILIStor o) 
47.48, 49, '-So'). 

. Mointomrs of cluster I Arr.,: - 
II IOU, 
Mr--mbers of cloister '. * erv: - 
09, 
Mc-mbc-o-s Of CIUStor 3 arv: - 
45,46. 54.55.56, 
Members of clitstc-r 4 ; 4rc-: - 
37,38, 39,4o. 1,41,4'ý:, 
Members of cltisLor 5 -wv: 
51,52, 5S, 
Members of cluster h arvs- 
59.64). 61.6.!. 61. 
Pir, mber s ot ClUSLU, )o -01 4-11 
97,98, 
Members of cloister 8 are: - 
2,3,4, 5, 
Members of cluster 9 arr: - 
6. 
Members of cluster 10 are: - 
7,8,91 10. Its 129 13,14, 15,16.17,18,19 
27,28, 29, 
Members of cloister 11 arr,: - 
64,65, 66,67,68.69.70, '71.72.7*5,74,75, 
B4,85q e6, e7.88,89.90, 91.92. ? 3, 
Plembers of clitster 12 arr. - 
30,31, 32,33.34,35.36, 
Members- of cluster- 13 arvt- 
43,57, 58, 
Printout of distAnco clioster ciroispitiqLa c: v,,, pJotr.. 
Move? routine entered. 
Mn, /ement Inov - 1). 
Cluster clianoo for data sot 64 from cluster 11 
Movement loop - 1. 
Cluster chance for data set- 65 from cloister 11 
Movement loop - 2. 
Cluster chance for d-f'a sr-lt* A. 4h +rnm 
Mrr.,, ý. -fnvrot loop - '3. 
Cloister chenqc +or d,: Ata %vt h7 clooster it 
Movement loop - 4. 

20,21,221 23,24,251 269 

76,77,18,79,80.81,82.83, 

i. o b. 

to 6. 



Mc-mbc, rs nf c1tister Q arvi- 
47.48,49,. 50, 
Members of cluster 1 are: - 
1,100, 
Members of cluster 2 ares- 
V9, 
Members of cluster 3 are: - 
45.46,54,55,56, 
Members of cluster 4 ares- 
37,389 39,4Q, 41,42. 
Members of cluster 5 aret- 
51,52,53, 
Members of cluster 6 are: - 
59,60,61,62,63,64,65,66,67, 
Members of cluster 7 ares- 
97,98, 
Members of cliAster 8 aree- 
2.3,4,5, 
Members of cluster 9 are: - 
61 
Members of cluster 10 are3- 
7, e, 9, lu, it, 12,13,14.15,1b. 11, 
27,28,29. 
Members of cluster 11 ar--- 

Figure 10.18 Continued. 

IR, 19,20, !., 1,22.113,24, 'Z5,269 

6H. 67,71.11 71 9 77.9 7.3,74.1'ý719 169 71% M. 19, His, F11 q 829 HZ. tM, Lin, H6. R79 
uu, wif, vu, '? I-, YZ, vz), 
Members of cluster 12 arvs- 
30, 31,32, 33,34,35,36, 
Mem bers of cluster 1Z are: - 
43, 57,58. 
Aho ut to en ter ranne tesi. i riq I nnp +nr the second 
For cluster u, feature C), ranq,:? is 1. 
For cluster 0. f eature 1, ranfle i! C 1. 
For cluster i. p. feature 2, ranqs- is 4. 
For cluster I. featuro U. rawic- in I 
For cluster I, feature 1. r-anqo is I 
For cluster I. featiore 2, ranno is I. 
For cluster Z, feature 0, f- aII (I V i -, Ij . 
For cluster feattirr, t. r-Ariar. - i% 11. 
For -c I us Lor FOCILVII v r --wiv I '. ft '. I. 
For cluster 3. Feature rAnnf- is I 
For cluster 3, feal. ure 1. ranqr, is 
For cluster 3. feati ir & !. ranne I c; I Z. 
For cluster 4. feature 0, ranqe is t. 
For cluster 4. fcaturr-- 1. r. -rinc, i -5 v. 
For cluster 4, Featurv 2, ranqo i% 4. 
For cluster 5. f ea t tAr e (. 1. ranqv is 4. 
For cluster 5. Feature I. ranqu is 3. 
For cluster 5, feature 2, ranne is 1. 
For cluster 6, +eature 0, ranne is 7. 
For cluster 6, featura 1. rAnEjr- i -, is. 
F or cluster 69f ea t. i ire 2, rAfiqo is I 
For cluster 7, feature 0, range is i. 
For cluster 7. feature 1, ranqt? is 5. 
For cluster 7, feature 2, ranqe is 2. 
For cluster B, feature 0, ranqu is 2. 
For cluster B. feature 1, ranqc iss 1. 
For cluster B, feature 2, ranqe is 1. 
For cluster 9, feature 0, ranqc is 0. 
For cluster 9, feature 1, range is 0. 
For cluster 9, feature 2, ranqc is 0. 
For cluster 10, foature 0, range is 3. 
For cluster 10, feature 1, range is 4. 
For cluster IO. feature 2, ranqe is 4. 
For cluster 11, +eaturv 0, ranqr is 5. 
For cluster 11, Feature 1. range is 6. 
For cluster ll, +eature 2, ranne is I. 
For cluster 12,4eature 0, range is 1. 
For cluster 12. feature 1. range is I 
For cluster 1--, feature 29 ranqo is 
For cluster I Z, #Ca t tlf*E- to. # -ncy, is 
For cluster 13, featurv 1, rýmvjo is 
For cluster 13. featura 2. ranqo 'is 14 
'The maximum ranqu (30) occurs for cluster 13, +eature 2, rango-14. 



Figure 10.18 Continued. 
hembrra of cl4Astvr 0 arne- 
47,489 49,509 
Mwmbar% of cluster I 4rvi- 
1, too, 
Members of cluster 2 area- 
99, 
Members of cluster 3 Oral- 

. 45,46,54,55* 56, 
Members of cluster 4 ares- 
37,38,39,40,41,42, 
Members of clutter 5 ares- 
51,52,53, 
Members of cluster 6 arvi- 
59,60,61,62,63,64,659 66,67, 
Members of cluster 7 aret- 
97,98, 
Members of cluster 8 arve- 
2,3,4,5, 
Members of cluster 9 are#- 
6. 
Members of clutter 10 ares- 
79 U9 Vv 10,111 129 131 149 1519 169 17* lHo 19t 209 21,22 . 3, V4, -5,269 27,28, 29, , 

Mambers of cluster 11 arve- 
68,69, 70,7719 72o 73.74, IN, 76,779 78,19, UO, Ul, U2,83. D4,85,06,87, 
Be, 89. 90,91,92,93, 
Members of clitster 1.1 ^rni- 
31), 31, 32,33.34,31i, 'Sho, 
Members of cluster 13 arns- 
43,57, 58, 
Move rot itine entered. 
Havement Joup - U. 
Members of cluster 0 ares- 
47,4B, 49,50. 
Members of cltoster I arps- 
191 oti., 
Hembers of cluster 2 Arcs- 
99, 
Members Of ClUster 3 ares- 
45,46, 54,55.56, 
Members Of CILI%trbr 4 Arcs - 

37,38, 39,4u, 41,42, 
Members of cluster 5 orat - 

Membr., r s o+ cloiqtr-r ev . 4rtst - 

59,6ti, 61, a-2.63, a4.602,6. ý. b, ', 
Members of cluster 7 ares- 
97.98, 
Members Of CILIStUr 13 Aro,? s- 
2, S. 4, 5. 
ML-mbers of cluiptor 9 arce- 
6, 
Members of cluster 10 ores- 
7,13.9, W., Its 12,13,14, 1". 16,17. lHq IV, VIP, ;! 1, : 12, _11, '.! 4q eil Who 
-7,2113s 29, 

-Z 
6ße 69,70.71.72.73,74.7, %% 76,77, Me 79o 81). 139, UM, 83,94,83, Eibt 87, 
88.89,90, Ql. 92.93. 
Members of citister 12 ^rvs- 
30,31,32,33, 34,35.36, 
Members of cluster 13 4ros- 
43,57,58, 
Printoott of final clufter nrootpitins coniplete. 
maxD- 46, minn- 45, conD- 45. 
maxD- 45, mioiD- 44, crnV- 44. 
maxD- 45, minD- 41, cenl)- 43. 
For cluster 0 number of point* Ist 3. 
Feature ma)t and mins are#- 
55,47.63.61. 43,29.35.21. 117, I&S. 

Iha distancev to the Centro wres- 41%, 4.1,43. 
m^ttD- 48, mi@tD- 47. cciil)- 47. 
ma)tD- 34, minD- 33, cenD- 3ý1. 
maitl)- 48. minDw 47, c-nD- 47. 
For cluster I number of paititf; iss 1. 
Feature max and mins arrst- 
59,58.87.86. 35,31. C; B. 053, , IEI. 213. 

The distanceo t o the cantrn Pro&- 47.33.47. 
maxD- 49, miti0- 49,1 cvnl)- 4?. 
m*ttD- 33, minD- 37S. cL-nfj- 1*3. 
ni&xL)- 4H, nolnUm 48, cc. -itto- 4H. 

In6ro, 553.50,47.68,64.149 13- 

19t)2,777., 1(m), 1.09, so. 9,1 



Figure 10.18 Continued. 
For cluster 2 numbfir of paiiiLs imi: it. 
Frmtoira mAit ond m"M mrfll' 

61,61. SR, as. r#2. r)2.19, %9. /71.0.7*10.99,99. 
The distances to the conlro are: - 49,53.48. 

mai: D- 46, mino- 34, crrtD- 46. 
maxD- 47, minD- 459 canD- 46. 
maxD- 46, minD- 33, cenU- . 39. 
For cluster 3 number of points is: 4. 
Feature max and mins are: - 
75,66.70,65.44,33.48.39.214,200.615,592.56,45. 

The distances to the contra are: - 40,46.39. 
maxD- 47, minD- 46. ccnD- 46. 
maxD- 46, minD- 46. conD- 46. 
maixD- 39, minD- 35. canD= 37. 
For cluster 4 number of points iss 5. 
Feature max and mins wros- 
112.101.86.79.47,43.69.59. ', 179. Wi. 722.6nO. 42.37. 

ME'dist. kiices to thu caistru -Ptu: 44D. 4ti, . 3.,. 
maxD- 44, minD- 40, crnD- 42. 
maxD- 47, minD- 44, cenD- 4 s. 
maxD- 46, mi"D- 45. cf-nD- 45. 
For cluster 3 number of point% ist 2. 
Feature max and mins arce- 
54,47.62, al. 26,18.49,39.177,163.577.554.53,51. 

Tho distances to the cvntrL, ares- 4; ý. V), Ca. 
maxD= 43, minDa 36, ceriF)m %9, 
mAxD- 46. minD- 46, cf-nD- 46. 
manD- 47. mietD- 46, cvrW- 16. 
For cluster 6 ntsivibor oF poirits isle 13. 
Feature max and onins ares- 
ItA, 10o. 89.79.68.59.49.47.1: 57.749,658.67,59. 

Iha distances to the contre aro. - : 39,46,46. 
ma:: D- 49, minD- 48. conL)- 48. 
ma): D- 422, minD- 37, cenD= 39. 
m. a., D- 413, minD- 46, cvnL)- -17. 
For cluster 7 nunibcw- oF points is- 1. 
Feature max and mins arri- 
67,62.8B. 'se. 73. b4. Z7, ý: I. :: 28. ; /7.767.98,97. 

The distances to thn cantre, ero: - 40, '. -9, -17. 
ma:: U= 49, minVw 479 cetil)= 48, 
m, a:., D- 44, m3nD- 43, coit0- 1Z". 
ma:: D= 48. minD= 47, croiD- 47 
For cluster 8 number of poinýt; is% 3. 
FeAtura ma:: atid minc; "ro-s- 

91, gl. 9,9. 

87,78.16, It. 

113.106.24.19. 

71,65.10,9. 

116.11.14. . 2'-. 16. 

94,91.13.14.1. 

64.58. -91). 81. : ý'j ,17.7 7.1 ý-'. 
. %: L4. . *Ih. S";. " 79H. 5. ::. 97.91:. is, 11. 

Me distances to the cent. tv arv: 
m, --: L)= 45, minV- rviiii- 4! j. 
manV= 44, minD- 44. cviirw 4,1. 
nia-, D- 47. mird)- 47. cr-ifli- 47 
For cluster D titimbor aF pniiiý% is: v. 
Feature max and mins arL,: - 
71,7t. 88, Be. 25,25.74.7-1. Ut). HI/. 6,6. Y9. Y9.17,17. 

1he distances to tha, contri- 

maxt)- 49, neinV- 4h. rr--i%b= 47. 

maml)- 47, minV- 4*, ', c#: -nt), u 45. 

maxD- 47, minV- 43, cvnI)= 45. 
For cluster it, numbur of point% is: 
Feature max aivd mitts arev- 
93,83.94.90.46,3B. 76.70.284,264.1.866,779.29,7.119,112.34,19. 

The distances to the centre aret- 47,45.45. 
maxD= 48, minD- 43. cenD= 45. 
ma. %: Dn 47, minD= 41, conU= 44, 

maxD= 47, minD= 469 cenDw 46. 
For cluster It number oF points N: 25. 
Feature max and mins arc: - 
100,84.94.90.74,64.49,41.284,260.13: 37,748.93,68. 

The distances to the cantre arc: - 43,441,46. 
maxD- 48, minD- 47, canD- 47. 
maxD= 47, minD= 469 cenD= 46, 
oviaYD- 42, miiit)- 40. cniort- 41 , 
For cluster I'_' number of pol,, ts ist 6. 
Feature ma; t and mins aros- 
104,95. e,?. e?. 49. -14.71, bt4. ý7,. #. 77,. ), 746. : 36, : 4. j. 

1he distances to the contra arot- -17.46,41. 
maxD- 46, minV- 34, canD- 40. 
maxD- 46, minD- 45, cenD- 45. 
maxD- 46, minD- 32, cent)- 39. 
For cluster 13 number of points is: 2. 
Feature man atid mins arc-s- 
8S, 87.74,7*_'. I. i I, 41 . NO, 44.64 1, LS, 4A. 

The distances to tho contro avvi- 4@1,4! 4.3Y. 
Information to be placed irv storaqc., +i1o has bVen detvrmined. 
Enter the name oF thu cluster data stot 4qr- ýi I c,. 

117, Ill. 33,23. 

217.114.28,25- 

96, VI. 17,14. 



APPLE PROGRAM FOR TEST IMAGE CAPTURE. 

Set-up Phase. 
Fiqurel 0.19 

initialize Hardware. 

1/ Enable Video Digitizer. 
2/ Initialize parallel image transfer interface. 

Enter image capture parameters. 

1/ Adjust binary image capture threshold. 

Somplinq Phase. 

Digitize an image into hi-res graphics page 1. 

Wait state entered. 

Transfer image via parallel interface 
to the DUMC 68020 unit. 

No 

ave all required images been- 
captured? 

Yes 

END 



COMPLETE IMAGE TESTING SEQUENCE WITH OBJECT 
IDENTIFICATION AND ORIENTATION MADE WITH 

REFERENCE TO CLUSTER-MAPPED LOOK-UP TABLE. 

Set-up Phase. 

Initialize Hardware. 

1/ Initialize on-board 1/0. 
2/ Set 68020 cache running. 

Fiqure 
_1 

0.20 

Set Program Operating Parameters and 1/0 Options. 

1/ Set bou; dary line threshold parameter. 
2/ Set clustermap test option. 
3/ Set screen cluster presentation option. 
4/ Set test image source option (APPLE or disk). 
5/ Set dot-matrix image print options (EPSON). 
6/ Set feature-table print option (EPSON). 
7/ Set boundary outline plotting option (DUET). 
8/ Set intercept circle plotting option (DUET). 
9/ Set object pick-up point outputting option (DUET). 
10/ Set results hardcopy option. 

Look-up Table Generation. 

Look-up Table Coordinating Function. 

Read in specified cluster data files corresponding 
. 
to items to be identified and orientated. 

Optional printout of reconstructed clusters 
from cluster-data file information. 

Cluster-map look-up table created from 
cluster-data. file information. 

Optional cluster-map testing routine. 



Com te Imaq Testing Sequence Continued. 

Imcqe Testinq Phase. Fiqure 10.20 Continued. 

Input test image from specified source (Apple or Disk). 

Image Preprocessing. 

1/ Image expansion. 
2/ Optional raw binary image printing. 
3/ Thinning and edge extraction operation. 
4/ Optional thinned image printing. 
5/ Outline chain-coding operation. 
6/ "Closed" outline testing operation. 
7/ Artificial boundary-end generation. 

Feature Extraction. 

1/ Enclosed outline perimeter calculation. 
2/ Enclosed area calculation. 
3/ Compaction factor calculation. 
4/ "Alternative" feature calculation. 

Identification Routine. 

1/ Generate look-up table address from features. 
2/ Identify object type and get associated object 

data including pick-up point information. 

Identified objects pick-up point calculation. 

Optional Output Device Routines. 

1/ Hardcopy of identification results (EPSON). 
2/ Printout of derived feature table (EPSON). 
3/ Boundary outlin'e corner plotting (DUET). 
4/ Intersecting endpoint circle plotting routine. 
5/ Object pick-up point outputting routine (DUET) 

No 
ave all specified images býeen 

ýprocessed? 

Yes 

END 
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Figure 12.1 

Figure 12.2 

Figure 12.3 
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PROGRAM FY2 DISK OR APPtE TYAGF IVPUT 
to CREA U SK FEATUR IL S 

Figure 12.5 

PROGRAM SET-UP PHASE 

Program Parameter Set-up. 
Enter bound? ry outlineýjrngth, thresholds rametIrt 
Any line be ow 50 boun y po nts a di 

2: 
rdw n subsequent processing stages. 

Program Display Option Set-up. 

Are the images to be read in from disk or from the Apple? 

E nt: r I if tý: images are to be read in from di: k drive 0. 
nt r2ft images are to be read n from th APP w- 

The imag: gtare to be received from th e Aple. 
Do You w to output feature data to DU ? 
Is a dot-matrix printout of initial image required? Is a dot-matrix printout of the thinn: dlTdge-extracted outlin 0 required. 
A dot-matrix printout of edge-extract d mage will be produced. 
Is a printout of the feature-table data required? A feature-table printout will be provided. 
Is a presentation of the chain-coded outlines required an the DUET? 

Is and-of-plot sequence marker to be sent for each complete plot transferred. 

APPLE IMAGE INPUT PARAMETERS STAGE 

Enter the number of file images to be read in from the APPLE. 
Accessing 10 images from the APPLE. 

Image received from Apple. 
Expansion of bits into bytes completed. 
Edge extraction completed. 

I'Z. I 

Print of current image being worked on. 

EA; i; 'ý; ý!;; *sequence completed. 
Test for closed outlines completed. 

Artificial end of boundAry generation completed. 

Closed boundary perimeter calculation completed. 
Closed boundary area calculatiori completed. 
Closed boundary compaction-factor calculation completed. 

Open line feature point derivation completed. 

Open line feature calculation completod. 
Contra marker centre calculated. x- 14-3, y- 1(jo. 
Centre circle coordinates calculated. 
Calibration circle found. n- 4. 
minds-2420, midds-1808. maxds-2290. 
Distances to centre circle calculoted. 
Values being stored for 'output ares- 
Output feature arran5jnp routiiie Fiiiishpd. 

AOL-FE c: 3+ IMAME F=EEOA IrUFCI-=0 

- 
Isamplel 

I 

------------- i 
minpoint I 

Jj pid 
I 

-------------- 7 
midpoint I 

Iij pid 
I 

-------- -------------- T -------- II maxpoint II 
IIj pid I Bound Perim I 

I 

- ------- ----- -------------- ------ --------- I 
Area Mompact I dian-mdIldlax-ad )Idlan-asilTotall 

IIII11 

--------- 7-O------l -O ---------- -- 0 - ----- ---- 0 0' --------- -; ------------ T; ---- 00 F6 10 F; ---- 010 
31 

41 

------ - 

165 56 1 

000 

------------- 

1 173 72 17 

0001 

-------------- 

1 164 143 89 1 197 1 213 1 

0001 60 1 69 1 

------------------------------- 

600 1 57 1 is 1 71 1 al 1 69 1 

441 1 10 101010101 

---------------------------- ft ................... 
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Figure 12.35a 

***. ll oil 1ý 

SAPH I RE 

The VERSATILE., UNSUPERVISED INDUSTRIAL VISION SYSIEM 

f rain the 

DURHAM UNIVERSITY SCHOOL of ENGINEERING 

and APPLIED SCIMILE 

**** ** **4 »* ** *** w* ** ** *** * *0, »***** *»* §to* * ** * ***** 

PROGRAI-l SE r-UP PM-%SE 

Proqram ParAmetLr' SFA-UP- 

Entor the tolerances for Fvatttrr-! % itt the cltisýcr-mirjpincj staqe. 
Enter them in tho ordor : cotopictiois, mmoo. 4::, mitimid, iniclinox. 
The tolerallces for foat. circ, variAtion are: J, 1,1, L. 

Program DtsplaY Uption SOt-uP- 

Do you want the ataxiietvni speed opLicti to be seL? 
DO YOU viAnt rexcl iri r-Iii-ster dat.: P priiited atit? 
Is a scrren prr-si-niatiaii of rliistcr-datA fila clusters required. 
IS a ClUStermap Lost ri-clijirad. 

Are the imAqes to be road in frons disi, or from the Apple? 

Enter- I if the im-4Qes aru to be reid iii from dLsk drive 0. 

Enter 2 if tile imacivn -arr- In be rr. 4d lot 4rcint thr! Applo. 

1he imancs are to bti road iii from, disi: filv. 

Is a dot-m^trii- printout of IrviLial imaqv reqttired? 
A dot-matrix printout olý Original. imagn will be produced. 

Is a dot-matrix prinLotit of the Litt nned/edqe-e)ttracted outline required. 
A dot-matrix printout OF edqe-axtrActed imAqe will be produced. 

is a printout of Lhe feattAre-taUle data rrqtdrud'? 
A feature-table printout will be provided. 

is a presentatim of the chain-coded outlines rcqWred on the DUET? 

Is a presentatioti OF the intercept circles reqWrod an the DUE17 

Are tile pick-up points of identified obJects to be platted on the DUET? 

is a hardcopy Of tile idontification result,; requiret: 17 

A hardcop%, OF iduntiFicaLion doLails will be provided on the printer. 

Program epc-ratincl parAinc-ecrei emid cipl-itilin sot:. 



Text cut off in original 



code- 45. 
New cluster ci-6. 
code- 46. 
No cluster found, new one created, colinde-c- 15. 
New cluster ci-7. 
code- 47. 
New cluster ci-S. 
code- 48. Figure 12-35a Continued New cluster ci-9. . 
code- 49. 
New cluster ci-10. 
code- 4a. 
New cluster ci-11. 
code- 4b. 
New cluster ci-12. 
code- 4c. 
No cluster found, new one created, colindex= 16. 
New cluster ci-13. 
code- 4d. 
New cluster ci=O. 
code- 60. 
No cluster faundl new one created, colinde- 17. 
No cluster found, new one created, colinde- IS. 
New cluster ci-I. 
code- 61. 
New cluster ci=2. 
code- 62. 
No cluster found, new one created, colindex= 19. 
Now cluster ci-3. 
code- 63. 
No cluster found, new one created, colindex- 20. 
New cluster ci-4. 
code- 64 ' 
No clustpr foitrid, now one created, colinden- 21. 
New cluster ci=5. 
code- 65. 
New cluster ci=6. 
code- 66 
No clust; r found, now one created, colinde.. - 22. 
New cluster ci=7. 
code- 67 
No clust; r foitrod. nevi one created, colinden- 23. 
Mapping operation complete. Number oF clashr--s is 24. 
Collision inde-, is 0. Clu%tars collidinq are. - 

20,25, 
Collision*inde. -. is 1. Cloisters collidinq Are: - 

24,26, 
Collision inden is 2. Clust'ers collidinq arc- 

26,29. 
Collision indc: t is 'S. Clusf. ers collidiriq arn- 

25,29, 
Collision indc: ' J% 4. Clustvr's collidinn Are: - 

29,2a. 
Colli%ion i ndc!: * i c; 5. Clot-, Lr, rs collidiriq Arvs- 

26.2a. 
Collision inden is 6. Clustors colliditiq arv: - 

25,2a, 
Collision indo. '. is 7. ClitsLers collidinq Are-- 

42,2a, 
Collision indeN is F3 . Clusters collidinq eret- 

25,2b, 
Collision index is 9- Clusters colliding arut- 

2a, 2b, 
Collision index is 10- Clusters collidirtq are: - 

2b, 2c, 
Collision index is 11- Cloisters colliding are: - 

23,2c, 
Collision indet i S_ 12. Cloisters colliding are: - 

2a, 40, 
Collision i nden is 13. Clusters collidinq are. - 

25,40, 
Collision index is 14. Clusters collidinq are: - 

2b, 40, 
Collision index is 15. Clusters colliding ares- 

22,46, 
Collision index is 16. Clusters colliding are: 

44,4c, 
Collision i riden is 17. Cl tist. ars col Ii di mi arr: - 

44,61), 
Collision i ndem is Is. Llusters collidinq er e: - 

4c, 60, 
Collision inden is 19. Clusters colliding are: - 

43,62, 
Collision index is 20. Clusters collidioig ares- 

44,63, 
Collision inden is 21. Clkisters collidinq artýt - 

43,64, 
Collision index is 22. Clusters colliding are: - 

44,66, 
Collision index is 23. Clusters colliding are: - 

61,67, 

Cluster data lool, -"P tablo croated. 

Object class 1001ý-ItP table rumor. -rated. 



Figure 12-35a Continued. 

*********************************** ******************* 

DISK FILE INPUT PARAMETERS STAGE 

Enter the number of file images to bo accessed an disc. 
Enter the base name of the first file in the sequence. 
Enter the start inde): of file with this base name. 
Enter the file interval index. 
Accessing 3 files from file test 

------------ with bass indest 7, 
at I unit intervals. 
File name generated is test__7 

--------- 
Drive 0 deselected. 

Disc image received. 

Expansion of bits into bytes Completed. 

Edqe extraction completed. 

N' ¶) "__). 

) 
/1 

h1 
- 

I, 
/ 

__--_() 

Print of current image being worked on. 

................... I Ltc, j. 
Jest for closed Outlifir-5 Comillull. od. 

ArtificiA ond of bol. ervrI; -ry' q#-nvr-. atJ oil 

Open line feature point dcrivatioil compleLed. 

Open line feature calculation completed. 

Closed botindary perimeter calCulaLion completed. 
Closvd bowidary area IT, 11C1114tion comptoLed. 
nrea correction ravi-iiie? vioter-od. 
Laterat area correction comploited. 
Closed boundary compac t ion-+ actor CalCLIJAILioll Comili-tod. 

Print of current image being worked on. 



Object identification by eapping into the took-up table. 

Testing data set 3. Figure 12.35a Continued. 
The features for object 3 aret- caps 109, anxe 89, and* 68, mdxn ', 16. 
Element in Lock-up table is 60. 

This object corresponds to file 2. cluster 0. 
The description of t his file is 'plateB#7. * 
The number of test images in the object cluster this belongs to ist- 20. 

These points correspond to angles of orientation from 67 to 86 degrees,, 
The distances of this object's centre from the three end p 0, nt 5 are :5 32,53. 

Testing data set 4. 

The features for object 4 ares- cap- 98, anxn 89, and, 42, odxm 70. 
Element In Look-up table is 43. 

This object corresponds to file 1, cluster 3. 
The description of this file is 'bowl8*7 .0 The number of test Images in the object Eluster this belongs to Is#- 63. 

These points correspond to angles of orientation from 16 t 72 d r; e4si 
The distances of this object's centre from the three end points 

V1 
46,43. 

Testing data set 6. 

The features for object 6 aret- cap= 30, onxa 52, mndx 19, mdxn 38. 
Element in Look-up table is 26. 

r ofpo 
This obJecttcorres nds to file Oc, cluster 6. 
The desc ip 1 1) nt his file is * upao? 
The n um ber of test images in the object-Eluster this belongs to is: - 44. 

These points', corresfond t octqgles of orientation ffoa 24 to, 
n275 

dregre3es 
The distance of th s obje centre from the three end p C, ts aI: 1 29.32. 

Testing data set 26. 

The features for object 26 ares- caps 509 mnxe 59, end* 37, mdxn 23. 
Element in Look-up table is 40. 

This objeýttcvrresponds to file 1, cluster 0. 
The. desc r lp ion of t his file Is *bowlB#7 .0 The number 0f test images in the object Eluster this belongs to Ise- 11. 

Theseipoints. correspond ta angles of orientation from 81 to 10 deqrees. 
The d stance of this object's centre from the three end p 01 nts are: 45,44,45. 

Testing data set 27. 

The features for object 27 arei- caps 34, anx, 48, and* 13, mdxm 39. 
Element in Look-up table is 24. 

This object corresponds to file 0, cluster 4. 
The description of t his file is "curGo? .1 The number of test images in the ob)ect-Eluster this belongs to ist- 28. 

These pol: t:, corres angles of orientation from 40 to*66 degree 
Ipan ad 

t 
The dis c of th I bject's centre from the three end points are: 3S;, 30,30. 

Testing data set 30. 

the features for object 30 aret- caps 34, on: = 20, ends 33, mdxv 20. 
Element in Look-up table is 0. 

No match-with learnt objects found for this object. 

Object identification staqe completed. 

Poittine to determine ititercepf pnitol. s r. -tite-s vd. 
Intercept point calculation for filew 2, cI 11 si I vr - 4-). 
Intercept point calculation for +i IC? = I LlitsLUrr- --ý. Intercept point calculation for file- Q: clitster- 6. 
Intercept point CaICLIlatJon for file- 1, cluster= i. w. 
Intercept point calculation for file= OICClustLr= 4. 
Intersection point of endpoint radii Ca Ulated. 

Intersect triangle centre of qravity routine entered. 
For cross iridex-0, x contre- 62, Y centre- 62. 
For cross indexwl, ). centre- 192, y cr-11tre= "j's. 
For cross index-2, x centre- 52 y centre= 5EJ. ' 
For cross inde:: 3, x centre- 12ý, y cotitre- 144. 
For cross index: 41 x centre= 224, y cuittre- 148. 
Centre of gravity of intersectioii radii calculated. 

«lr A rzt L- FE c: p -F IL 1,1 e% (3 FE-- F-- EE- t"4'1 - ti 1:: z r=-! B 

-------- 
1 

. 5amplel 
II 

--------------- 

minpoint I 
ij pid I 

I 

--------------- 
midpoint I 

i pid I 
I 

---- 

i 

----------- 

maxpoi "tI 
pid I 

I 

------ 

Bound 

--------- 
I 
I Perim 
I 

------- 

I Area 
I 

------------------------------------------ 
III 

lCompact: d(an-md) ld(sx-md)ld(mn-mx) 170tal I 
IIIIII 

31 ------- Be ----- ---- 11 
----- 11 

----- 
113 

----- 
75 

---- 
67 1 ---- 103 ------ 99 ---- 

91 1 ------ 194 - ------- 220 ------- 1 441 
---------------------- ft ------------------- 
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Print of current image being worked on. 

ObJect identification by mapping into the look-up table. 

Testing data set 2. 

The features for obJect 2 are: - cmps 47, mnxw 399 mndw 13, mdx= 48. 
Element In Look-up table is 46. 

Figure 12.36a 

This object corr es ponds to file 19 cluster 6. 
The description of this file is "bowI8#7 ." The number of test images in the Object Eluster this belongs to is: - 10. 
Th: s e soi nt: c )rrt 99 degrees. spond to angles of orientation from 91 to 

4 i , , O h in Th taIcf Is abject*s centre from the three end pa ts arej 44, 46,46. 
Testing data set 4. 

The features for object 4 aret- cops 92, onza 95. and* 69, mdrs 45. 
Element in Lock-up table is 44. 

This object corre ponds to file 11 cluster 4. 
,; the description this file is "bowl6#7 .' The number of test images in the object Eluster this belongs to is: - 46. 

Th: sd poigt s corr spond to angles of orientation from 121 t0 165 d e egr e . i ' t h e 
;6 : Th tac 's of s object's centre from the three end points ar t 43,46. 

Testing data set 19. 

the features for object 19 are: - cop, 40, mnxa 57, ends 26, mdxs 40. 
Element in Look-up table is cff. 
A cluster collision has occured at this point. 
The collision index of this collision is 12. The clusters colliding are: - 
file 0 cluster 10. 
The file description is cupB#? The number of test images in tKe object cluster thi S belongs to is: - 127. 
These points correspond to angles of orientation from I to 360 degrees. 
The distances of the pick-up point from the three end points are: 31,28, 30, 

file 1. cluster 0. 
The file description is bomlS#7 
The number of test images in thi object cluster this belongs to is: - It. 
These points correspond to angles of orientation from 81 to 90 degrees. 
The distances of the pick-up point from the three end points aret 45,44, 45. 

Testing data set 20. 

The features for object 20 are: - CMP- 126, mnxw 87, mndu 64, mdxv 27. 
Element in Look-up table is 60. 
This object correlponds to file 2. cluster 0. 
The description o this f ile is 'plateB07. * 
The number of test images in the object cluster this belongs to is: - 20. 

Th: sdeisoinntesscorrtegspand to angles of orientation from 67 to 86 degrees. 
Th tac of is object s centre from the three end points are: 37,52,33. 

Testing data set 28. 

The features for object 28 are: - cmps 38, mnx- 39, mnds 36, mdxx 36. 
Element in Look-up table is 3ff- 

A cluster collision has occured at this point. 
The collision index of this collision is 3. The clusters colliding are: - 
file 0 luster Z. 
The filecde S cription is cups The number of test 10 ages in t5i object cluster this belonqs to isi- 37. 
7h: sdeisoints corrtehepond to an4les of orientation from 133 to 356 de? rees; 
Th t anc Is of pick-up ; Gint from the three end points are 13,29 31. 

file 0. cluster 9. 
The file descr ion is cupit? The number of 

Itpestt 
images in tfii object cluster this belongs to is--'37. 

These points correspond to angles of orientation from 221 to 3.13 de rees. 
The distances of the pick-up point frop the three end points are: 

11.30,29. 

Testing data set 30. 
the features for object 30 aret- COP* 319 OnxN 29, ondw 34, mdxn 20. 
Element in Look-up table is 0. 
NO match with learnt, objects found for this object. 
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Print of current Image being worked on. 

Object identification by mapping into the look-up table. 

Testing data set 3. 

The features for object 3 are3- Cmpz 39, mnxu 88, ends 69, mdxw 22. 
Element in Look-up table is 41. 

This object corresponds to file 1, cluster 1. 
The description of this file is *bowlB*7 .* The number of test images in the object Eluster this-belongs to ist- 13. 

These points correspond ta algles of orientation from 166 ta 177 degrees. 
The dis t ances of this object s centre from the three end points ares 49. 37,47. 
Testing data set 4. 

The features for ob ect 4 are: - cops 182, mnx= 111, ends 69l mdxv 69. l 
Element in Look-up able is 61. 

this object corresponds to file 2. cluster 1. 
The description of this file is 'plateB#7. * 
The number of test images in the object cluster this belongs to ist- 97. 

angles of orientation from 20 to 135 d and to These point S corr s e gre e s. 
. 

th f 
r e 5 7 The distances of s obje Vs centre from the three end p Ci nts ai 53,35. 

Testing data set S. 

The features for object 8 arei- cops 34, onxu V, ends 28, mdxw 37. 
Element in Look-up table is 29. 

This object corresponds to file 0, cluster 9. 
The description of this file is *cupB*7- * 
The number of test images in the object Eiuster this belongs to ist- 37. 

Ies of-orientation from :2 to ý n23 d These points correspond to egre s t ! 
i r 

! 
The distances of this objec centre from the three end p0 ts a e: 1: 30,29. 

Testing data set 31. 

The features for object 31 are: - cmpu 107, mnx- 95, ends 70, mdxw 41. 
Element in Look-up table is 63. 

This object corresponds to file 2. cluster 3. 
The desc r 1p t ion af this file is 'plateB#7.1 
The number of test images in the object cluster this belongs to is: - 16. 

Th: sd point pond to angles of orientation from 139 to 172 degrees s corrth 
i e ,J 1 Th s tanc of s object's centre from the three end points are: 39, 52,55. 

Testing data set 37. 

cmpz 37, mnxu 58, ends 39, mdxa 28. ar : The features for object 37 
, 

l : 
Element in Look-up table i6f 

A cluster collision has occured at this point. 
The collision index of this collision is S. The clusters colliding &rot- 

filed cluster S. , The Ie description is cup8#7 
The number of test images In tRe object cluster this belongs to is: - 37. 

tC angles of orientation fro m1 33 to 356 degrees. point corr Th s e spond :, : di 
t t C Th stanc of le pi k-up point from the three end points are% 31,29, 31. 

file 0 cluster 11 
The fUe descripti; n Is cup8#7 
The number of test images in tfie object cluster this belongs to ist- 17. 

ang I es of orientation from 0 to 354 degrees. ta Th s e poi nt s carr e s pond 
u 

: 
d i e s t h e c Th stanc of pi k- p point from the three end points are: 33,28, 31. 

I- A0 L- IF- PE=-A'j-uj:;: j=-E3 

Figurc 12.37a 
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Print of current Image being worked on. 

Object identification by mapping into the look-up table. 

Testing data set 3. 

rho features for object 3 ares- cmpw q9v mnxw 90, mndw 67, mdxu 48. 
Element in Look-u p able is 44. 

Figure 12.38a 

This object corresponds to file 1. cluster 4. 
The d es cription of this file is 'bowlB#7 .* The number of test images in the object Eluster this belongs to is: - 46. 
These point:, corrtehPond t0 angles of orientation from 121 to 165 degrees. 
The dista 11 c of s obj@ct, s centre from the three end Points aret 46,43,46. 
Testing data set 3. 

The features for object 3 aret- capo 100, onxe 94, ands 38, ads- 75. 
Element in Look-up table is 13ff. 

A cluster collision has occured at this point. 
The collision index of this collision is 19. The clusters colliding aret- 
file I luster 3. 
The filecdescription is bowl8#7 
The number C, f test images in thi object cluster this bliongs to ist- 63. 
These points corre 5 Pono to angles of orientation fr I'm 6 to 72 degrees. 
The distances of thePIc k-up point from the three end points arei 48,469 43. 
file 2 cluster 2. 
The file description is plate8§7. 
The number of test images in the object cluster this belongs to is: - 22. 
These points correspond to angles of orientation from 87 to 106 de rees. The distances of the pick-up point from the three end points are: 

24,55,56. 

Testing data set It. 

The features for object 11 are: - cop, 112, mnx- 96, mnds 23. mdxw 78. 
Element in Look-up table is 64. 

This object corresponds to file 2. cluster 4. 
The description of this file is "plate807. ' 
The number of test images in the object cluster this belongs to is: - 22. 

These7points correspond to angles of orientation from 0 to ISOdegrees,, 
The distance% of this object's centre from the three end point are :3 52,37. 

Testing data set 12. 

The features for object 12 aret- cops 43, anxz 58, mnds 29, odxw 38. 
Element in Look-up table is 9ff. 

A cluster collision has occured at this point. 
The collision index of this collision is 9. The clusters colliding are: - 
file 0 cluster 10. 
The file description is cup8*7 
The number of test images in t5i object cluster this belongs to is: - 127. 
These points correspond to angles of orientation from I to 360 degrees. 
The distances of the pick-up point from the three end points aret 31,28,30. 

file 0 cluster It. 
The ftie description is cuP807 
The number of test images in thi object cluster this belong 5 to ist- 17. 
Those points correspond to angles of orientation from 0 to 334 degrees. 
The distances of the pick-up point from the three end points aree 33.28,31. 

Testing data set 18. 

The features for object 18 aret- cmps 44, onxv 379 ends 33, mdxa 36. 
Element in Look-up table is 6ff. 

A cluster collision has occured at this point. 
The collision Index of this collision is 6. The clusters colliding are: - 
file 0 cluster 5. 
The fi a de S cription is cup9#7 
The nu ber of test images in tFi object cluster this belonjs to is: - 37. 
These points correspond to angles of orientation from 133 0 356 de? re2es The distances of the pick-up point from the three end point are 319; 31. 
file 0 cluster 10. 
The file description CUP8#7 
The number of test 10i. 

ies 
in tWobject cluster this belongs to isi- 127. 

Th: sdei: oinnt: 
scoorrtehseponictou; 

nqies of orientation from It03 60 dogrees. 
Th ta cfp k- point from the three and points &rot 31,28,30. 

Testing data set 20. 
The features for object 20 are: - caps 29, mnx= 42, ends 31, mdxn 13. 
Element in Lock-up table is 20. 
This object carre; ponds to file 0, cluster 0. 
The d Is cr ip t ion 0t his fil 8*7 4 
The number of test images inip tilsialbuipect-6uster this belongs to is: - 32. 

Th: sdiao, int:, c0(rrahspond to angles of orientation from 1()7 t 
lh t0 

133 d: gree s 
nc f Is Object s contra from the three end po nts rI IA3 28, *30,30. 
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Print of current image being worked on. 

Object identification by mapping into the lock-up table. 

Testing data set 2. 

Lo k: uoblect 
2 ares The feat U res fo - cmps 069 mnxw 91, ends 39, mdx- 71. 

Element in ap able is 43. 

This obJect corresponds to file 1. cluster 3. 
The description of this file is 'bawI8117 0 
The number of test image$ in the ObJect Eluster this belongs to ist- 63. 

Th: sd9,: oint, %scorrtehsrond to angles of orientation from 16 to, 72, degrolps. 
Th ta c of s obj Ic t's centre from the three end pa 11 ta re: 48,46,43. 

Testing data set 3. 

The features for bblect 3 aret- cmps 147, onxz 110, ends 39, adxv 77. 
Elamen tin LCI ok- up able is 61. 

This object corresponds to file 2, cluster 1. 
The description of this file is 'plateB#7. * 
The number of test images in the object cluster this belongs to Ill- 97. 

Th: sde point. s. corrtehspond orientation from 20 to 133 degrees. 
iI I 

to "SgIces of 
tanc of 5aj Th b ect entre from the three end points are: 57,559 53, 

Testing data set 7. 

The features for object 7 are: - cmps 37, mnxw 46, ands 8, mdxx 40. 
Element in Look-up table is 24. 

rt ofponds 
to file 0, cluster This object corres 4. 

The desc ip ion this file is *CuPBO? .0 the number of test images in the object-Eluster this belongs to ist- 29. 

Th: sdisoint, sScorrtehs, p. on, d to angles of orientation from 40 to, 66, degrees. 
Th tanc of bjeCt's centre from the three end po nt ores 30,30,30. 

Te: U2? data set 9. 
C0 pa ion feature for data set 9 is out of range. 

Testing data set 21. 

the features for object 21 are: - cmps 105, onxe 94, ends 42, mdxw 74* 
Element in Look-up table is 43. 

This object corresponds to file 1. cluster 3. 
The description of this file is 'bo W1807 * 
The number of test images in the object iliuster this belongs to JsI- 63. 

Th: sdo, poinnt: 
scorrtes 

and to orientation from 16 to 72, d: grl? ts- 
Th s ta C of 

Us 
object"VNntrfe from the three end point rat 48,46,43. 

Testing data set 23. 

The features for object 23 aret- CmPz 41, onxe 31, and* 26, mdxu 38. 
Element in Look-up table is cff. 

A cluster collision has occured atithis point. 
The collision index of this Collis on is 12. The clusters colliding aret- 
file 0, cluster 10. 
The fi a description is cup8*7 

,: 
qes in t9i object cluster this b1longs to ist- 1&ý?. The number of test im 

Th: sdeipoinntescoorrtegep d to a ngles of orientation fr an t03 61) degrees. 
Th it aCfPiCk. up point from the three end points aret 3t, 28,30. 

file It cluster 0. 
The fi v description is bowlq#7 

00 81 tg: qtO 
Ist The number of test i Oa es in thi object cluster this belon 

Th: sdipoi, nt: 
scOorrtehs, 

poný touang'as of orientation fr a0d: gre 
51 Pic -p point from the three and pa nt are 45: 

%4,45. 
Th ta Cf. ki 

Testing data set 32. 

k%po'blect 
32 &rot- cmpo 34, mnxe 32, andu 30, mdxm 31. The features fo 

Element in Loo able is If$. 

A cluster collision has occured,: tithil. point. 
The collision index of this cat s on 3. The clusters colliding &roe- 
filvf0I cluster 3. 
The Ia description is cuf8f? 
The number of t Ist imal: s m tfie ob4ect cluster this belongs to is, - 37. 
These )Int:, C()rr, IPon, t0 anqlts of orientation from 1 33 to 356 d;? rt;;, 

tftp5a The di: 
1 

nc 0 he k-up point from the three end point rot 
fill 0 lu: ter 9. 
The fif ec de cription is cup9#7 
The number of test ima3es in tRi object cluster this bel 0 nq to its- 37. 
Th: sdipoint. I. corrtvhs, p 0 nictoupanplell Of orientation fr om 22 to 323edelreos. 
Th stanc of P k- oint from the three and point: ar 1 1,30,29. 

Figure 12.39a 
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0 IZN 

Print of current image being worked on. 

Object identification by napping into the look-up table. 

Testing data set 2. 

Figure 12.40a 

The features for object 2 ares- cops 60, mnxz 88, mnd* 13, mdxz 75. 
Element in Lock-up table is 47. 

This object corresponds to file 1, cluster 7. 
cription of this file is 'bowlB*7 .1 The de : 

The nu ber of test images in the object Eluster this belong% to is3- 15. 
These point: corrt angles of orientation from It 14 degr es sF and te 

, h c 
;a e 

t The distanc of is obi t's Centre from the three end in s ar ': ; a, 441 48 . 
Testing data set 4. 

The features for object 4 are: - cops 58, onxv 86, ends 31, mdxm 56. 
Element in Look-up table is 42. 

this object correlponds to file 1, cluster 2. 
The description a this file is "bowlB*7 ." The number of test images in the object Eluster this belongs to iss- 4. 

These points correspond to angles of orientation from 0 to ! 80 degrees ,, The distances of this object's Centre from the three end PC' int sa re 15 47. 
Testing data set 3. 

The features for object 5 aret- cops 39, mnxu 45, ends 29, mdxs 21. 
Element in Look-up table is 0. 

No match with learnt objects found for this object. 

Testing data set 23. 

The features for object 23 are: - cmps 98, mnx- 88, ends 32, mdxu 59. 
Element in Look-up table is 62. 

This object carre S ponds to file 2, cluster 2. 
The description of this file is " plateB*7. " 
The number of test images in the object cluster this belongs to ist- I 22: 

These points correspond to angles of orientation from 87 to I06 d e gre e s 
i r e 5 4 : The distances of this object's Centre from the three end p0 nts a8 55,36. 

Testing data set 24. 

The features for object 24 ares- cops 34, mnxe 55, mnd- 26, mdxn 37. 
Element in Look-up table is 2ff. 

A cluster collision has occured at this point. 
The collision index of this collision is2. The Clusters colliding arei- 
file 0 cluster 6. 
The fi 0 de S cription is cup8#7 
The nu ber of test images in t5i object cluster this belongs to is: - 44. 
These points corresp o nd to a ngles of orientation from 24 to 275 de rees. 
The distances of the pick-up point from the three. end points are: 

11,29, 
32. 

file 0 cluster 9. 
The fi e description is cup8#7 
Ihe number of test images in the object cluster this belonqs to 1%3- 3ý. 
These points correspond to angles of orientation from 222 to 323 de rees l , The distances of the pick-up point from the three end pain ts ar e11,3 , 29. 
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LIST 
i Figure AA1 

10 REM Software created for the British tFirways Project Stage 1. 

20 REM This involves inspecting a robot loaded tray. 

30 REM The user is prompted to produce an ideal image. A test image 

40 REM is then taken which is exclusive-ORed wi th the ideal. 

50 REM The resulting image is then transferred to the DUMC unit. 
60 REM Main program calling subroutines. 
70 HOME 
130 D$ CHR$ (4) 
90 REM Activate 80 Column card. 
100 PRINT D$; 'PR#3" 
110 REM Load parallel transfer subroutine. 
120 PRINT D$; 'BLOAD PARA" 
130 REM Load 'AND' subroutine. 
140 PRINT D$; *BLOAD AND" 
150 REM Load *EOR" subroutine. 
160 PRINT D$; *BLOAD EOR" 
170 PRINT 0 ** PROGRAM TO SELECT IDEAL IMAGE 
180 PRINT go: PRINT 
190 HTAB 20 
200 PRINT "Place empty tray on inspection 
210 HTAB 20 
220 PRINT *station and watch the image. ' 
230 PRINT "": PRINT 
240 HTAB 20 
250 PRINT 'When the image is satisfactory" 
260 HTAB 20 
270 PRINT upress the black button on the' 
280 HTAB 20 
290 PRINT *digitizer paddle. 
300 PRINT ` 
310 HTAB 20 
320 PRINT "If the image is satisfactorym 
330 HTAB 20 
340 PRINT 'press Y key -else press N to" 
350 HTAB 20 
360 PRINT "continue digitization. 0 
370 PRINT ": PRINT "": PRINT 
3130 HTAB 20 
390 PRINT "(Press spacebar to continue. )" 
400 GET A$ 
410 GOSUB 950: REM Digitize an 
420 TEXT 
430 HOME 
440 PRINT as: PRINT PRINT 08 
450 PRINT ON: PRINT 
460 HTAB 20 

image into high-res. page 2. 

470 PRINT 'Now select another image of the* 
480 HTAB 20 
490 PRINT *same tray and press the black* 
500 HTAB 20 
510 PRINT "button to freeze frame again. 0 
520 PRINT on: PRINT 
530 HTAB 20 

540 PRINT "If the image is satisfactorym 
550 HTAB 20 
560 PRINT "press Yvelse press N to continue' 
570 HTAB 23 
580 PRINT mdigitization. 1 
590 PRINT "0: PRINT go: PRINT 00: PRINT go 
600 HTAB 20 
610 PRINT u(Press spacebar to continue)* 
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620 
30 

640 
50 

660 
670 
6BO 
690 
700 
710 
720 
730 
740 
750 
760 
770 
7BO 
790 
BOO 
1310 
B20 
B30 
B40 
B50 
B60 
B70 
BBO 
B90 
900 
910 
920 
930 
940 
950 
960 
970 
9BO 
990 
1000 
1010 
1020 
1030 
1040 
1050 
1060 
1070 
IOBO 
1090 
1100 
1110 
1120 
1130 
1140 
1150 
1160 
1170 
1180 
1190 
1200 
1210 
1220 

GET A$ 
GOSUB 1050: REM Capture an image and store in high-res page I. 
CALL 24630: REM Call the image 'ANDing" routine. 
TEXT 
HOME 
VTAB 7 
HTAB 20 
PRINT "You are now ready to test. ' 
HTAB 20 
PRINT 'Substitute the tray to be tested" 
HTAR 20 
PRINT "under the inspection station. " 
HTAB 20 
PRINT mPress the button to take a 
HTAB 20 
PRINT mtest frame. " 
PRINT " 
HTAB 18 
PRINT '(Press spacebar to continue. )" 
GET A$ 
GOSUB 1050: REM Digitize an image into high-res. page 1. 
CALL 24576: REM Call the EOR subroutine. 
CALL 720: REM Call the parallel transfer routine. 
HOME 
TEXT 
HTAB 20 
PRINT "Test sample taken and transmission completed. " 
HOME 
PRINT **: PRINT am: PRINT am 
HTAB 18 
PRINT " For another sample press spacebar' 
GET A$ 
GOTO 650 
REM Subroutine to digitize an image 
PRINT CHR$ (17) 
REM POKE -16208,0: REM Set digitizer 
HGR2 

into Hi-Res page 2. 

function byte. 

GOSUB 1180: REM Subroutine to read the games 
Z= PEEK (- 16207): REM Trigger digitizer. 

REM M=PEEK(49249): REM Read the games button. 
IF M< 12B THEN GOTO 990 
PRINT CHR$. (18) 
RETURN 

paddles. 

REM Subroutine to digitize an image into Hi-Res page 
PRINT CHR$ (17) 
POKE 4923611: REM Primary page. 
POKE 4923211: REM Graphics mode. 
POKE 4923991: REM Hi-Res graphics. 
POKE 49.91-13491: REM All text or graphics. 
GOSUB 1180: REM Subroutine to read the games paddles. 

Z= PEEK (- 16207): REM Trigger digitizer. 
M= PEEK (49249): REM Read the games button. 

IF M< 128 THEN GOTO 1070 
POKE 4923411 
PRINT CHR$ (18) 
RETURN 
REM Subroutine to read the games paddles. 

Y= PDL (0) 
IF Y> 255 THEN Y= 255 
POKE - 162069Y 
RETURN 

:3 



Figure AA2 
6004L 

6004- 
6006- 
6009- 
60OB- 
60OD- 
60OF- 
6012- 
6015- 
6018- 
60IB- 
601E- 
601F- 
6021- 
6024- 
6027- 
602A- 
602B- 
602E- 
6030- 
6032- 
*L 

6033- 
-6034- 

6035- 
6036- 
6038- 
603B- 
603D- 
603F- 
6041- 
6044- 
6047- 
604A- 
604D- 
6050- 
6051- 
6053- 
6056- 
6059- 
605C- 
605D- 
*L 

6060- 
6062- 
6064- 
6065- 
6066- 
6067- 

A9 40 
BD 1A 60 
AO 00 
A2 00 
A9 20 
8D 17 60 
BD ID 60 
BD 00 40 
5D 00 60 
9D 00 40 
ES 
DO F4 
EE 17 60 
EE ID 60 
EE IA 60 
EA 
AD 17 60 
C9 40 
DO E3 
EA 

EA 
EA 
60 
A9 20 
8D 4C 60 
AO 00 
A2 00 
A9 40 
BD 49 60 
8D 4F 60 
BD 00 40 
3D 00 20 
9D 00 40 
EB 
DO F4 
EE 49 60 
EE 4F 60 
EE 4C 60 
EA 
AD 4C 60 

C9 40 
DO E3 
EA 
EA 
EA 
60 

LDA 
STA 
LDY 
LDX 
LDA 
STA 
STA 
LDA 
EOR 
STA 
INX 
BNE 
INC 
INC 
INC 
NOP 
LDA 
CMP 
BNE 
NOP 

NOP 
NOP 
RTS 
LDA 
STA 
LDY 
LDX 
LDA 
STA 
STA 
LDA 
AND 
STA 
INX 
BNE 
INC 
INC 
INC 
NOP 
LDA 

CMP 
BNE 
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
RTS 

#$40 
$601 A 
#$00 
#$o@ 
#$20 
$6017 
$601D 
$4000, X 
$6000 9X 
$40009X 

$6015 
$6017 
$60 ID 
$601A 

$6017 
#$40 
$6015 

#$20 
$604C 
#$00 
#$00 
#$40 
$6049 
$604F 
$4000, X 
$2000, X 
$40009X 

$6047 
$6049 
$604F 
$604C 

*604C 

#$40 
$6047 



Figure AM 

2D6L 

82D6- A9 00 LDA #$o@ 
02D8- BD BA 03 STA $03BA 
02DB- OD BB 03 STA $WBB 
02DE- A9 FF LDA #$FF 
02E0- BD 93 Co STA $C@93 
02E3- A9 02 LDA #$02 
02E5- BD 9E Co STA $C09E 
02EB- A9 es LDA #$08 
02EA- BD 9c CO STA $C09C 
02ED- A9 58 LDA Me 
02EF- BD 91 Co STA $c291 
02F2- AE BA 03 LDX $03BA 
02F5- BD Co 03 LDA $03COIX 
02F8- 85 EC STA $EC 
02FA- BD AB 03 LDA $WAOIX 
02FD- BD BC 03 STA $WBC 
0300- EE BA 03 INC $@3BA 
0303- AE BA 03 LDX $03BA 
0306- EO 19 CPX #$19 
0308- FO 32 BEO $033C 
*L 

030A- AE BB 03 LDX $WBB 
030D- BD EO 03 LDÄ $03EOIX 
0310- iß CLC 
0311- 6D BC 03 ADC $03BC 
0314- 85 ED STA $ED 
0316- EB INX 
0317- EO 09 CPX #$09 
0319- 30 0E3 BMI $0323 
031B- A2 00 LDX *$00 
031D- SE BB 03 STX $03BB 
0320- 4C F2 02 ; lmp $02F2 
0323- BE BB 03 STX $03BB 
0326- AB 00 LDY #$o@ 
0329- AD 9D CO LDA $CO9D 
032B- 29 ý02 AND #$02 
032D- FO F9 BEQ $0329 
032F- Bl EC LDA ($EC)IY 
0331- BD 91 CO STA $c091 
0334- ce INY 
0335- Co 28 CPY #$28 
*L 

0337- 30 EF BMI $0328 
0339- 4C OA 03 JMP $030A 
033C- A9 01 LDA #$01 
033E- BD 50 CO STA $C050 
0341- BD 52 CO STA $C052 
0344- OD 54 Co STA $C054 
0347- BD 57 CO STA $C057 
034A- 60 RTS 



Figure AA3 Continued. 

3AOL 

03AO- 20 20 21 JSR $2120 
03A3- 21 22 AND ($22, X) 
03A5- 22 ??? 
03A6- 23 ??? 
03A7- 23 ??? 
03AS- 20 20 21 JSR $2120 
03AB- 21 22 AND ($22, X) 
03AD- 22 ??? 
03AE- 23 ??? 
03AF- 23 ?? 7 
03BO- 20 20 21 JSR $2120 
03B3- 21 22 AND ($229X) 
03B5- 22 ??? 
03B6- 23 ??? ' 
03B7- 23 7?? 
03BB- 00 BRK 
03B9- FF ? 7? 
03BA- 19 00 00 ORA $OOOOqy 
03BD- 44 ??? 
03BE- 00 BRK 
*L 

03BF- 2C 00 80 BIT $8000 
03C2- 00 BRK 
03C3- 80 ??? 
03C4- 00 BRK 
03C5- 80 ??? 
03C6- 00 BRK 
03C7- E30 ??? 
03CS- 28 PLP 
03C9- AS TAY 
03CA- 28 PLP 
03CB- AS TAY 
03CC- 28 PLP 
03CD- AS TAY 
03CE- 28 PLP 
03CF- AS TAY 
03DO- 50 DO BVC $03A2 
03D2- 50 DO BVC $03A4 
03D4- 50 DO BVC $03A6 
03D6- 50 DO BVC $03AS 
O3D8- AA TAX 
*L 

03D, 9- 4C B5 B7 JMP $B7B5 
03DC- AD OF 9D LDA $9DOF 
03DF- AC 00 04 LDY $0400 
03E2- ea. PHP 
03E3- Oc ??? 
03E4- 10 14 BPL $03FA 
03E6- is CLC 
03E7- Ic ??? 
03ES- AA TAX 
OM9- 60 RTS 
03EA- 4C 51 AS JMP $AS51 
03ED- EA NOP 
O3EE- EA NOP 
03EF- 4C 59 FA imp $FA59 
03F2- BF ??? 
03F3- 9D 38 4C STA $4C3S, X 
03F6- 513 CLI 
03F7- AD CO DO LDA $DOCO 
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31 

3LOAD DIGI 
MIST 

10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 
100 
110 
120 
130 
140 
150 
160 
170 
180 
190 
200 
210 
220 
230 
240 
250 
260 
270 
280 
290 
300 
310 
320 
330 
340 
350 
360 
370 
380 
390 
400 
410 
420 
430 
440 
450 
460 
470 
480 

REM Program developed for British Airways project stage 2. 
REM A test image is captured and the raw binary image 
REM transferred directly to the DUMC Unit. 
REM Main program calling utility subroutines. 
HOME 

D$ = CHR$ (4): REM Control D 
PRINT D$; OPR#30: REM Activate SO-Column card. 
PRINT D$; *BLOAD PARA': REM Load parallel transfer 
PRINT " ** PROGRAM TO SELECT IDEAL 

PRINT "': PRINT 
HTAB 20 
PRINT 'Place empty tray on inspection 
HTAB 20 
PRINT "station and watch the. image. ' 
PRINT an: PRINT 
HTAB 20 
PRINT "When the image is satisfactory* 
HTAB 20 
PRINT *press the black button on the* 
HTAB 20 
PRINT *digitizer paddle. 
PRINT *8 
HTAB 20 
PRINT "If the image is satisfactory" 
HTAB 20 
PRINT 'press Y key -else press N to" 
HTAB 20 
PRINT *continue digitization. * 
PRINT 00: PRINT "a: PRINT 90 
HTAB 20 
PRINT "(Press spacebar to continue. )o 
GET A$ 

I PRINT *under the inspection station. " 
HTAB 20 
PRINT stest frame. ' 
PRINT as 
HTAB 18 
GOSUB 490: REM Digitize into Hi-Res page 1. 
CALL 720: REM Parallel transfer subroutine. 
HOME 
HTAB 20 

routine. 
I MAGE ** * 

PRINT 'Test sample taken and transmission completed. " 
HOME 
PRINT 08: PRINT "w: PRINT me 
HTAB IS 
PRINT For another sample press spacebar' 
GET A$ 
GOTO 380 



Figure AA4 Continued. 

490 REM Subroutine to digitize an image into Hi-Res page 1. 
500 PRINT CHR$ (17) 
510 POKE 4923611: REM Primary page. 
520 POKE 4923291: REM Graphics mode. 
530 POKE 4923911: REM Hi-res graphics. 
540 POKE 4923491: REM All text or grahics. 
550 GOSUB 660: REM Call subroutine to read games paddle. 
560 Z= PEEK (- 16207): REM Trigger digitizer. 
570 M= PEEK (49249): REM Read games button. 
580 IF M< 128 THEN GOTO 510 
590 POKE 49235ll: REM Mix text and graphics. 
600 PRINT *Is this satisfactory 
610 GET S$ 
620 IF S$ = "N* THEN GOTO 510 
630 POKE 4923411 
640 PRINT CHR$ (18) 
650 RETURN 
660 REM Subroutine to read the game paddles 
670 REM and set the digitizer thresholds. 
680 Y= PDL (0) 
690 IF Y> 255 THEN Y= 255 
700 POKE - 162069Y 
710 RETURN 

] 
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Variable print quality 
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Figure AA5 Continued. 

-1000 RrM Hardware set-up phave. 
1010 PRINT " Entering the hdrdware set-up phase. " 
1015 PRINT 
1020 PRINT " Adjust the rotary table to the required starting orientation. " 
1025 PRINT 
1030 PRINT " To modify the binary capture thresholds use the game paddles. " 
10-35 PRINT 
1040 PRINT 0 Mhen the image is satisfactory press the button ort the game paddle. " 
1045 PRZNr 
1050 PRINT 0 If the image is satisfactory press the 'Y' key to enter the" 
1055 PRINT 
1060 PRINT " sampling phase, else another key to continue digitization. " 
1065 PRzmr PRINT r PRzNr 
1070 PRINT Press Spacebar to Continue. " 
1075 PRzNr 
JOSO GET A$ 
1100 REM Set-up digitization proceedure. 
1210 PRINT CHR$ f171 
1120 POKE 49236,1: REM Primary page. 
1130 POKE 49232,1: REM Graphic mode. 
1140 POKE 49239.1: REM Hi-Rpq mode. 
1150 PORE 4? 234,1s REM All graphics. 
1160 REM Read paddle. 
1170 GOSUR 1300 
11612 Z- PEEK (- 162071: REM Trigger the -JigitizPr. 
1190 M- PEEK (49249)s REM Redd paddle button. 
1200 zr m< 129 THEN GOTO 1160 
1210 POKE 49235,1 
1215 PRINT CHRS (18) 
1220 PRINT " Is this satisfactory? " 
1230 GET A$ 
1240 IF AS - "N" THEN GOTO 1160 
1260 PRINT CHR$ (18) 
1270 RETURN 
1300 REM Subroutine to read paddles. 
1310 X= PDL (0): Y - POL (1) ,&X 
j320 ZV Y 255 THEN Y= 255 
1.330 POKE 16206. Xt REM Mrite it) digitizer threshoJd registers. 
1340 PORE 16205. Y 
1350 RETURN 
1.100 RrM Sampling dit. litization. 
1410 PRZNr CHRS (17) 
1420 PO&E 49236,1 
1430 POKE 49232,1 
1435 POKE 4923?. l 
1440 POKE 49234,1 
1-145 Z- PEEK It. 207): REM Iri(qqer the digitizer. 
1447 PRIN7 CHR$ (18) 
1450 RETURN 
1500 REM Routine to rotate the table through the specified angle. 
1510 POKE 49298,128: RCH Set up the DVR8 
1520 POKE 49-107,1. 'S., REM Set up the ACR 
1530 POKE 49310,0: REM Disable the interrupt. 
1540 FOR S-Z TO NS 
1550 REM Set up the high-order counter byte to trigger timer. 
1560 POKE 49301,78 
1565 FOR M14 -0 TO 2001 NEXT 14H 
1570 NEXT S 
1580 RETURN 
1700 REM Hold loop to allow 68020 slisc chang. 
1710 PRINT 1 30 Images transferred to 68020 unit; change disc if necesiary. " 
1730 FOR T0 TO 4 
1740 FOR MU 0 TO 1000 
1750 NEXT UR 
1760 PRINT CHRS (7): 
1770 NEXT T 
1760 GET 7'$ 
2790 RETURN 



Figure AA5 

IIOAV LEARN 
)Lzsr 

100 REM Progam to coordinate the object learroing operations. 
110 D$ - CHR$ (4): REM Control V 
120 PRINT D$; "PRE3"; REM Enable dzgitjzer1G0 column card. 
130 PRINT D$; "BLOAD PARA": REM Load parallel interface routine. 
140 HOME 
145 PRINI I PRINT PRINT r PRINT 
150 PRINT " 
160 PRINT "V 
170 PRINT 0 Uritish Airways Image Capture Software 
175 PRINT 11 
ISO PRINT "mf or thf, It-aritinq phise in object recognition. *" 
190 PRINT " 
1100 PRINT " 
210 PRINr r PRZNr t PRINT 
220 PRINT " progam start: - with a Fet-up phase in which" 
2.30 pRzmr " the dig; tizer thresholds are set and the rotary" 
240 PRINT " table orientated. " 
241 PRINT 
250 PRZNr - Thp piticPssinq contirmes with thp imac? e" 
'60 PRINT " pha3p ire which tho xpecitzed nitimber of smages ars"' 
Z70 PR 1147 -apfurr-4 ai I-lip pvt4tiarr-4 aioqulit titterval--. " 

. 31. )o REM Set-up pha-re optiore. 
305 PRINY' 
119. ) PRINT - Lnter I if the ýPt-up phiise j-, - required. ' 
315 PRINT 
320 PRINT 0 Enter 2 it the set-up phase is not required. " 
305 Pr%ZHI : PRINT 
330 6? E7 OPS 

. 335 PRINT 

-340 If- OP$ "I" ? HEH GOSII13 100V: REM Se( up diqitization hardware. 
350 PRINT About to enter fampling phase. " 
355 PRINT 

. 360 PRINI Lnter the number of toagef to be captured. " 
365 PRINT 

. 370 INPUT NZ 
3,0 Pinur - Enter the istimh#, r ot 0. "J . 1ptipeo, trito-rval. its Lip made per step. " 
30S PRINT 
3-? 0 INPUY NS 
4,10 AS = HS 9 
-110 PRI141 Angle of rotatjo? i joer siep "AS 
4 2, j PRZH7 PRZNr 
500 REM Hain mampling loop. 
510 FOR N1 70 NZ 
52o IF HI THEN 6070 5.10 
5.30 REM Rotate the rotary table. 
535 GOSUB 1501) 
5.37 REM Read paddle it., ; rt threah-bl. l. 
bid od, ý_UH 1juU 
540 REM Digitize into page 1. 
550 GOSUB 1400 
56o POKE 49235,1: REM Mix text and graphics. 
570 PRINT " Unit in wait state. " 
580 PRINT " Image about to be transferred to No8000 Unit is number "N". " 
582 IF NI THEN OOrO 601. ) 
5^0 IF N- 61 THEM GOS1114 1701. ') 
591 IF N- 121 THEN GOSUB 1700 
502 IF N- 91 THEN GOSUS 1700 
593 IF N= 151 THEN GOSUR 1700 
5? 4 IF N- 181 THEN GOSUB 170() 
595 IF N- 31 THEN GOSUS 1700 
597 FOR MH -0 TO 1000t NEXT 
600 REM Call parallel transfer routine. 
610 CALL 720 
615 POKE 49235.1: REM Mix text art-1 t 
620 PRINT Image transfer complete. ' 
6: 5 PRINT CURS (7) 
6.30 NEXT N 
o4(. ) PRINT r PRZ14T t PRI14T 
650 PRINT 0 All "141" imayes have been --aptureil and tranferred. " 
670 PRINT " Angle of rotation betsqeen each subsequent image i-9 t- "AS" devrees. 
680 FOR T-o TO 3 
682 FOR RH -0 TO 10000 
683 FOR Hý0 To 100s NEXT Al 
684 NEXT W4 
468-5 PRINT CHRS (7) 
690 NEXT T 
700 ENO 



Aug 4 15134215 1986 aeofti3s: P399 I Figure AD1 
Oinclu: 19 Cstd. h> 1* Inclusion of standard function libraries Of 
char screen(76811COM /* preliminary storage array for Imago Of 
cliar v3Ixel[53? 611(0): /0 expanded storaGe array for Image Of 
Int-printiz); /0 Print option variable Of 
Int uf: z3; /* coorlinate In-output and VDU Dreseitatioi variable 
Int nelf? ](3); /0 area element number array Of 
Int ncoult(lo](0); /* area : ount array Of 
Int cn*S; /0 nimber of areas counted -default 5 Of 
int thr[IO]x(0932895039891925599?? tC*OtOlO); /0 default area threhold values Of 
int val(53111*( /* array 3f default corner coorlinates for sear: i windows Of 

(3919Z939495969719 
ý09559IZ59233981925390)9 
(09D#090987962909 
(3971915692689110927990)9 
(09789799489182916890)g 

) *9 
char nstrino0z0fivew; 
main()/* Jhl teSMIthS Compiler versioi for selective area : oLnt- Of 
C /* ez Inf unct I on coor dI net I ig :aIII ng sequence of pr ocess Ingf unc tI ons Of 
GLORAL Int orintosufc; 
Int c949*9dee: 
moJIthr(J; /S fcto to allow user to set thresholostor Inter djvptscroBn o/p, oote Of 
for(k&3: 4<1: k+#l( 

greatM. /* greetings s--reen display */ 
2qUIDd(1: /0 fct. to ro*J apple image data Into pr imary st3rige array 
bitvat3m(1: /0 expansion finction to convert the above array fMt3 a one image oft per byte f, 
Morinto-11C /0 call to dot matrix Image printing routine It 3rint option varlsole is set 

Dr 1 ow( I; ) 
swit: 1100( /0 conditional branch an set ufc option 0/ 

zase I: ufcfll; 3reak; /* counting routine with short screen listing 
: ase 2: ufcouowMbr9aq: /* counting routine with counts and additional information liste, 
case 3: ufcwo; area4; /* fct. allowing keyboard specifiction of counting windows 

dec2w(); I* decision vaking fcto based on counts calculatej in fji: ts above. */ 
outfitt("%n Press %Os%O key to run program again. Ni*): 
If (gstci()=z0aO)(kz -1); getci(); getcnl); /* Dummy reads 

I 

Aug 4 16: 55: 135 1986 agrf.. - 2age 

#InClull (Std. h), 
greeM fs Intr* for 

Int keft 
outfit(" %in$; 
putfvtl"%i%m%n%mOl; 

BritiSPI tirdaYs demo Of 

Figure AD3 

putfutto 
putfatio 
Dutfvt(" 68000 14SPECT104 SOFUARE O\n"); 
outf lit I" *\nni ; 
I)Utf, st( 0 0 For )UlHim UNIvERSITY ENGINEERING DE3ART4E4T *%n"). * 
Putfut(O 
3itfit(O BRITISH AIAWAYS PXOJECT 
putf mt[ 0 0 
Outfitio 0 Created Septembar 1984 *\nn); 
lutfutio 0 O\nw); 
outf litt 0 

gqtf%t(OZl*vCkey); Of /* any xey Dress to : ontinue 
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#include Cstd. h> 
modithro/* function to modify tiresnolds - set print ootlon. */ 

to set searcn area iiput output cations 

GLOBAL l*%t 3rintooufcocn; 
GLOBAL Int v&lE5J(83*thr(J3j: 
Int mqiqdl-i9xtvytvxbvyb9ai; 
snort f9t: 
ful: 

outfittl"Do yoj wish to n3ve print option 7%nw): 
if(gvtCI()Uz*Y*)( 

print3all 

else 3piitona; 
getchO; j#tch(); /* dummy reads 
DUtf1t(w4hICh ufC option do you reouire ? %n\n"); 
putfiql"Snter I for uf: f (few prints and fast). \n"); 
putfmt1O! nter 2 for uf: *jw (orl-Its coords 9tcI. \nw); 
putfitf"Enter 3 for ufzw Creals coords from stdini. tnol; 
getrit(OU"Otufc); 
outfatI04ow many aress 33 yoj wish to count ? fd9foult a 5.1 %nw); 
gettlitt"TiOtEcn): 
putf2t(O)o you w2nt to modify thresholds ? Nnml; 
If(getci()z*9y1')( getcno; getch(); /* Dummy reads 

oitfilt(a Thresholl modification stage. \n\nn); 
f3rIiz1,. n<zcn; n**)( 
3itfatto Default wilie of thr%la %I - Is this satisfactory ? \nWenothr(ril); 

If(O&tcNIj*W*n$1( 
j9tchj); qetcPi1); 

. 10C 
3utfit(O Enter iew value of thrTi \nOgnl; 
istf, st(OtinvEthr(Oll. 
3 ut f st( 0 Mew value of thr2i a TI \nOtnothr(n]): 

, 3ut Pit t( a Is tnis satisfactory ? \nO): 
if (getchous0it)(fu3i: 
also Ifell: 
getchtl; getcho; 

visa getcb%I); g*tc1(): 

also getc1(); g8tc4(); 
2jtfmtIOOo you wait to modify count window ? \nO); 
ifOatchilvelyl)( 

; stch(): getch(): /* Jimmy reads 0/ 
3itfettOHow 3any Widows lo you wish to modify ? \n4l: 
gatfst("21"Otwill: 
for(nsl: n<awin; n++)( 

3utfit(OSiter particular area njm**r. \n*); 
gatfattwTi"01.3,11: 
3utfott"Enter too left corner x9y coordinates. V10): 
gatf, et( "Till 09extt Eyt) ; 
3utfut("Your two jo3er left coordinates are now : 21 Nt 91\n"9xt9yt); 
3utfvt("E., et&r trattoo right corner x9y coordinates. \rkul: 
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get f Ott 'I Ili "9&XD*Cvbl ; 
3utfittlOYour td3 *otto% right coordinates are n3d : 111 kt gl%n"txbtybl; 

valtManlext; 
val(21[anlsyt; 
val[31(anl-x3; 
val(41(aninyb: 

else C 
getchll; gotch(); 

} 
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#Incluje Cstd. h. % 
aQuipwll 10 to get Image from ho3le by Parallel Interface Ilik and *Ipce Ii a 10 Pointer array 

extern crier scresn[76811; 
Int IPjr1)q; etpar(IvtstoarI); 
short i: 
register unsigned sivort Y; 
register : her OPscreen; 
Pscr a a, % as: ra art : 
iDar(W* liltializi on-board b8300 VIA Of 

for(kz0; k<1; J( 
ift(g9tDar0Iza'X0)C /* test single character for start : iar Of 

k**: 
forIyu0ty(7S83; y++IC 

*(*screen++ Jagetoar M /* read in digital Image lit* linear array Of 
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finclu: 12 Cstd. h> 
bitmet2me(I fs to convert SK array into one byte per pixel 54C array *I 

GL39AL viar screen[768139 
GLOS&L -. -tar molzol(537611: 
re; lster char **z3lxel: 
register char sascreeng 
register unsigned short task: 
register unsigned short J; 

pmplxels23lw*l; 
pscreeinscreen; 

for(jzI; j<T681: j++vDscr@*n+*J( 
forlmasKal: %3sk ! aOxSO: mvsk <<*I)( 

It (Ceos: rven 9 M&Sk)! *Ol 
OPIPIX91++aj; 

else( 
*ov3lxel+#*O; 

pithitt"tra-isfer Into bIt3 complete %n"); 
} 
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Ilnclujq Cstdoh> 
ufcf0 1* --ounting routine ilsolaying only tne counts for resoo: tivv areas 
C 
GLOSAL : iar maiwel(53760]t 
GLOBAL int tcount(101: 
GLOBAL Int 19101; 
GLOBAL I, %t valE53ES1. *, 
GLOBAL viar nstringll: 
GLOBAL Ill: 

--n: 
short t; 
Int xtqxxtqFtqyyt9ai, xb9yovzount; 
Int soi: ou3t; 
register : har *tompixel: 

char *3*3im9l; 

pncoumt=i-. ount#I; 
farltmI: t<ucn; t++l( 

5moixelUvvixel: CouItw3: vytzyt; 
xtzvaltIIEt3: 
rtuvol(Z]Etl; 
xovval(31(tl: 
ybavalE41(t]: 

fortonoitalsomoixel+(ZSO*ytl: yyt<nyb: yyt++93vpixel+a28O)C 
t223iY9lx3%3lxvl*. xxtUxt: 
forttom3ixelstpzalxel*xt: xxt<zxb; xxt++)C 

if (($tpv. Axel++)>0)( count+*: 

*on. -ounte-+-: ount: 

ancount-ncouitol; 
f*f(tzl: t<x: l; t*+)( 

ut (is t Areas corresponding are 

} 
)jtfvt("%n%n-, ); 
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fincluJo Cstd. h> 
decow(l 10 decision making oased on counts calculated In Dreilous fjictlon 
C 
GL36AL lit icount(1319mel(9)vt1r(101: 
GLOBAL lit cni 
lit all 

f3r(&lzj; pI<x-. n: *l*+)( 
IfIncount(ellCtirtell)( 

3utf it ti 0 Itell U absent. %n%nftveI); 

Soso( 
outfstf"Ites 11 Is Dressnt and located. %Mn"9911; 

} 
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*Include <std. h> /'I 
/* declaration ard Initializatior 

short *pucinturoint'. /4 
char *PMPIXEL=ffolxel; /0 
short *11reCIC03-ocirt; /4 
short *endlineElCol-pcint: /: 5 
shcrt *aline[1001=rcirt; 
st, ort *aenallneCIOCIncint; 
char rpixel(53751]zO; 
shcrt cimpointElOCIE251=0; 
short ImpointElOOM03=0; 
short tlmoolntE5003[I51zO'. 
short scointE3001-C*. 
char screen(76811=0: 
short polntt30000120; 

short boundtlOCIxO; 
shor t totareatIC01*0; 
short totreri[100]zO; 
shcrt vactionEI001=0. * 
Lnsigned short tyoe[ICCIE3]=O: /* 
st, crt outline(IOCIE30]mO; 
short minolduO; 
short mldpldvO; 
short maxoidzO; 
shcrt LINE=O; f* 
short PI-0; 
short JWO* 
short luo; 
int p index-0; 
int LS=O*. 
short NwO; 
shcrt BP=O: 
short fdzo; 
short llrpl=o; 
short Illenz5C; 
struc t FILEOATA 

char rarr. e[151: 
irt block; 
Int load; 
Int start*. 
int CcLnt: 
char *cbuf; 
Int fsize 

struc t FILEDATA fdatas 
"4. ++ 4.41 +0 # 4.04.0 4. " 

O*a, po*15vhLLLq0 

2truct FILEOATA *fsiaNULL: 
char fname[161="*+#+*#++*++*'++ +"; 
Int n i=O: 
Int n. amln=O. * 
Int rrultsC; 
Int RImI; 
short crossind=O; 

Incluce stancard Wlitesmith's header 
of external variables 
line element acinter 
image element pointer 
array of pointers to line starts 

line encs 
alterrative line starts 
alternative line encs 
ex; arced Image array 
line number Ircexed feature array*/ 

Imporant line points */ 
output features*/ 

sfral I received Image array 
secuential line storage array 
line Indexed bcundary point array*/ 

area array 
perimeter 
compaction 
shape tyce 

Imcortart points 

I Ine Index 
fraire incpx 

sundry variatles 

cr)tIcnal rriniruff line length considerec 
COS file i! trLcture sucport 

rumter of Images */ 
Index to file rarre 
interv3I in file ircex 
main loco Index */ 
centre cross variables 
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short cross(ICIE4lE21114120: 

/* External variatles used In setting crograrr coticrs */ 
short IIASOURCEso; /* test iffage soLrce opticn 
shcrt POINTOPuO: /* print original Praqe cotion 
short PIUNTHINzO; /0 print thIrrerl lffqqj Optior 
short PP. INYFT-G: /* crint feature tatle c0lon 
short PLOTCORNsO: /* ccrner lirage rlctting cpticn 
short VIS-01 /* end of secuence marker 
short FFCEST=O; /* feature file cestiratlon flaq 

0/ 

0I 
"1 
C, 
C, 



ira I n( /* coordinating function for full scere analysis from disc 
/* Iffage storqge an 68020 system with feature transfer to Cuet. 

CLCSAL short THSCURCE*PPIN7L'R*PRINTHINiPRINTFT*FFCES7: 
GLOSAL short minp[CimloPidimaxg)idvJvlvhvBP*fd*lilpn: 
GLOBAL Int plrdexvRl, nl: 
GLC9AL short boundEIGO]; 
CLCSAL short totperl[1001; 
GLOBAL shor t totarea(1001: 
GLOBAL short nection(1001: 
GLCOAL short cirppcintElOCIE251; 
GLC9AL short lmocintEI0011101: 
GLOBAL unsigned short tyne[IGOI[31; 
GLCBAL short spoint[3001; 
GLOBAL short outlineEI0011301: 
CLCEAL short pointUCC001; 
Int aquipwd( 
Int ctm: 
short sen; 
char qetchf); 
Int selshad( J 

Figure AD8 Continued. 

cache(): /* set cache runrinC on 68CZC board 
lnitdu(); /* Iritialize 68CZC on-toard UART 4/ 
greet( I: 
changep()*# 
If(IMSOURCE-11C 

fileparo: /* reaC in ti-e file crocessing details 

IMPASOURCE-2)( 
apar (); J* reac In the ipole crecessing details 0/ 

for(Rlxl: Rl<mni*. Rl*+)( 
IflIMSOURCE-M 

/* IMRI -31 )Il(Rl vu 5211.1(RI as SIM for bowl file access 
If((qI --31)11(Rizz6lll: IRI=-9111. '(Riz=1211.1: (Rlz=15111l(RIZ=1811)( 
putfmt("Charqe the disc If necessary. Nn'll; 
qetchl); getch(); 

fortc-xo: c<loo: c++)( /* reiritial izat ion of global variables 
bcundEcImO; 
totperlEcImO; 
totaresEclzC: 
i3actlonEc3zC*. 
for (m=O : m<3 . 1-n4# I( 

tyoeEc]Em]zC; 
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for (rnxf); m<25: m+* 1( 
cimpol ntic I Err I -C 

for(mxo; m<lo; ir++, ( 
imp a In t(c) Err] zO; 

forImzO; m<30: r"+41( 
tyneEc I Err] =O ; 
outIlneEclEml*C; 

I 

*gppoint++)=0; 

spcinttm]20 ; 

aline(Olzpoint*. 
endline(Olaucirt; 
aerCilne(Clwccirt: 
rocintspoint. * 
FmPIXEL, xmoixel; 
linetolupaint; 
LINEsO; 
winoidz0; 
w)Coldm0: 
maxaidz0; 
J«JC ; 
Imo*. 
cirdexm0; 
NwO; 
EPB(J*. 
fd-09 



Figure AD8 Continued. 

/* Putfmt("Scurdary threshold modification camvIeted. \n\n"J: 
lftIMSOURCE=21)( 

/* Test Image reac error 
goto terminate; 

putfmt("Disk Image recelved. \n\nu): 

else If(IMSOURCE-2)( 
aquiawa0l; 

outfmt("Iffage received froir Arvle. \r\r"): 

titmatowt); 
putfmt("Exparsion of bits Into bytes ccffpleted. \n\nm): 
lf(PRINTCRaull( 

pricwt): 

kon()*. 
Putfmt("Edge extraction coffoletpa. \n\n"); 
lf(PRINTHIN-st)( 

prIvw(I; 

for(NuOMIsuselshad(l) ! =OIEE(N lxlC*31); N4*)( 
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pu t I'M t(". "I; 

out fmt I "Nn" I: 
Dutfmt("Chain ccdIng seouence cowvleted. \r\n"): 
fclose, Jo; 
Put fmt( "Test for cI osed out I ines cc No I etec. \r\n") 
mend( ); 
outfmt("Artif icial end or boundary generaticr ccrrpleted. \n\n"); 
fparl(); 
outfmt("Closec tcunaary oerimeter calculation ccmpleted. \n"): 
fare3(); 
putfmt("ClospC tour. aary area calculation conoleted. \n"); 
corrDacto: 
Putfmt("Closec tcuncary co*rpaction-factor calculation cc-rg; leted. \n\n")*. 
s ha dw(I*. 
Putfmt("Oper line feature Point derivation conj3leteC. %n\n"); 
cifrp(): 
putfmt("Cper line feature calculaticn coffpleted. \n"); 
ccirclell. * 
nutfmt("Centre circle coordinates calculated. \n"). 
dcentreo; 
Dutfmt("Cistarces to centre circle calculated. \n"); 
timp(); 
outfmt("Outout feature arranging routine finist-ed. \n"); 
lf(PRINTFtuall( 

PrIntablet); 

lf(PLOTCCRNzal)( 
shig: ccrncw( 1; 
putfmt("Press <CR) to ccntinue. \n"); 
getcho; getcht); 

lf(FFCEST=zl)( 
toduet(); 

toffile(). * /* Create a feature d3ta file 
Putfmt("Transf er of at I image features ccrraleted. \n" 1; 
exitt); 
te ror I ra te * 
cutfirtt"\rPrograff terminated dup to Clsk reac errar. \n"): 
exit(I 



Figure AD9 
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Ainclude <Std. h> 
changepo /* Prograrr operating Parameters and cotions set-up section. 

GLOBAL short lilen; 
GLCIAL short ECS91PSCURCEtPRINTCRvPRINTIJINtPRINTFToPLCTCCRKtFFEEST: 

short actlen; 
char getcho; 
t)utfmt(*, 
putfmt(" *\n"); 
putrmt(" PROGRAM SET-UP PHASE *\n"); 
outfmt(" *\n" I; 
putfmtt" 
putfmtl"\n\n\n\n"); 
putfmt("Prograir Parameter Set-up. \n\n"): 
putfmt("Enter bcuncary outline-length threshold par3rreter: \n"); 
Cetfmt("%s"v&actIen); 
putfmt( "Any I ine be I cw Ts boundary points is dI scarced in suaseauent process in g stages . \r\n", act I er); 
Illenz4*aCtlen; 
putfmt("Proqrair Display Cptlcn Set-up. \n\n"); 
%hile(fTMSOURCE ! z1)&E(1MSCURCE ! *Z)I( 
putfmtt"Are the images tc be read in from clsk or from the Applel\n\nlll; 
putffr, t("Enter I if the irrages are to be reaC in from disk drive 0. \n"). 
putfmt("Enter 2 If the Images are to be read In frcm the Apole. \n"); 
getfmt("%s"9CIMSCURCE); 

putfrr. t("\n"l 
if(IMSOURCE=zlloutfmt["The Images are to be read In frcm disk file. \n"); 
else putfmt("The Irrages are to he receivuo from the Apple. W11; 
1)utfmt("Do you want to output feature cata to CLE77\n"); 
If(getch()z*'y9)( 

FFCEST=I; 
putfmti"Festure data will also be cutp6t tc the CLET. \n\nlll; 

getcholgetcho; 
putfmt("\n"); 
putfmt(Ills a dot-matrix rrintout of initial image requlred? \n"j; 
if(qetch0zx9y')( 

putfmt(IIA cot-matrix printout of oriGinal Image will te S: rocucea. \n\nm)'. 
PRINTORal'. 

getchMijetcho; 
outfmt("Is a dot-matri x rr intout of the th innec/eege-extracted oLtl inp reculrea. Nn"I 
IfIgetchozzly'l( 

pUtfmt("A act-tratrix Printout of ecge-extractec iiraqe will be produced. Nn"): 
Pqlh, THIN*I; 

getcho; getcho. * 
putfmt("%n"). * 
putfmtl"ls a Printout of the feature-table data requirac? %n"); 
If(getch()zs'yO)( 

putfmt("A feature-table printout will te r: rovicec. \n*ll: 
pql*4TFT*I: 

getchil'. getcho; 
putfmt("%nlll ; 
1)utfmtl"ls a presentation of the chain-ccjec outlines recuired an the CUET? %n"); 
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If I getch( lux IYO) ( 
Putfmt("Chain-coced object outlines %ill be regresentea cr the DUET. Nn"); 
FLCTCORNal; 

getch(); getchl); 
Putfmt("%n") ; 
Putfmt("Is end-of-gict secuence marker te be sent for each caffrlete plot transferred. \n"); 

iflgetch()-mOv*)( 

Eassi 
GetChl); getChf). * 
Out fmt( "%n'l I 
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Figure AD10 

linclude<std. h> 
fileparo 

GLOBAL Int nign-iminoffult; 
CL09AL char fname(31EI61; 
char tname(71: 
Int n: 
forfnuO: n<15. *n++)( 

frameEOlEnlul+'; 
I 

fra, re1O][I51=*\O'1. 
putfmtl" 
putfmt( 11 *\n") ; 
putfmtP, DISK FILE INPLT PARAVVEPS STAGE *\n"); 
putfmt(" 0\011) ; 
putfmt(" 
put fmt( "\n\n" I 
rutfmt( "Enter the ruirber of fI IP Images to be accessed on disc. \n")*. 
ge trmt( "zi-9 En I I: 
puirmit"Enter the b3Se name of the first file if, the secuence. \n"); 
get frrt("Zo**9 Ebna me (0 11; 
fortnvO'. n<6: n++)( 

fname(OJ(n1zbnamP(nJ; 
3 

C)utfmt("Entpr the start index of file %ith this baso naire. \n"); 
getfmt("! 9I"*&n3mInI; 
putfmt("Enter the file Interval In(jPx. \r'1I: 
G1tfmtP'%I"qCfrUIt); 
putfirt(I'AcceSSing %I files from file ýpv with base Index '. Fit \n. 4t 41 unit intervals. \nff 
vnI9&fnameEOJECI, namin9muItJ; 
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Figure AD11 
*lnclude<std. h> 

ar 

C-LC9AL Int ni: 
putfmt(l, 
putfmt( 11 *\n"); 

outfirt(" APPLE IMAGE INPUT PARAMETERS S'AGE *\n"); 

rutfmt(" *\n") 
nutfmt(" 
putfrrt("Xn\n"); 
putfmtt"Enter the ruffber of file Iffages to be read In from the APPLE. \n"); 
getfrrt( "%I It &n I I*. 
putfmt(I'Accessins 11 Iffages from the APPLE. \n\n"tnil; 
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linclude<ntd. h) 
struct FILEDATA Figurc AD12 

C char narre(161: 
Int block: 
Int load: 
Int start: 
Int count: 
char *Pbuf; 
IntfSIza 
)t 

anulcwdo /* Reads In sDeclfipcj image files from disc 

extern char screen(7651119 
extern Int namIn*F? LltVRT; 
extern struct, FILECA7A fdata2v*fss2; 
extern char fname[31[161: 
int n9drIve9k,, 
char *Pframeo*pscreen: 
fss2 a Efdata2: 
or I vexO ; 
Ift(nxsystem(79CdrIve))! 20)( 

Putfmtt"Error In accessing drive 0. %n"); 
goto end; 

Ift(nzsystemt16))! xO1( 
Putfmtt"Error in restoring drive 0. %n"): 
goto end; 

/* Generate afIIe r2rre 
pfrome-(EfnameEO1161): 
If(RI Is I)( 

racrin +a rrult: 

ceccCe(pframe939II%- I'lonarrinJI. 
p-itfirt("Flle name generatPa 1-5 9,1p. ". &frqire(Cl1CI)*# 
for(nwO: n<lr,; n**)( /* Leave the null terffiratlcn. 

fdataZ. nameEn1=frameEOIEnJ; 

Ifl(nzsystem(joqfss2))! wO)( 
putfmt("C-rror in cpeninq file for read. \n"): 

goto end; 

fdataZ-obuf-scrt-en; 
fdataZ. count=151. 
If((nvsystem(l39fss2))! 20)C 

putfmt("Error in reacing file. %n")'. 
gota end: 

system(. I); 
rutfmt(I'Drive 0 ceselpcted. %n"): 
return(O): /* Return success Indication 
ind: 
systefr(RI; 
Putfmtt"Drive 0 deselected. \n"): 
return(-I); /* Return failure */ 

Figure AD13a 
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hinclude <stdeh> 
Non()/* thinning ard edge extraction algcrithm- edge outsice shadow outline verslor 0/ 

GLOBAL char irpixel(937601: 
register short y9l: 
Int t: 
register char *omoixel; 
i3mp I xe I -mi) I xe I: 

/* Testing of four corners 4/ 
lf(*cxolxel IuO)C /*tco left*/ 

If ( 101orrof XR141 )221) LE Morroixel #28C )-M( 
*prrpixel-2; 

/V top rlýht 0/ 
Jf(l*(pmplxel+278Jwsj)EE (*(CffClxel+559)mz1))( 

*(Cmo 1,461 +779 )vz I 

lf(*(Clrpfxel+534801! xO)( /* bCttQR left 
lf((*(vmplxel+5348j)vuj)&C l*(VmPlxel+! 32CC)wuI))( 
*lvrroIxel+534GO)z2; 

lf(*(rmplxel*53? s9)! -20)( /* t! Cttcir right 
if((t(pfrolxel4, S3758)amj)E& (*(Prplxel#! 3479)w71))( 

*(c, roixel*53? 5Q)zZ: 

) 



ompixel++,. 
for(I21tI<279*. I++)(/* Testing along top row Figure AD13a Continued. 
If( *vmv I xe 1 m-2 1)C 

If( (*(prro I xel- I )>O) CC Mrmp I xe 1 +1 W) ) CC (*tl: rrg) I xe I+ 28C)>C 
*(Pmniyellw2; 

Prra I xe 14+; 

Dmoixelamoixel+53491; /* Testing along bottoff row 4/ 
for(lal: 1<279; 1+41( 

If(4OWDIxeI -=I)( 
If( Mprrr) I xe I -I 1>0) CC Mprrp I xe I* I 1>0 EC M CmP I xe I -28C)>0 J( 
*(pfrr) I xe I )=2 

t)mpixel+*; 

rmpIxelzmj3IxeI+28C; /* Testing dcwn first Column 
for(y=l; y<lgl; y++)( 

lf(*cmpfxel ! -Ol( If( Mofro I xe 141 DO) CC I xe 1-28C )>C ) CC M orro ixe 1 +280 )>C) 
*rrr. p I xe I =2 

PrrpIxeI-pmPIxeI+28C; 
I 
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cmoixplumoixel*559; /* Testing along firal coluffn 
for(y=1; y<j9jooy++lC 

lf(*rmplxel ! =O)( 
if( (*(amoixel- I )>O I &E (*(vrvo ixe I -28C)>C) EC (*(oirp ixe I+ ZSC 0 C) 1( 
*Pmoixels2; 

t)tTp I we I -orro I we I +28C; 

/* Main body of crogram-testing central Iffage block 
orro I we I =mp I we 1 +211'. 
forlyzl; Y<191; y++)( 

for(iz1; I<, 179: l++vprrpIxel+#l( 
If(*(pmpIxeI)=z1I( 

/* testing of four-ccnnectee neighbours 
If I (*(nrrDi we 1 +1 )zzo IIIM crrr I we 1-1 )2=01 11 MvmD I we I -28C) %so 1 11 (4 1 rtrr I xe I 42eC )=*C I) 

/* labelling r: rocess to refrove poirts rrofr image 4/ 
else *ompixelz2; 

orrvixelcoffoixel+21. /* to bring acwn tc npxt row 0/ 

I'- LooD to cliamge 2s to (Is -conversior te remcve latelled ocint from array 
for( rrrixelzrrpixel vt=O; t<5376: t++, jompIxel4+ I( 

lf(*orr-vi-<elx, j2)( 
*Pmoixel=0*9 

Ifl*(*+pr-vlxeI )z=2)( 
*Drrr) ixe I so *9 

lf(*(++cmi3lxel)==21( 
*Pmoixel=Oo* 

lf(*(++pmg)fxel )z-x2)( 
*vrrmixelsO; 

If(*(*+pmplxelI2=2)( 
*t)moixelrO; 

If(*(++c-pIxeI)-v2)( 
*i3rrpixeIsO; 

*cmr)ixel=O; 

*Dirn I me I -so 

*Pmr)ixelsO; 

If(*(**CmpIxeI)*=2)( 
*Prrpixels, O; 

) 
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. text 

. even 
#-kon: 

move. 1 91079dO 
trap 015 
. word 2 
-novem. 1 dS/d4/a39-(so) * registers to be preserved 
movee I &*-mpixeloa3 * testing too left corner 
tst. b (&3) 
bne. s toDr 
CM31.0 #I*I(a3) 
beo. s setl 
cmDi. b I19290(all) 
beq. s setl 
br3. s toDr 

sett: 
move. b 029(a3l 

toDr: 
%3ve. 1 #989dO 
trap #Is 
. word 2 
tst. b 279(a3l 
bne. s botl 
Cm3i. O 619278(a3l 
be(3. s set2 
cooi. 0 819559(a3) 
beo. s setZ 
bri. s bot I 

setZ: 
move-D 129279(0) 

botl: 
113ve. 1 1999dO 
trap Nis 
. word 2 
413ve. 1 &3va2 
adja. 1 053480va2 
tst. b (&21 
bne. s botr 
cm3i. 0 #191(aZ) 
bea. s set3 
cm3i. b 019-280(a2l 
beo. s set3 
bra. s botr 

set3*. 
, nove. b 029(a2l 

botr: 
lt3ve. l 01009do 
trap #15 

. word 2 
acia. 1 #2799aZ 
tst. b (a2l 
bna. s trow 
cxoi. b #19-1(aZ) 
bea-s set4 
c., -xo I. b #19-280(a2l 
be: 3. s set4 
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bre. s 
set4: 

vove. b 
trow: 

%3ve. 
trap 

. wo rd 
inove. I 
movea 

nol: 
adiq. w 
CM0 i. a 
bge. s 
addoe I 
tst. b 
bne. s 
, "oveo 
-113 i .0 
be3. s 
or Ib 

trow 
029 (a2) 

41010do 
11 15 
2 
a3saZ 

19(24 

Itd4 
279t(34 

brow 
11 19,82 
(a2) 
ng)l 
: 090 

19-1(aZ) 
trl 
1290 



set83 
, Rove. b 121, (821 
bra. s np4 

mainb: 
113ve. 1 0429dO 
trip Nis 

*word 2 
113ve. 1 a3qa2 
Idda. w 0278ta2 
loveo IledS 

#nrow: 
adjoew 119dS 
cloiew 60290 
bgess CnItoo 
'Rovea #Ivd4 

#2qa2 
onco 

adJq. l #19d4 
C1131.1 02909C14 
bge. s *nrow 
sdJoel 01002 
tst. b (a2) 
bnt. s oncol 
11ovea 0090 
: 1131.0 419-280(221 
bea. s ii 
or Ib IIv, C13 

JI: caol. b 419-1(a2l 
beo .3 J2 
3ri. b 0290 

J2: : 1131*b 4191(a2) 
Deqes J3 
orieb 0490 

. 13: ex*l. b #14,290ta2l 
bej. s J4 
orl. b 8890 

J4: vnfleb 01590 
b03.3 #ncol 
citoi. b 899d3 
beo. s oncol 
cit3i. b 1690 
be4. s oncol 

set9: 
moveab 020(32) 
bra. s oncol 

ch1too: 
113ve. 1 a390 
03ve. 1 053760od4 

no5: 
: 113iob 119(aZl+ 
one. s loop 
c1rob -1(321 

loop: 
Jbra d4ono5 

ch2tol: 
13ve. 1 &39a2 

13ve. 1 053? 60914 
no6: 

Cooleb 829(sV* 
bne. 3 loopt 
moveob fit-1(02) 

10001 
dbra d4ono6 

Endl 
. N3veol 064940 
trip #15 
*word 2 
13ve. 1 #139dO 
trip 415 
. word 2 
11ove'l 1109clO 
trap 815 
*word 2 
'"Ovems I (sol+sdS/d4/s: 
rts 

. glool Ofmolxel 

. 2lobl okon 
eglobl onrow 
. 2jobi oncol 

Figure AD131 Continued. 
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Ainclude <std. h> 
selshado /* proqrRm to scan Image to find pixel ara track outline 
/* all Freeman coded lines are storec sinultaneously 

GLC8AL char ffpixel[537613; /* expanded Image storage array 
CLO! AL short pcIrt[3CC0O3: /* Freefran chain coding storage 
GLOBAL short I sJ93P9 N; /* 19J - X9Y ccordinates of first point of last segffent trackec 

/* N- Image segment number 
GLC9AL cher *PMPIXEL; /* pixel pcinter to first point of last segment trackec 0/ 
GLOBAL short *IInP(10OJ; /* array of rcinters to startirg pcints of segaerts lrccint(I 0/ 
GLaiAL short *endline(100); /* array of rcinters to end points of segments 
GLCSAL short L INE; /* starting rcint Index */ 
U COAL shor t boundE1001'. /* arr ay of rurrber of seqir ent pc Ints 
GLC9AL short *roclnt; /* chain cadirS elefrent ffarker 
register char *Pffnixel; /* 103ge array acinter */ 
short dIr9k; /* sharp - degree of charge of coding cirection 

/* dir - cl%ein cadIrS olrection */ 
register short ltjvsharvvv: /* lej -x9y coordiratps of tracked points 4/ 

/* kqv -sweep secuencinq varieties 
short aqbthvvvgtqn; /* q9h -startIrS pcirt coordinates 

/* qn -tracked pixel marker value 
/* htovq -utility variables */ 

register short *Pqenl: /* general ourcose reglitpr rcinter variable 
Bona; 
anmN+5; 
vasharpuhzO; 
dI ru5 ' 
kz (-I); 
rmpixel*PMPTXE-L: 
J-J-. 
IMI" 
line(LINE]zcr. cirt; 

c; enlug)c)olrt*. 
for(: I<ZRC: I++)( /* to comniete 

*(cffDixel-l)zqn; 
(*ogenl++Ivi; 
(*Ogprl**)Zj: 
(*t)genl++ lwd I r: 
(*cgenl++)=O. 
I-i 
J. sj 
crro lxel--; 

PPIPIXELmorrnixel 
gotc track; 

to erc of last scanneo rci% */ 

j++: 
J++; 
for(: J<lq2: j#*, J*+tninnixel-vm, oixel*28c)( 

J* put fni tt "J z I. so J- Is q prm I xe Iz %I \n" , J, J, rrrr I xe I I*. */ 
rcr(i-0; 1<? 8c: l++)( 

lf(*(rmplxel+l)mml)( 
*lz)mr)ixel-+l Jzqn; 
(4ogenl++)=I: 
(*ogenl. *+)uj*o 

Feb 15 10: 17: 46 19eg rrfrsicode. c Paqe 2 

Is 

I*ogenl*+Jsdlrl 
(*Dgenl++)zO: 
azIml: 
buJuj : 
offnixel-omnixel+i; 
PMPIXEL=riffoixel: 

DUtfMt("2nd looo 

goto track; 
Ju Asti- Is J- Is NnlltjtitJ); */ 

goto halt; 



track: /* main tracking section of progrRit 
for(:: )( 
h++ *. 

wh II ef di r 1-5 1 
44 j *. 

pMvIxeIwpmpIxpI+28C; 
If C*offoIxeIvwM 

*Pmpixeizon; 
*Pqenl++ui; 
*g)qenl++=J; 
*g)genl++*dlr: 
*tpgenl-4)usharp; 
ogenl++; 
sharvzO; 
kn(-11; 
V20: 

else 
sharp++% 
__j ; 
ompixetupmaixel-28C: 

lf(shoro>6) 
goto halt*. 

k*kA (- I); 
dirsdlr+(k*(+4v)): 

switch(dirl( 
case IC2 

dIru2 
break. 

case (-I): 
di rj7 *. 
break*. 

whi I e(dir-4) i 
*+ j 
++ 1 
VltPIXeI=PMDIXeI+2Rl: 

If (ftpmpixel=zl)( 
*r)trpixel=an; 
*ogenl++=I; 

*ogenl4*=jl 

*t)genl++=dir; 
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*(pgenl-4)zsharo; 
pqenl++; 
sharpwC! 
kzt-l); 
V-20'. 

else C 
sharp++: 
--J: 
-- I. 
pmpixel-zp, nvlxel-j8j; 

lftsharp>61 
q0to halt'. 

kzk*(-I): 
dIr2dlr4, (k*(*+v)l; 
switch(dirl( 
case q: 

dlrzl: 
break. ' 

case (-2): 
dirx6. * 
break: 

case 0: 
dlru8: 
break: 

Figure AD14 Continued. 

) 



wh II e(d I ra- I I( 
__j ; 
orroixeizemoixel-2EC; 

If (*Pmpixele-l)( 
*Pmnixel=ar; 
*Pypnl+*=I; 
*ogenl*+-Jl. 
*r)yenl++zdir 
*(pgenl-4)xshsrc; 

Pqenl++. * 
sharV2O; 
kx(-Il 
vzol 

else ( 
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sharp*+*. 
++J: 

omoixel-omnixeI42ec: 
lf(Sharo>6) 
Coto halt: 

kzk*(-I); 
dlrmair+(k*(+#v)): 
SwItch(dirIC 

case (-I): 
dir=7: 
break*. 

case -3: 
dlr=S*. 
br enx: 

case -5: 
dir-j3; 
break: 

while(dir-8)( 

offoixelsommixel-281; 
If (*Prr: ) I xp I-M 

*omo I xe I *an: 
*ngtsnl++zi*. 
*r)gpnt*+=J; 
*pgenl++zdir; 
*toqenl-4)zsharD; 
pnenl++: 
sharp=O; 
kzt -I); 
V20 * 

else C 
sharp++: 
4+1 ' 

4+J*. 

pirplxPlwpmolxel*281: 
lftsharD>6) 
goto 1,31 t; 

kvk*(-Il ; 
dircdlr+lk*t++vl): 
switchtdir)( 
case 11: 
dir='4 ; 
break*. 
case 11: 

dlr*5'. 
br eak'. 

case 9: 
airzI*. 
break *. 

Figure AD14 Continued. 
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wh II e(d I rn-7)( 
--I . 
--nmo I xe I 

If I*Pmplxql--Il( 
*omoixel-on: 
*ogenl-l .1 
*z)genl**xj; 
*Pgenl++mdir; 
*(Pqen1-4)=sharp. 
ogenl++; 
sharo=O; 
ket-1); 
Vzo: 

else 
sharo++; 
++I; 
+4otraixel 

if(sharo>6) 

goto halt; 
kzk*(-I): 
dir-Adlr+fk*(++vl) 

saltrh(dir)( 
case 10: 

dIr =2 
break; 

case 12: 
dir=4; 
break; 

while(dlrz=61( 
--I; 
++J; 
orro I xe I -orrr) 1xe12 79; 

If t*cffolxel==1)( 
*pmpixelvan; 
*pqenl++=I: 
*vqen1-mj: 
*pgenl+*zdlr; 
*(ogenl-4)zsharo; 
vgenI++; 
sharvzO; 
kv(-1): 
V=O; 

else 
sharp*+: 
4+1; 
--j: 
rmpixalup-noixel-279; 
if(sharv>6) 
Coto halt*. 
kmk*(-I); 
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dlrxalr+(k*(++v)); 
switch(dir)( 

case 11: 
dir=3*. 
break* 

case 9: 
dIrzI 
break; 

case 0: 
dirzS; 
break; 

t1a It: /*loco termirited but not necessarily closec4/ 
bcund(LINf1zaypn1-IIne(l. 1hE1: 

endline(LINElm(agenj-4): 
*Pqenl***Cxffff; /* endchar 
LINE+#: 
lf(j>lqcl( 

/* putfrrt("valuiý returned z 0. \n"); *1 
Doc In tug: gen I; 

returnIC); 

else C 
/* outfmtg"valui returned a -1 \n"): *l 

accintupneril.; 
retLrnf-1): 

Figure AD14 Continued. 



Figure AD15 
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$include (stc. h> 
fclosedo/* test to cetermine whether a shicow, outilne IS Closed 

GLOBAL short *IIneElCClv*endIlneE1CO3; 
GLOBAL short bcundEIC01; 
GLOIAL short LINE911len; 
GLCOAL unsigned short typeElOCIE31; 
reg I ster uns I gned shcr t no threstxe threshy: 
reqIster short *r: IIrev*oerdIIne: 
unsigned short closeasOxCO10; 
threshx%10: 
threshy-j5: 
for(nm0: n<ILlNE-1): n#4J( 

lf(boundtnl>lilen)( 
ollneallne(n); 
perdlinesendfire(n): 

its putfmtV'*IIne1ts12 %s9*endIIne1%s3%: Xs %n,, 9n9#IIre[n1vn9*encIine(n))1 *1 
lf((*s)line-(*perdilnel<tfireshxltt(*Cerdline-(*cline)<threshx))( 

nLtfmt("Cata sest Zs Is half closed. Nn"vnl; */ 
/* tests croxlrrlty of VCInts Is s"eller ttar ttreshold 0/ 

M Mn I Ire+ I )-Mnera II ne+ I) )<ttreshy) EE (ft(cera II ne# I)-( *(ol I no* I I)< tt*rezhý 
/* Intelling of line Indexed element 

tynefn)E2]-xtyce(nJ14"1Iclosec: 
putfmt(I'Data set Zs Is closed. %n"tn); *1 

) 
} 

Feb 15 10: 20: 11 1988 frecerl. c Page I Figure AD18 
#Inc lude <std. h> 
IE)eri()/* total perimeter Ipnjth of chair-cocec l1res 

GLCPAL short ocintt3COOnlebound[ICC]ttctperi(ICC]ttypeEICCI(31; 
GLCUL short *IlneEICCI**aline(10019*acn(ilinellOC]; 
GLC8AL short LINE#Illen; 
unsigned short M: 
reSister short ocas: 
reSister short evers: 
register short *vIIne: 

unsigned short endcher-sf)xffff: 
o. nsIgned short closedzOxOOIO: 
evensmoddsmtO; 
fortnzO; n<(LINE-1); n++)( 

lft(bound[nl>lilenl&&(tyr)e(n][Zlmxclosec))( 
fortcline-aline(nlvevenscOtodosao; pllne ! v(aencIIne(n144); aIIn,. x +x4)( 

if((*Icline#21=*I)11(*(oline42)*a3)1: (*(clire+21--5)11(*(oline+2)z=7)1( 

odds**: 

else ( 
evens++; 

totperltnlu(IC)O*odds+141*evens)/ICC: 

for(n-O; r<(LlNE-1); n**)C 
if((bcurdEnl>lllen)Etltyne(nl(21*wclosec))( 

t)utfrrt(f, totceriE7. s1, z Xs \n"9n9totperlEnD: 
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Ainclude (stash> Figure AD16 
)iendo/* provides artificial ends to ctRin coded lines so that 

/* x-coordinate Is same fnr start and finish acint *1 
C 
CLOqAL Short *Ilne(ICOI**endline(10019*allre(ICC]9*atndllne(IOCI: 
GLOBAL short bcund(IOCI: 
GLCOAL short LINE*Illen; 
GLE19AL unsigned short typeElOCIE31; 
register short *pline0vencline; 
register unsigned shcrt nik: 
Lnsigned short m9b. 
shcrt blvbh; 
Lnsigned short cIcseaw0xOO1O; 
tlu2li; bh=2? C: 
for(n%O*. n<(LINE-1); n4*l( 

If ( (bound[nl>bl )CC(bound[n)<bh I&&( typeEn] (2 ]sac Icsea I)( /* ; rotect the cal Itratfor circle. 0/ 

alineEnl, ulinetnl'. aendilnetnimendlinelnl*. 
/* putfmt(I'Llre %S x-adjustec case O. Nn'lon): 

else C 
if((bound(nl>lilen)&E(typein](21=nclosed)l( 

plinemllne(n]; 
perdIlnezendIIneEnJ*, 

1* test only valid If carticular line Is above tl-. e threshold line length. 
If((*PlIne)=z(*(verdIIne)I)( 

alinetn]2pline*, aendline(nllrperdline; 
putfmt(I'Llne %s x-adjustec case 1. \nlltn)*. 

else ( /* to ensure that enaocints are not adjLsteý If 
/t. Inside edge first sloces riGht to left 

bc C *. 
if(*(vIire)<(*IoenClinel))( 

lfI*IoIine44)<-x(*(pline))I( 
if(*(ol1ne4'3)<z(*(; )l1ne+4))I( 

If(-itcline+12)<v(*(Plire4j? )))C 
if(*(t)llne+16)<v(*toline+12)))( 

alinernlzollne; aercline(n]2cercline: 
tZI: 

putfmt(I'Llne Xs x-adjusteC case 2. \n"9nI; 

fcr(kzC9b2C: k<bound(n1CE(t: ! *I); k +24)( 
lf(*(perCIInp-k)=m(*nlineM 

aI lne(njwp I Ine: aend I Ire (n]-al verc I ire-k %bal 
outfmt(I'Llne %s x-acjLstec case 3. ka %s. \nllvnlkj; 

else ( 
for lk-x4tbzO ; k<bcundtn]Ct(t ! ull; k +24)( 

if(*(ollne+k)zu(*Peraline))( 

F,! b 15 10: 20: 11 ISBS xena. c Paqe 2 

aliretnlcollne+k; aenclinetnlanercline: twl: 
outfmt[I'Llne Xs x-adiLSted caie 4. k-s %s. \nllvnvkl*o 

) 
) 

) 
) 

) 
) 



Figure AD17 
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Minclude <std. h> 
farea( )/* area of chain-coced closed shocow 

GLCSAL short pointt3COODIgbound[ICO]vtotsreatlCOI*tyPeEI003131; 
GLCOAL short *Iine[10019*endllne(10019*allne[ICO]soaendline(IOC]; 
CLCEAL short LINEPlilen: 
register short area: 
register unsignec short *pline; 
rpglster short j9dir; 
unsigned short n; 
unsigned short endchsr=Oxffff. * 
trsigned short closed=OxOOIO; 
for(n-O; n<lL1NE-I): n4+)( 

lf(fboundtnl>lilen)EEltype[n][21=aclosec))( 
for(clinesfaline(nl+4)gares-Ol. i3iire ! *(aer. cllne1n344): ollne +=41( 

dlr=(*(ollnp42)); 
j=(*(olfne4I))'. 
j <<=I; /* ffultioly each coluffn s-lefrent bv two 0/ 

swi tct, IdIr J( 
case It 

break; 
case 5: 

br ea k 
case 2: 

J+4*. 

areazarea+jt 
break'. 

case 3: 
areasarea+J: 
break: 

case 4: 

areazqre3+J; 
break: 

case a: 
J--; 
area=area-j: 
treak; 

case 7* 
area*3rea-j: 
break; 

case 8: 
j+*: 
areazarea-J; 
break: 

putfmt("am %so ", area); 
I 

area )>ul; /* civice resultant area ty t%o 
outfmttlltareaz Xs* \nllvareal*. 
totarea(nlzares; 

/* for(n=O; m<lLIKE-IJ: n++l( 
lf((boundEnl)lilen)E&(tyoetn)EZI=zclosec: ll( 

r)utfmtt "tctare3E%s I= %s \n*ltnvtct a r-es En I I; 

Feb 15 10,20: 11 Me afreareal. c Page 2 

} 
)/ 

) 
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4include <Stdoh> 
coffnactl)/* comoacticr factor calculator 

GLOBAL short LINEvillen: 
GLCIIAL short bcund(100]stotoeri(1001*tctare9(lGO]9i3*ctior(loOlitype(IOCIE3]t 
register short *ptctg)erlt*ctotareav*pl)acticr; 

register short n; 
register unsigneC short closedzOxOCIC: 
short I *. 

rtotperiatotperl; Figure AD19 
ctctarea, ttatarea; 
roaction-oaction: 
lu(LINE-11: 

for(n=O: n<l; n+*tptotperl++913totarea449ooactlcn++)( 
lf((beund(nl>lllenlttttyceEn][21-azclcsed))C 

*ppactionu(, )rtotppri*(*ntotperi))/(*Ctctares): 

/* for(nxO; n<(LINF-1): n++)( 
lf((boundEnl>lilen)EE(tyceInIE2]zzclosedl)( 

i3utfmtl"pactlonEls1z 2s %n"vnvvactlcn(rl): 

Feb 15 15: 56: 18 jq8p wl4shadewZ. c Page Figure AD20 
#Include <stcl. h> 
Shadwo /*to determine min-y max-y max-x ensurinq Inner edge E finding line lengths 

GL03AL short noint(30')Onloimpoint[1001(lO]thcund[100]tpaction(IOCI; 
GLOBAL short *Ilne(1001: 
GLOSAL unsigned short typell. 00](3]; 
GLOBAL short LINEPIllentiffol; 
int stt'. 
short lmax, jmaxtendchartoominoidtfraxoidvivjtytxendogreatertlessvblvbh: 
unsigned short closed; 
register short old9apid: 
register short *pt)oint=noint. * 
register short *o1wncintaimocint; 
register short *9opoint; 
endchar=Oxffrf*. 
closed=OxOCIC: 
IMP I =0*. 
bl=ZOC; 
bhz280; 
far(sz0: s<(LINE-1); s++)( 
lf((bcunC(sl>lllen)&E((tyne(s)[2]tclosed)uaclosed))( 
lf(tbounots)(bil. '. '(boundEsl>bhl)( 
It, Exclude feature derivation an test circle. 
/A -)utfrmt("Featurp noint selection on bcundary 1! I. %n'1*s): 
pool ntcl ine(sI*R0: /* St-art testing 20 PcInts alonq line. 
pImr)oInt=(EItrnoint[s3(0I); 
minold-maxpid-zO'. 
I* ROUTINE TO WHICH EDGE OF SHADCW IS TRACKýD FIRST. 
pjd2(*(cpcint+3l); 
y2(*(ppoIMt+1)); 
forM*j)pcint !z Pndchar) EE (*(g: j)cInt*1 )<Jy+S )) ; ppcint-ppoint+4 Did+# 

acpcirt-j(ppcint+60): I* To ensure no flat section soolls 
aDId=(*(appoInt+3lI; 
for(js(*(DPoint*llltiz(*cnaintl: *aog)olnt !z enachar; aopcint-zacPcirt+4*aoid*+)( 

if(t*(acpoInt+1)-j) Et (*(ag: pclnt)<i) && (*(appclnt-31>j))( 
goto reverse: 

/* ROUTINF TO FIND STARTING PCINT Ist poirt x Incre3sing 
for( pidzOtqsO*ppoint=l Inels] ; (*(roclnt+4 )! = enc-. har)&E(ci 121-1)1; 13pclrtzrDCint44, pid+41( 

Dutfmt("*(cpcint+4)2 %st*pooint z %s, *pQclnt+5 ls, *. oocint+lx %svoidz Zs Nn" 
I)pc In t+4 v* po oI nt j* (op aI nt+5 19 *( Vp ci nt* II ip pid): 

If(*t po Ci rt +4 )>*ppo Int)t&(*( D13c in t+ 5 )> ( r: ) oi nt +1 
lflmrDclnt*q)>z*(ppoint*4j) ZE (*lpoclnt+q)>-zMvccint+5))))( 
lf((*(Cocjmt+I2)>x*(rpolnt+8)) &E MDcCint+ll)>u(*lroclnt+9)))1( 
lf((*lpoclrt+16)>x*(pnolnt+I2)) Et I*tpncint+17)>u(*Iog)olnt+1311)1( 
if((*(Vnolnt+2C)>w*tvcolnt+I6)) E& (*(Cccint*211>ui*(Droint-4-171)))( 
if(I*(pooirt#24)>z*tpoolnt+2O1j LE (*trg)cint+25)>=(*(opcint+211)))( 

*(Pirrpolnt)2(*rncintJ; 
*(Plrrooint*l )z(*(I)g)cint+l))*. 
*lplmoclnt*2)2rrlnaldzDld; 
qlr(-I); 
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) 
) 

I 
/* ROUTINF TO FIND MAX POINT - max y with x (Jecrasing 

to ensure If lst point not set then neither are other two 
*(rjirr. pcint+6)z(*(oimpoint+31)u(*(riirg: cint))*. /*arit set or max %her ffin set. */ 

*t pi moo I nt+7 ), z("toirrpo In t4-4 I )x Mo impc In t* I) I; 
*( Own a int+8 )=(*(p I mpo In t+S I )wmaxp I d,, (*(p I ffoo I nt+2 
Q20: 
pidaminold; 
jmax'20 ; 
vvcIntx(IIne1sl+4*mlnoId): 
for( ; *(g)pcint+4)! uendchar CC a! =(-l); opoirt! opcoint+49pid++)( 

/* putfmtt"*(Qpoint+4)= TsOpocint A %sv*cvcInt-3 a Y. sv*pooint+ls %sqr)idu %S 9jjrax2 %s\n" 

oft(Cr)f)int+4)9*pocintv*(pg)oint-319*(cpcint*l)tvitlgjmqx); */ 
if((*(rr)clnt+l)>zjmax)&E(*tcpoint+4)<(*Cpaint)))( 
lft*(013cint+e)<*(*(ol)olnt+4)))( 
if((*(rvcInt)<=(*(pooInt-4))) CC (*(CncInt+j)>z(*(rpcInt-3))))( 
jf(l*tvacInt-4)<*MvocInt-8))) EC Mp3GInt-3)>=(*(VpcInt-7))))( 
lf((*(rpoint-8)<=(*(pocint-12)))E& (*(g: 13cint-7)>u(*(pC)Cfnt-11))))( 
iftt*ý(rocint-12)<z(*(ppcint-16)))C&(*(rpclnt-ll)>=(*(pg)olnt-15))))C 

jmax=(*tpooInt*l))*. 
*(pImnoInt+6)'x(*rncInt): 
*(pImnoInt+T)x(*(opcInt+jj)*. 
*(PIrrDoInt+8)-maxoIdsoId: 

if((*frr)cfnt+8)<z(*(pocint+12)))C&(*(cr, cint+12)<x(*(I)Polnt+16))))( 
lf((*(rDclnt*16)<2(*(i3point+201))CE(*(CnC[nt+20)<m(*(pooint+24))))t 
lf(, Ntpg)oirt+30)>(*(opcint+4)))( /* 20 pCints alonq x greater 

qm(-Il; 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

reverse! 

/* ROUTINE TO FIND MlnPCINT - ffax x betweer min and max 
for( imax=0tpid=minpld9pvolntz( llne[S1+4*rrlncld)**Pld <maxpi do pool rtzcoc i rt+4*Pl C*4 1( 

lft((*ppoint)>imax)&E(*(rocint+4)>u(*r)pcint))E&(*(pooint+gl>u(*tgocirt441)1)( 
imaxx(*(pirr: )cint4,3))=(*Dpoint). 
9*(; )imr)cint+4)-s(*(ripcint+L)); 
*(Pl. 1ioolnt+5)zvlc: 

continue; /* execute next value in main loop 

/* ROUTINE TO FINf) STaRTINC POINT BACKWARrS -x Cecreasing y-min for*1 
putfmt("Reverse edgR oolnt calculation routine entered. \n"): 
for( c3zO9vidz(aoid-ZO)tPPointz(acroint-80); *(pr)alnt+4)1 sendchar ; Vpoimt-ppclrt44 91)jd++ )( 

lf((*(pVolnt-4)>*Ppolnt) &C MCvQlnt-3)>*(pcclnt+I)))( 
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If I(*( coo In t-S 1>3r(*( coo In t-4) )) &E (* (opc I nt-T) >as (*(ppcint-3 I)))( 
If I (ft(op a in t-1? I> x( *( or) aI nt-81 I) E& I*( CC Ci lit- III >a(*( pool nt-7 I)))( 
M (11(r)CO I rt-16 )>-'O ( *( oDC I nt-12) )I r& t* ( croi rt- 15 )>v( *I pno I nt- II I) I I( 
If IM DCGint-2f))>2(*( PCI aI nt- I u) I) Et (fit rCoirt- 1141>*( *t pool nt- I! I)))( 
If((*( npo I nt-24)>x(*1 pool nt-? Cl I) LE I*. ( Coo I nt-23 )>a(*( pool nt-191 M 

*olmpoInt=(*cDclrtI; 
, 

*(pImnolnt+I)1zMCpClnt+j)): 

*(P; mnoint+2)zfrln[)Id-pid. */* larger th3r maxvid 

nutf-ntV1,; -x lit lmgjoint[s1COJz %s, irrpcIntEsJw Tsv IffocintEsIzAs-Nn" 

vs , Imp oint[sltOl *I rroc In tEs It I It I roo In tls)121 



/* qOUTINE TO FIND MAX POINT BACKWARDS */ 
for( (3'NO*PiCzaOidvjmaxuOtppointaag: oClnt ; (pl(j >mO) &E (a in (-M ; roclnt=cvcInt-4q13Ic--)( 

lf((*(t)Coint+ll>njmax)Ct(*(Cocint-4)<(*Cocint)))( 
If(*(CoCInt-1I<x MaDaInt-0))( 
If((*Ipcoin0<w(*(opoInt#4l)) CC 
If IM opcint4,4 )<-at *I npc In t+8 ))) CC (*(CpC In t#5 )>m(*(oC a Int+9 111 
if((*(Dpoimt+81<lr(*(npoint+L2))I PIL (*(rl3clnt+Q)>=(*(Cc)olnt+131)1)( 
lf((*(oraint+12)<wt*(pooint+16))) CE 1*(Cpoint+13)>u(*(ppoint*171)))( 

Jmaxz(*(pccInt+I1); 
*(phrpolnt+6)s(*pocIntI. ' 
*(p I rroc I nt+T Pa M oj)c In t# I M. Figure AD20 Continued. 
*( pI ffo aI nt+8 )u m., 3xp I dxt) I d; 

/* putfmt(Ilss 'TIv Imocint(s](61m Is* Impoint(Sla Xsq ivpCint1sJs13. \M" 

ostimoointEs](6]vlmoCfntESI[71, imoolnt(S]1811*. */ 
lf(t*trpcint-S)<z(*(pocint-1211)&Et*(C)pcint-121<u(otr)polnt-16)1))( 
If((*( rr)cInt-I6I<m(*(vpoint-2n) )I CC(*( 13ncint-201 <a Mppolnt-24 )l ) I( 
Jfl*(VpoInt-80I>I*lcDcInt-4M( /* 20 pcints along x greater 0/ 

Qv(-1); 

> 
} 

) 
} 

/* ROUTINE TO FIND MIDPOINT */ 
fortt)idwai3idelmaxwOtooointmarocint: old >wmaxpl(]: Cg)clntlepocint-4913ic--)( 

if((*Qoaint>irnax)C&(*(rocint-41>ulffax)Et(*(Cooint-8)>ulmax)l( 
I maxz(*(n I vicirt *'I) )u( Ort)c I rt) 
*(p I iroointo-4 Is(*( 13pc In t+ II It 
*(g) I mo of nt+5 )=a I a'. 

/* putfmt("s= ! it IrracIntEs1(3)= ist lrrroint[sl- %so irrpcInt(sjzTs. \n`l 

tstirr; )oint(s](319irrDcintEsIE4191mocint(s](511; 

Imp I++; 
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} 
} 

Fob 15 10: 20: 11 1989 wicirrr). c Paqe Figure AD21 

#Irclude<std. 1, > 
char cimp(ll* rroCuction of features froft important points 

GLCPAL short ; ffocirt[ICOICIO]vclrrocint(ICO]1251; 
GLCqAL short LINE; 
COUBLE sqrtt); 
char getch(); 
register short *pIffocintulfrooint; 
register short apt: 
double difig; 

short I; 
lz(LINE-11; ' 
for(q-xO*-q<I: a#+)C 

virrpoint-Morocint(a)EU); 
for(t=D: t<Q; t#+ K 

cimpoint(alftla(*ti3imocint+t)); 

clmr)olnt(o][91=(*ti3iwpcint+31-(*pinpcint)); /* ffindifx 
cimacint(altiolr(*(oimpointo. 31-(*(CiOCcirt*6))); /* mSXcifx 
cimrcirt (a] Ell I-, (*(oimcolnt+6 )-(*vlrcclnt) I-. /* r-axx-rrinx */ 
cimc)ointla](121-(*(Pirpclnt+4)-(*(Ciffocint4l)l),. /o irldy-fflny 
cimpoint[oll 131z(*(oimpolnt+7 )-lv(riivvcir. t*4 1) ): /* rraxy-ffldy 
cImocInt[ojE 14]zl*(g)impcint+7 I-(*lvIffocirt4j )) 1. /* maxy-miny 
fu(cimpcint(al(q])*(ciirocint(a](911+(cirrrcintEcIE121)*(cimi3cint(O)EI211.1 

clmaol ntEaJ1l!; 1z (short I( seirt( f)I; 
gm(cimccint[c](101 Mcimpcint[q] [101 J+Jcifpcint[qjEI31 )*Icirrpoint(cl[1311 

c Impol nt(o) (161m (short )(snrt(g)) ; 
d-a(cimpointlol Ell] Mc impointlal Eiji I*lc ilrpcintgo][141 )*(cirrpolnt[cIEj41I*P 

cimpointEal(Illatshort)(sc3rt(di); 
lf(cirmr. cintlal Eq1>ClffvClntEa]JjCj)( 

clir. [)cintio](IBJscimocintEal(lol; 

else cimocintle)(18]2ciirr)oint(o](S]; 
clirpoint(q](191acimpoint(q] [1514chrocint(a] (161 
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Pinclude(std. h> 
cc I rc le I) Figure AD22 
GL09AL short PointE3COColibCuno(ICC]ttCt3reaCICC]tciffr)cintEICCIE291: 
GLC!! AL lhort LI ME9 III eno *I inef 11101 tot g: er iE1 Of) J 
Int stt9rl 
rPglster short *Coclnt: 
short minxtmaxxtfrlryorraxyvcenxvceny: 
short b1thh9phtoloahoalvendchar: 
enCchar, zOxfrff: 
fflnx-mlnyz2OC; 
rrnxxzmaxyvO; 
phc77; plz63: 
ahz3CO: al-z395: 
bl=22c; 
th=76F; 
forts-O: s<(LINE-j1; s++)( 

lft(bounltsl)obl)C&Ibcundtsl<bh)&E(tctreriLsl>pl)ftttatoerilsl<i)h)E&Itctarea(sl>al)E&(tatarea(sl<ah))C 
forlpvclntwllneEs]*-*opcint ! wenccPar: rpclrt +x/-)( 

lf(*PDcint<frinxlt 

rrlnx= *Dpclnti 

lf(*pi3cint>maxxl( 
maxxz *vocint! 

if(*Icccint+ll<miny)( 
ir I nya *f po cI nt +I 

lf(*(opClnt4j)>, viaxyl( 
waxy= *(g;; )cint+l): 

ena: 

cimocintEs](20]zcenx-(Pinx+maxx)/2; 
cimpoint(sJ[213zcenysiminy+maxyl/2; 
goto end; 

outfmt("Centre marker centre calculatec. xz %sv ya Is. \r", cenxtceny); 
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*Include<std. h> Figure AD23 
dcentre( J /* Routirfs to calculate distance from cbject of interest 

/* tc cick-up ffnrker cuntre. 

CLCSAL shor t bounfl( 100 1. to tcer iI IOC I cifrccirtt ICC) (251 ; 
GLC9AL short LINEPlllen. -'IineEIOC]vtotarea[1001; 
COMF sqrt(): 
Int s9n; 
register short *rncint; 
short mindimidatmaxd; 
Int mindsomaxdsemiads: 
short blqbh9altah9pl9vhqsigarvslgtot; 
5193rT403: 
sigtotu2o: 
rhz77; plz63; 
ah25OO; al=395: 
tl=20C; 
bh-265; 
forIS'z0: s<(LINE-l): S4+)( 

lf((bound[sl>lilen)E&Itatarea(sl>slgarl&&(ciwpcirt(sIEISI>sieltot))( 
for(n-s+l; n<(LINF-j): n++)( 

if((bcundfnl>bll&t(bcund(nl<th)t&ltotoerltnl>nll&&(totperi(nl<i)hl&&(tct3reatnI)al)&&ttctareaEnl<ah) 
Putfmt("C311tr3tion circip fcurl. na Xs. \rllon); 

minflsz((cimocint(s)[01-ciirpclnt(n]E2C))* 
(cirrr)clnt(s](01-ciirrcint[n)(2CI 11 

(tclrrpclnt(s][11-ciirr: clnt(nIE211 )* 
tclrrocint(s](11-cirrpclntInIE211)); 

triddsut(cifft)oint(s](31-cirrpcinttnl(201)* 
(cinecint(s](31-cirrccintInIE201)1+ 

((CirrpcirtEs](41-CirrpcintInIE211 )* 
(clirDcint[SI(41-cifrpcint(nIE211 )I 

w-axdsx(lcirccint(sJE6]-ClirpcintEn]L2C]I* 
Iciffticirt(s](61-cifrrcinttn]E2C]))* 

((clirpcintEs][71-cirrrclnt(n](211 1* 
tcirrocint(s][71-cirrocintInIE211 )I 

Putfmt(I'mindsu%it fflcdsz%lt rraxdsmtl-\n"tfrlncsorridcstmaxCs); 
cirPoointEsl[201=clrrpclnt(n](201*. 
Clinooint(s]EZI]xcirrocintEn]EZII*. 
cfmt)ointEs](221, &(st, nrt)(sart(tuout, lelltrlntis) II 
CirnncintEs](231-x(sl-. ort)(sqrt((couble)(ir, ladSI )) 
CimoointIsIC241*(short)(sc3rt((oouhle)(rrax(is) 11 
goto end; 

ind: 
Vutf'ntf"\n, t) 
/* Outfmtl"r)istances to 
Putfirtt"min-d-a if # ff ierjx 

centre, rparkpr at Tst Xs are: - Iliciffrcint(s)(201. ciffrclnt(s](211): 
% it mixdz :CI . \ntltc irrpo In t(31 122 ] 9C irrpo in t(s) E23 I sc iff Cc Irt(: 1 (241 ): */ 
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Figure AD24 
Ninclude <std. h> 
tI mo( 

GLOBAL . hort timpclnt[SOOIE151; 
GLOIAL short totperl[IOOI: 
GLOSAL short totarea(10037 
GLOBAL short pactien[IOOI; 
GLOIAL short bound(1001: 
GLCRAL short cimpoint[IOOIE251; 
GLOUL short Men; 
GLCqAL Int LS'. 
GLOBAL short LINE: 
GLC9AL short FIT 
register short q9teset; 
short mz0T 
Fl++; 
for( cizO'. Q<(L I NE- II : c3*+ 

lf((boundEql>lllen)&Etoactiontql>15)&Etcimocint(a](191>10))( 

m=1 ; 
timr)clnttLSIEOI-zFl; /* Fraire Index 
forltvOvsetw0*-t<9: t +*3)( /* Testinc for Invalid feature sets. */ 

lff(cimpointla]Etl=zO)11(clitocirtEcl(t*llaxOllset-1; 

lf(totperl(oJmm0lsetxI; 
if(set=211( /* If bid data set fraýe all entries zero. */ 

forttzI; t<I2: t++)( 
tlmoolnt1LSJItI=0; 

else ( 
tlrooint[LSJrI1xtotperl(c3j. * 
lf(totar9a(o3<O)( 

tl-rpcinttLSI1ZIx(-totarea(cJ). 
tirrpclnt[LS]131=(-oaction(cil). 

else 
tlmVcintELSlE2Jztotare9(qj: 
timpointILSIBIzoactionlo, l; 

t if"CcintCl. ý] (47 zC lrrpcint(c) (191 : 
t ImacintELS1 [51=cirrpo I nt[c) (171 ; 
t Impc In MS I E61zclmpcint(c] E 18 1; 
timpaintELS117lucimpaint(al E 15 1; 
timocint[LS]183xcl, rocirit(c](161; 
tii"ccint(LSI(91=clmpcint(c](221; 
timocint[LSIIIO]zclmncintEn][231: 
timpcint(LS]tlll-zcimoointEa](241; 

LS++: 
putfmt("Values beinq stored for outaut are: - ! sv%s,! wsvXsv'%sv%s#Ts9" 

9F I vtotDer it ql 9totareaEQl ton cti on( ql vc I rrpc irt(c) [191 vc I rrg)o I ntEcl E IT] vc irrrc In t Cc ]I I E) 

putfmtP'ls, Ts-%sv'y. s9%s. %n" 

vc irr. pcint(q] E1519cimpointlol (1619c I frpcint( a1 (221 9c itriocint( a] (231 9c I mpo In t(q] (241 

/* If all bad data set rrake zere data set. */ 
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tI rrooi nt ELS) EOJ*F I; /* Frarre incex 
forttzl: t<12; t++)( 

tirrpcint(LSJ(t]xO; 

L S+ +*. 
putfmtt"ValueS heinq storoscl for cutout Rre: - ! ýs9%s9! tss%l9'ts#%s9%s*,, 

9FIstotoorit, l]ototareR[nlvpiction(qlscimrcirt(GILIgltci, rpoint(c]Ellltcimrcinttel[telj*. 
putfmtP,, '. s. Ts9%s9%sv%s. %n" 

vcimpcint[q](151. cimpointtq)EI619cimpcintEcIE22l, cir, point[c)EZ319cimg)oint(ol(241)*, 
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#include <std. h> 
3truct FILEDATA 

char name(161; 
int block; 
Int load; 
int start: 
Int count*. 
char *pbuf; 
Int fsIze; 

toffileo 

extern short timpcintC5001(151; 
xtern struct FILFDATA fdat. 39*fss; 
xtern Int LS*. 

short buf[70001; 
short nntott; 
char frRMe[163; 
char *Pfname; 
Int n9drlvelg). * 
fss = r. fdata; 

cr I vez I; 
pframeafname; 
outfmt("Feature detta stoviye routine 
putfrrt("P lace forffatted feature datn 
putfmt("Enter the riore of the file in 
ge tfmt( "Zo "vpf rairp )T 
lf((rvsystem(7vCdrivel)! wOJ( 

putfmt("Error 
putfmt("Value 

lf((Pssystem(16 
putfmt("Error 
putfmt("Value 

Figure AD25 

entereC. \r\n")*. 
stcrage disc Ir drive 1. \n\nlll: 

o%hich the fpature Cata Is to be stcred. \nlll: 

In accessing drive I. Nn"). * 
of n returned is %I. Nnlltnl; 

I) ! zO)( 
in restoring drive 1. \n")*. 
of n returned is 'Pi. \nlltn); 

forln*C*. n<15; n#+)( /* Leave the null terffin-aticn 
f data. narreEn Iaf rarreEn] I 

lf(ln-system(99fss))! wC)( 
Putfmt("Error in ocenlnq the file. \n"); 
out fmt( I'Va I ue of r returnoc is Ti . \n'l. n) 
Putfmt("01 sk storage crogram aborts. \r"l 
goto end; 

fOr(nn=Otoxl; nn<LS; nn++)( 
for(t=o; t<121. t**)( 

buf1Q++Imtlircclrt(nnJ(tj; 

tuf(Olzq-l*. /* Total rumber of sets of cata to he a/c */ 
/* Number to be o/p zc/256 +1 to make uo fractioral cart. */ 
autfmtl "Number of tuf *er elementsz ts, q/756z %s. \n'I, qvc/5 12+1 
fdata. pbufzbuf; 
fdata. countzq/256+1: /* WrIte out Q/256+1 bloCkS */ 

lf((nxsysteir(14*(SS)1! 20)( 
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putfmt("Errcr in writing to Cisc file 2v. \n1'*fcat9. rame); 
putfmtt'IV31ue of n returnpo Is Ml. \r"tnl; 
putfmtt"t: lccks Yiv ccuntz Zi. \n"tfaata. bl, 3cktfcata. ccurt); 

If( (ndxsys tern( 11. fss) i ! so)( 

r)utfmt( "Error In cIf., s Ing fII e*\n1l) 
PUtfmt("Value of n returned IS Xl. \nlltn); 

End* 
systerr(811 
Putfmtl"Drive I ceselecteeJ. Nn"): 
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Odeflne StartChar Cx11 
#define endchar OxI3 
#include <std. h> 
toduet( )/* Program tc tranrri ta run of Iffage features 

/* for storage on the DUET. 

GLCBAL short timpoint(500)(153; 
GLCRAL Int LS: 
int q9tow: 
short buf[1151T 
: )utfmt(II03ta trirsmis-; Ion routine enteree. \r\n"); 
nutfmt("Press Carriate return to continue. \n\n"); 
getch()*. qetchl)* 
buf(ClastartCh3r: 
t1wrIt-, 3(Cbuf(OJ92); /* Write out tte start ctoracter 
tuf[OlwLS*. /* Ruffer type-conversion puts value In t%o bytes 
outfmt("Number of cats sets to be output z %I \n"9LS): 
hwrite3(Ebuf*2): /* Output ruirber of sets of cats to be rena 
for(o=O*. q<LS; o+*)( 

for(t=O; t<-zll; t#+)( 
buf(tJ=timocint(a1(t1; 
lf((bufEtl E CxffIz=endchar)( 

bufEtJ*+: 

outfrnt[I'Val ues being wr I ttg? n out are :- Ysq%s vysv%s vl: StXs v! Tsv%sv%sq%s9! s9%s. %nII 
shuf E01 sbuf (I] vhu! E:! Itbuf E31 9buf E4]*buf (5) 9buf E619buf(739buf ER19buf 1919bO (101*bLf Ell]); 

for(wsO: w<5CCOG: w4+)( /* Wait loco 
l-wrIte3(Ebuf*Z4): 

buf(Olwendchar: 
hwrIt, ý3(&buf*2)*. 
3 
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Figure AD27 lincluCIP(std. h> /* Include standard Whitestrith's heviCer. 
Ninclude"ityl lb. h" 
/* reclaration and Initialization of external vnriables. 0/ 
strLct clusfnfo cl-(): 
struct FILEDATA fdat3v C 

914.4.4.4. + +4. ++ ++ ++4.4.01 , 

Oo-0909159NULL90 

ýtruct FILEDATA *fsszNULL; 
short nsetsvOl 
short nclusal; 
short mnclus=O; 
short nrangpzO., 
short crangezo; 
short mnranqe=O: 
float mtotE121=0; 
float vart30]El2]=O*, 
short max0toME31E301=0; 
short minntoME31001=0; 
short cenn[31[301=0*. 
short mqxvarE301E121:: 0; 
short minvarE301EIZI=O: 
short nooints(301=0; 
short vtllst[303(4003=0*. 
int lnv: 3rrraxzo; 
Int fvarmaxvo; 
short PRINTSET-0; 
ffaint) /* Coordinatin; function for clu-, ter analy-sis. 

Reads frcfr feature-latafile stores in CILFt-r-oat-i file. 

GLCQAL shirt PRINTSET: 
short crlt2()scrit1(): 
FRINTIýETmO; 

cacheo; /* Set c3cho running. ", N/ 
i-nitdu()'. /* Initialize on-toard UART 

gr Pet (I; 
cluscrito*. 
fromfileo; 
r. )utfmt("4ll specified data read in from disc&\n\nlll; 
standirdizeZ(): 
outfmt("Stardaraization of data corrviete. \n\n"); 
while(crIt1()! 2(-1))( 

mearsdnoL'()#* 
putfrrt ( 111he trean and var I ance cf each cI Ls te r h, -3 s now been ca I cu Ia tpd. \n") 

varmax t1 (I; 
putfmt ( "Test f in isted to tie te rrr I ne c luster ccn ti in Ing trs,? fpa ture wI th trip max var I arce . \n" 

clusclit(): 

, pli tfmt ( "The c lus te rw1 th the fea ture wI th the la rqes t var I ance has row teen so II t- W, 
/* cI uspr Intl I: */ 

I 
nutfmtll'Thp initial number of clusters has been reached. \rill); 
meanidnp2t): 
clusorintt): 
nutfmt("Abcut to enter movement stage. \nll); 

moveZ (): 

outfmt(I'moven, ent of ocints, tc nearest cluster centre coxoleted-\n'll: 

clusorint(l: 
outffnt("Orirtcut of Initial cluster groucirgs corplete. \nlll; 
vutf-nt(11AbOLt to enter range testinS loco for the first tin*e. \n"); 
whiIetcrit2Mz(-1lIC 

meansdnDZ(); 
varmaxt2(); 
putfmt("Test finished to finc cl6ster %ith traxirrum range in distarce feature. \n'l): 

clusclito., 
putfrrtt,, The cluster with tle largest range has bepn soil t. \n"); 

Clusorinto: 
r)utfmt("PrIntcut of distance cluster grcupirqs coiTolete. \n"); 
move? II; 
clusprinto'. 
r)utfmtt "About to enter range testing locr) for the second time. \n**); 
whIIeIcrIt? (l! z(-M( 

meansdro2t): 
varmaxUll; 
putfmt("Týsst finished to firc cluster i-ith raximum range In distance feature. \n"): 

clusg: litt); 
putfrrt("Tt, e cluster with tlý-? largest rarge has heen sPIIt. \n11I; 

cluscrint(); 
move? ()! 

elusprint(l; 
r)utfnlt("Pr intcut of final cluster group irss complete-WI) 
det I nfo I): 
Putfmtl11Infcrri: %tIon to be Placed In storggp file tins bqcn detertrineco\nlll; 
storfileo*. 
Putfmtt "Storage seauenre for cluster Inforrat ion coffoleted. \nlll 

ex 1tt); 
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Figure AD29 
Sinclude<std. h> 
Ninclude"rryllb. h" 
froirfileo /* Reads in specified feature data file frorr disc 

extern struct cluninfo cl*. 
11 xtern short nsets: 
extern struct FILEDATA fdat9q*fss; 
char fname(161; 
float *ofeat: 

short buf1500OJ9nob9tbr9Q*Iessets*. 
Int n9arIve9k9t19t2*- 
char *pfname; 
rss = Efdata. * 
pframezfname; 
cr I veal ; 

putfmt("Enter the rame of the FEATURE data file to be read ln6Nn,, ); 
gat firt I "Zo I*@ of ra me I. * 
i3utfmt( "Enter the set Index of the f ina I feature data to be read ln. \n") 's 
ge tfmt( "%s"t &nsets I: 
Dutfmtt"Data sets with Index up to 'ts are to be read In from file V'%p\". \n"9rset, 3qr)frarre): 
If( (n=systenv(7, &jjr ive II ! aO I( 

putfmt("Error in accessing drive 0. \n"I: 
gato end; 

lf((nwsystem(16))! zO)C 
putfmt("Error In restoring drive 0. \n"): 
gcto end: 

for(nzO*. n<0*. n++)( /* Leave the null termination. 
fdata. name( n] a fnarre In J 

lf(lnwsystev(109fssl)! vO)( 
putfmt("Error in opening file for reaJ. \n")*. 
gote end; 

fdata-pbuf=buf; 
tl=(IntI(fdita. K)buf): 
fdata. countul: 
If((n=syste, n(13, Pfss))! rO)( 

putfmt("Error in reading file. \n"). 
goto end; 

robmbuf[01*7; 
IfIrob<=510)fdata. cCLMtZO: 
else (frJata. countw(ncb#2)/512I; 
friata. obuf 4=512: 
tl=(int)(fd3ti. obuf); 
/* nutfmtI11fdata-buf-1hi, buf[O)z %s, ncb- %sqfdata. ccunt=vi. \nllttltbuf[Oltnobordsta-COLnt); 
If((rzsystem(139I-ssII! wO)( 

Dutfmt( "Error In rend Inc fIIe. \n" I; 
goto end*. 

tl=(Int)(fdata. nbufI. 
/* nutfmt("fdati-buf* %hi. \n"9tl): 

n .21'. 
foricre,, ttwcl. featyars(Oli(izl*. (bufrq]! --(nsets+l))&&((,. ur[oluz(bufEa-12141)I 
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. Itbuf(aJ=ztbuftq-l? ]))Ilfbuf[ql,, 21)); pfeat +-xl? tn4+)( I 
%hile(buflq+IJ-*C)( /* lqnore data 

cl +-12: 

*(Pfeat+61-(rloat)t)ufln++J*. 
*Iofeat+4), B(float)bufEo++]*. 
I*(I)feat+5 lz(float)buf(a++]; 
*(ofeat+nlxtfloatibuf[n++Jl. 
*(pfeat+T)zgfloat)bufEq+*J*. 
*(ofeat+112(flcjt)buf(o++J*- 
*(nf9at+1)u(float)bufEn++J*- 
*(nfeat*2)v(float)bufEn++J'. 
*(ofe3t+3)z(float)bufEcz++): 
*(13feat+1)2(flc)at)bufEa++J'. 
*Infe3t+10)z(flo. -it)buf(o++l: 
*(ofeat+ll)=(flcat)buf(q++j; 

: )utfmt("Values for data set %, q arp: %fv 2ft %fe %fv %ft Zfq %ft %fv %ft If-\n". nq*jpfeat46, 

Y*Pfeatt*(pfeat+llv*tvfeat*219*(Pfeat*3)9*(Dfeat44j, *tpfe, lt+51**(g)feat*qlq*trfeat+lo)totrfeat4llj); 

nsetsxtn-l),. /* actuil rumbpr of sets of cata. 
ena: 
SYStem(Ql: 
cutfmt("Orive I Cpsoolacted. \n1l): 
i 
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Ninclude<std. h> 
cluscritt) /* Routine to Inout external clustering criteria. 

Figure AD28 
GLOFIAL short mnclussirnranneePOINTSET; 
short accur; 
outfmt("C I us ter deta II Pntrye\n\n'l I; 
r)utfmtt"Uo you want to Print out the clusterinS ss! cuence7\n11)'. 
if(getch()z=*v9l( 

PRINTSETuL; 
greet()*. 
Putfmt("The clustering sequence will be sent to tlýe printer. \nlll; 

Setch(): getch()1. 
Outfmt("How many clusters do you want to divide your data Into In1tIallye\n19)*# 
9P tf mt ( 11%S119 Emnc I us) - 
outfmt("Enter the accuracy required In tlii robot pick-un Point In mm. \n"): 

9? tfMtt"%511sE9ccur)*. 
iTnrsnge=accur*3/2*- /* *3/4 for vixelso *2 for range 
outfmt(I'The rumber of clusters the data Is to be divided Into initially Is : -As. \n119rrnclus)% 

put fmt( "The accurncy in the pi ck-uL) pc In t reou I red is Zs mrr. \n I, 9accur 
putfmt(I'This corresnords tu a Zs pixel range. \n11vrrnr9nge)'- 
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Nlnclude<std. h> 
kinclude"mylib. h" 
stanaardizeZ(l /* Function to standardize all input feature data 

GLC13AL struct clusinf, 3 cl; 
GLOPAL short nsets: 
C-LCqAL float mtot(121: 
double sqrtt): 
float tattIZ19totdsvars[1231 
double sigEIZI; 
int m. vnvlloov*- 
forfiloop2O: iloop<I2; llooo++)( 

tottiloopl-totdsvars(itoopl-sigEllocol-C. 

fortn=O; n<nsets; n++)( 
fur(llooPxO: llooo<I2*iloop#+)( 

tot(ilooplatotliloopl*cl. featvars(n)[Iloool; 

Figure AD30 

outfmt("Tota I for vnr fables are: - If If If ! tf jr if 9 If %F. %f . \n" 

, tat(I)IotottllttotE2]ttf,, t[3)vtot(4]gtot('ýlttCt(6]vtot[T)vtctE41); */ 
for(lIooj3z0: iIooP<1Z; ilOc0*+l( 

mtotEilooclutotElloopl/(float)rsets; 

putfmt( "Aver aqes of tota Is of var iah les ar e: - If t! lft%ftlft%fv%ft. %ft'%ft%f. \n" 

tmtot(Olomtot(llvmtot[23*rr-tot(3]tmtot[4i, mtat(5itirtatr6lomtot[7]vmtot(81); 
for(n=0Zn<n. sets! n++)( 

for( I Iocox0*. i loot)<12*. i loop++)( 
cl. dsfeatvarsln]Eiloonl'2(cl. featvars(n](iloopl-mtotliloopl)* 

(cl. festvars(n][lloopl-mtotEiloopl): 
to tJsyars[ II ool) I =to tdsvnrs (I I can 1 *0 rJsf em tvars[n) EII ocp I*. 

putfmt(I'Delta snuared aV9 Total of celta squareo z %f . \n" 

9C1-dSf eatvarsEn] (I I cop] 9 to tOSvarsEi I ocDJ) 

for(iloor)zo*. Iloco<12*iloop++)( 
/"-" nutfmt(I'SqUare root Is Xd. \nlltsart((doubleltotdsvars(iloopl)); 
si-jllloocl- sart(fdouble)totcsvarstilocoJ/(double)nsets); 
Putfmt(I'The valUe Of Sigma for variable %I is %4.2f \n"9i Ioop*sIq[ ilocpl); 

for(n, A0; n<nsets; n++l( 
putfmt(I'The standardized values for the %I th. data set are: -\n*lvn); 
I)utfmt("For feature "); */ 
fort I loopsc: i IGOP<lz; i too: )+* 

cl. sfeatvars(n](ilooc)lc(cl. featvarsEn][ilooPI-mtOtlilOOPI)f 
(float)siqEiloonl*. 

/* putfmtt"%i X. 2f, "ollocl)tcl. sfeatvars(n](ilocol)*. 

/* putfirt("\n") 
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hircluae<std. h> 
crIt1(1 /* cIrSt CIUStering criterion CheCtler 

Initial clusters been gene /* Have the required nun-tier of rated' 

GLOFIAL short nclus; 
GICRAL short mnclus: 
ir(nclus>smnclusl( 

return(-11: 

else return(01. * 



Figure AD32 
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Ninclude<std. h> 
#Inc lude"rryl lb. h" 
weanSdno2(l /* Calculate the mean ana sd of all 

GLC3AL struct clusinfo cl; 
GLOBAL short nsets; 
GLOBAL short nclus; 
GLOBAL float var(301(121'. 
Int neindextrumbertilooptinit; 
float clusmean(30)(12]ttotvarll? ltdtatEI21; 

for(IndexzO; lncex <nclus; lndex#+)( 
fortinitzO; Inlt<12; lnlt++)( 

totvar(initl-C: 
dtotEinitJ=C: 

existing clusters. */ 

for(nzlgrumt: er-xO; n<nsets: n++)( 
if(cl. cluster[nlzzindex)( 

rumber-1. 
for(Ilcopwo: iloop<1Z; ilocr*+)c 

totvar(ifoopl-totvar(ilcool+cl. sfeatvars[rillioopi; 

fort ! 10ov=0: llaon<IZ; l locn*+ H 
clusmean(index]EilooclxtotvarElloci)]/(ficat)number: 

for( r-, jirher=Ovn=O : n<nsets; n++ 
lf(cl-clusterEnjazindex)( 

rumber++*. 
for (I locr)uo; i loo[)<12*, i lc)cr++ 
dtottiloopl-dtot(iloopl+tcl. sfeatvartnl(ilocoI 

-clusmean(incex)(ilocoJl*tcl. 3featvar[n)(ilecal-clusirear(index][iloopl): 

var (I ndex I( II ooplildtot[ iI ccO /( fI oat I rumber 

) 
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Figure AD33 
#IncIudP<std. h> 
Minclude"trylib. h" 

varrraxtl( ) /* To determine which cluster P-as the largest variance. */ 

CLOSAL short mclus*@ 
GLOBAL Int Invarrrax9fvarmnx, * 

GLCRAL float var(30IE121; 
fIcat varrrax; 
Int ntilooo: 
for(varmax=O9nz0; n<ncIus; n++)( 

for( 11 oop-O: i 1000<4-* 1 loop++)(/* Only test first four features for cluster Inc*/ 

If(varEnI[IIoop]>varmax)( 
invar-maxzn; 

f varrrax- I loop; 
varmaxavar[n)[Iloopl; 

putfmt(I'The mixiffuiT variance occurs wl th cluster liq fe3ture, XI . \n"9lnvarffax9fvarffaxl 

) 
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linclude<std. h> 
#Inc ludalliryl lb. h" 
clusplito /* Increase the numbor of clusters by splittinq the cluster 

%ith tte largest variance or largest distance feature. */ 

GLOBAL struct clusinfo cl: 
GLCIAL short nclustnsets; 
GLOIAL In tI nvarfraxt fvarrrax: 
float mnvarqmxvir; 
short ntiloootcount. 
ffnvar=10000*, 
ffxvarzo; 
nc lus++; 
Putfmt("Cluster solitting routine unterp(j. \n"); 
for(n%O; n<nsets; n++)( 

lf(cl. cluster[r]mxinvarmax)( 
lf(cf. featvarstnl(fvarmax])ýmxvar)( 

mxvarzc1. featvars(nJ(fvarmax1; 

lftcl. featvarstn]Efv, 4rmaxl<mnvarl( 
mnvar=cl. featvarsEnJlfvarmax]; 

putfmt("Cluster %I has been split to fcrrr cluster %s . %nllginvarmaxinclus-1); 
j* putfmt(9'irxvarm TC. 2f* mnv-irv %o. 2r. %r, "9rrxvar9irnvarJ: 

outfmt(11nata sets asslqnea to new cluster are: - \n"); 
forCccunt-O9n=O; n<rsets; n-)( 

If(c1. cIuster[nJz=Invarmax)( 
putfmt(Ilcl. feRtvarstn)Efvarmaxl-ffnvar- (IO. f-%C. fl- %O. f. \n" 

ve I. f e3tvarsEn) If varraxl vmnvar 9cL. featvars (r] I fvarirax]-Nnvar ): 
Putfmtfllir, xvar-cl. fe. -3tvarsEn]EfvarmaxJ- (%O. f-TG. f)= %O. f. \n" 

tmxvarvclofeatvarsEnllfvarm, jxlvmxvar-cl. fe3tvarsEn]Efvarmaxl); 
count-: 
IM cl. featvars In I If var max )-irnvar )>(mxvar-cl. f eatvarsEnJ I fvarmax) I 

put f, t( - za. r 9119c I. ( Pat vars In j (611 
c1. cl,. itPr1n1= nclus-L. 
Iftcount Z 20 -0) i: )utfmt("\nlll; 

/* efsp stAys with the orilin3l Index 

pu tfm tI "%n" I 
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Figure AD34 

Figure AD35 
Sinclud,? <std. h> 
Ninclude"wylib. h" 
clusprintf) /0 Utility routine to print cut all existing clusters with 

/6 inember cases. 

GLOBAL struct clusinfo cl: 
CL09AL short nclusinsets; 
short n. s*tot*. 
fortnzO*. n<nclus*. n++)( 

Dutfmt(I'Members of cluster %s are: -%nllfnl; 
for(sz0vtotx0*. s<nsets; s++)( 

lf(cI. clusterEsJ%=n)( 
t)utfmt(": tft Ilicl. featvars[s)[61); 
tot-: 
irltot V. 20 xzo)( 

putfmt("%n"); 

DUtf'R'. ( "\n" ) '. 

0 
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Ninclude<std. h> 
Ninclude"fryl lb. h" 
rroveZ() /* move cases to th3 cluster whose Centre is nearest. 

GLVAL struct clusinfo c1l, 
GLOSAL short nsetstnclus; 
static float dist(SOOIL301; 
Static float tot(12]tcentot(30J[121: 
static Int ncluster(5001; 
f1cat dmin; 
Int lintmosgiloop9movegnumbosr: 
; )utfmt('*Move routine entered. Nn'll: 
for(ImOomove-l; tmove 

Putfmt(I'movement loop = 1I. Nn"91): 
move-xO: 
fortnuO: n<nclus; n++)4r 

for(Iloop2O. *IIcop<I2; IIooo++I( /* InitIR112e feature totals. 
tot[llocplso*. 

for (number a0essO ; s<nsets; s++ I( /* For each -set. 
lf(cl. clusterEslamn)( /* If set Is a treffber of this cluster. 

nurrber++: 
for(floonzo: Ilooo<12'. iloog)++)( 

tottilcon) - cI. sfpatvars(s1(iIccp1; 
putfmt("tCtETiI x Y. 4f 9 rurrber a %I. \n'19I locastot(i looolvnufrber 

nutfmtt', rur cluster TI coordira tc? s of centre are: - 119n) 
fur( I loc-,, )ml); i Inon<12; i loop+* i( 

centot(n)[ileog)l-(tat(ilocc)l, '(float)ruffber): 
g)utfrpt( I'%. 4f q "vCftntot(n] I cop I): 

putfmt("%n"); */ 

fartsý0: s<nsets'-s#+)( 
for(n=O; n<nclus; n++)( 

dist(SI[nl- fCentOtIn](O]-Cl. -Ifos.. -jtvarsEn)rC])* 
Icentottn]EOJ-cl. sfeatvars(s)(01J 

+fcentot(n)(11-cl. sfeatyars[sJ(11)* 
(rentot(n)(IJ-cl. sfeatvarsti](13) 

4ICentot(n](21-cl. sfe3tvarS(S]123)* 
(cpntotEnIE2J-cl. sfeatvars(s](21) 

4-(centot(n](33-cl. sfeatvar, sEsl[31)* 
(4rentottnl(ýl-cl. sfeatvRr,, qtslt3l); 

+Icent, )ttnIE4]-Cl. sfeatvarsE, 31[411* 
(eiintot[n](41-cl. sfeatvarsts](41) 

*(r. ent, )ttnIE5)-cl. sfeatvariEn)(5110 
Icentot(nltl; ]-cl. sfeatvars(,; 1151)9 

for(s-(); 4s<nsets)&C(move ! -I); s*+)( 
fortnzoodminclooo: n<nclus*. n++)( /* Reallocate oata sets to nearest cluster. 

If( aI stV-ilEn I <dm In)( 
dmfnvdlst(s](n): 
nclustprtslzn: 
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if(ncluster(s] v- cl. ciustertsj)( 
move2l; 
nutfmt( "Cluster chnnqe for cata set Xf from cluster Tl to Xi. \nII 

ocl. featvar-%E-tl(619cl. cluster(sltncluster[sl): 
cl. cluster(slanclu, ster(s]; 

putfmt(IIFor dat-a set %I nearest cluster is: - TI. Wlesgricluster(s1l; 

) 



Figure AD37 
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*Include<std. h> 
Ninclude"rryllb. h" 
crit2t) /* Function to find the cluster with the largest Dick-up point 

/* range ard test this against a maximum threshold. 

CLOSAL struct clusirfo c1l. 
GL 139AL short nsetsonclusgmnrangeicrange: 
GL09AL Int Invarmax: 
GL08AL short maxDtoME3][301. ' 
GLOBAL short minOtoME331301: 
short ranqeC31E30l; 
short nctnsotipindextiloopqrtmaxrangeicincex; 
If(McIus>X2qIC 

return(-I): 

uaxrange. *O. * 
for(tv0; t<30. t++I( 

for(n*O; n<3*. n++)( 
maxDtoMEnIEtJ, x0: 
minrtoM[nlEtJ=I000. 
ranqe(nlEt1zC; 

/* First find the mins and maxs of distances to centre In each cluster. 0/ 
for(nc=(): nc<ncl1. js: nr++)C 

for(nswC: ns<nsPts; ns++)( 
if(c1. cIuster1nsJ==nc)( 

fortinaexzOqiloor, z9; iloop<12; ilocn++wlndex+*)( 
lf(cl. fentvarslns][iloool>m3xCtom(indexl(ncl)( 

maxUtomEindexl[ncl=cl. featvarsEns](ilocpl; 

if I cl .f eatvars Ins It II oco I <m I rct a mE Index It nc I)( 
minCtomLindexltnclzcl. featvarslns](ilocol; 

for(nc=O; nc<nclus: nc++)( 
for(indevmO; Index0; index++)( 

range[ index) Encl zmax0tomEi ndex] Irc J-frInDtoMr Index] Encl; 
putfmý. V'For clu-, t-r %svfenture Is. range Is %s. \nlltnc*inCexgran()etinaexl[ncl): 
IfIrangeEindexICncI>m3xramgP)( 

mixrange=rar, qP(IndexI(ncI*- 
cindexxindex; 
crangeznc; /* The Index of the cluster to be split. */ 

Putfmt(I'The m3ximurr ranqu Cts) occurs for cluster %st feature %so range--%s. \n" 

vmnran, jeocr, 4ngeiCintlexemaxrarige); 
lf(maxrange<*rrnrange)( 

return(-I): 

else 
invarmax-cranqe: 
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returnIO), 

) 
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linclude(std. h> 
Nirclude"iryllb. h" 
variraxt2tl /* To determine the variance and feature with this largest 

/* variance In the cluster with the largest distance feature. 
f 
GL09AL struct clusinfo cl; 
GLOaAL short nclusynsets; 
GLCOAL int invarmaxti'varmax; 
GLCRAL float var(301(121; 
float mInf(4J9m3Xf(4J9range(4J; 
float varmaxototvaromr'. 
Int ngilooptns; 
nzinvarmax; 
varmaxzO; 
totvar-0; 
rrr sC ; 
for(IIoopxO; iIcop<4; IIoop*+)( 

MinfIlloop1=1000; 
maxfEllooplao; 
range(ilocn]xC; 
totvar += V3rEnJ[iloopl; 

if(totvar-ano)( 
Putfmt("The tot-al variance of all featLres In this cluster Is zero-\n"); 
forinszC; ns<nsets*. ns++)( 

if(c1. cItjster(ns1==invarmax)( 
fur(iIoon2O: IIoon<4; iIooK)++)( 

if(cl. sfestvarslns)(iloool>rraxf(ilooc))( 
maxfEllocplzc!. sfe. itv3rsEns)[licool; 

lf(cl. sfe. itv. irs(nsJ(iloog)]<rlnf(ifoool)( 
irinf(liocr)lscl. sfeatvars[ns](itccal: 

fortilooo*O: ilcov<4*-llooo++)C 
range[ilocolz(maxf(iloopl-minflilact)ll: 
lf(range[ilocv]>mr)( 

fvar, nax--iloop; 
varmax=O: 

else 
for( lloonmo; i loop(4; 1 loon++)( 

lf(varEn1[llocpI>var, nax)C 
fvarir3x=lloop: 

varmaxzvar(n](Ifoopl; 

outfmt("The fr3Xiirum varlancq of CILSter %I* Is %2.4f and occurs with fe3ture 
vinvarmaxtvarrax0vartrax): 
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#Inc I udi<strl. h> 
linclucle"fryl lb. h" 
cetInfo() /* Routire to dptermine the cluster Information to be stored. 
c 
CIO? AL strunt clusinfn cl*. 
GL09AL short nclustnsets: 
GLOBAL Short fraxv9r(3CJ(jZjvmlnvarE3CIE12J; 
GLC? AL short npolnts13O]e; )tllst(3O1(4CCI; 
GLC9AL short maxetoME31001'. 
GLC9AL short mI nCto'4E3 1 (301 
GLC9AL short cenOME303; 
Int cigntleath0loor); 
short nrl; 
/, % Build up an irr3Y Of maxes and mins fur 
fnrfazO*. a<30: 13*+)( 

for(bzn; h<12*, b**? ( 
minvarEal(tilmIC1300: 
maxvar[al(blz('; 

each fe3ture. */ 

forccizO: ci<nclus*. ci**)( /* for each cluster 
for(llaoi3-f); ilcco(3; llooo+*)( /* for e-3ch distance feature. */ 

cerinEiloct)]Ccilm(max0toMEilooc]EcIJ+frinCtomfilo, )Pllcll)/2*- 
Putfmt("maxr)z Xs, trinO= %sv clmr)z %s. \n"#rraxCtomEI local [c) 39iri nf)toM( iI cop] Eci 3qcenC( iI cccl Ec I I): 

/A This t3kes av. dist maybo tettpr with iredinn ur made. 
I 

furlnz3; n<nSets: n#+)( /* fnr each set of cati */ 
if(cI. clusv-r(nIzvcl)( /* if data set is a merrber ol cluster 

no=nocintstail-; /* hicrPment cluster ccint ccLnt */ 
, otlist(ci]Enplrct. featvars(n](61; /* apoera point to list of ocirts 
for(! loop-sC: Iloop<9: i loop*+)( 

lf(cl. fe3tvarslnl[iloonl>rraxvartcil(ilocnl)( 
tr. axvir(cilliloOP]xcl. featvarstnlt i loop]; 

If I cl f catvars(n) III ooDJ<rr I nvar Ec IIEII ocn]) 
irinvar(cl Ili looplzcl. featvars(nJE i loop); 

Putfmt("For cluster %s number of ocints is: %s. %n"9ci9nv)*' 
g)utfmtt "Feature 1rax and mini are: -\n") 
for(lloop=O*. jloop<9: iloop++)( 

DUtf"wt('I%sq 'ts. "oiraxvar[cl]Eilocp]. rrinvartcl]Elioool)*o 

Putfmttm\n The dist-4nces to the centre are: - %s, %s, lts. \rllocenr)EO]Ecllvcern(lltcil. cenD(21(cil); 
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Figure AD40 
41 ne I urjp<std. h> 
Oinclude"myl lb. h" 
storfilet) /* Store on disc In a specified file on the 68020 the cluster and 

/* orientation Information necssary tc generate the cluster man. 

extern struct FILFCATA foatav*fss; 
GL C13AL struct clusinfo cl*. 
GLC8AL short mclusqnsetsvmnclus: 
GLCBAL short maxvar130J112I9mlnvarE30lEI21; 
GL09AL short npointsE301tptlist(30)(4001; 
GLOAL short maxDtoME33E3C1*mlnDtoM(31E30]; 
GLCBAL short cenD(3]E3u); 
short buf[10001*. 
short n9cionsviloocqrDwo; 
int drive: 
char ftleruo*pframevframe[IOJPlnarneClOl: 
drive-al'. 
0-21'. 
of rame= f name; 
outfmt("Enter the rarre of the cluster data 
getfmt("7, n"vfname)*. 

storage fileAn"); 

Putfmtt"The aat3 Is to be stored In file \"2p\". \n,, vfname); 
Putfmt("EntRr a data description for the file. \n"); 
9etfmt("f., L, ". Iname): 

PutfmtP'The file Is Cescribed as I name); 
Putfmt("Enter a file type lndex. \n\nlll; 
nu tfmt tI for a bowl file. \r"); 

Pu tfmt( 2 for %t nlatp fi lc. \n"); 

Outfmt(l, 3 for 3 eup file. \n"); 

OU tfmt 1" 4 for annther Item typo. \n\n"): 

go tfirt( "%r"t Ef ti ): 

putfmt("How irany 0.19 degree units were mide per rotatior step. \n"); 

go tfrrtt 11.1c"o &ru I; 

outfmt("There are : Cs 0.0 deqrpe rot-3tion units per stev. \n"qru): 
/* outfmt(I'At point 1. \n,, I: 
tufrq++I=fti; 

/* outf-t(, *At point 2. \n"); 

fnr(n, jO: n<10; n+o, )( 
bufEn-Jainame[n]: 

tufEq++Izru: 
bufta++Iznclus; 
f or (c Ice) ;cI <ne lus: c I', *)( 

buftn+*Ivcl; 
for( m-zo; n(9 ; n++ I( 

bufEc]*+1xminvir[cI3Enl; 
buf Eq++ I zfraxv., vr IcIi rn] 

for In a Cl; n<3 ; n** K 
buf(o++lxcenD1nlEciI: 

buffri-lzripoints(cil: 
for(nomC: no<npolntsEciJ; nv++)( 

bufrq++I-sptll, qttclllnn); 

P1 Numbpr of 512 byte sets of data to te o/o IS C/256+1 
tuftolan-1; /* Total rumbpr of sets of Cata to te o/p */ 
fdata. Pbufztluf; 
fdata. countwo/256+11 
/* outfmtt"4umber of buffer elementsm %so 
for(n=O: n<15. *n++)( 

fdata. name(nJzframeEn1: 

lf((nmsyste,, i(7qEdrlve))! =Oj( 
putfmt("Error in accessing drive I. Nn"); 

elementsm %so q/256= Ts. %nlltqtci/256+1)9 */ 

if((n2syste, P(16l)! zO)( 

outfmt("Error In restoring drive 1. \n")'. 

lft(nzsyste, n(99fssll! 20)( 
out fmt( ýEr r or in open I no tho fIIe. \n" I: 
putfmtI"Clsc storage secuence 3bcrts. \nlll; 
goto end; 

if (tri-syste-n11491'ss) )! =O)( /* Write out c/2! 6 bICCk--q of cata 
putfmt("Error in writing to CJISC file %v. \n"9fdata. narreI9 

If( (nusyste-"( 119 fss) I! =0 I( 

putfmt("Er for In C 10s I nq fIIe. \n" I; 

ena: 
system(g): 
putfmt("orive 1 OselactedeNn'l): 
g)utfmt(mStorage secuence completed. \n")*. 
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#include <Std. h> /* Include standard Whitesmith's header 
/* declaration and Initial Ization of external variables */ 
short *opointxpcint; /* line element acinter 
char * PmPTXEL-zmnixeI: 1* image elevrent pointer 
shcrt *IIneC1OC1-pcInt; /* array of ccinters to line starts 
short *endIIne(1001upc1nt*9 line encs 
short *-, 3IIneE1OO1=coInt; /* alternative line starts 
short *aendIire(1OC1zvaint*. /* alternative lire ends 
char re pixel[537611=0; /* exparded Image array 
shcrt cimnointElOCH251=0; /* line rumber Irdexea feature array*/ 
short IfnooInt11007(1C)=O; Imporant line-points */ 
/* sho rt timpcInt[3CG1E151=0; * / /* output features*/ 
short sooint[300]=C; 
char s creen[7681J=C; /* small received ImaGe array 
short point[30COCI=O; /* secuential line storage array 
short bound[1001=0; /* line Indexed tcuncary, point array*/ 
short totarpa[1001=0; ar-Ra array 
short totner IE 10C)sO; perimeter 
short paction(JOCIzO; compqcticn 
unsign ed short tyoe[IOCI(3]zO: /* shape type 
short outline[10011301=0; 
Short mInoIdzO; irrrcrtant paints 
shcrt midni120: 
short maxDid=O; 
short LINE=O; /A linp Index 

shor t FI=O; /* frame Incex 
shcrt ascale=O; /* lateral scalinq factor far area 
short J20; sundry variables 
short I =0 *. 
Int pi ndex=O; 
Int LS =O; 
short N=O; 
short BPzO; 

short fd-O: 
short irrolzo: 

short lilenz5C: /* optional rrlrirrLrr line length considerea 

/* Oxt ernal virlabIPS used ir D-nS image ara cata file accesses 
struct FILET)ATA /* DOS file structure sucport 

char rame(L61: 
int block: 
Int Icad; 
Int start: 
int count. 
char *Pbuf; 
Int fsIze; 

struct FILEDATA fdata1w 
to + 4.4. + 0.4. + +++6. +... of , 

0909091*141.11.1.90 

struct FILEDATA fdata? z, 
WO* 414. +f- ef. 0.41 flo, 6 0.6 f. ei, 

0 9090v IP NULL 90 
) ll 
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atruct FILEDATA *fss1-jKULL. 
ýtruct FILEDATA *fssZzNULL; 
short databu fE 10001sC; /* data buffer fcr reading In file data 
Int ni=1000*, /* rumLer cf Itrages 
int r3mIn2O; /*- Index to file rame 
Int ffult-sO; /* Interval ir file Incex 

int Rial; /* main loco index 



Figure AD41 Continued. 
/* External variables used in cluster trac generation 
unsig ned short MAPEOx4OOCO]uC; /* actual cluster look-up table 
unsig ned char colEZ56]EIC]20; PN collisicr record table 
fI oat dlV(4120; /* SC31ing ratio for features 

short minfe(41=0; /* min of features froir each data file 
short maxfe(41=0: /* max 
shcrt fetoIE4]zO: /* tolerance In feature mapping stage 
short msxv1C81E2C]E1O1=n; /* cluster rrins and ffaxs 
short minvl[81(201(101=0; 
short nooIntsE81E20]=C; /* number cf Irrage orientations/cluster 
short ptlistE8](201(5001=0; /* list of angular Irrages/cluster 
short nclus(SIxo; /* rumber of clusters per file 
short cenDESIEZOI[31-0. /* distances to centres of ccluster 
short CIUSIME20120; 
char ftyppEgluo; /* type cocinq of file 
char ru[81=0; /* rotation units of C. 9 deg between imag*/ 
ch ar fnameES3[161--C: /* item dita file ra rre s 
char lnameESICIOIxO: /* item data file internal description 
short nf I 1=0 /* number of I teff cats fII es considered 
pt 
short mincirEUE20312CCIE23=0. l ock-ul: cf ccints or centre radii 
short mIdcIrE81(2C1120C1(,, 1WO: 
short maxcIrE8](201(20C1E23zO: 

short nm. incIrE20C3E21-O. * /* absolute circumference coordinates 
short nyrIrcIrt2OC1E21=O*. 
short nmavcIr12OC112JrO: 
short IndrmInCRIE201wo; /* index tc pcints an center circle peri*/ 
short lndrid(81[ZCI=O; 
short indirax(OJ(201=0; 
short crossC1C1[41E2J(I41=0; /* corners of centre crnsses to be o/o 
short crossind=C; /t. Index fcr circle intercents 
unsigned char afile(IOC1153=0; /* data file id associated with lines 
unsigned char acluster(100J[51 -0: /* cluster id for identified lines 

/* Fxtern3l variables used In setting program cptions */ 
Shur t MAPTEST=O*. /* Isa cI uste rmac test reou I red 
short SCLUS=O: /* scree n rrPs of clusters In data file 
Short 1MV1, UPCr-Mn; /* test ilrIGP Source ortior 
short PO I NTfIR=O*, /* pr Int cr IqI na II mi ge opt I nn 
short PRIPITHINxo; /* print thirned image option 
short PRINTFTmo; /* print rpature tqble ontion 
short PLOTICCRUso; /, 9 clot hcurdary cooed line or DUET 
short PLO'rCrN=O'. clot 11ccckee hat" ccrners on OLET 

short PLOTCIR=O; plot interceot circles on CLET 
shor t MCRFSxO: print hqrrfcopy of identification res 
short ErlSwO. ' /* end o f clot secuence marker for OLET 

short PRINTSET=el; /* print cestiratior marker Ozconsole 
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short WLzO. * /* wait Iccp v3riable for CLrl o/p 
short CLDATAzO; /* cluster catm file inforffation Print 
short PSPEEnzý,; /* ontion setting flag for no-Print 
short SPEED-0; /* m3xiffuff speea ro-crint c/o flag 

traino /* coordinating function for fu. 11 scere analysis from disc 
/* Iffage storage on 68020 system witt, feature transfer to duet. 

GLCIAL short EOSq I PSCURCE, PR INTCRvPR I N7H IN 9PR I NTFT, PLOTCER No PLCTCEN* HCRES; 
GLCqAL short OLOTC199PRINTSE19SPEED, I)SPEED: 
GLOBAL short minpla.. midiidimaxpid,. j, lvN98P9fdvlilen, -*ppcint'. 
GLCSAL Int DindexoRlonil. 
CLCIAL short bcurclE1001*- 
GL09AL short totceri(1001; 
GLC? AL short totarei(ICI)I; 
GLOBAL short vacticn[IOC]; 
GLOBAL short cimpcintclool[251; 
CLC3AL short Imocirt(IC031101'. 
GLCSAL unsigned siart typeLI001131; 
GLCSAL short spcint[31.101; 
rjLCeAL short outilreEIC01130): 
GLORAL short DointPCC00I-* 
Int aa ulowdo: 
regist er short con; 
regist er short *pqenlo*ogenZ; 
short son'. 
char g etch(); 
Int se lshad( )1, 
PRINTS ET=O; 



cache(): /* set cache running on 6SC20 board 
Initaull; /* Initi: 1lize 6? C20 on-toard UART 
greet(): 
changep I 
Putfmtt "Proqr am ooer at In g pir amp tqrs and I ncut/CLtOUt cn tI crs apt. \n\n") 
I ookup I); /* generate otject lod. look-up table 4/ 
PRINTSETz(!; 
Puti'mtPlOtiect class look-uD tahle qenerated. \r\n")*. 
MIMSOURCE-zl)( 

fileoaro; /* reac In the file rrocessing details 

else If tI PSURCE-Z)( 
apar I 

for(Rlzl; RI<2nl*. R[++)( 

If (I MSOURCE221) 

PRINTSET201 
putfitt("Chinqe the disc if necessary. \n\n"). 
get chi ): get Ch 

for(c, xO; c<100*. c++)C /* reinitiall7ation of global variables 
boundtc]=O; 
totperi(clzO; 
totarea(cl-xo*. 
oactionEcl=O; 
for( mxO: m<3 : m++ 

Figure AD41 Continued. 
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ty0ecc)(MITC; 

for(M=c; M<25: w++)( 
cImocIntEc11ff)=1*- 

for(MxO; 11<lc: M++l( 
imocint(c](m), C: 

for(m=O; m<30: m++)( 
typecclEM120; 
outIineEc1Em3zC% 

f, 3r( rgen I spo In tqm-sC*. ir<60CO; M++ 
*1 ogen I++ J, &C: 
*(ogenl++)=O: 
*(vgen1+-$-)zO; 
*(Pyenl++)=C*. 
*(Pqenl++)=O; 

for( g: nenlc so cI nt vmzO *om<1()()**m++ I( 
*(13genj++ IzO. 
*(vgenl*+)-zO: 
*(Dgenl++)=O; 

3 line[Olzooint; 
endline(Ol-ooint: 
aendline[Olvocint'. 
rocintzooint; 
PmPlXELzmpIxeI 
lineEOI=Point: 
LINEzO; 

ff Invid-0; 
Ir I co I jS() 
wa xo I dzO 
J20; 
1-2 0; 
rirdex=O; 
h2c: 

ep . 30 fdzO; 
PRINTSET=O; 

if(IMSOURCEzzll( 

If(%'Q, jIpwd(I*w(-1))( /* Test fur Iff2ge reac error 
goto termirate; 

Dutfmt("Disc imige received. %n%n"); 

else IMMSOURCE-2)( 
nutfmtt"Ai. viting Image input frorr the Ap: )Ie. %n"); 

noulaw-10): 
putfmtl"Iffag@ received frorr Arole. \r\n"): 

if9PSPEFDxxWPFErz1'. 



bitmatpwl): 
putfmt("Exoansion of bits Into bytes ccrvpIeted. \n\nl'): 

Figure AD41 Continued. 
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lf(I)RINTUq-21)( 

kon()*. 
vutfmt("Edge extraction cnffnleted. %r%n"J; 
lf(PRTNTHINzzl)C 

: )r I owl ); 

fortN=O*. MszselshadOJ 1*0)&E(N ! zlCgl); N++)( 
outf, nt(". "); 

Putfmt( "Nn" 
Dutfmtt"Chaln coding secuencs coyvletec. %r\n"): 
fc I osed( ): 
outfmt("Test for closed outlines coffoletea. \n\r"I 
xendo. 
r)utfmt(I'Artificial end of boundarý generation corrpleted. \n\n"l. * 
shidw( ); 
outfmt("Cper line feature ooint derivation coffoletec. \n\n"); 
C Imp( ) 1. 
outfmt(I'llper line feature calculation corrvletec. \n\n"l: 
f per i(I; 
outfmt("Clasec tcun(Jary nerimeter calculation coirpleted. \nlll: 
fares(); 
outfmtt"Clos! a touncary area calculation coiroleted-WI); 
arnorrectt ); 
Putfmt(I'Lateral area correction co(rpleted. \n"J. 
compacto; 
outfmt("Closec tcuraary comoaction-factor calculation co-pleted. \n\n")*. 
lf(HCRES-al)( 

SPFEOxO; 
P-IINTSETal: 

Identifyo: 
lf(PSPEEDx-v1)SPEEOzI; 

PRINTSET=O; 
putfmt("Object identification stage corrpleted. \n\n11J*- 
c1rcPpt(); 
r)utfmt( "Intersection point of endpCint raal i ca lculated. \nNn")'. 
cockhato; 
outfmt( "Centre of gravi ty of internect Ion r aril i ca lculated. \n\n1l) 
if(PRINTFT=zl)( 

Printableo: 

lf(PLGTCCRN=-zI)( 
sh I cc ornpw 

I r(PL OTCIR-1 
cl rcle( 11. 
r)utfmt("Intercpt)t circle drawing rout!! -ve f inished. \n"): 

1f(PLCTCFN-I)( 
shipceno; 

SPEED=O; 
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rutfmt("%nExItinS frcm Crogram after crocessinC soecified lmages. Nn'll. 
ex ItM. 
terminate: 
outfmt("%n Drogram terrrinnted due to disk read arrcr. Nn"): 
exiM: 
3 
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Nincluae<std*h> 
#Inc ludellrryl ib. h" 
lookup() /* 6eC20 irain testing ; rcgran IcCk-UP table generator 

CLCOAL short PAPIES79SCLUS*PRINTSE79PLCICIR; 
put frrt( "\n\n") . 
putt fr. t( 11 
ru tfmt 1 11 *\n" I 
13utfmt(l, LOCK-UP TAeLE CENERATION SECTICN *\n"); 
pu tf mt ( *1 *\n 
putfrrtt" 
l: U tf fr t( "\n\n\n 
PRIN7SETso; 
rdbkdatao; /* Read In scecifiec Iteff clLster Cata files 
Putfmt["Soecifiec cluster data files reac ir. \r\n"): 
PQINISET=O., 
lip 
lf(PLOTCIR-mi)( 

cIrcalcq(); Calculate thp relative cositions of ocints on 

Figure AD42 

circle cpntre nerimeterse 
putfmt(I'Encpairt relative pick-up pcirt arc JoCk-up calculations madeo\r\r"); 

if(SCLUS--Il( 
c1screent): 
I]UtfmttlICIuSter cata file Infortration clspl2ypG on 2creen. Nn\n"); 

PRIkTSETzC; 
ff8g: (); /* Create the CILSter ffnp for giver iterr eats. 
13utf rr t( "C I us ter cata lcok-up table created. Nn%r")*. 
if(PIAPTESTUXI)( 
PPINTSET-so; 
ff3ptesto: /* FLrCtion to test cata trac crocucec. 
CUtf Irt( "C I Us ter iraC test in; corro lete. %n%r" 
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1ircIud? <std. h> 
6 Inc ludo! "rryl lb. h" 
rdbkdata() /* To reacack cluster data file an 69C? C system. 

CLC9AL struct FILECATA fdatalv*fssl: 
GLC9AL short PRIKTSS19CLCATA; 
CLCOAL short rpaxvIE? IE20](101tirinvl(8]LZCIEIOI; 
CLOSAL short ncclrt-; (91120]qptlistEBIE20IE5CO). 
GLw"! AL short nflierclus(81'. 
CLCOAL short cenC(EIE2C)(13: 
CLCeAL short clusitP]C2C]: 
GLQOAL char f raire(e 1 [1619 1 rarre ERI 1101 
GLO? AL char ftyceleltruEE); 
CLCRAL short datatOlICCCI: 
short Iloopirstiftcloo9rcb; 
Int I nd'. 
Int rCCLnt*. 
int systemol. 
int driveinr*. 
int il. 912909i4: 
char *Pframe; 
fsslz Efdatal: 
cr I vex I; 
putfmtlv$Cluster cata file Inputting 
putffrtt"Enter Pe ruuber of cluster 
getf, rtt11%s,, *EnfII); 
for(fzC*of<nfiI. f44l( 

outfmtt"E-nter tte rame of the re 
outfmt(, 1enrr*sccrcInC to an Item 

"1 

secticn. \n\nlll; 
oata files to be crccessed. \n"); 

xt clLster file to te rrccessea\n"); 
to be le . entiflec. \n"); 

getfmttl"Zpntofrare); 

putfmtl"rite ruti>er 2s to be read Ir 
lft(n--. ysteff(79. e(Itive)lizoli 

out frntt "Er ror in acc-? ss in g dr 1 ve 1 . \n" 

M (nasys terr ( 16 )) !, 30 C 
Dutfmt("Frrcr In restoring drive 1. \rlll; 

forinze; n<15,. n+*)( 
f datal. narretr)uf raff otf 3 IM ; 

nutfmtt ncrrCr 1r cpenl nG ti le %p for re ad. \r�it fdatal r3me 10 3) ** 

goto ene. ' 

fdatal. pbufstct, ar *Idatabuf : 
fdatal. coo-ntal: 
if((n*systerr(13*fs, sl))! zOl( 

nutfmt("Frrcr in reading fi 
goto end: 

Figure AD43 

rccunt-0; 
rat--dAtabuf 
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/* ll"zfdatal. ccunt. 
Figure AD43 Continued. 

17*tflntllfdatal. atuf)-(Int)E(databuf(Cljl; 
13zfssl: 
14-A(int)(fdmta1. vhufI: 
putfmt(11nob-z%s* countm%lg fdata. pbufxThl, pbuf-buf x2it fSs1=%hI. \n"9nob9I19I49I29I3): 

ifInob<*3jG)fdata1. ccuntx13; 
else ( 

(fdatal. ccurts (ncb+2)/512); 
fdatal. pbuf -512; 
If((nzsysteir(13qfs4; 1))! 20)( 

j)utfmt("Errcr In reading file. \r")*, 
gotc end: 

lf(CLOATAuzl)( 
PRINTSET-1; 
outfmt("File numter Is to be read in Is \"%o\". \n"qf9&frame(fJ101); 

I 
else PRINTSET=C; 

/* Allocate data In the databuffer to Its respective resoective variables 
while(q <sdatabuf(CM 

ftype(f32Ich9r)d9tabuf(o++3; 
If(ftyve[fjx-j)( 

Putfmt("ThIs file Is a bowl file. \r"); 

else lf(ftyreEfl--2)( 
outfmt("Ihls file Is a plate file. \n"); 

else if(ftyr#, Efjuz3l( 
putfmt(I'This file IS 3 CL13 file. \n"); 

else ( 
putfmt("File rumboar %s Is arcther Item ftyjce. \r119f)*- 
3 

for(nzr); n<lo; r++)( 
Irame1fIEnIw(jat3tuf(o++I; 

r)utfmt(I'The descriction of the file being rrccesseC is \,, to\" fiIe. \n11q&Ir3RS1EfI1CI): 
ru1fI=Ichar)datatuf1o++J; 
r%cIusEfIxcatatuf[a++I; 
nutfmt("'Th, 3 rumbpr of clusters In this file Is %s. \r"vnclUs1fD; 
for(cI=O; cI<ncIusEfI; cI4+)ý 

cIusI1f1EcI1xdatahuflo++I: 
putfmt("Cluster Index Is: As. \n1loclusiEflEcill; 
fortiIcop=C: IIccc<9; iloop4+)( 

n-invIEfl[cf](ilcoi)ludataL, ufEc#+]; 
rpaxvl[fltcil(ilooolz, latahu(10441: 

wjtfmt(*1For feature Xst mirimurr a %so rrRANFUr x %s. \nlltl locoorrinvlEfl(cl Ili lccplifrexvlEf JECI)MCCOI: 

for( IIocr=C*. iIcoa<3; ilooc++)( 
ceno(f](ci]Eiloonludat, ý)buftc*+]; 
outfmt("Centre distances are: 2s. \r"qcerfý1fIEc1I[ilcco)): 

naoInts1fIEci1--1atahurEn#*I; 
putfmtt"7he ruffber of Images In this cluster Is %s. \n11vrrcIntsEfJEcIJ); 
putfmt("The Imaqe incicqs 3re: "); 
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for(n-zO*, n<nocirtstf]Ecil; n++)( /* fcr eacl, rcint 
i)tlistEfl(cilln], rdatabuffc+41; 
putfmtt IlTs. I' 9ot Ii st If I Ic II In I)', 
M (n 't 12) --C I out f mt("\m") ; 

out f mt ( "\n\n" 

SY$tefri A) 
ioutfmt(I'Drive I ceselected. \n"); 
POINTSET-O'. 
return(Ol. ' 
cnC: 
13utfmtt"Cluster data file accpssing errcr. \n"); 
syste, F(919 
Putfmtt"Drive I ceselected. \nlll: 
PRINTSET-0; 
return(-1); 
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Ninclude<std. h> 
clscreen(I 

GLCIAL short maxvIEBIE201(1()]; 
GI. CSAI short minvIE! 112011101: 
GLOBAL short cenDE81CZOIE3]: 
GLOAAL short nflitrclus[81; 
CLOM short PRINTSET; 
shurt maxfe[4]vminfeE4]gfelow(47, sfelowE4]qfehIE4]tsfehiE4]'. 
floit ranger419div(4j*. 
char cluscode; 
short feleclifilecolvdf; 
PqINTSETal; 
putfmt("Nn\n\nlll; 
rutfmt("Printout of Cluster Data Inforrration Read-in From Disk. \n\n")'. 
for(fel-vO, *fel<4; fel++l( 

maxfeEfei]zO: 
minfeEfeilzIO000; 

forlfllvO; fll<nfll; fil++)( 
outfmt("For file 
fortcl-O: cl<nclusEflll; cl++)( 

putfmt(II For cluster %s. \n"vcl): 
fortfei=O. *fel<4; fei++)( 

lffmaxvl[flll(cll[feil>maxfelfell)( 
naxfeEfell-iraxvllfilltci]Efell; 

lffminvllfllltcl]Cfell<minfetfell)( 
minfeEfellaffinviffill[cillfell; 

Figure AD44 

put fmt("Ranges of f eitures are: coirvact Ion lsq9s. mlnffax %sq%sq mirmid Astist rp Idnax %stls-\n" 
qmInvl(f II 11ci I(ellmaxvl(f II JECI I[Oltmlnvl(f II NO ItlltrraxvIEf II Itcl 1111 tfrirvl(f II 11cl IE219 
fraxvii ri II (c II [739ir I nvl( fIII Ec 13 L319maxv I( fIII Ec II E3 1) 

for(fe1v0*, fel<4: fei++)( 

rangs, creii2(rloatl(ffaxfe(feil-minfelfell); 
divEfell-rangelfeil/64: 

putfmt(11RanqeS of iderti ricati on f e. atures are* comract lcný Tsv %st minmaxx %sols, rr inrri cv%s, %s, T iCrrax=%sv2s. \n,, 

vm I nf 903 gmaxf e(0] Orr irfe( I It maxf e(11 virinfe(Z I viroxf e(23 *, pin (eE3 Jgmaxfe(37 
for(fll--0*. fll<nfil'. f1l++)( 

outfmt("I: or file ruffber Xs. \n11vf1l); 
for(ci=0, 'cl<nclusEfil3: cl++l( 

nutfmtj "For cluster '! so the . 115tanCeS of the erdDcInts to the P 1Ck-UC o0irt arp: %so ISO As. \n', 

it. liscenD(fill(cl]EO]tcenOffill(cl](11#cenDEriijtc; jc2i): 
I 

) 
put fmt I IlPr into ut Rea resen tat! on of Fe3turp Ranges. %n%n '*I; 
far(felw0: fPl<4; fel++)( 

putfmt I"\ n" I; 
lflfql-=0)( 

r)utfmtt #'COMPACT I CN. \n\nll I: 

nutfntt"MINMAX. \n\n"). * 

fftfel--, 2)( 
putfritt "M INMI 0. \n\n") ; 

nutfmt("miDMAX. \n\nn); 

nut fmtt 11C tust er number Is ts-\n"vc 1 
cluscoderichar)932*(11*ci): 
felow(fel32frinvitfilltcilrfeij-mlnretreil; 
sfelowtfellmtshort)itfloat)felohtfeilidivtfeil); 
reh 1t fel 1: cmaxvl Er 11 i(ci 1 Ire 1 1-fr In f e(f el ); 
sfehltfellw(short)fiflaat)fehiffpil/rJivCfeil)*, 

Putfintillfelowz%sv sfelow-: so fehilclgt sfehi-%s. \n" 

ofelowtfelltsfelowtreiJefehiffeilesfehitfell): 
for(COIBO; CCI<w64; Cot -2)C 

lfttsfelow(relJ<r. col)Cttsfehirfpi]>2coi»( 
Putfmtt"Z2hcntcluscode). * 

else ift(sfelow[feil<'zCD141)t&(SfehiEfeil>xr0l*ll)( 
Putfwtg"%Zhcllvcluscode); 

el se out 

Putfmt("%n%n"): 
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Ninclude<std. h> 
wapo /* To build uo cluster mao from Item file cata (Collision 

GLOPAL unsiqnpd short RAP(Cx400001; /0 Try %ith 3 256*2 K bytis 
unsiqneo SLCPAL char col[256](101: /* collision array 

GL09AL shnrt maxvIlRI(2nl(1011 /* maxs of features (file/clus/ver) 
GLCqAL short minvIESIE20](103; /* mins 
CLOSAL short nfilinclus(S). /* ra. of fflPst ruiroar of 
GLOSAL float dIVE41: /* featurp sc-Wra factor 
GLCnAL short maxfeE4j, mlnfe(4I9fetolC4j: /* overall feature max 
GL(38AL short PRtNTSET; 
short relow(4)tfehIE4]; 
float ranqe[41; 
short cmpvmnxemnmdeirdmxtaddcmotaddmnxoadarrnrrd: 
short ba(ldcmr.,, baddmnxtbaddmnmdoselementtcelement: 
Int badlmdmx; 
Int addndmx: 
short filocitfeigntmit, tttfoundoindexqcotntotaodtrtod; 
unsigned Int addttotaddettotadagcolindex; 
Lnsigned short fndval; 
char cluscodetcodeinumber*o 
char sequence[IOI: 
unsigned char collid-Oxff: 
lf(PRINTSET==I)( /* set printer to elite size 

putfmt(,, %n33M"): 

colindex=O*. 
taddcmp2baddmnx=baddmnmdxbadd-ndmx=-I; 
btataddmOxffff; 
putfmt('lCluster-rr, acplrc routine enterea. %n%n"); 
for(fei=O: fei<4*. fei++)( 

maxfeEfei]=O: 
minfeErellalOOOO*. 

/* Get maxes and mins of each feature 
for(filxO; fll<nfil; fIl++)( /* For each file 

for(ci=O; cl<nclus[fill; ci*+)( /* For eact, cluster 
fcrtfqi=O; fei<4; fei*+)( /* For each feature 

lffmaxvl[fill(ciltfeil>maxfelfeil)C 
maxteEfell=ffaxvllflll(cl]Efell*, 

lf(minvl[fil]Eci]Efeil<minfelfeil)( 
minfeEfeil-minvi[fillEci]Efell'. 

version). */ 

4, 
4, 
4/ 
0/ 
4/ 
4, 

nr iray. 

cI us/( II 

s& mins 

Figure AD45 

putfmt("For all inCut dat-I files and clusters the feature-, mirlma and maxirra nre: -Nn"); 
fnr(feizO; ffti<4; fej++l( /11 Print raY ana mins fcr eacti Nature */ 

putf-rtVFFur fea turp I's iii ri irumv %so max i-rums Zs. \n", p fel ofrinfe(fel I orraxfel fel I) 

fnr(fej=O*. fel<Z*. f-3l++j( /- 12 pcint rang-? fer cerreactior and minmax 

rangei: rei Iz(f Icat )( (mayfeEf el ]*fetal Ifei I )-trrinfp[fel ]-fetal If el IM 

divIfeII=ran9eIfPll/31T /* N-1 for feature to qive correct range */ 

Putfmt("For feature !! so f etolz! tsv rangez A0.2f 9d ivs %O. Zf . \n"#fel 9 fetal If ei I Pranqp If ei Iva! v Efe i 1) *. 

I, 
fortf P1 =2 *. fei <41. f efl++ I( /* 16 point ranoe for a Iniric arc ir I-Irrax 

rancj*ýEfel Iz(f Inat )( (maxfptf P1 J+lrtol I fel I I-OrinfrEf "I 1-fetal If oil II 
d[Weil-trangelfeil/15: /* N-1 for feature to give correct range */ 

outfmt("For feature Is* fetol=%so range= 20.2fo divu 20.2f. \n"tfeitfetolEfeilorange(felliolvlfell): 

/* outfrtt"D lvi sors for fe-3tures . 4re: -%n. Zf - %C. 2f , %3.2f 9 %O. Zf . \n"vdivIOI vaivE 11 odiv Mid v121 ) *, */ 

/* Now we have the offset and division factor */ 
/* Now bul Id up mac by %r I ting cluster ccdes to eact, maoped loacat ion. */ 

forlfil=O; fll<nfII*. fjl+#)( /* For each file */ 

fcr(cizO*. Cl<nclusErilI: c1++)(- /* For each cluster 

putfmt("New cluster ci-%s. \nllvci): 
for(fGl=O; fpl<4: fei++)( /* For each feature 

felow[feil-frr. invl[fill(cl)Ef-3i]-fflnfe[feil)-fetol(r-3ii; 
fehiEfell-trraxvlEfill[cillfeil-minfeEfell)+fetalEfell'- 

fortbaddcmD= -ItcirozfelowEOI; crrp<zfehiECI; cyrl3+4)( /* Incexing compaction 

/* Outfmt("New compaction looo4 cfrC= %s. \nlltcrrp); */ 

arfdcrr. p-, ( short)(( flo3t)cmp/dI vCUI ) *. /* Scaled coffnactlor 
lf(adJcmr)z=baddciro)contlnue*. /* Sklo remainder of 1001) 

baddzmpxaddcmo; 
for(biddrr. nx-a -1 irnxsfe low[ II ; mnx<zfel1I El I : rrmx44 J( /* Indexing minmax 

adlmnxut(shcrtl((floatlmrx/civEll))<<5*- /* multiply by 32 

lf(addmnx=zb3ddffnxlcontinue; 
baJdirnx=addmnx; 
forlbadclmnmd= -1 eirnmdxfel owl 21 : ffnrrd<z fehl 12 1: rrnird++ I( /* IndPxln9 

minmid */ 

arldirnfrdat(ShCrtl((flo-it)ffrff(4/, IJVEZII)e<l()*. J* Multiply by 25t*4 

1f(3ddmnr1zzl: id1mnmdlccntlnue% 
badJtrnmd=add: rmmJ; 
fortbaddffdmxz -tomdmxzfelo%131: mdmx<cfeti[31;,. Pdmx*+)( 

/* Indexing midmax 
/* Putfmtl"'Y'dnxT TSefelow" %so fehiu Ts. \n'1, wjmx#felowE3I9fehIE3I); 

adrJirdirx-st(intl((riiat)morrx/ulvE3]1)<<14: /* Pitoly by 64*i5b 
If(a1dmdmxv=ba1dmdmx)cont1mue: 
baddmdmxw31Cmdnx: 
3ddztaOdcmc+idlmnx+adCffnira*adamcmx) 
totadd7add: 
totadat(totald & Ox3ffrf); 
C luscode=lclir ) (32*( ri1 *1 )#Ci I: /* 3 KS3 fi le, 5 LS3 cl us tPro 41 



/* nutfmt(,, jojcm&), t Yhs* aliJrrnxu Xhsp oarlrrnmd- Zhsq ac]rJmdmxa %hit totaddV Xhl. \n" 
onCIJCmDva(Jdmnxvaclclmnmdtndrlmdmxototaddl*o */ 

/* Outfmt("thl- "*totadal; 
ceIemontv(1', (mAP+totaddl); /* Element addressed 
selementwVMMAP+totar1d)): 

/* PUtfmt("CIUSCode- 1hc# calementz ths. W19cluscode9celement" *1 
IMcelement C cnlllri)umOl( 

, &(MAf1+totadd)zCluscode; 
If(cluscode ! vcodel( 

nutfmt('*coden Thc. \n"9cluscode): Figure AD45 Continued. 
codexcluscocv,; 
/* putfmt("MAP loc. ation set to cIu-%coce(2hcI. Xn"9cluscoopJ: 

else lf(tcelement E collloI! 2coIlIdl( /* A first time collision. 
/* nutfmt("cluscodem 9. hr, celpment= 2hs. \n"9cIuscode9ceIemert); 

putfmt(I'A first tirra collisior. \n"); */ 
for(naUsfound=O: (n<colindex)&E(found ! ull; n+4)( /* Oces ttls cclilsicn 

/* already exist. 
lf((col(n][Olzmcelement)EE(coltnltll--cluscode))( 

found *I ; 
1ndv3I=l256*nI+collId; 
*(MAO+totadaIzIndval; 

PUtfmt("Cluster already exists. nj 2s. (256*n)zths. \n"9n9(256*nlI*. 

/* If no cluster fcund create a new one 
lflfound-01( 

Putfmt("No cluster foundq ne% one createcli, colincex= %I. \n"qcolindex); 
colfcolindex][01-celerrent: 
collcolindexIC132cluscode: 
indvalx(256*colindex)*collid: 
*(MAP+totaddIzInaval; 

putfmt("Value written to rat) Is %, is. (256*n)svhs. \nlloinflvalql? 56crll; 4/ 
colinrlex+*; 

else IfIcelement=zcol Ila)( /* A collision alreidy occured here 
/* putfnt(Ilcluscode-- Thce cel(sment= ths. \n"tcluscocpvcelement); 

lndexmsplpment>)-8; /* divide by 256 */ 
/* putfmt('*A cluster has alreqdy occurer. 4 herev index= %s. \n"9Index): 

for(txO'. (col(indexlttl! =O)&E(t<10); t++)( 
seauencettlxccl(Index](t]; 

sef7uenceltlzcluscade: 
/* Test for existence cf secuence 
for(nzOofound=O; (n<colinCex)EC(fcund ! ul)'. n++)( 

furitt-Ovcount--O; tt<t: tt++)( 

putfmt("ComDaring collision sg! auences, sEauencez Ic, rolElz Ac. \nlltseauerce(ttlicollinCex]Ettl); 
if(secuence(ttl--coltindex)(tt))( 

count4ý+: 

lftcount=--tt)( /* Senuence found 
outfrnt(I'Sequence found, nu %s. \nlltnl*. 
*(MAP+tot: adc)z(Z56*r)*collicI: 
foundr-1; 

if(found ! =I)( /* Sequence not found 
putfmt ("Sequence not fcunfl. \n"); 
colindex-9 
lf(colindex >zZ561( 

outfmt(IIMaxliruff rumber of colisions reached. \n"); 
vutfmtPIMavr)lr; terminated too rrany clashes. \n"); 
goto toorrany; 

for( tt=O. 'tt<t*. tt++)( 
collcolinoex)(ttlxsecuence[tt]; 

putfmt("New cluster createdt colincexz %c. \n"tcolindex); 
*(MAP+totaa, j)zcolindex*256+collid*- 

/* nutfnt(II\nII)*. 

) 

outi'mt(I'Manoing coeration coffnietee Nurrber of cl ashes is Zs. \n"qcol index); 
for( tzO; co I It] EOJ ! =C '. t++ )( 

outffnt("Col llSlcn Index Is Xs- Clusters col llaing are: - \n"vt); 
for(ttmO; col[tj[ttj! zO; tt++J( 

Putfmt(" %hcw"*colEt1Ett3); 

Putfmt("\n"); 
) 

toorrany: 
ff(PRINTSET-ml)( 
pu tf mt 1 "\ 033P\ n") '. l* q es to re pJ ca s1 ze d pr int1 ng 0/ 

nutfmtt"\n") ; 



Figure AD46 
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Minclude<std. h> 
RaDtestt) 

GLOBAL unsigned short MAPECx400001; 
GLCqAL unsigned char coIE25611101; 
GL03AL char InameME101; 
GLOBAL short npointsESIE201. 
GLCýAl. short vtIIstE8IE2O1(5O01*, 
GLCIAL char ruESI: 
GLORAL short cenU(81(201[31; 
GLC9AL short mInfeE41: 
GLOBAL float div[41: 
GLORAL short PRINTSET: 
Lnsigned char fmaskvcmask: 
unsigned Int totadctcolindex; 
unsigned short acdcmpvaddmnx; 
Lnsigned short addffndeaddmax; 
short cmotmnxomndirrdxvobjvnD; 
unsigned short celement*coilidtcminangtcffaxang; 
Lnsigned char filetclustervltopt; 
Int n*. 
PRINTSET=O; 
cmaskzOx1f; 
fmask=OxeO; 
collid=')xff; 
putfmt("Routine to test the cluster m. avving. \n\n"I; 
f nr II -zO ;I ! =I *. I( 
; )utfmt("Enter four f e, 4tures corr espordinj to an object In the \n") ; 
Put! mt( "following orcpr, roirpict Ion, rrlnrraxt minmido midirax. \n") 
getfmt("%s Zs Is Js1', Ecmpv&mnxvEmndv &max I: 
Dutfmtt"Div 0-3x 20.2fw %0.2fo 70-2ft %0.2(. \n"taiv[Oltciv(lleclv(219divE3]). 
PutfmtI1'crroz Iso Trxz Ist mndz %so mdxz As. \n"vcrn9mnxvmndvmdxJ: 
addcrriDz(short)ttflcatltcma-minfeEOI)/dIvEOll; 
ad(l, nnx=( (short)( if I oat) (rrnx-m I nf a( M /a ivE II ))<<5; 
addirnflz( (short)( (fIoat)(ornd-mInfe121)/oIv[21 II<< 10 ; 
arlarrdxz (( shn rtII IfIoatI(m1x-mInfe(31I/dIvE31 II << 14 ; 
pu t fmt ( "a ddcmp z %so aJUmnxz Ist ud(jrrnd2 Is* adciraxv %s. \nlltac*Jcmt)viddfrnxv; icidrrrdeadcmcx): 
totaddzaddcmp+add, rrx#iddrrnd+addmdx* 
i3utfrrt( "Address tiererat--C Is ! rhI. \n'19totadd) 

cpIerr-ent=(*IMAP+totiC1M9 
outfmt("Element Is Ths. \n1locelementl; 
lf(celement--OIC 

%)utfmt("No tratch fcund for obJect. \n"); 

else Ift(celement E coil ld)! zcollid)( 
file-z((celerrent & fmask)>>5)1. 

cluster-(celerrent E cmask); 
Putfmtt"The object corresoords to file Thco cluster %c. \n"9fIIeqcIustpr); 

r)utfmt("The file descripticn Is 2r. \n"9EIraff-? EfiIe1E13I; 

outfmt("The rwrLer of test Images In the object cluster this belongs tc is: - 2s. \n" 

tnpcintsEfile](clusterl); 
outfmt(I'Tt, esp aoints are*-")'. 
fortnpzo: no<rpoints(file]Eclusterl: no++)( 

Putfmt("%St llvptlisttfile]Ecluster](nol); 

PUtfM t( "\n")*. 



Figure AD46 Continued. 

cminangu(short)(Ificat)(ruEfilel)*(flcat)t)tlist(fileltcluster)EOI*0.9); 
cmaxangm(short)((float)(ru[filel)*(flcatiotlistElIloý]Ectuster]Enp-11*0.9): 
putfmt("\n These points correspard to angles of orientation from Is to Xs 

irminangtcmaxang): 
putfmt(I'The distancaS of this centrF, from the ttree iEnd points are: 2sq %so 

PcenUEf I le](cl usterl EO]vco! nr)Ef II el Ecluster I Ell 9cenCE ri lelEcI uster]EZJ 

else M(celement E colll(. 41--collid)( 
putfmt(', A cluster collision has occured at this ocint. Nn'l); 
rolindexalcele-pent >> 8)*. 
putfmt("r. ollislon index Is %I. Clusters colliding are: -\n"tcolincex); 
for (nxO; col Ecol Index) Enl! uO; n+* J( 

fIle=((coItcoIIndex11nl & frraskl>>5). * 
clusterz(colEcolindpxltnl E crrask); 
outfmt(11flIR Xhco cluster %c. \n"9filevCILSterI; 

nutfmt("Tho file description Is 9! c. \n'1vCIr9mP(fIIelE')J); 

cegrees. \n" 

%S . \n" 

r)utfmt("ThF., number of test images in the cbject cluster this belongs to Is: - %S. Nn" 

inocints(file](clusterl); 
nutfmt(I'Thesp ooints are*-"): 
for(np=O: np(rDaints(file]Eclusterl; no++)( 

Pjtfmt("Y. sv , *ptiistErile1Eclusterl1nvJ); 

nutfmt ( "Nn" ): 
cmin, ing-alshortl((flo, 3t)(ru(filej)*(ficat)r. tilstEfile](cluster][01*0. q). ' 

cmaxnnguishort)((floot)(ru[filelift(fleat)otlisttfile]Ecluster]Enp-11*0. q); 
, )utfmt(I'Thess, ocints corresrcrin to angles of orientation from Xs to Xs de; rces. Nn" 

9cmi nangtcmaxanq I*. 

putfmt(I'The distancPs of this centre frorr the three end points are: %so %so 2s. \r" 

scenDtfilelEcluster]Ef)locenOlfilellcluster](IlgcerOlfileltclusterIE2]): 

else C 
outfmt("Error In object lflentification. %n"): 

Putfmt(I'Do you want 
if(qetchozx*ntl( 
Iml; 

getchf); getcht); 

to test again ? \n") ; 
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#IrcIude<std. h> 
arcorrecto 

GLCOAL short cimr)ojnt[lOOlU5l; 
CLCPAL short totarea(ICOJ, bouna(1001; 
GLCBAL short LINE, ascale; 
resister short o9n; 
ascale=119; 
%)utfm. til'Area correction routine enterec. %n"); 
rm(LINE-1); 
for(acO*. q<n: q*#)( 

IM totareatal ! zC1 CE Icimpcintlol Eel ! uO) 
totarea(al += t(cimcointfc]EOI-145)*ciffccirt(c](191)/ascale; 

Figure AD47 
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QlncIude<std. h> 
Iflentifyo 

Figure AD48 
GLOBAL short HCRES: 
GLOBAL short PactlonEI. 001: 
GLCBAL short beundElCol: 
GLCIAL short cImpClnt(IO0jEZ51. * 
GLORAL short IIIen9LINET. 
GLOBAL unslqned short MAP(OX400001; 
GLC3AL unsigned char col(25611101: 
GLOBAL char Iname18JE101; 
GLOBAL short nocintsESIC201; 
GLOBAL short ptlistE8]L20](5001: 
GLOBAL char ruE9]*. 
GLOBAL short cenD1811201E33: 
GLOIAL short mlnfeC419maxfeE4j, fetoIE43; 
GLC9AL float dlv[41*. 
GLOBAL unsigned char afIIeE1001C5]98CIL3ter[10C1E! 1; 
register short o9t; 
register Int n; 
unsigned char fmask, cmask: 
unsigned Int totadogcolindex: 
unsigned short acrlcmp9addmnx: 
unsigned Int addrrndoaddmdx; 
short cmp, mnxqmnd9mdx9obj9notset; 
unsigned short celementgcollidpcminangociraxang: 
unsigned char file9clusterploopt: 
cmask-soxif; 
fmask-xOxeO; 
collld=Oxff; 
If(HCRESxw1)( /* Set elite print size 0/ 

putfmtf"\033M"): 

for(oxO, *q<100; Q+41( 
for(n=0; n<5: n++)( 

afIIe1Q1En1-0; 
aclusterEolln]-O; 

outfmtP'\n0bject Identification by maopirg Into the look-up table. \n\n"); 
/ft j: )utf-ntj"Feature scaling factors are: (Div 0-31= 2C. 2fq 40.2ft T0.2f9 40.2f. \r\n" 
9: IiVE-Ilediv(lltdlvE? ItdlvE3]): 
for(o-z0*, o<(LINE-I); o++)C 

if((boundtql>lllen)Er. (cimpointEq)EISI>351)( 
nutfmt("Testing data set %s. \n"9q): 
forttxl)vset=O: t(9: t -3)C 

lf((cim-oointEq]Etlawo): '. (cirrpcintE()]Et+lluzn))( 
set= -1*. 

if(setwull( 
Putfmtl"Cata set Xs ignorea tocause of zero alterrative points. \n"tc): 

lf(paction(ol-0)( 
setv -1; 

1)utfmt("Data set ts i-Inored for Lecause of zero carmaction featurp. \n"tcl: 
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if((pqctlonlql<tminfe(Ol-fetol(Ol)) It (pnctlont(il>(rraxfe(01+fetol[Oll))( 
set z -1 : 
PUtfMtI"COMD8CtIon feature for data set %s Is out of range. \nlltol: 

lf((cimpoint(q](173<(,,, iinfe(l]-fetollll)) It (cimrcint(clElll>fmaxfeEll+fetoltljl))( 
Spt a -1; 
putfmt("Mlnmax feature for data set Zs Is cut of rangP. \n"vQ)** 

lf(Ccimg)oint[ql[151<(fninfe(21-fetcl(21)) 11 (Clmi)Cint[QIE151>(maxfe(21+fetcl(21)))( 
set a -1; 
putfmtI"1A. InmId featurýb for data Set Xs Is out of range. \nllvnl: 

lf((ciirpointLaIE16IC(minfeE3]-fetol[311) 11 (CimpCint(q]EI61>tmaxfe(31+fetcl(311))( 
set a -1: 
putf mt(I'Mi Umax feature for data set %S Is cut of rang-?. \n"qn): 

Putfmtt"\n") 
If(set 1= -1)( 

If(oaCtIon(ql<0I( 
crrp-(-PactIon(ql): 



else ( 
cmp-nactionErij; 

Figure AD48 Continued. 
ffrx, zcImooInt[qJ1L7J: 
ffnd, zclmoointEql(151. * 
mdx=cImpoInt[o1116J: 

putfmt(I'The features for object %s are: - crro* %so mnxe Jsq rrnds %so mdxw %s. \n"vcvcrrr9ffnxvirnd9ffdx): 
addcirr, mfshort)((float)(cmp-minfe[01)/dlv(O]); 
erJdtrrxzttshort)((finat)(ernx-minfelll)/civtll))<<5. 
adarrnd, s( (short)(( r loat) Orna-mirif e(21 )/dIv[Z3 )) <<10; 
a, ldirdxzt(int)((rioat)(ir, dx-minfe[31)/dlv(31))<<14; 
/* putfmt("Scaled adcresses generatec are: - aCccffr)u %hst aadmnxw thst adcmnds %h5v aadffdxz Thl. \n" 
tacdcmpeaddmnxgaddrrndtaddmdx)'- */ 
totaddzaddcmp+adumnx+addmnd+arldmdx; 
/* 13utfmt("Complete Look-up table adCress gereratea Is 1hI (ZI). \r, 1qtotacd#totadc); 4/ 
ceIetrentzMMAP+totacd)J: 
putfmt("Element In Lcok-uo table Is Xhs. \n"vceIement): 
iutfmt("\n")l 
if(celement--O)C 

outfmt("No reatch with learnt objects fcund for this object . \n\n" 
3 

else Ift(celement & coIIId)! vcoIIId)( 
afiIe(o1EO1=fIIevMceIement & frrask)>>51-11: 
Rfile(n)(0) +ml; 
xicluste. rEqIL012cluster-atcelement & cirask); 

Putfmt("This nbject corresponds to file %hct r! luster Xc. \n"vffIeqcluster). * 
nutfmtf"The description of this file Is \"Yp. V'\n, 'v&Inarre1fiIe3(01); 
nuti, ti"The number of test irages In the chject cluster this belorgs tc Is: - ln. \r" 

onocints(filelle,, luster1l; 
pt rutfmt(I'The Indices of these test Images are: -$*. 

fortnosC: no<noolnts(rilelEclusterl*. no4+1( 
out f mt (91%s 9 "tot II st Ef iIeI Ec I us ter I Ern I). 
lf((Inp+ll X 12) zzOlnutfmt("%n, l)*. 

) 4/ 
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np-urpoints(filelEcluster)', 
cminangs(shortlt(float)truEfilel)f*(ficat)DtlistEfileltcluster]EOI*C. 91. 
cmaxang=fshort)(tfl, 3atilruEfilell*iflcat)otllst(fila](clusterl(np-11*0. q)*, 
p, jtfmtPl\nTt, ese points corrobsporc to onriles of orientation from %s to %s degrees . \r"vcrrirl3r,; qcrraxanrl)l 

putrmt(I'The distances of this object's centre frc-4 th? three! enl ncirts are: Its* Is* Ise\r" 
icenCtfile](cluster]EO]tcenOtfilel(ciLster][lltcerD(file)(CILSter)(211; 

cutfrrt(ll\n")'. 

else Iff(celement E collidirrcollidl( 
nutfmt( "A cluster col I Islon has occured at this i3cint. Nn") 
co II nde xc (ce I eiren t >N 91: 
autfmt("The collision index of this collision Is %I. 7he 
for (nzO *. col [Ccl Index] In]! -&O; n*+ If 

afilelollnlrfllpzt(tColEcolindex][nJ C fffaskl>>51-111 

afilaEo]En] -I: 
aclusterla)(nlxclusterelcol[ColinCexltnI S cmaski; 
Dutfmt("file 'Yhce cluster %c. \n"qfIIePCIuSter): 

Dutfont("The file cescripticn Is Tr. \r11vEIrame(f I Ie1E1)1), * 

outfmt("The number cr test images In the object cluster 
onpeints[file]Eclusterl); 

outfmtt"These points are*-")'. 
for(np, xO; np<npolntsEfilellclusterl: nc)++)( 

DutfmtV1*9s9 ". pt II stEfi IeI Cc I us ter I Enp I); 
If( I (np+ I) Z 121 v=O )out fmt(11\n11J ; 

clusters colliding arsb: -\r\n"qCOllrCex)'. 

this belongs tc Is: - As. \r" 

nutfmt("\nllj. l */ 
no=npointsEffle][clusterl; 
cminangstshortl(tflcRt)(rulfllel)*tfloatlptlistEfile]Ecluster](01*0.9): 

cmaxangm(short)((float)(ruEfilel)*tflcat)r)tlistEfile](clustp. rl[np-ll*'). g): 
putfmt("These points corrpsoond to angles cf orientatior from IS to %s degreej. \rlltcffirarqtciraxargl'- 

outfint(I'The distances of the vick-un ocint fr(., ff tPe three end points ares. Ist %, st lso\r\r" 
9!: enD[f II el [cluster] EOJ9cenTLf II el Ecluster](13 vcerC1 fII eltclusterIE23 

putfmt("\n"); 

else 
putfmt("Error In object ldentificatior. \n"); 

if(HCRES=zl)( /* Reset pica print SiZe 
putfmtt,, %n33P\n"); 
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Nirclude<std. h> Figure AD49 
cI rcent( I 

GL08AL short cenDESIE20IE3]; 
GLCSAL short cimpointElOOIE251; 
GL09AL short bound(1003: 
GLOBAL short pactlon(1003; 
CL09AL short LINE41ilen! 
GLC? AL short cross(lo](4](2](141; 
C-1. CA AL short crossin(j: 
GLOBAL unsigned char afile(I. 0011539acluster(100)(511 
short tickvntrrtruntsettt; 
register short otR19RZ; 
unsigned char fllevcluster; 
short xvy9Y1vY29X1tX2: 
couble AvPqavb9c9d9xfvyf; 
Couble sqrtl 
crossIn, JzO; 
tick=10: 
putfmt("Routine to determine Intercept ocints entered. \n")*. 
for(qvOW(LlNE-1); n4+I( 

IflafIIe(qj(0J! z())( 
flleR(afile(0101-1); 
clustervaclusterEa](01; 
outfmt("Intercent pcint V1 ICU13tion for fI lea Xct cluster= Xc. \nllvf I letcluster 
fortrunaO: run<3: run4. +)( 

Iflrunwa0)( 
qlzcent)(filellcluster][01; 
RZ=cenDErile)Ecluster](1); 

nutfmt(, 'Q1v 1st ck2w '1s. \n"9Rlv"Z) 
XI-cirrpcint[q](01; 
X2wcIm, ncIntEa1131: 
Y1rcirrointralr1l; 
Y2-cirrr)clntEa](4]: 

Iffrunzxl)( 
Rl-cqrD[fileMcluster](01; 
R2mcenOffile)[cluster)[2): 

nutfmt("qlu Isq P2x %s. \n"vR1vR2); 
X1wcI(rpcintEo1EO); 
X2mciffacint(oJE61; 
YI-citrecirt(a](1); 
Y2-cImvclntEaJE7]; 

I 
If(runz-? )( 

01vc,! n'Mfile1(rlustPrJt1l; 
Rz-cenrEfilelEcluster](2); 
x1mclirocirt[n](31: 
X2zclfrccintIQJ(6J; 
Yl=ci trocint(n](4); 
Y2wcimoaintEa1(71: 

Az(dcuble)(( I (YI+Y2 )*(Yl-y2) I-( (Xj+X2 )*(Xl-X2) Mdoub le)(24(Y2-YI 
8=fdcuble )((a(iuble)()Ll-'(Z)/(a, )uble)(Y2-YI) 11. 

bm (2*( (A*'3)-(S*Y1l-tX1l 11', /* negative Ignored 
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c-z(A*A)-(2*(A*Yl))*IYI*yl)+IXI*Xl)-(RI*P, 11; 
cmi(t*b)-(4*a*c)); 
lf(C<O)( 

d=O*. 
/* putfmt(I'S ing le rcot solution to intersect problem. \n") 

I 
/* outfmtt"P. 1- Iso 02v Ist XIz 'Ist X2z lsoYlm %so Y22 Iso Am %C. 4ft Bu XC. 4f. \n" 

9I19R29XI9X29YI9Y2*A9Bl: */ 
/* outfmt( "Coeff Icients are: '121'O. 4ft tzjG. 4fq CztO. 4fq Cw%0.4f. \n"9a*b, c9o) 

)ifut-h*(doubleltscrt((doublz)(L4) )f U(2*i): /* Positivev root soln */ 

yf&A*(B*xf); 
xa(shnrtlxfl. 
yz (short) yf ; 



/* putfmt("From positive square root for runz%s Is: x2AS9 y2%s. \nl'9run9x9y)% */ 

crosstcrossindlErurill(l](032x; 
cross1crosslnd31ruvlEOI(l3uY; 
cressEcrossind](run][olt2lmx-tick; 
crcss[crossindJ[run]ECIE3]zy-tick*, 
crcss(crossind](run]EOI[4]ux+tick'. 
crcss[crossind]Erun]EO]157=y+tlck; 
crcss(crossind]Erun]EOI[6]2x*. 
crosstcrossind)(runIE011712y: 
crosstcrossindJ[run]ECI(83=x+tlck; 
crcss(crossind]ErunIECIE9]sy-tick: 
cross(crossind][run)[011101=x-tlck; 
cross(crossind](rur)EC]Clllzy+tick: 
crossEcrossind]ErunlEOIE123-x; 
crossEcrossind]Erun]Ellltl3l, jy: 
xf =(-ý)-(doub Ie I( sort(( doub I e) (a))) I/ (211a 

ýF=A+Wxf): 
x=(shortlxft 
yztshort)yf; 

Figure AD49 Continued. 

/* Keg-4tivo root soln */ 

/* outfmt(I-From negativP square root for run-%s is: x--%s, V-%s. \n", run, xty): 
cross(crosslndlCrunlEII(OI=w; 
crosstcrossind]ErunlEllEllzy; 
cross(crossind](run](l](2]xx-tick: 
cross(crossind](run]EII(31-y-tick; 
cressEcrossind][runltl]141=x+tick: 
cross(crossind](run]Et][51=y*tlck; 
crosstcrossind)[run]EII[61=x; 
cross[crossind][run]EII(7]zy; 
cross(crossind)(run][11181=x+tlck: 
crosstcrossind]Erun)EI]Egl-y-tick: 
crcssEcrossind][run)EIJE101mx-tick; 
cross(crossind]Erunltlltlllzy#tlck; 
cross[crossindltrun][l][121=x: 
crossEcrossindlErunIE1311332y; 

crossind++; 
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Figure AD50 
kinclude<std. h> 
cockhatt) 
C 
GLGOAL short crnss[ICIE41[21EI41; 
GLCOAL short crossine: 
shcrt midncxvmidxcxtmicfgaxxOvmidmaxxlglirnxgxcen: 
shcrt midncyvrricxcyomfo-noxy0emidmaxylv lrrnylycen: 
short notickoditc2; 
r,?; Ister short cr, ircxvmcy; 
tiCk=tO: 
putfmtl "Intersect tr i3nqle centre of grayl ty rcutine entered. \n"): 
for(cr=O; cr<crossir. c: cr++)( 

mIcncxwcross[cr1[C11IJ1OI; 
midncyzcross(crl(C]Elllll; 
in I dxcx=Crosstcr 1 (21 E 11101 o* 
, vlicxcyscrosstcr 1 [21111111; 

frcxz(micncx+mlCxcx)/Zl /* midocints of two nin arc Intersects 
frcy=(micncy+micxcy)/2; 
mIdmaxxO=cross[crIII]I0J10J; 
rridmaxyOzcross(cr)(11101111; 
rrIdmaxxlvcrcss[crJCIJEI11Ol; 
rpidwaxylzcrossEcr](1](1](13 ; 
dlmt((midmaxxO-mcx)*fmidmaxxLl-mcx) )+( (frldrraxyC-ffcj, )*(ff lCiraxyf)-rrcy) ) It 
dZm( t(midmaxxl-ffcx)*(mlanaxxt-rpcxI M (mIdmaxyI-ffcy)*0rIcffaxyI-mcy)) 1; 
M dl<d2)( 

Imnx, mIdmaxxO; 
ImnyamidmaxyO; 

else ( 
Imnxzmlclmaxxl; 
Imny=miamaxyl; 

xcenalmnw+(((mcx-l-pnv)*Z)/3)1 
ycen=lmny+(((mcy-llrtiy)*2)/ýt). * 

rjutfmt("For cross fr,! evx'! so x centre- 
arcss(crIE33(O1IIJ2xcen; 
cross(crIE3][C]Ellzycen; 
cross[cr)(3][01(2]zxcen-tick: 
cross1crl131ECIE3]=ycen-tick'- 
crossEcrIE3][OIE4]sxcen+tlck; 
cross(crIE31(O3(91zycen+tlck: 
crossEcr) E3](Ol[61, zxcen; 
crossEcr] E3]10IE7]vycen; 
cre)sstcr) (3](CIES]vxcen+tlck; 
cross(crIE31(OIEQJzYcefi-tIck: 
cross(cr113J(OIEICIxxcpn-tlck. * 
crosstcrIE3]10)Elll, jycL*n+tlckl. 
cross Ecr 1131 (C) (123vxcen: 
cross(cr)E311CI(I3)zycpn: 

I 

Its, y centrez vs. Nn"vcr, xcen, ycenl; 



Figure AD51 
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Proqram to start cache running on tte 6SC20 

. (Ilobl 4-cache 

*cache: 
mov?. l #19do 

. word Ox4p7bv? 
r ts 

End of routine 

Ffab 15 10: 22: ZL Iq88 duart. s Page I 

Functions for ser i3l o/o usinq or-toarc 6RC20 ouar t. 
Call Init-luo to Initialize totl" sides. 

puts2() for oln from duart 2. 
puts3(l for o/o from duart 3. 

. text 

. even 
duart2aCxffeCOC20 
. olobi #-Initcu 
. Qlobl *pUtSZ 
. qlobl 4-outs3 

+in I tdu: 

move. b 

mova. 
bsr 
a dd. w 
bsr 
movp. b 
rts 

Nduart2taO 
tnx30941anj 

N095(ac) 
sl In 
099ac 
sl in 
039duart2+14 

sI In: 
me) v a. b Nf)xZ a* 2 (af)) 
mnvo!. b Nnx3at2lan) 
move. b #Oxla*2laO) 

move. b XOx939(aO) 

move. t #Oxl7o(30) 

movp. t #Oxbbtl(aO) 
move. b NOX0592taol 
rts 

0. nu t 52 : 
move. 1 Oduart2ta0 

10 001: 
btst 0211ta01 
bpq. s locol 

move. b dog«liao) 
rts 

#nuts3: 
move. 1 Nduart2+89aO 

o coz 
btst #201(90) 
bpq. s IOCV2 
move. b 0093(aC) 
rts 

End of routines. 

Figure AD52 
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*I nC lude <sto. h> 
/* procucp correct bit forir3tions for 
/* f rorr the expanded array and ototput 
/* to the printer 

Lnsigned short l9jPovmvmaskvt9d; 
static thar title(la" Print of current Iffage 
short fd; 
char buf[251; 
recister char *oiroixel; 
CLC9AL char rr. pixeIE537611*9 

the act mmtrix orinter */ 
through the serial g)ort*/ 

beir; %crkea cn. Nn"; Figure AD53 

/0 autcen(l): */ /* Enable serial handshake */ 
FIZ a: 
rmi3lxelmml3lxel 
bufll]=Oxlb; /* Printer control codes *1 
tufEZIxCx4I'9 
buf(37=OxO8; 
bljf[47=Oxlb: /* ESC 
tUf(S1zOx4bt 
tuf[6]xOxlU: 
tul'[71-OX01: 
tuf(83=OxO3*, 
buf[91=Oxff: 
burE1012OX01; 
l: uf[IIJ=Ox8O; 
tufEIZIMOXIa; 
tuf[13320x0d; 
buf(14320x0a; 
buf[115121 9: 
buf[161%OxCf; /* Condense 
tuf (171=141 *. /* Enlarge 
tuf(1q1vOxOl*. 
buf[I93vOxI2: 
buf(2OJu'O': 

hwrite2f tbuf[4191): 
hwrIte2( Cbuf116Jv1); 
hwrlte2( Ebuf(4J91): 
hwrlte2( Ebuf(j7jv1): 
1, write2( Ebuf(Iq39I): 

fo r(i=0; 1<'F; I++)( 

1-write2tEbuf(151#1): 
I 

h%rite2(&bur[mv2); /* set 
hwrjte2(&buf(131v2): 
hwrite7(tbul'(1193); 
t, writ12(Ebuf[41v2l: 
t, %rlta2(Eburti2: ivi); 
t, %rite2(&bufE7I#I): 
fcr(l21; l<28Z; i++)( 

hwrite2(&buf(lC)v1): 

hwrftp2(&buf[13192): 
while(m<1851( 

hwrlte2lCbuf1IIv3): 
hwrlte2fEbufE4)v2): 
hwrite2(&buf112)91l; 
hý. r I te? ( f. t: uf 171 9 1): 

hwrite? (Ebuf(9191)t 

Lin rrirter for dot Imago mcde */ 

for (i -xO; 1<29C. * i*#)(/* vertical hit vattern fcrffati cr tor dct matrix or inter 11(ad 

for (jzm9rraskzI! S 91320; J<"'+fl ; J** 
t= 14J*28C; 
lft*(pirpixel+t)zzll( 

dzmask*(*toffcixel-+t)); 

mask >>zl; 

buf I OI-xp; 
t,. write2(&bufvll; 

hwrite2(Cbuf[Slvll: 
h%, rlte2(Ebuf[8)9l)*- 
trzm+8 ; 

hv. rite? (Ebufll)931*. 
hi. rite? (Ebuf[41971: 
hb. rite2(&bu(Il? lvll; 
hiwriteMbuf(7191): 
fcr(120*. I<782*-1+41( 

rwrlte2(&bufEllltl); 

ht. rlte2(EbUf113192); 
hwrlte2(Ebuftlll#2); 

for( 1, *C*. tf tlet 11 ! zol. l 4+ If 

hi. rltc2(Ctltle[il9l); /* %. rite cut the title */ 

hwrIte2(Cbuf(13J92); 
hwr I tp2t&buf (131 ? 1: /* resF-t Ing of cr irter 
twriteViburEigivii; 
bwrItq2(Ebuf(41vI1: 
twrIteZ(&huftI7l9I)*- 
twrltp2(CburE2C)vl)', 
ýwrlteMbuf(41911: 

- --AL- %A ý A_c- ,, ^It -1 
10 



Figure AD54 
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#include <std. h> 
printablef) /* feature table printing routine 

GLOBAL short cimpcint[IOOIE251; 
GLCIAL short LINE: 
CLOEAL Int pirdex! 
GLOBAL short beundEIC01; 
GLOBAL short totperlElC03; 
GLOBAL short totareaEI003: 
CLCSAL short pactionEIC01: 
CLCBAL short lilen; 
eyIES itob(); 
WES decodef); 
shcrt tqntbl; 
int m: 
char utilt6l; 
char xuf[61*, 
static char buftlut' TARLF of IPAGE FEATLRES \r\n"; 
statio"Char eufE]=" --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
3tatlknt'M, ar hufl]="l IIIIIII 
statIhnC15ar fufI]="l 16 rri nnc I nt I ir I dpc irtI mexpcint IIIII 
etatlkneMar gul'11-111saffole" pid II 121C 11j old I FlcunC I Pfrim I Area lccncectlc( 
char cufE51; 
char duf[151; 

control cccles etc for Erscyr vrlr. ter *i 
utilE11=1 "t 
CufE01-x0x0e*, /1-ý enlarge */ 
Cuf[ll=llx45; /* errphasise 
cufEZI=OxCd; /* CR 4/ 
duf[31=0xoa: /* LF 
Cuf[4l=0x1b'v/* E-SC 
dufE51z0x0f; /"* Concensed 
cufE61=OX12; /* con off 
cufE7]='M'; /* Elite 
eufE8]zlpl; /-' Pica 
Cuf[91=901; /* 0 default soacing 
twrite2(CdufE41qI); 
twrlt? 2(EdufE91vIl; /* reset C,! faults 
twrltgQ(&dufI01vI); 
fnr(t-zO; bufEtl!, jC*. t++)( 

hvýrlte2t&bufEt1#I); 

NrltpZ(Cduf(43vI); 
ýwriteZ(Cduf[71v1); /* Elite 
NrIte2(CrlufE4191l; 
Nrlte2(&dufE91v1l; /* Co! f3ult soacing 
fortt-O*. eufltl'zC; t++)( 

hi. rIte2(Eeuf(tIvI): 

for(t=O; hufEtl! =C; t++)( 
bwrIte2(&huf[tIvI): 

for(t=O: fufttl! xC*t++)( 
hwrite2(Cfuflt; tl); 

forttvO: guflt)! =C: t++)( 

hwrlteZ(Cguf(tlvll; 

forltmO; hufEtl! =O. 't++)( 
bwrite2(Ehuf[tlvl); 

for(t--O*. eufEtl! =C. *t+. i, )( 
h%rite2(CeufEtl9l); 

forlr-O*, n<(LINE-11; n++)( 
iftboundEnl>lilen)( 



Figure AD54 Continued. 

/* Meat of orogram : value outrut 
hwrlte2(Eutll91); /* send 'I' 
hwrlte2(EutllEI)91)*/* send 0/ 
cpcoCe(CxufiF6, I'%- 6s'lon); 
hwrlte2t&xuftSJ: 
t'so ; 
fnr(bl=O: bl<3: bl++)( 

h%rlte2(Cutll, I): 
hwrite2tEutilE1191); 
deccde(Exuf96*I'%- 6s", cIirpcintEnI(tjl; 
hwrite2(&xuf95): 
t*+; 
decode(ExUf96*"%- 6s'licimpoirtEn](t)), 
hwrite2t&xufv5): 
t++ *. 
eeccle( Exuf 69"%- 6s"ic I frpo irttn) Et) 
h%rite2(Cxuf, 3); 
t++: 

hwrIte2I&utiIv2); 
CecoCe(Cxufv6t"%- 6s"vbound(nl/4); 
hwritaZ(&xuf*6)'. 
hwrIte2(&utIIv2); 
decode(Cxufg6t"%- 6s"vtotaerI(rl): 
hwritp2t&xufv6l; 
hwr1teZ(&utIIv2); 
cecoce(Cxufv6v"X- os'19totareaInl): 
h%,, rIteZ(&xufq6)*p 
hwrIte2(EutiI, p2): 
decoC,! ISxuf96v"%- 6S119pactlor(r))*- 
hv. rIte2(&xuf96)-* 

hwrite2('. Ut1I*Z); 
decoCq(f. xufv69"7- 65119cimccint(r)( Ill I. 

hwritpZ(Cxuft6)*, 
hwr I teZ( &ut Ili 2)9 
dccoCe(&xufv6v"%- 6S"echroci nt IrN 14 11 , 
hwrlteZlCxuf96)*. */ 
for(tzl5ot<18*t++)( 

hwriteZ(CutIIv2)1 
hv. rIte2(EutiIEIl9I); 
dcccde( &xuf 969"%- 6s'lic itroc irtErl Et I I; 
hurite2lExufv6l; 

J, 
decnCe(&xufv6q"2- 6s"vcjtrpcirtErl(ISl); /*serC total Or mid irax Clst 0/ 

hwrite2(&11tiI*2); 
hwrIteZ(-SxUf#4); 
hwr1te2t&utII9I); 
hwrite2(Eduf[2192); 
hwrite2(EdufE3]91)1. 

/* End of printinq loop 
forttzC; I, uf(tl! zO; t++)( 

hwriteZt&huf[tl9I)1. 

forttz. ^Ieuf(tl! vC: t++)( 
hwrite2(Eeufttltl); 

hwrlteZ(&duf(41.1): 
h%r i tFZt Eduf (13 )*1): 
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Figure AD55 

Ainclude <Std. h> 
shirccrnpwo/* to cutout line corners for Clotting on CLET 
/* note hwrlte3 sends 8 bits so two are LSeC to senc a short MSSyte first*/ 

GLGOAL short ^-IIneE1C0J'. 
GLCOAL Short LINE, eP, fc; 
GLCOAL short bcundElCOI: 
register short n: 
register short *rocInt9*pbuf; 
Lnsigned short buf(71: 
short m9endchar: 
Int c; 
short k=O: 
enachsruOxffff. * 
buf131=Ox48: 1* start character X 
bUft4l=Oxfe*. /* stor: character */ 
tuf(51zOx41: /1-' start of secuence character A *1 
tuf(61=Oxqo: /* end of secuencp character (144) *1 
putfmt("Ccrner outrutt In; routine enterpC. %n%n") : 
I-wrIte3IEbufE5J. 2I; /* send start of secuence char 01 

for( frxO ; rr(( LI KE- I) *. m*+ It 
If (bcundErr)'>20I( 

hwrite3(&buf13)v2)*, /* send start cleractpr 0/ 
cvcintmIIneEm1: 1* oLts line startinC pcirt In buf array 
buf(OJv(*(naoInt++))*, 
If(t: uf(O)=v294)( bufEO1=253; ) 
buflllw(*Inpcint++)). * 
lf(buf[llz=2!; 41( buf11]m?!?; 
eg)oirt+*; oocint++; 

/* putfmt(I'line(m]z 9'1 rncintz Al *rccirta %s %nlltlire[ffltg)pcintt*[)Pclnt); #/ 
h%rIte3tEbuf(O1e4): /*sere first character 
while(*rncint ! zencchar)( 

pbufxbuf; 
If (*Ic: )cfnt+3)>O)( 

ir(buf(njT2Z54)( tuf(f)Jv253: 
-1(Pbuf++Iz(*(cpcIrt+4)I. 
if(buf(I1=-z? 54)( bLfE1J--j53*, 
rvclnt++; 1, %Inc to 1,4rr., re dir eleffent */ 
r: ocIrt++; /*Inc to Igrore s elpmert */ 
I-wrIte3(EhUf(0Jv4); /* cutout xvy cocris as four bytes 

nut fmt("vo In ts btaing OUtDO I %S, is tu(EC I, tuf UI 9k) 
for I c=O! c<10010: c++ It)/* ws It I cco fcr OL91 

eI so, 
rocintarocint*4; 

bufjn3zI*(npolnt-4)); /t bLild UP finil character 0/ 
if(buf! C]==294)( buf[Clz? 53: 

bufEI3%(*(cPolnt-3)): 
lfftuf(21-2'ý4)( buf[21-7! 3; 
h%riteI(&buf1oJ*4): /* serc final character 
hwrite3(Cbuft4l*Z); /* serc stco cl-arpcter 

for(c=C; ce5OGOC; c*41()/* wait Icco fcr CLE7 

Feb 15 10: 22: 21 IqES lishio2oc Page 2 

ýwrlte3(&bufE61*21; /* scno end of secuerce character 
r, utfirt( "End of secuence warker sentv-enter lrS %a It state. \n"); 
for(c2O,. c<jocC. ^OC; c+*)()/* wait loco for OLET */ 

putfirt(" Carrer transfer coxcletec \n1l) 



Figure AD56 

Feb li 10: 22,21 lqeq shipcen. c Page I 

kinclude<std. h> 
shincent) 

GLC9AL short EOS*PLnTCCRNecrossElC][4lE2](141; 
GLCOAL short crnssind: 
shcrt tv Ina* Intercob Im9corn* 
unsigned short buftsbuf9ebuf9pusbuf9sasbuf; 
sosburaox4i; /* Start of senuence char A 
shUfz1jx58: /* Start charactpr X 
ebuf=Oxfe: /* Stan char */ 
6 nsbufz144; /* Ond of riot senurince ffarker 
putfrr. t("Into shipcon rcutinp. \n"): 
hwrite3IEsosbuf92): /* Stirt of socuerce tuffer 

fortinc-sO: I. nc, ccrossinrJ; Ind++)( 
for(intercm3*. InterC<4; fnterC*41( 

outfmt("Values for Intercect %s are: -"tinterc); 
fortblnzO: bin<Z: t)ln*+)( 

hwrIte31Esbuf. 2); 
for(ccrn=C*. ccrn<14; corn++)( 

bufmcrosstind](Interc]Etlr]Eccrr]; 
M buf zz? 5, L)t-, u 1 -253; 
fur(tz(); t<1000('; t++)() /* Ualt loon for CLE7 
nutfmtP'%s9 119buf); 
h%rIte3(Ebuf9Z); 

outf"itt "Centre set Xs outputo centrez%s. \nllt indo Interc) ; 
hwrite3(r. ehufv21; 

for(tz0; t<80: t*+)( /* 'wait loco fur CLET 
putfmt(". "); 

outfmt("\n"): 
Mintercult3l( /* only cutout a sin; lc centrq ocint 

rutfmt("Incrementing tin. \r"). 
bin++; 

for(t-O; t<IC! 'Cr,; t++)() /* Wait locc for DLET 
if(EOS=21)( /* Send Pnd of Oct secuence ffarker 

hwrit93(Eeosbuf92): 
vutfmtPlEnd of riot senuence rrarker sent. \r")*. 

I 
If( FLCrCORNm-z I I( 

outfmt("Press carriage return to ccntinue. \n"): 
getchll: getch(); 

I 
) 



Figure ADUl 

5 REM Program to read in a series of line corner coordinates 
6 REM from the DUMC M68000 Unit. 
7 REM Lines are platted between these points on the DUET screen and 
8 REM the corners stored as coordinates in a specified DUET file. 
10 PRINT7Enter name of file in which image is to be stored. ' 
15 INPUT NM$ 
20 REM Open chosen storage file. 
25 OPEN NM$ FOR OUTPUT AS #3 
30 REM Open serial communication line. 
35 OPEWCOM1: 9600^8111BIWAS #1 
40 REM Interrupt driven file closing routine. 
45 ON KEY(6) GOSUB 315 
50 DIM PT(211500) 
55 COLOR 01510 
60 NN=1 
65 B=254 
70 REM Main program loop. 
75 FOR N=1 TO 500 
80 KEY(6) ON 
85 PRINT "N= 'N 
90 A$=INPUT$(19#1) 
95 KEY (6) OFF 
100 REM Test for start character. 
105 IF A$<>"Xg THEN GOTO 90 
110 FOR Y=O TO 500 
115 REM I=O For X coordinate. 
120 REM I=1 For Y coordinate. 
125 FOR I=O TO 1 
130 A$=INPUT$(11#1) 
135 A=ASC(A$) 
140 REM Test for end character. 
145 REM On end character go to draw routine. 
150 IF A=254 THEN PRINT #3, B: GOTO 215 
155 REM Take MSB 
160 YH=256*A 
165 A$=INPUT$(19#1) 
170 REM Take LSB 
175 YL=ASC(A$) 
180 IF YL=254 THEN PRINT #3, B: GOTO 215 
185 YY=YH+YL 
190 PRINT #3, YY 
195 PT(I, Y)=YY 
200 NEXT I 
205 NEXT Y 
210 STOP 



Figure ADUl Continued. 

215 
220 
225 
230 
235 
240 
245 
250 
255 
260 
265 
270 
275 
280 
285 
290 
295 
300 
305 
310 
315 
3112)o 
325 
330 
335 
340 

REM Drawing single shape subroutine 
PRINT"DRAWING' 
SCREEN 2 
COLOR 1, NN. 0 
T=O: YP=Y-1 
PX=2*PT(O, T)+50 
PY=2*PT(1, T) 
REM Move to first point on 
PSETCPX, PY) 
FOR T=1 TO YP 
REM Scale points. 
X=2*PT(O, T)+50: Z=2*PT(I, T) 
REM Draw points. 
LINE -(X, Z) 
NEXT T 

the outline. 

REM Colour setting variables. 
NN=NN+l 
IF NN=7 THEN NN=1 
REM End of the main loop. 
NEXT N 
REM File closing. subroutine 
CLOSE #1 
CLOSE #3 
PRINT*The name of the file just saved is : -"NM$ 
STOP 
RETURN 



Figure ADU2 

4 REM Program which first configures a Hewlett-Packard Plotter and thel 
6 REM reads in a set of line corner coordinates from a specified file. 
8 REM These are then output in a suitable form to the plotter- 
30 PRINT"Enter Name of Image-File to be plotted. * 
40 INPUT A$ 
50 B$=CHR$(3): REM End of text character 
60 DIM PT(2,1500) 
70 NN=3: C=3 
80 REM Open serial communication line. 
90 OPEN"COM1: 9600jNj8j1jBIN"AS#1 
100 REM Open specified input file. 
110 OPEN A$ FOR INPUT AS #3 
120 REM Scale, draw and label plotting area. 
130 PRINT#19'IN; SP1; IP1250,750,7750,7250; w 
140 PRINT#19"SCO, 300,0,300; * 
150 PRINT#11, PU60120PD360,20,360,220960,220%60,20PU' 
160 PRINT#1j6SI. 2j. 3TL1.5j0" 
170 FOR X=60 TO 360 STEP 60 
180 PRINT#1j'PA9; Xj"j20; XT; ' 
190 XM=X-60 
200 PRINT#1,6CP-'&'_j-1; LB"; XM; B$ 
210 NEXT X 
220 PRINT#1, "PA66.5120; CP171-3; LBImage X Coordinate. OB$ 
230 H=200 
240 FOR Y=20 TO 220 STEP 40 
250 PRINT#1, 'PA60j"5Yj'YT; ' 
260 IF Y>120 THEN PRINT#1j"CP-3j-. 25; LB"; H; B$ 
270 IF Y<121 THEN PRINT#19*CP-41-. 25; LB"; H; B$ 
280 H=H-40 
290 NEXT Y 
300 PRINT# 1, 'PA60,220CP-3.512LB Image Y Coordinate. "B$ 
310 PRINT#1 I "SF1; PAS, 250SI. 31.4CPO. 592.00, 
320 PRINT#1, "LB PLOT GENERATED BY IMAGE PATTERN CORNERS"B$ 
330 REM Wait loops. 
340 FOR L=O TO 1600 
350 FOR K=1 TO 10: NEXT K 
360 PRINT"L= 'L: NEXT L 
370 REM Main line loop. 
380 FOR T=O TO 500 
390 REM Main point loop. 
400 FOR N=O TO 500 
410 REM Test for EOF. 
420 IF EOF(3) THEN GOTO 850 
430 INPUT #3, X 
440 REM Test for line endchar. 
450 IF X=254 THEN GOTO 510 
460 PT(OIN)=X 
470 INPUT #3, Y 
480 IF Y=254 ThSN GOTO 510 
490 PT(1, N)=Y 
500 NEXT N 
510 REM Draw and plot routines. 



Figure ADU2 Continued. 

520 
530 
540 
550 
560 
570 
580 
590 
600 
610 
615 
620 
630 
640 
645 
650 
660 
670 
680 
690 
700 
710 
720 
730 
740 
745 
750 
755 
760 
770 
780 
790 
Boo 
810 
820 
830 
1340 
850 
E360 
870 
GE30 
890 

SCREEN 2 
COLOR 1, NN, O 
M=O 
ý=N-l 
REM Set un first Point on the line. 
X=PT(090) 
PRINT"X= "X 
Y=PT(110) 
PRINT"Y= EY 
XD=2*X: YD='-7, *Y 
X=X+60: Y=Y-20 
REM Move to line start point on 
PSET(XDqYD) 
YP=(200-Y) 
REM Move to line start point on 
PRINT#1, OSPO; C; "LT; PA'; X; YP; OPDO 
REM Main draw and plot routines. 
FOR M=1 TO N 
REM Wait loop. 
FOR L=O TO 100: NEXT L 
X=PT(09M) 
Y=PT(1, M) 
XD='>*X: YD='-'*Y 
X=X+60: Y=Y-'20 
YP=(200-Y) 
REM Draw line to point. 
LINE -(XDjYD) 
REM Plot line to point. 
PRINT#1, OPAO; X; YP 
NEXT M 
PRINT#1, 'PU" 
NN=NN+l 
C=C+1 
IF NN=6 THEN NN=3 
IF C=6 THEN C=3 
NEXT T 
STOP 
REM File closing routine. 
PRINT mFile printed was : -"A$ 
CLOSE. #3 
CLOSE #1 
STOP 

screen. 

plotter. 



Edefine startchar Cjxll 
Edefine endchar OxI. 3 
Einclude <stdio. h, ý Figure ADU3 Cinclude <conio. h> 
Einclude <dos. h> 
itnioti RF*GS inrecls, nottrecisf 
FILF Mfnpiai0, *1', *ji; 
char F2E631 
maino /* Program to read In and itore foature data from 68020 system 

int fprintfo, - 
unsigtied int iif, si, LjtaC20()()3, *pLajc; 
unsigned char a, b, d, *r-es; 
printf ("Extended feature data storaqe pro(Iram ri. Anniijiiq. \n\n1, )j 
printf("Enýer namo of -file iiito which 11w LJ, -kta I, * Lo tit:? &torf-%cj. \n\n,, )j 
r L-%-qoi- r. (F 2) ; 
priiii-f("Features areboxim strjovd in +i1w 
/* Serial lina already opun. 1Paf. A(j11- IdurstjýLar -Ata, -4ti)t. 
f2p=fopen(F21"w"); 
if (f2p-N11L. L) r 

priiitf("Error in opening %tote(4u file %%. \W', F2); 

printf("Obout to tusL for start character. \nll); 
inreqs. h. ah-3; /* Set up calls to DODS char- read routine 
outregs. h. al-0; 
-For(; (d=outregs. h. al) ! -startchar; )( 

intdos(&Inregs, &outreys); 
if(ferror(stdaug)) ( 

perror("Read Error. \n"); 
clearerr(stdaux); 

IF (f ea F (stdaiix) 
printf C'Etid of file read. \n"); 

printf("Testinq for start character. Valtiv read "d. \n", d); 

printf("About to read in a and b. \W'); 
intdosMinregz, &OuLiL-9S); 
a-aittrons. h. al ; 

r cqs) 
b=uu tr vqs. h. aI; 
/* pr itil f CaValtiu r vad iii for a= %dqbý %d, \W1, ajh) ; */ 
if (a--endchar .1 lb-ondchar) qaLn atid; 
nf-256*a + b, 
print-F ("Number of sets OF d. Ata to bv stared is ýn", nf); 
for (t-O, pta=ta; t<nt; t++) C /* Read in fe-aturt? data 

for(n=0; nt-ll; n++) C 
intdos(&inreqs, &outreqs); 
a=outregs. h. al; 

if (f eof (s td au), ))( 
print+C'End of file read. \W')-, 

2 
if(ferror(stdaux)) 

perrorCIRead Error. \n"); 
clearerr(stdaux); 

if(a=-endchar) goto end; 
intdos(&inreqsj&outreqs); 
ti-out. reclin. h. al ; 
if(ferror(stdaux)) 

perrar("Read Error. \n"); 
clearerr(stdaux); 

if(b--endchar) goto end; 
c-256*a+b; 
*(pta++)-c; 

printf("Received values are: - %d, %d, %d, %d. %d, ", 
*(pta-12)1*(pta-11), *(pta-10), *(Pta-9)9*(pL&-B))I 

printf("%d, %d. ý-d, %d, %d, %d,: 'd. \n", 
*(pta-7), *(pta-6), *(pta-5), *(pta-4)1*(pta-3)9*(pt, a-2), *(pta-1)); 

printf("All feature data received. \n"); 
for(t-Olpta=ta; t<nf; t++)( /* Writinq out data 

for (n=01 n<-I 1; n++) C 
/* printf("Data about to be transmitted to file is :- %d\n", *pta); */ 

fprint-F(f2p, "%- 6d", *(pta++)); 

fprintf(f2p, "\n"); 

printf("All feature data written out to file 3- %s. \n", F2); 
fcloso(f2p)l 
goto finish; 
end I 

pr i is tf ("ondchdr received it, O-Ata before all deta block transf erred. \n") 
fcloscp(f2p); 
finish: 

-printf ("\n") 



C Program to predict and plot a bowl's area and perimeter as 
C a function of angular rotation. 

REAL AREA(200). P ERI(200). ARG. MAXAR. SI. S2. WIDTH. ALPH, PERMAX Figure MF1 , INTEGER OPT, TXP, TYP, L. A, STEP, C1 C2, ARNDX, MARNDX. XMIN, XMAX, PENDX 
INTEGER CORN1, CORN2 

CHARACTER *70 TEXT 

CHARACTER *20 FIG 
CHARACTER *50 TXAXIS 

CHARACTER *50 TYAXIS 

502 WRITE(6,510) 
510 FORMAT('Progrom to Predict and Plot a Bowl s Shadow Area 

cand Perimeter as a Function of the Angle of Item Rotation. ') 

WRITE(6,514) 
514 FORMAT('The main plot functions take the following forms: -') 

WRITE(6,518) 
518 FORMAT(' 1/ AREA - Width * (Sidel*Sine(x)+Side2*Cos(x)), ) 

WRITE(6.522) 
522 FORMAT(' 2/ AREA Width ((Sidel*Sine(x)+Cornerl*Sine(o+x))') 

WRITE(6,524) 
524 FORMAT( +(Side2*Cos(x)+Corner2*Sine(o-x))), ) 

WRITE(6,526) 
526 FORMAT(' 3/ PERIMETER 2*Width+2*Sidel+2*Side2+f( a 

WRITE(6,528) 
528 FORMAT(' 4/ PERIMETER 2*Width+2*Sidel+2*Side2+4*Cornl+f(a), )' 

WRITE(6.530) 

530 FORMAT('Enter 1.2.3 or 4 for option to be plotted. ') 
READ(6. -) OPT 
IF (OPT. NE. l. AND. OPT. NE. 2. AND. OPT. NE. 3. AND. OPT. NE-4) GO TO 502 
IF (OPT. EO. 2) GO TO 540 
IF (OPT. EO. 3) GO TO 560 
IF (OPT. EO. 4) GO TO 580 

C Function to take in measurements of a simple box. 
WRITE(6,532) 

532 FORMAT('Enter the variables in the following order: -') 
WRITE(6,534) 

534 FORMAT('Side1, Side2, Width (All in pixels. )') 

WRITE(6,536) 
536 FORMAT('Xmin. Xmox. Angle Step (All in degrees. )') 

READ(6, *) Sl, S. ̂&. WIDTH. XMIN. XMAX. STEP 
GO TO 600 

C Function to take in relevant measurements for bowl and plate. 
540 WRITE(6,542) 
542 FORMAT('Enter the variables in the following order: -') 

WRITE(6,544) 
544 FORMAT('Sidel, Side2. Width. CornerI (All in pixels. )') 

WRITE(6,546) 
546 FORMAT('Alph. xmin, xmax. ongle step (All in degrees. )') 

READ(6. *) Sl. S2. WIDTH. CORN1. A. XMIN, XMAX. STEP 
ALPH=FLOAT(A)*3.142/180 
GO TO 600 

560 WRITE(6,562) 
562 FORMAT('Enter the variables in the following order: -') 

WRITE(6,564) 
564 FORMAT('Sidel. Side2. Width (All in pixels)') 

WRITE(6,566) 
566 FORMAT('xmin. xmcx, angle step (All in degrees. )') 

READ(6. *) S1, S2. WIDTH, XMIN. XMAX. STEP 



ALPH=FLOAT(A)*3.142/180 Figure MF1 Continued. GO TO 600 
580 WRITE(6.582) 
582 FORMAT('Enter the variables in the following order: -, ) 

WRITE(6.584) 
584 FORMAT('Sidel. Side2, Width. CornerI (All in pixels), ) 

WRITE(6.586) 
586 FORMAT('Alph. xmin, xmox. ongle step (All In degrees. ), ) 

READ(6, *) SI, S2. WIDTH, CORNI. A. XMIN. XMAX. STEP 
ALPH=FLOAT(A)*3.142/180 
GO TO 600 

600 WRITE(6,610) 
610 FORMAT('Enter a title string for the plot. ') 

READ(6,612) TEXT 

. 612 FORMAT(A) 
WRITE(6,613) 

613 FORMAT('Enter the X-axis label. ') 
READ(6,614) TXAXIS 

614 FORMAT(A) 
WRITE(6,615) 

615 FORMAT('Enter the Y-axis label. ') 
READ(6.616) TYAXIS 

616 FORMAT(A) 
WRITE(6,617) TEXT 

617 FORMAT('The plot title is: -'. A) 
C WRITE(6,618) 
C 618 FORMAT('&It is to be positioned at 
C WRITE(6,620) TXP. TYP 
C 620 FORMAT(216) 

WRITE(6,621) 
621 FORMAT('Enter a figure description. ') 

READ(6,622) FIG 
622 FORMAT(A) 

WRITE(6.623) 
623 FORMAT('&The angular plot range and step is : -1) 

WRITE(6,624) XMIN. XMAX. STEP 
624 FORMAT(316) 

IF (OPT. EQ. 3) GO TO 650 
IF (OPT. EQ. 4) GO TO 680 

C Generate the area values. 
ARNDX=O 
MAXAR=O 
DO 628 L=XMIN, XMAX, STEP 

ARNDX=ARNDX+l 
ARG=FLOAT(L)*3.142/180 

IF(OPT. EQ. 1)AREA(ARNDX)=WIDTH*(ABS(SI*SIN(ARG))+ABS(S2*COS(ARG))) 
IF(OPT. EQ. 2)AREA(ARNDX)=WIDTH*(ABS(SI*SIN(ARG))+ABS(S2*COS(ARG))+ 

c ABS(CORNI*SIN(ALPH+ARG))+ABS(CORN1*SIN(ALPH-ARG))) 
IF(AREA(ARNDX). GT. MAXAR) MAXAR=AREA(ARNDX) 
WRITE(6,626) L. ARNDX. AREA(ARNDX) 

626 FORMAT(18,18,1710.2) 
628 CONTINUE 

MARNDX=ARNDX 
ARNDX=1 
GO TO 700 

C First perimeter plot. 
650 CONTINUE 

PENDX=O 



PERMAX=O 
DO 670 L=XMIN, XMAX, STEP 

PENDX=PENDX+l 
IF(L. LE. 3. OR. L. GE. 177)PERI(PENDX)-2*WIDTH+2*Sl 
IF(L. GT. 3. AND. L. LT. 87)PERI(PENDX)=2*WIDTH+2*Sl+2*S2 
IF(L. GE. 87. AND. L. LE. 93)PERI(PENDX)=2*WIDTH+2*S2 
IF(L. GT. 93. AND. L. LT. 177)PERI(PENDX)-2*WIDTH+2*Sl+2*S2 
IF(PERI(PENDX). GT. PERMAX) PERMAX=PERI(PENDX) 
WRITE(6.652) L. PENDX. PERI(PENDX) 

652 FORMAT(I8.18. FlO. 2) 
670 CONTINUE 
672 GO TO 690 

C Second perimeter plot. 
680 CONTINUE 

PENDX=O 
PERMAX=O 
DO 690 L=XMIN. XMAX. STEP 

PENDX=PENDX+l 
IF(L. LE. 3. OR. L. GE. 177) THEN 

PERI(PENDX)=2*WIDTH+2*S2+4*CORN1 
ELSE IF(L. LT. 87. AND. ((L+A). LT. 87. OR. (L+A). GT. 93)) THEN 

PERI(PENDX)='ý*WIDTH+2*SI+2*S2+4*CORN1 
ELSE IF(L. LT. 87. AND. ((L+A). GE. 87. AND. ((L+A). LE. 93))) THEN 

PERI(PENDX)=2*WIDTH+2*Sl+2*S2+2*CORN1 
ELSE IF(L. CE. 87. AND. L. LE. 93) THEN 

PERI(PENDX)=Z*WIDTH+2*Sl+4*CORN1 

Figure MF1 Continued. 

ELSE I F(L. GT. 93. AND. ((L+A) -GE. 177. AND. ((L+A). LE. 183))) THEN 
PERI(PENDX)=2*WIDTH+2*Sl+2*S2+2*CORN1 

ELSE I F(L. GT. 93. AND. ((L+A). LT. 177 
-OR. 

((L+A). GT. 183))) THEN 
PERI(PENDX)=ý'*WIDTH+2*Sl+2*S2+4*CORN1 

END IF 

IF(PERI(PENDX). GT. PERMAX) PERMAX=PERI(PENDX) 

WRITE(6.68d". ) L, PENDX, PERI(PENDX) 

682 FORMAT(18,18. FlO. 2) 

C Prepare the pýrimeter data for the plot routine. 
690 CONTINUE 

DO 700 L=1.200 
AREA(L)=PERI(L) 
WRITE(6,692) L. AREA(L) 

692 FORMAT(18,1710.2) 
700 CONTINUE 

IF(OPT. EO. 1. OR. CPT. EQ. 2) MAXAR 1300 
IF(OPT. EQ. 3. OR. CPT. EQ. 4) MAXAR 300 

ARNDX=1 
GO TO 800 

C Points are no* ready for plotting. 
800 CONTINUE 

CALL PAPER(l) 
CALL PSPACE(O-1.0.8.0.1.0.8) 
CALL MAP(FLOAT(XLIIN). FLOAT(XMAX), O. MAXAR) 
CALL BORDER 
CALL AXES 
CALL CTRMAG(20) 
CALL POSITN(FLCAT(XMIN). AREA(l)) 

DO 850 L-XMIN+STEP, XMAX. STEP 

ARNDX=ARNDX+l 
CALL JOIN(FLOAT(L), AREA(ARNDX)) 



850 CONTINUE 

c 
c 
c 

LABEL THE PLOT 
CALL PLOTCS(FLOAT(TXP). FLOAT(TYP), TEXT) 
CALL PLOTCS(FLOAT(XMAX), FLOAT(TYP), FIG) 

CALL PSPACE(O. O. 1.0.0.0.1.0) 
CALL MAP(O-0.1.0.0-0.1.0) 
CALL PCSCEN(O. 65,0.85, TEXT) 
CALL PLOTCS(0.9,0.75, FIG) 
CALL CTRMAG(15) 
CALL PLOTCS(O. 35,0.03. TXAXIS) 
CALL CTRORI(90.0) 
CALL PLOTCS(O. 03,0.45. TYAXIS) 
CALL GREND 
STOP 
END 

Figure MF1 Continued. 



C Program to read in item data and crossplot any two features 
C of my choice from a feature-data file. 
C 

INTEGER DATA(300,12) Figure MF2 INTEGER OPT. ND, IN. IL. L, INX. INY. TXP, TYP, Xl. X2. YI, Y2 
REAL SX1. SX2. SY1. SY2, XOFFS. YOFFS 
CHARACTER *70 TEXT 
CHARACTER *20 FIG 
CHARACTER *50 TXAXIS 
CHARACTER *50 TYAXIS 

C 
3 WRITE(6,10) 

10 FORMAT('Select the item data file to be read in. ') 
WRITE(6.12) 

12 FORMAT('Enter a1 for a bowl file. ') 
WRITE(6,14) 

14 FORMAT('Enter a2 for a cup file. ') 
WRITE(6.15) 

15 FORMAT('Enter a3 for a plate file. ') 
C 
C READ IN THE CHOSEN SOURCE DATA FILE. 

READ(6.16) OPT 
16 FORMAT(Il) 

IF(OPT. NE. l. AND. OPT. NE. 2. AND. OPT. NE. 3) GO TO 3 
WRITE(6,18) 

18 FORMAT('Enter the number of cases to be read in. ') 
READ(6.20) ND 

20 FORMAT(13) 
IF(OPT. EQ. 2) GO TO 50 
IF(OPT. EQ. 3) GO TO 82 
WRITE(6,22) 

22 FORMAT('About to read in the bowl file. ') 
WRITE(6,24) ND 

24 FORMAT('Number of cases is :-', 13) 
OPEN(7, FILE='SHIPNB1*, STATUS=*OLD') 
DO 40 L=1. ND 

READ(7. *) (DATA(L, IL), IL=1.12) 
40 CONTINUE 
42 GO TO 100 

C EOUIVALENT STATEMENTS FOR THE CUP. 
50 WRITE(6,52) 
52 FORMAT('About to read in the cup file. ') 

OPEN(7. FILE='SHIPNC1', STATUS=*OLD') 

DO 60 L=1, ND 
READ(7. *) (DATA(L, IL), IL=1.12) 

60 CONTINUE 
GO TO 100 

c EQUIVALENT STATEMENTS FOR PLATE. 
82 WRITE(6.84) 
84 FORMAT('About to read in the plate file. ') 

OPEN(7, FILE=*NEl', STATUS='OLD*) 

DO 90 L=I, ND 
READ(7, *) (DATA(L, IL), IL=1.12) 

90 CONTINUE 
100 CONTINUE 
120 CONTINUE 

c ALLOW USER TO SPECIFY AXES. 
WRITE(6,126) 

126 FORMAT('&Enter two numbers obscisso first then ordinote') 



WRITE(6.128) 
128 FORMAT(' from the following list. ') 

WRITE(6,130) 
130 FORMAT('Enter 1 for Index. ') 

WRITE(6,132) 
132 FORMAT('Enter 2 for Perimeter. ') 

WRITE(6,134) 
134 FORMAT('Enter 3 for Area. ') 

WRITE(6,136) 
136 FORMAT('Enter 4 for Compaction. ') 

WRITE(6,138) 
138 FORMAT('Enter 5 for Total. ') 

WRITE(6,140)3 
140 FORMAT('Enter 6 for Minmax. ') 

WRITE(6,142) 
142 FORMAT('Enter 7 for Endmid. ') 

WRITE(6.144) 
144 FORMAT('Enter 8 for MinMid. ') 

WRITE(6,146) 
146 FORMAT('Enter 9 for MidMax. ') 

WRITE(6,148) 
148 FORMAT('Enter 10 for DtoMin. ') 

WRITE(6,149) 
149 FORMAT('Enter 11 for DtoMid. ') 

WRITE(6.150) 
' for DtoMax. 1) 150 FORMAT('Enter 1ý 

READ(6. *) INX. INY 
WRITE(6,154) 

154 FORMAT('Enter a title string for the plot., ) 
READ(6,156) TEXT 

156 FORMAT(A) 
WRITE(6,157) 

157 FORMAT('Enter the X-axis label. ') 
READ(6,158) TXAXIS 

158 FORMAT(A) 
WRITE(6.159) 

159 FORMAT('Enter the Y-oxis label. ') 

READ(6,160) TYAXIS 

160 FORMAT(A) 
WRITE(6.161) 

161 FORMAT('Enter a figure decription. ') 

READ(8,162) FIG 

162 FORMAT(A) 
WRITE(6.163) 

163 FORMAT('Enter the plot ranges of x then y coordinates. ') 
READ(6, *) X1. X2. y1. y2 

WRITE(6,164) 
164 FORMAT('&The pict title is: -') 

WRITE(6,166) TEXT 
166 FORMAT(A) 

WRITE(6,172) 
172 FORMAT('&The x plot range is: -*) 

WRITE(6.174) X1, X2 

174 FORMAT(216) 
WRITE(6,176) 

176 FORMAT('&The y plot range is: -, ) 

WRITE(6,178) Y1. Y2 
178 FORMAT(216) 

C 

Figure MF2 Continued. 

PRE-SCALING OF PLOT AREA. 



SX1-((X2-Xl)*0.5) 

c PLOTTING SECTION OF THE PROGRAM. 
CALL PAPER(l) 
CALL CTRMAG(20) 
CALL PSPACE(O. 1.0-8.0-1.0-8) 
CALL MAP(FLOAT(Xl), FLOAT(X2). FLOAT(YI), FLOAT(Y2)) 
CALL BORDER 
CALL AXES 
CALL POSITN(FLOAT(DATA(1, INX)), FLOAT(DATA(1. INY))) 
CALL PLOTNC(FLOAT(DATA(I, INX)), FLOAT(DATA(1. INY)), 162) 
DO 200 L=2, ND 

CALL JOIN(FLOAT(DATA(L. INX)). FLOAT(DATA(L. INY))) 
CALL PLOTNC(FLOAT(DATA(L. INX)), FLOAT(DATA(L, INY)), 162) 

200 CONTINUE 

C LABEL THE PLOT 
C CALL PCSCEN(SX1. FLOAT(Y2), TEXT) 
c CALL PLOTCS(FLOAT(X2). FLOAT(Y2). FIG) 
C 

CALL PSPACE(O. 0.1.0.0.0,1.0) 

, 'CALL MAP(0.0,1.0.0.0.1.0) 
C 

CALL PCSCEN(O. 65.0.85, TEXT) 
CALL PLOTCS(O. 9.0.75. FIG) 

-, CALL CTRMAG(15) 
CALL PLOTCS(O. 35.0.03. TXAXIS) 
CALL CTRORI(90.0) 
CALL PLOTCS(O. 03.0.45. TYAXIS) 

C 
CALL GREND 
CLOSE (7) 
STOP 
END 

I 

0 

Figure MF2 Continued. 


